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ABSTRACT
Wardak is one variety of the Pashto language. Most of its approximate one million
speakers live in Wardak Province, which is just south of the capital city, Kabul, of
Afghanistan. While all Wardaks think of themselves as Pashtun, the Wardak speech variety
is considered different from other Pashto varieties. Is Wardak a dialect of Pashto, or is
there evidence for it being a variety separate from Pashto? Pashto has been developed with
an alphabet going back four hundred years and an extensive literature, which includes an
education curriculum that is taught in the primary schools. Does the existing literature and
education materials meet the needs of the Wardak speaker? Linguists historically have
divided Afghan Pashto into three dialects: Southern-Kandahar, Eastern-Jalalabad, and
Central-Ghilji. The first two are considered the prestige dialects of Pashto. Does Wardak fit
into one of these three existing dialects, or is it part of another dialect of Pashto?
Three instruments were used to answer these questions. First, Word List assessments
compared similarity between Wardak and the prestige Pashto varieties. Second, Recorded
Text Testing assessments compared comprehension levels between speakers from Wardak
and other Pashto varieties. Third, Sociolinguistic Questionnaire assessments compared
language usage and attitudes between speakers from Wardak and other Pashto varieties.
Wardak is a dialect of Pashto. While the needs of many Wardaks are met by the
existing education curriculum and literature, some Wardaks would benefit from a limited
Wardak language development project. Beyond this, the identity needs of Wardaks would
benefit from more books, poems, and songs being written in Wardak. Finally, Wardak may
have a relationship to other Pashto varieties that are spoken primarily in Khost and Paktia

xviii

provinces. This relationship exists because Wardak speakers share the same ancestor, that
is, Karlan, with speakers of these Khost and Paktia Pashto varieties.

xix

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Pashtuns, who are members of the largest ethnic group in Afghanistan, are known
for their fierceness and are often at the center of international news reports. Embracing
a tribal culture and local leadership, they have, through the centuries, resisted control
by outside empires and central governments. Even today, peace is far from reigning in
the Afghan Pashtun homelands. Pashtuns are equally proud of their language, which
not only is one of two national languages in Afghanistan, but also is a major regional
language in neighboring Pakistan. While many foreigners perceive the Pashto language
as harsh or strident, Pashtuns say that their heart language is ‘sweet’. My co-worker
and partner in this work, Najibullah, asked me soon after we met: “Pashto is a sweet
language, isn’t it?” Virtually all Pashtuns can quote this proverb:
Enemies say that Pashto is the language of hell,
but I will go to heaven with Pashto.
With a population of close to twenty million, Afghan Pashtuns envision copious amounts of
their heart tongue reverberating in a future eternal bliss.
Two major Pashto dialects and their speakers have been described and documented in
the literature. These documented dialects are spoken in the southern and eastern regions of
Afghanistan. In between these two regions, a large number of not-as-well-documented
Pashtuns live. One such subgroup or tribe of Pashtuns is the Wardaks. Most of the Wardak
tribal members live within Wardak Province, which is south of Kabul, the capital of
Afghanistan. Though not as famous as their neighbors, Wardaks are not insignificant: Some
place the population of this tribe at one million. Members of the Wardak tribe speak a
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variety that is distinct from other varieties of Pashto, but this variety is not considered
prestigious. Pashtuns from other regions regularly tell good-natured jokes about Wardak
Pashto, and they laugh when they hear a Wardak speaking. However, while Wardak Pashto
draws a gentle laughter from other Pashtuns, Wardaks are respected by fellow Pashtuns.
Wardaks are proud of their heritage because they have led and influenced Afghans in all
fields. Current political leaders as well as past military heroes come from Wardak. In
addition, Wardaks are the most educated of all Pashtun tribes.
Unlike the two major varieties of Afghan Pashto, little has been written about Wardak
Pashto. Because Pashtuns from other regions have difficulty understanding Wardak, many
wonder how different Wardak is from other Pashtos. One international worker who was
very fluent in one of the two well-known Pashtos overheard two Wardaks conversing and
observed: “I do not know what they were saying.” Perhaps Wardak is so different from
other Pashto varieties that it is not just a separate dialect of Pashto but close to another
language. If that were so, then the language needs of Wardak would not be met by the
existing standardized Pashto form. Said another way, Wardak Pashto would be in need of
significant development.
By ‘significant development’, I mean reading primers, educational materials through all
grade levels, literature, dictionaries, grammars, and related items that are required for
language development of a separate language. Significant development contrasts with the
limited development that may be beneficial for a non-prestigious dialect. By ‘limited
development’, I mean an initial primer, a transition primer, and related items that assist the
speaker from the non-prestigious dialect with learning the standardized form.
Besides Wardak, other Pashtos may exist in this central region between the two more
prestigious Pashtos. Because little has been written about the Pashto in this zone, it is not
clear how many Pashto dialects exist in Afghanistan. Some researchers report that just the
two well-known dialects exist, some say there are three Afghan Pashto dialects, and others
say there are four or even more. How many dialects are there? How different are these

2

dialects? Meeting the language development needs of millions of Pashtuns who speak these
less-documented dialects or varieties depends on accurate answers to these questions.
Differences in speech do not only relate to geographical differences, but also to gender
differences. Afghanistan culture in general and Pashtun culture in particular recognizes a
separation between men and women. Typically, only men work outside the home; only
men attend school at least beyond the primary levels; only men inhabit the shopping areas,
restaurants, and other recreation others; and only men participate in government and
politics. While the man’s domain is outside the home, the woman’s domain is restricted to
inside the housing compound. Women do not venture outside the home and thus do not
participate in life in the community. Most women virtually never interact or speak with
another man outside their immediate family. This separation of men and women impacts
speech resulting in different lects between men and women. How different is the speech of
women from the speech of men? The speech of men is influenced by education and contact
with speakers from other regions. The speech for the majority of Pashtun women who
interact only with other women often just from their own extended family is not similarly
affected. As a result, language development needs may be different for women than for
men.
To help facilitate answering these questions, an ongoing investigation of Wardak and
other Pashto varieties along with the relationships between them began in 2010.2 My
faithful colleague and researcher, Najibullah Sadiqi Wardak ()نجيب الله صديقي وردګ, has made
thirteen trips throughout the Pashtun region in Afghanistan and Pakistan, collecting large
quantities of data. I (the primary investigator) made two trips (one with the researcher),
and a secondary researcher made one trip. In this thesis, I investigate the relationship
between Wardak Pashto and other varieties of Pashto. More specifically, I analyze data

2

This ongoing project is being conducted under a protocol agreement with the Afghanistan Academy of

Sciences.
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from research to answer three overarching or defining questions. Overarching or defining
refers to the purpose of the thesis.


Is Wardak simply a dialect of Afghan Pashto, or is there evidence that Wardak is a
separate language in need of its own significant development?



Can all the distinctives within Afghan Pashto be captured in three dialects? In four?



Does Wardak Pashto, which is acquired in the home, along with the various forms of
Standard Pashto meet all the language needs of Wardak members? If not, what type
of development would benefit Wardak members?

Ideally, the research data should include both men and women; unfortunately, the vast
majority of the data is from men. More will be said about reasons for this lack of data from
women later in this thesis. Here, it is worth noting that the data from research will help
answer the defining questions mainly with regard to men.
Standard Pashto is relevant to each of these questions. While I mentioned a
standardized form of Pashto earlier, Standard Pashto is actually fairly complex with
multiple varieties or forms. Native speakers or researchers often refer to Standard Pashto
without specifying which variety of Standard Pashto they mean. The Standard Pashto
varieties fall into three groups: educated, regional, and prestige Pashtos. Sometimes people
refer to Standard Pashto when they mean the educated or literary Pashto that is taught in
schools and heard on television. I refer to this literary variety as Educated Standard Pashto.
People sometimes refer to Standard Pashto when they mean a regional Pashto used to
communicate between Pashtuns from different regions. While there are many regional
Pashto varieties in Afghanistan, people usually mean Kabul Regional Pashto when they
refer to Standard Pashto in the regional sense since Kabul, the capital city, is by far the
largest city where Pashtuns from different regions interact. I refer to this Kabul variety as
Regional Standard Pashto. Finally, people sometimes refer to Standard Pashto when they
mean the most respected or favorite Pashto variety among a majority of Pashtun speakers.
I refer to this variety as Prestige Standard Pashto. In chapter three, I flesh out these three
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standard Pashtos, and in the conclusion, chapter eight, I relate them to the three defining
thesis questions.
In this first chapter, I present an overview of the entire Pashtun ethnic group and their
language along with background information on the Wardak tribe. In the second chapter, I
place the Wardak tribe within the Pashtun ethnic group and propose an organization of
tribes that provides a structure for organizing, analyzing, and reporting the research data.
Four research questions result from the second chapter. The research questions provide a
bridge between the three defining questions and the research data. Then in the third
chapter, I describe and expand on the three varieties of Standard Pashto.
In the remainder of the thesis, I describe data from testing which give evidence
relevant to the four research questions. In the fourth chapter, I outline testing
methodology; in the fifth through the seventh chapters, I compare Wardak to the other
Pashto varieties through lexical similarity, comprehension, and usage and attitudes,
respectively. Finally in the eighth chapter, which is the conclusion, I answer the four
research questions using the results from testing. On the basis of these answers, I give
conclusions to the three defining questions. Finally, I make recommendations regarding the
development of Wardak.
I begin with an overview of the major languages of Afghanistan.

1.1 Afghanistan Overview
After centuries of control and influence by outside empires, Afghanistan became its
own kingdom in 1747. From 1747 to 1973, Pashtun kings and amirs ruled over
Afghanistan. Following the third Anglo-Afghan war in 1919, Afghanistan was recognized
as a fully independent state by British India and thus able to carry out its own internal and
foreign affairs. The last Pashtun amir, Zahir Shah, ruled for forty years between 1933 and
1973. During that time, Afghanistan enjoyed peace. However, during the following
twenty-eight years, coups, the Soviet invasion, civil war, and fundamentalist rule by the
Taliban devastated the country. During those years, the population decreased as many
5

Afghans fled their homeland and became refugees in neighboring countries. For a brief
period of time following the USA-led invasion in 2001, a relative peace returned to most
regions of the country as refugees returned home and reconstruction efforts began.
However, in the last five years, instability has increased particularly in the Pashtun regions
in the southern and eastern parts of the country. Today, most parts of the South and east3
are not safe for foreigners to work in. Even for Afghan workers, these regions pose security
problems.
Partially because of this instability, precise population statistics are difficult to obtain.
Nevertheless, The World Factbook estimates the overall population as 31,100,000 (The
World Factbook - Afghanistan 2013). The population within Afghanistan is diverse with
many ethnic groups. In the Ethnologue, Lewis (2013)4 lists thirty-nine living languages for
Afghanistan. In Figure 1, the nine major languages of Afghanistan are shown.

Figure 1. Major Languages of Afghanistan5

3

Since only the southern part of Afghanistan has enough prestige to be recognized as a distinct region, I

subjectively refer only to the South as a proper noun in this thesis.
4

This reference will sometimes be referred to as the Ethnologue later in the thesis.

5

All maps are used with permission from SIL International.
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This figure shows two official or national languages, six languages that are given
statutory status by the government, and one major tribal or regional language. Pashto6 and
Dari [prs]7 are the two official or national languages. Pashto is the language of the
Pashtuns, while Dari (related to Iranian Persian) is the language of the Tajiks. After the
Pashtuns, the Tajiks are the second largest ethnic group in Afghanistan, comprising a
majority in the northern provinces along with a large western province. Also (and very
relevant for this study), a significant Tajik population lives in the capital city Kabul, making
Dari the majority language of Kabul. It is also the language of the federal government. The
third largest ethnic group is the Hazaras. The Hazaras are a majority in three provinces,
and most live in the central portion of the nation aptly named the Hazarajat. In addition to
the Hazarajat, a large community of Hazaras with an estimated population of one million
lives in a western suburb of Kabul named Dasht-e-Barchi. While Hazaragi [haz] (related to
Dari) is the language of the Hazara home and Hazarajat villages, many Hazaras also speak
Dari. Of all the ethnic groups in Afghanistan, the Hazaras are the most educated.
Several other minority ethnic groups inhabit Afghanistan. To the northwest are the
Uzbeks and Turkmen, speakers of Southern Uzbek [uzs] and Turkmen [tuk], respectively.
Many Uzbeks and Turkmen migrated south to Afghanistan 140 years ago during the time of
the Russian takeover of what is now Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. Uzbek and Turkmen
are Turkic languages, outside of the Indo-European language family. The Baloch and
Brahui (not shown in Figure 1) ethnic groups live to the south of the Pashto majority region
in southwest Afghanistan. Both groups also have larger populations living in neighboring
Pakistan. Western Balochi [bgn] is spoken in Afghanistan by the Baloch and is one
language within the Baluchi [bal] macrolanguage. Brahui [brh], which is the northernmost
member of the Dravidian language family, is not Indo-European. In the eastern part of

6

The ISO 639-3 classification for Pashto will be given in Section 1.4.

7

The three-letter code following language names in square brackets is the ISO 639-3 code for the language.
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Afghanistan are the Pashai and the Nuristani language families. The Ethnologue lists six
Nuristani and four Pashai varieties. In the northeast province of Badakhshan are multiple
minority languages with the largest being Shughni [sgh]. Other small minority language
communities reside in Kunar Province in the east, and a few other very small languages are
distributed throughout the country. In addition to the official languages of Afghanistan,
Dari and Pashto, the government lists Uzbek, Turkmen, Baluchi, Pashai, Nuristani and
Shughni as Statutory Languages of Provincial Identity. Due to sociolinguistic and political
reasons, Hazaragi is not listed as a statutory language even though it is the home language
of the third largest ethnic group in the country.

1.2 Pashtun Overview
Pashtuns are the largest ethnic group in Afghanistan and also the largest tribal ethnic
group in the world (Anderson 1978, 168). The Ethnologue (Lewis 2013) places the
worldwide Pashto population at 49,600,000. Most Pashtuns live in Afghanistan and
Pakistan. In Pakistan, the Pashtun population is 29,800,000 (The World Factbook - Pakistan
2013),8 while in Afghanistan, estimates of the Pashtun population vary between 40% and
60% of the total population. Some of the variation in these estimates is probably due to
mixed marriages between Pashtuns and other ethnic groups.9 Pashtuns predominantly
speak Pashto as their first language.10 Approximately 15,200,000 Afghans or 49% of the
total population speak Pashto (Hopkins 2012, 181–2).
In Figure 2, Afghanistan provinces are labeled, and Pashtun majority areas are
indicated in both Afghanistan and Pakistan.
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15.42% of an overall population of 193,200,000 people equals 29,800,000 Pashtuns.

9

The largest number of mixed marriages is between Pashtuns and Tajiks in the capital city, Kabul.
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Some Pashtuns, particularly in Kabul city and Herat Province in the west part of Afghanistan, have

abandoned Pashto for Dari as their mother tongue.
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Figure 2. Pashtun Majority Areas of Afghanistan
Within Afghanistan, Pashtuns are the majority in 47% of the country’s thirty-four
provinces, occupying much of the southern and eastern portions of the country. Fifteen
provinces in the southern and the eastern part of Afghanistan are Pashtun majority ranging
from Farah and Nimroz in the southwest portion of the country to Kunar and Laghman in
the eastern portion of the country. In addition, Kunduz, which is in the northern part of
the country is also majority Pashtun.
In Pakistan, Pashtuns live in the Khyber Pakhtun Khwa Province (KPK), the Federally
Administered Tribal Area (FATA) in the northwest part of the country, and the adjoining
northeast part of Baluchistan Province, which is located in the southwest part of Pakistan.
Dari, the other Afghanistan national language, influences Pashto particularly in contact
areas such as the capital city Kabul. However, the influence of Dari in rural areas is often
overstated. My colleague Najibullah (p.c.) estimates that over 70% of Wardaks are
monolingual with virtually zero contact with Dari speakers. Urdu, the national language of

9

Pakistan, influences Pashto on the Pakistan side of the border. Arabic also influences
Pashto with many words of religious content and beyond being borrowed from Arabic into
Pashto.

1.3 Wardak Tribe
Wardak is one tribe within the Pashtun ethnic group. From now on, I refer to the
individual groups within the larger Pashto ethnic group as tribes. (Further explanation
with respect to tribes is given in chapter two.) Wardak Province lies in the central part of
the nation just south and west of the capital Kabul as shown in Figure 2. While the
province of Wardak is named after the tribe, Wardaks primarily occupy only four of the
eight districts in Wardak Province. In Figure 3, the Wardak majority region within Wardak
Province is shown.

Figure 3. Wardak Province
The capital of Wardak Province is Maidan Shar (Shar means city in Dari), and it is
located just forty kilometers to the south of the western suburbs of Kabul city; however,
Wardaks are not the majority Pashtun tribe in Maidan Shar. As shown in Figure 3, Ghilji
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Pashtuns are the majority Pashtun tribe in the provincial capital.11 The Ghilji Pashtun
districts are located in the northeast portion of Wardak Province and are marked in Figure
3 with green, upward diagonal lines. Ghilji Pashtuns are described and contrasted with
Wardaks in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. As shown also in Figure 3 and marked with orange,
downward diagonal lines, Dai Mirdad, Chak, Saydabad, and Jaghatu districts are the four
majority Wardak districts. Two non-Pashtun (majority Hazara) districts are located in the
northwest portion of the province.
There are minority Wardaks populations scattered throughout the country with the
largest group found in a western suburb of Kabul named Kampani. While the official listed
population of Wardak Province is estimated at 568,000 (Central Statistics Organization
2013), locals consider the actual population to be significantly higher. For example, in
Jaghatu District, the estimated population is about 44,400. However, the researcher comes
from Jaghatu District, and he considers Jaghatu’s district population to be closer to 80,000.
Justifying that claim, he estimates there are between ninety and one-hundred villages in
Jaghatu with each village having an average of eighty compounds of houses and each
compound having an average of ten people living in it. Using these numbers, the
population of Jaghatu would be close to 80,000 people or nearly twice the official estimate.
The reason for this discrepancy is that official population statistics in Afghanistan are
difficult if not impossible to obtain. The only official, door-to-door census in Afghanistan
was conducted in 1979 (Balland, 152). Pashtun culture includes a strong ‘parda’12 or
protection or seclusion of women. Women seldom leave the compound associated with the
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Ghilji actually refers to more than a tribe. Precisely speaking, Ghilji is a grouping of tribes. This will be

explained in chapter two.
12

Parda is a linguistic transliteration of Pashto letters using symbols from the International Phonetic

Association (IPA). Words transliterated using IPA symbols are shown with single quotes in the body of the
thesis only. (They are not shown with single quotes in the footnotes.) The orthographic representation in
Pashto will also be given in the footnotes. In Pashto orthography, parda is پرده. Normally, the linguistic
transliteration will follow the orthographic representation in the footnotes.
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house, and non-family members do not have permission to interview or talk with them.
Beyond that, a general suspicion of outsiders exists. In many Pashtun regions, outsiders do
not have freedom to ask questions even about demographic information such as the number
of people living in a house and their age and sex.
Most of Wardak Province is mountainous. The area of the province is about 9,500
square kilometers (3,670 square miles); in comparison, only two states in the United States
have smaller areas. Wardak is quite elevated with the provincial capital, Maidan Shar,
located at 2,225 meters (7,300 feet). The climate is semi-arid and temperate with little
humidity and with, on average, less than 30 cm (12 inches) of precipitation per year.
Winter temperatures plunge well below freezing while summer temperatures do not range
much above 30 degrees Celsius (86 degrees Fahrenheit). Between the mountains are
valleys or broad plains where farmers plant their crops, making farming the most common
occupation. The ancestor of the Wardaks is reputed to be Karlan, about whom more details
are given in chapter two. The first syllable of this root is ‘kar’ which is the Pashto root for
the verb meaning ‘to plant’.13 Perhaps it is only ironic that the Wardak’s primary
occupation is farming. In addition, while only a few Wardaks are ranchers by occupation,
every Wardak household has experience with cattle and owns at least one cow. Beyond
these common occupations, Wardaks are also renowned throughout the country as repairers
of ‘kɑrez’.14 Karez are water management, irrigation systems that are common in the dry
climates of Iran and Afghanistan.
Wardaks have the reputation among Pashtun tribes of being peaceful. Unlike many
other Pashtun tribes, Wardaks accepted government laws and paid taxes and had few
conflicts with their neighbors. In sharp contrast, many Pashtun tribes have actively fought
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To plant – كرل, karəl

14

Irrigation system – كارېز, kɑrez
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and even today actively fight against any form of state government. Large numbers of
Wardaks joined the army through various administrations of kings and amirs.
Another distinctive of the Wardak tribe is education. While many Pashtuns do not
strongly esteem education, it is a valued attribute among Wardak citizens. My Wardak
colleague estimates that 50% of males in Wardak Province are educated (Najibullah, p.c.),
making Wardak one of the most educated tribes in the Pashto ethnic group. The overall
literacy rate in the country is estimated at 31% with 43% of adult males literate (World
Health Organization 2011). Pashtuns are known to have lower literacy rates than other
large ethnic groups; therefore, the researcher’s estimate of 50% of Wardak Pashtun adult
males being literate is well above the overall Pashtun average. As evidence of this claim,
80% of the students at Kandahar University, a major university in the South, are Wardak
(Najibullah, p.c.). While no Wardak tribal member has risen to the country’s highest
position (king and amir before 1973 and president after 2002), many have had seats of
great influence. For eight years, Abdul Rahim Wardak was the Ministry of Defense for the
current President Hamid Karzai. Ghulam Faruq Wardak is the current Minister of
Education. He is credited with improving the overall education in Afghanistan during the
Karzai administration. The Deputy Advisor of the National Security Council under
President Karzai, Rahmatullah Nabil, is also Wardak.

1.4 Pashto Classification
Pashto is an Indo-European language (Iranian branch of the Indo-Iranian group).15 In
Figure 4, Pashto is positioned in the Southeastern branch of the Eastern group of Iranian.
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Some Pashtun scholars dispute the claim that Pashto is in the Iranian branch of Indo-Iranian. They

believe that the Pashtun origins are Aryan and it should be part of the Indo-Aryan branch of Indo-European
(Afghanistan Pashto Academy of Science Workers, p.c.). Further study into this claim is needed.
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Figure 4. Classification of Pashto
By contrast, Afghanistan’s other national language, Dari, is under the Western group of
Iranian.
The Ethnologue (Lewis 2013) lists two Pashto languages in Afghanistan:16 Southern
Pashto and Northern Pashto. Southern Pashto [pbt] is spoken in the southern region, while
Northern Pashto [pbu] is spoken in the eastern region of Afghanistan. Afghans distinguish
Southern and Northern Pashto on the basis of differences in pronunciation between two
phonemes whose graphemic representation is shown in Table 1. In the first column, the
graphemic forms for the two key phonemes that differentiate Southern and Northern Pashto
are shown; while in the second and third columns, the realized phonemic forms for the two
key phonemes are shown.

16

In Pakistan, a third variety, Central Pashto, is listed. More will be said about this third Pashto variety in

the next section.
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Table 1. Northern / Southern Pashto Distinction
Grapheme
ښ
ږ

Southern
[ʂ]
[ʐ]

Northern
[x]
[g]

In Southern Pashto, < > ښand < > ږare pronounced as voiceless and voiced
retroflex sibilants, respectively. Contrastively, in Northern Pashto, the two graphemes are
pronounced as a voiceless velar fricative and a voiced velar plosive, respectively. Because
the Southern retroflex sounds are subjectively perceived by many Afghans as gentler or
softer to the ear in comparison to the velar and plosive sounds, Southern Pashto is labeled
as soft Pashto, while Northern Pashto is labeled as hard Pashto. The name of their
language17 provides one example of contrastive pronunciation for the same grapheme.
Southerners pronounce their language as [paʂto], while Easterners pronounce it as [paxto].
It is transliterated into Latin form many ways including Pashto, Pakhto, Pushto, Pakto,
Pakhtoo, and Pakhtu. I transliterate as Pashto unless trying to differentiate between
varieties. Another example showing the differences is the word for ‘good’,18 which is
pronounced as [ʂa] in Southern Pashto, while it is pronounced as [xa] in Northern Pashto.

1.5 Historical Pashto Variety Divisions
While the Ethnologue (Lewis 2013) currently lists only two Pashto languages within
Afghanistan, it and the ISO 639-3 standards classify Pashto as a macrolanguage [pus] with
three distinct languages in Pakistan and Afghanistan: Southern, Northern, and Central
Pashto. While Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto are spoken in both Afghanistan and
Pakistan, Central Pashto [pst] is just spoken in the Waziristan region of the FATA within
Pakistan.

17

Pashto –پښتو

18

Good – ښه
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Contrasting with ISO’s classification of Pashto as a macrolanguage consisting of three
distinct languages, linguists have historically classified Pashto as just one language with a
varying number of dialects. Following this introductory section and throughout the body of
this thesis, I will refer to varieties of Pashto. By using variety, I am not taking a position as
to whether they are separate languages, which make up a macrolanguage, or simply
dialects of a single language. Within the concluding chapter, Sections 8.1 and 8.2, using
the results from language assessments, I place Wardak as a dialect of Afghan Pashto and
also place the other Afghan Pashto varieties within the dialect structure of Afghan Pashto. I
also conclude that Afghan Pashto is best classified as one language with multiple dialects
and not as a macrolanguage with multiple languages.
While linguists have differed on the number of Pashto dialects, like Afghans today, the
criterion for differentiation of dialects has been phonological differentiation. As with the
differentiation between Northern and Southern Pashto, all linguists agree that the two
phonemes that have graphemic representation < > ښand < > ږcan be used to
differentiate major Pashto dialects (Hallberg 1992, 4:9–10). The southern region of
Afghanistan with Kandahar city in Kandahar Province as its center-point is identified with
the soft dialect, and the eastern region of Afghanistan with Jalalabad city in Nangarhar
Province as its center-point is identified with the hard dialect. The soft variety aligns with
Southern Pashto, and the hard variety aligns with Northern Pashto. While the Ethnologue
refers to Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto as languages; in the body of this report, I
refer to Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto as varieties. In the last chapter, I conclude
that they are indeed each dialects of Afghan Pashto.
Henderson (1983) and MacKenzie (1959) make a finer distinction of Pashto into four
dialects based on distinctions in the same two phonemes. In Table 2, this finer distinction
is shown. In the first column, the graphemic forms for the two key phonemes that
differentiate dialects are shown; while in the second through the fifth columns, the realized
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phonemic forms for the two key phonemes in the four dialects of Henderson and MacKenzie
are shown.
Table 2. Four-Way Dialect Distinctions
Grapheme
ښ
ږ

SouthernKandahar
ʂ
ʐ

Variety

SouthernQuetta
ʃ
ʒ

CentralGhilji
ç
ʝ

EasternJalalabad
x
g

Their division includes further distinctions between primarily19 the same two phonemes by
adding two groups to the overall list. Again, the Southern-Kandahar dialect aligns with
Southern Pashto, and the Eastern-Jalalabad dialect aligns with Northern Pashto. In the
Southern-Quetta20 dialect, the soft retroflex Southern-Kandahar sibilants are replaced with
post-alveolar sibilant fricatives. Henderson’s Central-Ghilji dialect is identified in
Afghanistan with the region between where the Southern-Kandahar and Eastern-Jalalabad
dialects are spoken. Here, these two phonemes are pronounced as voiceless and voiced
palatal fricatives, respectively.
Other sources reject distinctions between the two Southern dialects. For example,
Penzl (2009, 7–11) only recognizes a three-way division, conflating Southern-Kandahar and
Southern-Quetta into one dialect. In Table 3, I show this conflated, three-way division. In
the first column, the graphemic forms for the two key phonemes that differentiate dialects
are shown; while in the second through the fourth columns, the realized phonemic forms
for the two key phonemes in the three dialects defined by Penzl are shown.
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MacKenzie lists three other phoneme distinctions. One of those three only contrasts in Pakistan and is

always realized in Afghanistan as ʒ, while the other two (represented in the majority of varieties as the
phonemes ts and dz) also show minimal variation between regions. They will be discussed in a future report.
20

Quetta is the capital of Baluchistan Province in Pakistan and is located to the southeast of Kandahar city

as shown in Figure 2.
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Table 3. Three-Way Dialect Distinction
Grapheme
ښ
ږ

Variety
SouthernKandahar
ʂ
ʐ

CentralGhilji
ç
ʝ

EasternJalalabad
x
g

In Penzl’s classification, the Southern-Quetta variety is subsumed by the SouthernKandahar variety. Hallberg (1992, 4:15) strengthens this argument in reporting a 96%
lexical similarity between Southern-Kandahar Pashto and Southern-Quetta Pashto. His data
supports Penzl’s claim of a single variety including Southern-Kandahar and Southern-Quetta
Pashto. Therefore in this report, I agree with Penzl and list just one Southern Pashto
variety.
Ghazni city, the capital of Ghazni Province, is located midway between Kandahar
Province and Kabul Province and is the largest city in Penzl’s Central-Ghilji variety.
Wardak, with a border on the north side of Ghazni Province, falls within the Central-Ghilji
geographic region, and it shares the Central-Ghilji palatal fricatives for the two
distinguishing graphemes. However, I show in the next chapter that Wardaks and Ghazni
members have different historical backgrounds. In chapter two, I describe the historical
background of the Pashtuns. Based on this historical background, I explore the possibility
of a fourth Afghan Pashto variety and the relationship between Wardak and that variety.
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CHAPTER 2
PLACING WARDAK WITHIN PASHTO VARIETIES
From general meetings with Pashtuns, my sense is that the three-way division of Pashto
into varieties is inadequate.21 When I make general statements about Pashtun beliefs, these
reflect conversations I have had with Pashtuns during my five years in Afghanistan. For
convenience, the three-way division from Table 3 is repeated below as Table 4.
Table 4. Three Way Variety Distinction
Grapheme
ښ
ږ

Variety
SouthernKandahar
ʂ
ʐ

CentralGhilji
ç
ʝ

EasternJalalabad
x
ɣ

There are three problems with this division. First, the Wardak variety seems not to fit in
any of these three varieties. Second, vernacular Pashtos from provinces in the southeast
part of Afghanistan also seem not to fit in any of these three varieties. Third, in the
Eastern-Jalalabad-variety region, one vernacular is very different. In the next four
paragraphs, I expand on these points.
Regarding the placement of the Wardak variety, Wardak and neighboring Ghazni
Province both fall within the Central-Ghilji region of Table 4. As the most populated city in
this region, Ghazni is often viewed as a center-point of Central-Ghilji Pashto. As stated
previously, Pashtuns from both Ghazni and Wardak use the palatal fricatives consistent
with the representation for the two key phonemes of Table 4. However, Pashtuns of Ghazni
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I do not intend to criticize the previous work of MacKenzie and Penzl. All languages have more

complexity than one table can communicate. Their pioneering work satisfied their purpose statement. May this
work accomplish its purpose.
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say the Wardak Pashto is very different from their variety of Pashto, and Wardak Pashtuns
likewise say that Ghazni Pashto is also different. To evaluate these general claims, I give
data in chapters six and seven regarding comprehension and attitudes between Wardak and
Ghazni speakers.
Regarding the second problem, the Pashto vernaculars of two provinces in the
southeast part of the country, Khost and Paktia,22 are reported to be very different from
most other Pashtun varieties. The Khost and Paktia regions are mountainous with many
valleys and individual tribes speaking their own vernaculars. I was told early on that
survey data from here would show the greatest differences. Khost and Paktia are across the
border from Waziristan, Pakistan. Lorimer (1902, i) reports that Wazir Pashto is vastly
different from other varieties. Following a linguistic survey of Pakistan Pashto, Hallberg
(1992, 4:18–19) concluded that Wazir Pashto should be a separate Pashto language, and
today, as previously mentioned, the Ethnologue lists it as Central Pashto. The terminology
can be confusing here. The Central Pashto language of Pakistan is not the same as the
Central-Ghilji variety of Afghanistan as defined by Henderson, MacKenzie, and Penzl. Both
include the label ‘central’ because of their geographical locations within the Pashtun
regions of Pakistan and Afghanistan, respectively.
While not specifically defined by Penzl, the Khost and Paktia varieties fit most closely
in the Central-Ghilji variety within Penzl’s three-variety division. This initial judgment
comes from positive evidence that some vernaculars in this region share the palatal
fricative sounds for the two key phonemes of Penzl (Najibullah, p.c.).23 It also comes from
negative evidence that Afghan Pashtuns do not associate Khost and Paktia Pashtos with
either Northern or Southern Pashto. In the first section of this chapter, I give historical and
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Paktia is spelled Paktya in Figure 2 (see page 9). It is also spelled Paktya in Figure 8 (see page 29).
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The researcher made two survey trips to the Khost and Paktia regions. This claim comes from him on

the basis of recordings. He reports that some, but not all Karlani Pashtuns, pronounce the two key phonemes as
palatal fricatives. More data will come in a future report.
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sociolinguistic reasons for grouping Wardaks with speakers from the Khost and Paktia
region and separate from speakers from the Central-Ghilji region. Based on this grouping,
in the last section of this chapter, I explore the possibility of a fourth Afghan Pashto variety
and the relationship between Wardak and that variety.
I became aware of the third problem, in which one vernacular in the Eastern-Jalalabad
variety seems to be very different, during my first year in the country when I lived in
Jalalabad city in Nangarhar Province. Nangarhar Province is in the eastern part of
Afghanistan. For convenience in finding locations, Figure 2 (from page 9) is repeated
below as Figure 5.

Figure 5. Pashtun Majority Areas of Afghanistan
Jalalabad is the major city within Penzl’s Eastern-Jalalabad variety. Pashtuns in the city
would say the Pashto of the regions in Nangarhar is different from that of the city. One
Nangarhar tribe in particular, named the Khogyani tribe, was reported to be very different
and difficult to comprehend for Jalalabad residents. I show in the first section of this
21

chapter that the Khogyani tribe relates more closely with the to-be-defined Wardak and
Khost-Paktia grouping.

2.1 Four Groupings of Pashtun Tribes
Because the Pashtun are a large tribal group, the development of its tribes has a major
affect on the division of its dialects or speech varieties along with the prestige of each
dialect. In this section and the next, I examine the history and development of Pashtun
tribes along with their related prestige. This section reveals four groupings of Pashtun
tribes, while the following section looks at prestige relations between these groupings.

2.1.1 Historical Roots of Pashtun Tribes
While details of the origins of Pashtuns are difficult to prove, all Pashtuns claim to
know who their tribal father figure is, and that belief is relevant to this study. This is
because the current relationship involving the Pashtun tribes and Pashto language varieties
is shaped by their belief about their history.
Pashtuns trace their descent to the Prophet Muhammad’s contemporary Qais (Noelle
1997, 159). One legend has it that the Pashtuns are of Semitic origin, and that Qais was
the 37th in descent from King Saul of Israel (Caroe 1958, 1–8). Linguistically, however, as
shown in Figure 4 (see page 14), Pashto is not related to Hebrew. Moreover, there is no
direct evidence for this legend, and since it does not directly relate to the development of
Pashto dialect varieties, it is not explored further here.
Another legend states that soon after the death of the Prophet, Qais converted to Islam.
Consistent with this account, the overwhelming majority of Pashtuns are Sunni Muslims.24
Different opinions exist on where Qais and the first Pashtuns settled. Consistent with other
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Evidence also exists that provides problems for Qais’ relationship to the Prophet. The Pashtuns were not

converted to Islam in large numbers until the latter part of the ninth century, more two hundred years after the
Prophet’s death. If Qais converted to Islam during the seventh century, then his tribe did not follow his lead for
another two-hundred-plus years.
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Eastern Iranian groups, they likely migrated from north of the Amu Darya (also named
Oxus) River which forms the current border between Tajikistan and Afghanistan. Some
have Qais settling in the region of Balkh (near modern day Mazar-e-Sharif). From there
different descendents migrated south and west and east. Others have Qais and the first
Pashtuns migrating to the Sulaiman mountain range and settling there in the sixth and
seventh century (Noelle 1997, 160). The Sulaiman Mountains are located in mainly in
eastern Afghanistan and western Pakistan as shown Figure 6.25

Figure 6. Sulaiman Mountains
This region includes the current Khost, Paktia, and Paktika provinces of Afghanistan and
the adjacent Wazir region along with Baluchistan across the border in Pakistan.
Pashtuns trace the different tribes of today back to the sons of Qais; the descendents of
Qais are the progenitors of the Pashtun tribes today. As stated earlier, while the exact
details cannot be proved, what is relevant is that Pashtuns today are aware of and believe
these accounts. The following is a history of the sons of Qais and their relationship to the
present tribes of the Pashtun ethnic group.

25

Explanations for the different arrows and patterns on this map come later in this section.
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Latif (2007) and Caroe (1958, 11–22) identify four sons (one was adopted) of Qais
through whom all the Pashtun tribes of today are derived. Figure 7 summarizes the natural
descendents of Qais. The connecting lines relate fathers to descendents.

Figure 7. Descendents of Qais
The oldest and most influential son is Sarban.26 One of Sarban’s descendents was
Abdal.27 He is the father of the southern tribes, with Kandahar, its largest city, the centerpoint of the southern tribes. Populzai, Barakzai, and Nurzai28 are three famous tribes who
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Sarban –  سړبن, saɽban. The r is a retroflex sound. Pashto has four retroflex sounds with Southern

Pashto having two additional ones as shown in Table 1. The spelling of names with retroflex sounds in this
thesis will be recorded in footnotes only.
27

This is only partially accurate. Sarban is the father of Sharkbun who is the father of Tarin who is the

father of Abdal, the father of the Abdalis. Just focusing on Abdal as the descendent of Sarban is adequate for
this study.
28

These lists are far from complete. Latif (2007) gives details on close to two-hundred Pashtun tribes.
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have descended from Abdal. The current Afghan President, Hamid Karzai, is from the
Populzai tribe and thus is an Abdali.29
Sarban had a second son whose name was Kharshbun. Kharshbun is the father of many
tribes who migrated from the Sulaiman Mountains north and have settled in the eastern
part of Afghanistan. Some of the most famous tribes in this group are Mohmand, Shinwar,
and Yusifzai. The former two are cross-border tribes in both Afghanistan and Pakistan,
while the latter is fully in Pakistan. Many Mohmands and Shinwaris live just east of
Afghanistan in the Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA) of Pakistan.
The second son of Qais was Betan,30 who had no tribes of great prominence in his male
lineage.31 However, a very famous group of tribes came from Bibi Mato, one of Betan’s
daughters. Bibi Mato married a Tajik named Shah Hussain (Caroe 1958, 15), and it is
notable that Hussain was not a Pashtun. Their first son was born out of wedlock and was
named Ghilji.32,33 Descendents of Ghilji form many Afghan Pashtun tribes today.34 Famous
Ghilji tribes include: Hotak, Sulaiman Khel, and Andur. The Ghiljis are noted as the fiercest
and valiant of Afghan tribes. It was primarily Ghiljis who killed all but one of the fifteen
thousand British troops who were retreating from Kabul to Jalalabad during the first AngloAfghan war in January 1842. Many Ghiljis are nomads, migrating to warmer areas during
the summer months.

29

The suffix –i means one who is identified with. Abdal is the son of Qais. An Abdali is identified with or

a descendent of Abdal. The –i suffix will be used in other places with the same meaning.
30

Betan –  بېټن, beʈən

31

The Betani tribe lives in the eastern Wazir region in southern KPK of Pakistan. They do not play a

prominent role in this paper.
32

Ghilji –  غلجي, ɣəldʒi

33

Bibi Mato would have a second son to Shah Hussain named Ibrahim Ludi. This son would be born

properly within wedlock. Today, there are Ludi tribes living in Pakistan and Afghanistan, which have played a
significant role in leadership, but do not figure prominently in dialect distinctions.
34

An alternative origin account for the descendents of Ghilji is given in Section 2.2.3.
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The third son of Qais is Gharghukht.35 The Gharghakhti tribes also migrated from the
Sulaiman mountain range to the north.36 The Sapis are one famous Gharghakhti tribe who
live mostly in Kunar Province in the east of Afghanistan along with the adjacent Khyber
Pakhtun Khwa Province (KPK) of Pakistan. Although the Sapis were one of the last Pashtun
tribes to embrace Islam, they are known today for having many fervent exponents of the
faith (Caroe 1958, 20).

2.1.2 Relation of Pashtun Tribe to Ethnic Group
Up to now, I have used the term ‘tribe’ without giving it a formal definition. Anderson
(1978, 168) calls the Pashtuns the largest tribal society on earth. Two key elements
shaping Pashtuns as a tribal society are a patrilineal line of descent and a common code of
spiritual and communal conduct. For Pashtuns this common code is called Pashtunwali,
which predates the coming of Islam. It is based on honor.37
Pashtunwali has three major tenets. The first tenet is hospitality:38 giving honor and
respect to all visitors. I have certainly experienced Pashtuns going to great lengths to
extend hospitality in my five years of living in Afghanistan. A second tenet of Pashtunwali
is asylum:39 providing protection for a person against his enemies. This asylum must even
be given to your enemy if they come humbly to your door asking for protection. A Pashtun
shepherd named Muhammad Gulab from Kunar Province gave a dramatic modern day
example of this ancient tenet. In 2005, Gulab gave US Navy Seal Marcus Luttrell protection

35

Gharghukht –  غرغښت, ɣarɣaçt. For the linguistic transliteration, I use the Wardak representation for the

phonemes which differentiate dialects. Thus, the second to the last consonant is a voiceless palatal fricative.
36

This is only partially accurate. Another descendent of Gharghukht, Kakar (kakaɽ) settled in what is now

Balutchistan Province of Pakistan. Another branch of Gharghukht, the Jaduns, settled in Pakistan and
abandoned their language; today, they speak Hindko.
37

Honor –  ننګ, nang

38

Hospitality –  مېلمستيا, melmastyɑ

39

Asylum –  ننواته, nʊnawɑta
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from the Taliban (Rupert 2007). The armed resistance had killed three of Luttrell’s
teammates during a raid, and he was badly injured. When the shepherd found Luttrell, he
gave him medical care in addition to protecting him. Even at the risk to his own security,
Gulab sent a message to the US military telling them of Luttrell’s location. Finally, they
came and rescued Luttrell. A third major tenet is justice or revenge:40 exacting satisfaction
for a perceived inflicted shame. A famous Pashtun proverb models revenge: “Even if it
takes a Pashtun one hundred years to take revenge, he will say that he took it quickly.”
Historically, Pashtunwali united all Pashtuns. While the practice of Pashtunwali may be
decreasing in the large cities today, it remains a unifying force for Pashtuns.
Despite this common lineage and code of living, Pashtuns have never worked together
on a collective level and have been politically unified only for short periods of time. Stated
another way, at the collective level, the Pashtuns do not function as a single tribe. For that
reason, I do not label the entire group of Pashtuns as a tribe, but I label them as an ethnic
group. While Pashtuns do not cohesively work together at a collective level, most, if not
all, Pashtuns have strong identity and loyalty to being Pashtun. That ethnic loyalty has
developed and increased since Afghanistan became a kingdom in 1747. More will be said
about the development of the Pashtun ethnic identity in Section 2.2.1.
Tapper (1983, 9–11) defines a tribe as a localized group in which kinship is the
dominant form of organization and which is politically unified. Its members consider
themselves culturally distinct in terms of customs, dialect, and origins. While all Pashtuns
claim a common descent, historically, the lineage has been most strongly identified at the
local level: for example, the level of Populzai, Barakzai, Nurzai, Mohmand, Shinwar, Sapi,
Hotak, Sulaiman Khel, and Andur. At that local level, not only have localized kinship
relations been most strongly identified, but members have been more politically unified.

40

Revenge –  بدل, badal
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Therefore, I refer to the entire group of Pashtuns as an ethnic group and to each local
grouping of Pashtuns as a tribe.
Because of a perceived lack of unity even within tribes, Tapper reserved the term ‘tribe’
for the subgroupings that make up each of the above-named tribes. Since the focus of this
paper is dialect relations rather than anthropological relations and because evidence of
dialectal variety within tribes is slight,41 I will use the term ‘tribe’ for the above-mentioned
groupings (ex.: Populzai).
Tapper introduces another concept between the tribe and the ethnic group. That
concept is the confederacy. A confederacy is composed of a number of tribal groups which
may be of heterogeneous origin. It can compose hundreds of thousands of people and may
be politically unified. I use Tapper’s terminology of confederacy but slightly alter his
definition in the next paragraph.
Confederacy in this thesis describes a grouping of Pashtun tribal groups that have a
common affiliation, and that common affiliation influences dialectical patterns. The
common affiliation can either be because of a common ancestor or a common geographical
location or both. Because of this common affiliation, tribes within individual confederacies
exhibited similar dialectical patterns in the past. These similar patterns may be retained
today, or they may have been only historical. In the latter case, while a proto or historical
confederacy variety would have existed, today, no unified grouping of tribal varieties
would exist. In that case, there would not be a regional form today that all members could
understand and speak. More will be said about the relation between historical confederacy
Pashtos and Pashtos today in the summary of this chapter, Section 2.3.
Tribes make up a confederacy, and confederacies make up the Pashtun ethnic group.
The first confederacy defined in this paper is the Abdali, which contains tribes such as
Populzai, Barakzai, and Nurzai. The Abdalis are a confederacy that is of homogeneous
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The Khogyani tribe is one exception; see Section 7.3.5. Khogyani –  خوږياڼي, xoʝjɑɳi
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origin: their members have a common ancestor. In the next subsection, I present the
Pashtun confederacies.
2.1.3

Pashtun Confederacies

The Pashtun majority areas can be divided into four confederacy regions. In Figure 8,
the four confederacies are shown.

Figure 8. Distribution of Pashtun Confederacies
The first confederacy, Abdali,42 is shown as the region with blue, horizontal lines in the
southern and western part of Afghanistan. Possibly, they migrated from the Sulaiman
Mountains to their present location in the southern regions of Afghanistan. This westward
migration route is shown with a blue, dotted line in Figure 6 on page 23. The Abdali

42

Durrani is an alternate name for Abdali, and it will be explained in Section 2.2.1.
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region extends from the western Farah and Nimroz provinces to Uruzgan and the western
tip of Zabul Province, which is east of Kandahar Province.43 The Abdali region in Figure 8
agrees with the region where Southern-Kandahar Pashto from Table 4 (on page 19) is
spoken. As stated previously, Southern-Kandahar Pashto equates with Southern Pashto.
Therefore, the relation between the Abdali region and Southern Pashto is strong; Abdalis,
who migrated to their present locations, speak Southern Pashto today. Kandahar is the
largest city in the Abdali region. The Abdalis are from one of Sarban’s descendents. Here,
lineage and geography are in full agreement.
The second confederacy is the Eastern Confederacy, and it is shown as the region with
orange-brown, downward-diagonal lines in Figure 8. The Eastern Confederacy is traced
back to Sarban’s second descendent Kharshbun, who likely also initially migrated West with
his older brother Sharkbun,44 who was the grandfather of Abdal. However, this
confederacy is not as easily defined. For convenience Figure 6 (from page 23) is repeated
below as Figure 9. The colored, dashed and dotted lines represent migration patterns of the
different confederacies.

43

The Abdalis also extend into Baluchistan Province in Pakistan. In addition, Pashtuns were resettled in

the northern regions by Amir Abdur Rahman beginning in the 1890s. They do not represent just one
confederacy, though many came from the South. Therefore, portions of Kunduz Province in the northern part
of Afghanistan are colored blue with horizontal stripes on this map. More will be said about the northern region
in Section 8.2.6.
44

It is also possible that one of Kharshbun‘s descendents migrated. Sharkbun was identified in Footnote 27

(on page 24).
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Figure 9. Pashtun Migrations
The initial westward migration of Kharshbun’s descendents is shown with a brown, dashed
line in Figure 9. The spacing between each of the dashes is less than the spacing between
the dashes from the other two dashed lines. Due to conflict in the region before 1500, the
large tribes who descended from Kharshbun (Mohmand, Shinwar, and Yusifzai) migrated
north and east, settling in Nangarhar Province and the Khyber Pakhtun Khwa Province
(KPK) and Federally Administered Tribal Area (FATA) areas of Pakistan. The second
brown, dashed line that begins in the southern region and moves northeast to the current
home of the Eastern Confederacy shows this northeast migration. There, the Kharshbun
descendents lived in close proximity with the Sapis, who were descendents of Qais’ third
son Gharghukht. Because this region involves more than one descendent of Qais, I will not
name it after a descendent. Instead, I will refer to this as the Eastern Confederacy. The
Eastern Confederacy region of Figure 8 agrees with the region where Eastern-Jalalabad
Pashto from Table 4 is spoken. As stated previously, Eastern-Jalalabad Pashto equates with
Northern Pashto. Therefore, the relation between the Eastern Confederacy region and
Northern Pashto is strong; Eastern Confederacy members, who migrated to their present
locations, speak Northern Pashto today. This confederacy is defined by a combination of
common lineage (Sarban’s second descendent Kharshbun) and common migration pattern
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(sons of Kharshbun intermixed with sons of Gharghukht migrating north and east). One
justification for this is that Shinwaris (one tribe under Kharshbun) consider Sapis (a
Gharghukht tribe) to be their brothers (I. Shinwari, p.c.).
The third confederacy, the Ghilji, is shown as the region with green, vertical lines in
Figure 8. The Ghiljis live in some of the area between the Abdali and Eastern
Confederacies. The Ghilji Confederacy region partially agrees with the region where
Central-Ghilji Pashto from Table 4 is spoken. As stated in Section 1.5, the region where
Central-Ghilji Pashto (from Penzl’s three-way division) is spoken includes all of the region
between where Southern-Kandahar is spoken and where Eastern-Jalalabad Pashto is
spoken. However, the Ghilji Confederacy region of Figure 8 includes only some of that
region; the region of the soon-to-be-identified fourth confederacy occupies the rest of the
region between where Southern-Kandahar Pashto and Eastern-Jalalabad Pashto are spoken.
The migration direction of Ghilji descendents is shown with a green, dashed line in Figure 9
where the length of each of the dashes is longest in relation to the length of the dashes from
the two other dashed lines.
This Ghilji Confederacy region can be further divided into two areas: the Ghazni area
and the northern Ghilji Confederacy area.45 The nation’s capital, Kabul, lies between the
two Ghilji areas. I chose Ghazni as the name for the first area because it represents the
center-point of the Ghilji Confederacy. The Ghazni area includes large portions of Ghazni,
Uruzgan, Zabul, Paktika, and Logar provinces along with the northeast portion of Wardak
Province and its capital city, Maidan Wardak. There are also small amounts of Ghiljis in
Helmand Province (not marked on the map). These Ghiljis are surrounded by Abdali
Pashtuns.
The northern Ghilji Confederacy area lies to the north and east of Kabul city. It
includes the northern parts of Kabul Province plus parts of Parwan, Kapisa, Laghman, and
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These two separate areas within the Ghilji Confederacy region are not detailed in Figure 8.
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Nangarhar provinces. The Ghiljis in these five provinces are isolated from the Ghazni area
because Kabul city, which is between the two regions, divides them. At different times,
some of the Ghiljis tribes have been nomadic.46 Perhaps nomadic Ghiljis migrated to the
northern Ghilji area. During summer times, nomadic Ghiljis travel as far as the plains of
the eastern portion of the KPK in Pakistan.
One confederacy remains. The Wardaks are not descended from any of Qais’ three
natural descendents. Qais had one adopted son, Ormur.47 Figure 7 (from page 24) is
repeated here as Figure 10 with the addition of Qais’ adopted son Ormur.

Figure 10. Qais' Descendents including Karlan

46

Nomad –  كوچي, kuchi

47

Ormur is reported to be the father of the Omuris. Omuri is a language and ethnic group separate from

Pashto. Today, the Ormuri language is spoken only in a few villages in Logar Province in Afghanistan along
with one location in the South Waziristan District of the FATA in Pakistan.
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Legend reports that Ormur’s adopted son was Karlan (Caroe 1958, 20–22). Other legends
claim that Karlan was the son of a prince or even a sahid, a religious title for a witness of
the prophet Muhammad. Regardless of his heritage, all agree that Karlan is the ancestor for
many famous Pashtun tribes. These include Wardak, the focus of this study, along with
Apridi,48 Khattak, Mangal, Wazir, Khogyani and Dzadran. These tribes migrated to the
mountainous areas near the Afghanistan-Pakistan border. In Afghanistan, many live in
Khost and Paktia Provinces. In Pakistan, they live in the southern portions of the KPK and
in the FATA. The Wardaks are physically separated from other Karlanis by Ghiljis in Logar
Province.49 Karlani is the fourth confederacy, and it is shown as the regions with yellow,
upward-diagonal lines in Figure 8. The migration direction of Wardak and other Karlani
descendents is shown with a yellow, dashed line in Figure 9. While the length of each of
the dashes of the Karlani Confederacy dashed line is the same as the length of the dashes of
the Eastern Confederacy dashed line, the spacing between dashes of the Karlani
Confederacy dashed line is greater than the spacing between dashes of the Eastern
Confederacy dashed line.

2.2 Prestige Relations among the Confederacies
Having defined the four confederacies, I now discuss the relative prestige of each
confederacy. The first subsection will show how the Abdalis formed the Afghanistan
nation, and the second subsection will describe the Eastern Confederacy’s development.
The third subsection will focus on Ghilji identity with the final subsection briefly looking at
Wardak and Karlani identity.

48

Pashtuns say apridi while Afghans with a Farsi or Dari background say afridi. Pashtuns frequently

replace [f] with [p]
49

More research is required to see how this happened.
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2.2.1 Abdali/Durrani Confederacy and Rule over Afghanistan
Afghanistan was founded as a kingdom in 1747 with Kandahar in the South being the
most important city. Kandahar city was very strategic, because it was located at the
crossroads of cultures. Chayes (2006, 102–4) describes in riveting detail the factors making
Kandahar such a pivotal city. From the sixteenth to the eighteenth century, Kandahar was
at the edge of two great empires, the Moghul Empire and the Safavid Empire. In Figure 11,
this relationship is shown.

Figure 11. Kandahar at Crossroads of Two Empires
To the east lay the Moghul Empire, which was centered in modern India and founded by
the Uzbek Babur. The Moghuls controlled what is today eastern Afghanistan through
central Afghanistan up to Kandahar city. This includes the current capital city, Kabul. To
the west lay the Safavid Empire controlling all of modern Iran and part of modern southern
Afghanistan up to Kandahar city. The two empires fought many times for control of
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Kandahar, and, as a result, Kandahar changed hands nine times over the two-hundred-year
period preceding 1700.
The Safavids controlled Kandahar at the beginning of the eighteenth century. The
Abdalis were living near the current Iran and Afghanistan border in between the ancient
cities of Mashhad and Herat. Meanwhile, 560 kilometers to the east in Kandahar, in 1707,
the Hotak tribe (from the Ghilji Confederacy), who at that time lived near Kandahar, threw
off the Safavid rulers (Caroe 1958, 250), helping to initiate the collapse of the vast Safavid
Empire. Following this, on the Iranian side of the border, a remnant ruler from the
Safavids, King Nadir Shah, took authority in Isfahan (in the center of modern Iran). The
Abdalis from Herat tried to rebel against Nadir Shah, but his army put down their rebellion.
However, rather than killing all the Abdalis, he decided to reform them, training them to
serve in his government and even in his military. A young Abdali by the name of Ahmad
Shah Durrani established himself in the good graces of Nadir Shah, leading many battles for
Nadir Shah. Shah wanted back control of Kandahar city, and Durrani said that he could
take Kandahar city from the Ghilji Pashtuns. In addition to the Durrani’s deepening
relationship with Nadir Shah, Durrani was motivated by the fact that there was no love lost
between the Abdalis and Ghiljis. To further strengthen his motivation, perhaps Nadir Shah
promised to give Kandahar to Durrani if he could make good on his promise. In any event,
Durrani succeeded, and the Ghiljis were forced to retreat from Kandahar to the north and
east. This Ghilji retreat happened in 1738 (Noelle 1997, 4), and to this day, the Ghiljis
have never regained control or influence over Kandahar.
In 1747, Nadir Shah and his troops along with Durrani and his Abdalis were stationed
near Herat. Chayes (2006, 106) describes Nadir Shah as so despotic that he had his own
son blinded. Because of his despotic behavior, he had many enemies within his borders,
some of whom plotted to overthrow him. The plot succeeded, and Nadir Shah was
assassinated in his tent at night. As news of his death spread, chaos broke out among the
troops, and Durrani (who had not been part of the plot) seized his opportunity. He and his
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Abdalis broke ranks during the chaos and set out east on horseback toward Kandahar.
Legend records that he intercepted and pilfered a large stage of valuable goods that were
being transported from India toward Nadir Shah. Durrani then used the stolen goods to
buy the allegiance of many Abdali tribes and take control of Kandahar and establish his
reign there. Through his reign, he established a new kingdom: Afghanistan. In honor of its
first king, the Abdali name was changed to Durrani. From now on, I will usually use
Durrani to refer to the first Pashtun confederacy; the Durrani Confederacy and the Abdali
Confederacy are one and the same confederacy.
Not only did Durrani form Afghanistan, he helped build the strong ethnic identity for
Pashtuns that exists today. Before the formation of the country in 1747, Pashtuns identified
more with their confederacy and individual tribe than with the entire ethnic group. Later,
two other kings or amirs strengthened that Pashtun identity and loyalty. Amir Dost
Mohammad Khan,50 during his second reign from 1842 to 1863, reunified the country
following the first Anglo-Afghan war. Amir Abdur Rahman Khan further strengthened that
unity during his reign from 1880 to 1901 following the second Anglo-Afghan war.
The Durrani Afghanistan of the late eighteenth century was much larger than the
Afghanistan of today, encompassing not only all of present day Afghanistan, but also the
eastern parts of Iran and much of present day Pakistan. The cemetery for Afghanistan’s
first king, Durrani, is located in the famous Jumma (Friday) mosque in Kandahar. Pashtuns
and all Afghans visit that site as a symbolic picture of the formation of their nation 267
years ago. The Durranis and leadership of Afghanistan go hand in hand. All the kings and
amirs from Ahmad Shah Durrani in 1747 to Zahir Shah, whose reign ended in 1973, were
Durrani Pashtun. The President today, Hamid Karzai is also Durrani Pashtun. It is not
difficult to infer that kingship and prestige in the Durrani confederacy are related. In
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Dost Mohammad Khan was the first descendent of Barakzai (another tribe of the Durrani Confederacy)

to rule Afghanistan. All the Barakzai leaders from 1842 to 1973 were addressed as amir. All the prior rulers
beginning with Durrani were from the Popalzai tribe, and they were addressed as king.
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chapter seven, I examine attitudes toward the Pashto of the prestigious Durrani
confederacy, that is, Southern Pashto, along with attitudes of Durrani Pashtuns toward
other Pashto varieties.

2.2.2 Eastern Confederacy Prestige
It is likely that the descendents of Sarban’s second son Kharshbun also initially
migrated to the southern region. Perhaps because of fighting, they were forced to relocate.
The Yusifzai tribe was the first to relocate. At first, they settled in the area of Kabul, but
history records that there also they fought: this time with Ulugh Beg, the leader over Kabul.
Following a battle in which the Yusifzais were victorious, Ulugh Beg was forced to
negotiate a peace. Following that negotiation in approximately 1480 (Caroe 1958, 174),
Ulugh Beg called for a banquet and invited seven hundred Yusifzai leaders. Ostensibly,
Ulugh Beg called this banquet to honor the Yusifzai; but while his mouth uttered peace, his
heart called for revenge. He massacred all but six of the Yusifzai leaders that day.
Following that massacre, the much-weakened Yusifzais retreated from Kabul to their
present home in the KPK in Pakistan. Other large tribes who descended from Kharshbun
(the Mohmand and Shinwar) soon followed.
While far from their fellow-sons-of-Sarbani brothers (the Durranis), they have not
forgotten their heritage. These sons of Sarban think of themselves as the true or pure
Pashtuns or Afghans. These sons of Sarban consider that their hard Pashto (Northern
Pashto) is superior to the soft Pashto of the Durranis. They also view the Durrani
Confederacy with disdain as being heavily influenced by Persian culture. They are the
largest groups in the Eastern Confederacy. Caroe (1958, 14) summarizes the prestige of
these sons of Sarban:
The Yusifzais … and Mohmands of Peshawar regard themselves, and
indeed are regarded, as the truest and finest exponents of the Afghan way
of life, in bravery in war, in dignity in counsel, in the use of a clear and
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undefiled Pakhto tongue. Indeed in many respects the Yusifzais and other
Peshawar tribes look down even on the Durranis as half-Persianized, and
would put themselves first in esteem. And many would admit their claim.
Caroe’s perspective in writing is from Peshawar, Pakistan, where he served the British
for over forty years during the British reign over the Indian sub-continent. The Eastern
Confederacy members occupy both the KPK in Pakistan and eastern Afghanistan. Caroe’s
comment provides evidence that the Eastern Confederacy has high prestige in the KPK of
Pakistan. It is an open question whether that prestige spills over into Afghanistan. In
chapter seven, I examine language attitudes toward the Northern Pashto of the Eastern
Confederacy as well as attitudes of Eastern Confederacy Pashtuns toward other Pashto
varieties.

2.2.3 Ghilji Identity
While Durrani prestige goes back three-hundred years, Ghilji reputation and fame
extends back much farther. Ghiljis exerted a large influence across the Indian sub-continent
over a three-hundred-plus year period from 1191 to 1510. As mercenary fighters, Ghilji
fighters helped the Ghor dynasty capture Delhi in 1191 (Caroe 1958, 125). Not only did
the Ghiljis serve in Delhi, but they also ruled there. Over the next three-hundred years, the
Ghiljis would have increasing power over Delhi and large portions of Hindustan (modern
day India). Caroe (1958, 129) reports that one Ghilji ruler in 1296 controlled the greatest
area of the Indian peninsula before or after until the uniting of the whole sub-continent
under the British. However, while the Ghiljis were fierce fighters, they were not as skilled
as administrators. None of their sub-continent kingdoms lasted longer than seventy-five
years. The final Ghilji Hindustan kingdom ruled from 1435 to 1510. During the same time
period that the Ghiljis were marching toward and ruling vast lands far away from their
homeland, the Abdalis (before Durrani) were not being written about by historians. Likely,
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the Abdali’s land was much smaller along with their population, and their sphere of
influence was minimal.
As the Abdalis grew in size and influence, Ghilji identity became formed through their
competition with their cousins. Again the Ghiljis could conquer but not administer. Thirtyone years after sacking Kandahar, the Abdalis/Durranis removed the Ghiljis from this key
city. This happened in 1738, and the Durranis have since then controlled this pivotal city.
However, while forced to relocate to rural regions between Kandahar and Kabul, Ghilji
influence did not disappear. Durrani kings had to pay tribute to Ghilji leaders to maintain
peace and a sense of authority over Ghilji lands. Ghilji fierceness also did not disappear. It
was Ghilji fighters who gave England a most painful moment in the first Anglo-Afghan war
of 1839-42. Deteriorating conditions forced the British cantonment of fifteen thousand
troops, supporting personnel, and women to retreat from Kabul to a British post in
Jalalabad in the dead of winter, January 1842. Day by day, Ghilji fighters systematically
killed the retreating masses. Only one man made it alive back to Jalalabad. An expression
used to this day refers to the fierceness of Ghiljis:
Let the Durranis have the kingship
But let the Ghiljis have the sword.
While the Ghiljis have been known positively for their fierceness over an eight-hundred
year period, they are also remembered negatively for their ancestry. Recall that Ghiljis are
not descendents of Qais’ first son, Sarban. Even more importantly, Ghilji was born out of
wedlock, and his father was not even Pashtun (see Section 2.1.1). Today, the Ghiljis, as
supposedly illegitimate sons and nomads, do not have high prestige among members of
other confederacies.
It is worth noting that there is a second account for the origin of the Ghilji Confederacy
tribes that does not include the birth-out-of-wedlock origin; however, this account also
records that the Ghiljis originate from outside the line of Qais. Some researchers trace the
Ghilji origin back to the first wave of Turkic tribal members, who migrated south and west
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to the Central Asia region from the area where Mongolia is today in the fifth century AD
(Caroe 1958, 85–90,130–133). By living next door to other Pashtuns for multiple centuries,
the invading Turks acquired the culture and much of the language, though maintaining a
difference to the present time. They became the Ghilji Pashtuns. About seven centuries
after first arriving as Turks, the Ghiljis became the rulers of Delhi. Regardless of the
opinions with regard to the origin of Ghiljis, we are interested in attitudes with regard to
Ghilji speakers and varieties today. In chapter seven, I examine attitudes toward one Ghilji
variety as well as attitudes of that Ghilji Pashtun group toward other Pashto varieties.

2.2.4 Karlani Influence
Like the Ghiljis, Wardaks and other Karlani Confederacy tribes do not have high
prestige among other Pashtuns. Partially, this is because they also are not descendents of
Qais’ first son, Sarban; they are not even descendents of a natural son of Qais. As reported
in Section 2.1.3, they are descendents of Qais’ adopted son, Ormur. Beyond this lack of
being a first-born lineage, Karlani is not a prestigious confederacy due to two other factors:
(1) Most of the Karlanis live in the mountains far from the largest cities and main roads,
and (2) their Pashto is the most divergent from Southern and Northern Pashto.
While much of the Karlani region is isolated in the mountains, the capital of Paktia
Province, Gardez, lies in a valley at the intersection of two roads. Gardez along with its
immediate surrounding region is the business and economic center of southeast
Afghanistan. Other Karlani Pashtuns travel to the Gardez region looking for employment
and expansion of business. While lacking the prestige that comes from ancestry, residents
of the Gardez region wield an economic influence.
Even though Wardak today is geographically separated from other Karlani tribes (see
Figure 8 on page 29), evidence exists linking Wardak to Karlani. The elder Wardak figure,
Wardak Baba, came from that Wazir area (Halimi 2008, 13). He is reputed to be the great-
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great-grandson of Karlan. Today there is a shrine51 to Wardak Baba in the Wazir
Mountains. The Wazirs and Wardaks think of themselves as brothers. Najibullah (p.c.) also
says that Mangal and Dzadran are brothers with Wardak. Similarly, Khogyani and Wardak
see a relation between each tribe. In chapter seven, I examine attitudes toward nonWardak Karlani Pashto varieties as well as attitudes of non-Wardak Karlani Pashtuns
toward other Pashtos. Also in chapter seven, I examine Wardak speakers’ attitudes toward
the other Pashtos as well as other Pashto speakers’ attitudes toward Wardak Pashto.

2.3 Relation of Pashtun Confederacies to Pashto Speech Varieties
Based on the four Pashtun confederacies, which were primarily derived through
patrilineal descent, I hypothesize that the four confederacies relate to four proto or
historical speech varieties. After migrating from their homeland, the unified Pashtun group
separated into four groups or confederacies. Each group migrated in a different direction.
Because of this separation, the single Pashto variety over time changed into four varieties:
Historical Durrani Confederacy Pashto, Historical Eastern Confederacy Pashto, Historical
Ghilji Confederacy Pashto, and Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto. This working
hypothesis is convenient for grouping speech varieties in reporting results from
assessments.
Even with this working hypothesis, however, the historical relationship between the
four confederacies and speech varieties does not prove that four varieties exist today. The
initial historical analysis does point to a relationship between three of the four historical
Pashto varieties and the three Penzl Pashto varieties of today, with two of those
relationships being strong. That is, Historical Durrani Confederacy Pashto seems to relate
to Southern Pashto, Historical Eastern Confederacy Pashto seems to relate to Northern
Pashto, and Historical Ghilji Pashto partially seems to relate to Central-Ghilji Pashto. As
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stated earlier, the relationship between both the Durrani Confederacy and Southern Pashto,
and the Eastern Confederacy and Northern Pashto is much stronger than the third
relationship. This initial historical analysis, though, must be supported through language
assessment. For the purpose of reporting data from assessments in chapters four through
seven, in addition to placing Durrani Confederacy speakers in Southern Pashto and Eastern
Confederacy speakers in Northern Pashto, I place Wardak speakers in Karlani Confederacy
Pashto and Ghazni speakers in Ghilji Confederacy Pashto. After reporting the data from
language assessments, I draw conclusions in chapter eight with regard to the relationship
between each historical Pashto and Pashto varieties spoken today.
Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto does not seem to relate to any of the existing
three Penzl varieties. Since Wardak is a member of the Karlani Confederacy, and since
Wardak is the focus of this thesis, ascertaining the relationship between Wardak Pashto and
the other Karlani Pashtos spoken today is important for placing Wardak in Afghan Pashto.
This relationship can be ascertained by analyzing the relationship between Historical
Karlani Confederacy Pashto and the Karlani Confederacy Pashtos that are spoken today.
Three possible relations exist today for the relationship between Historical Karlani
Confederacy Pashto and the Karlani Confederacy Pashtos of today: the united relation, the
divergent relation, and the divided relation. Each relation leads to a different outcome. In
Figure 12, the three possible relations and outcomes are graphically shown. The rectangle
at the top represents Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto. The three possible outcomes
are shown below their associated relation.
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Figure 12. Possible Relations Involving Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto
In the first outcome, the Karlani Pashtos would have remained similar to each other
and relatively unaffected by outside varieties. While small changes may occur in individual
Karlani Pashtos, there would still be a common variety that all speakers could understand.
As it was historically, Wardak would remain a variety of Karlani Confederacy Pashto today.
I refer to this as the united relation. The rectangle below the united relation indicator
signifies the outcome of a single Karlani Confederacy Pashto variety.
In the second outcome, the Karlani Pashtos would have diverged from each other to a
greater degree than in the united relation. As a result of the divergence, there would not be
a common variety that could be understood by all the speakers of individual Karlani
Pashtos. Similar to the united option, however, the Karlani Pashtos would be relatively
unaffected by outside varieties. In this case, each Karlani Confederacy Pashto would be a
separate dialect today. There would be many Karlani Pashto dialects, and the dialect
spoken by Wardak members would be Wardak Karlani Pashto or simply Wardak Pashto. I
refer to this as the divergent relation. The three rectangles below the divergent relation
indicator signify the outcome of multiple Karlani Pashto varieties.
In the third outcome, Wardak (and possibly other Karlani varieties) would have been
significantly affected through contact with a neighboring non-Karlani Pashto variety. As a
result of this contact, Wardak would take the form of the neighboring non-Karlani variety,
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or stated another way, it would become similar to the non-Karlani variety. In this case,
Wardak would no longer be a Karlani Pashto. If all Karlani varieties were similarly
affected, then no Karlani Pashto would exist today. I refer to this as the divided relation.
The red x through the rectangle that is below the divided relation indicator signifies the
outcome of a lack of existence of a Karlani Pashto.
Only if the divided relation described the relationship between Historical Karlani
Confederacy Pashto and the present day Pashto, could three varieties fully describe Afghan
Pashto.52 The outcome of the divided relation would be that no Karlani Pashto would exist
today, and like the Penzl model, three Pashto varieties would exist. In the united relation,
there would be four varieties with Karlani Confederacy Pashto being the fourth. In the
divergent relation, there would be more than four Pashto varieties. This is because there
would be more than one Karlani Pashto today.
I propose two research questions to test this relationship between Historical Karlani
Confederacy Pashto and the Pashtos spoken today by Karlani members. The first question
tests the influence by contact from a non-Karlani Pashto. Since Wardak is the focal point of
this report, and since Ghazni both shares a border with Wardak and is the center-point of
Central-Ghilji Pashto, then Ghazni Pashto would be the most likely variety to influence
Wardak Pashto through contact. Thus the first research question involves a comparison
between Wardak and Ghazni Pashto.


Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?

If Wardak and Ghazni Pashto are different, then there would not be evidence for Wardak to
have been significantly influenced through contact with Ghazni, or said another way, there
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In addition, the united relation would need to describe the relationship between the three other historical

varieties and the three Penzl varieties of today. If one relationship was described by the divergent relation, then
more than three varieties would exist today. If one relationship was described by the divided relation, then less
than three varieties would exist today.
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would not be evidence for the divided relation.53 There would be evidence for some type of
Karlani Pashto that is spoken today. The relationship between Historical Karlani and
Karlani varieties today could be the united relation or the divergent relation. The second
research question looks into which type of Karlani Pashto is spoken today by comparing
Wardak with the non-Wardak Karlani varieties.


Within Karlani Confederacy Pashto, is Wardak Pashto different from the nonWardak Karlani Confederacy varieties?

If Wardak is similar to the other Karlani varieties, this would support the united relation.
In this case, one Karlani Confederacy Pashto would be spoken today, and Wardak would be
a Karlani member. If Wardak is different from the other Karlani varieties, this would
support the divergent relation. In that case, many Karlani Pashtos would exist today, and
Wardak would be one Karlani Pashto.
In chapters five through seven, I present evidence relevant to these two research
questions through data from assessments. In the final chapter, chapter eight, I draw
conclusions regarding these two research questions, describe the relationship between
Historical Karlani Pashto and the varieties spoken today, and relate them to the defining
purposes from the first chapter. In particular, Wardak Pashto’s relation to the Ghazni
variety and Wardak’s relation to the other Karlani Confederacy varieties impacts the first
two defining questions.
The Durrani Confederacy of the South and the Eastern Confederacy are prestige areas
of Pashto at least partially because of their patriarchal lineage to Sarban, the oldest son of
Qais, the father figure of Pashto. Based on this lineage, Southern Pashto and Northern
Pashto are the two prestige varieties. The prestige of the Durrani Confederacy is
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have become similar to Ghazni Pashto but then at a later date diverged through language change so that today
Wardak would be different from Ghazni. The strong social networks within Wardak Pashto, which are
discussed in Section 7.4, support the conclusion that Wardak has not been significantly influenced through
contact with Ghazni Pashto.
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strengthened by its role in the formation and leadership of Afghanistan for most of the last
250-plus years. The prestige of the tribes of the Eastern Confederacy comes partially from
their fierceness and independence. The Ghiljis, as illegitimate sons and nomads, do not
have the same prestige. The Wardaks and other Karlani tribes, while seen as fully Pashtun,
do not have the same prestige as descendents of Sarban’s natural sons.
Two other research questions follow, relating Wardak to the prestige Pashto varieties
and the prestige Pashto varieties to each other:


In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Wardak different from
Southern and Northern Pashto?



In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Southern Pashto different
from Northern Pashto?

In chapters five through seven, I present evidence relevant to these prestige-Pashto-varietyrelated research questions from data from assessments. In the final chapter, chapter eight, I
draw conclusions regarding these two research questions and relate them to the defining
purposes of the thesis. In particular, Wardak Pashto’s relation to the prestige varieties has a
relation to Wardak speakers’ understanding of Standard Pashto, which impacts the first and
third defining purposes.
Each Pashtun is a member of an individual tribe and confederacy in addition to the
Pashtun ethnic group. To which level of organization is he most loyal? After looking at
data from assessments, particularly language usage and attitude assessments in chapter
seven, I draw conclusions regarding strength of loyalty to each level of organization in
chapter eight. These conclusions will also be used in answering the defining purposes of
the thesis. In particular, the strength of loyalty impacts the number of Pashto dialects,
which impacts the second defining purpose.
Having placed Wardak within Pashto, I next define Standard Pashto.
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CHAPTER 3
THREE STANDARD PASHTO VARIETIES
Crystal (2008, 450) defines a standard form as referring to a prestige variety that cuts
across regional differences, providing a unified means of communication. I propose three
standard Pashto varieties, which, through different means, cut across regional differences.
Educated Standard Pashto, which is learned through education, cuts across regional
differences. Kabul and other regional Pashto varieties, which are learned in locations
where members from different tribes meet, interact, and often live, cut across regional
differences. Finally, Prestige Standard Pashto, which provides an ethnic identity to be
emulated by all Afghan Pashtuns, also cuts across regional differences. In this chapter, I
describe each type of standard variety. In the first section, I describe Education Standard
Pashto using Ferguson’s model of diglossia as a framework.

3.1 Educated Standard Pashto – Introducing Diglossia
Pashto has a written history of over four hundred years with famous poets from the
sixteenth century being read and quoted today. This literary Pashto is taught in the
schools, and it fills the role of the High form in Ferguson’s well-known model of diglossia.
This section will review diglossia as described by Ferguson and compare it to Pashto.

3.1.1 Diglossia Defined
Ferguson (1959) contrasts diglossia with a situation involving a standard with regional
dialects. In the latter case, one dialect in a language with multiple varieties is chosen to be
elevated and used for education and literature development. Italian is an example where
speakers use their local dialect at home but the chosen and elevated standard when
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communicating outside their area. In diglossia, however, a distinct form of the language
that is not acquired in the home in any one location is superimposed to become a standard.
Ferguson calls this superimposed form the High form of the language, and he calls the
spoken forms the Low forms of the language. Whereas Low forms are acquired in the
home, the High or standard form is learned through formal education. Forms used to
communicate between Low varieties are termed Standard Lows. They are standard because
they communicate over an area of multiple low forms, but they are low because they are
not learned through formal education and thus are not elevated forms.
Another characteristic of diglossia is specialization of form. In one set of situations,
only the High is appropriate; in another set of situations, only the Low is appropriate. For
example, the High form may be used in government and education settings and the Low
forms in the home and neighborhood. To use a Low form for a High function would bring
great embarrassment.
Ferguson’s definition of diglossia follows:
A relatively stable language situation in which, in addition to the primary
dialects of the language which may include a standard (or regional
standards), there is a very divergent, highly codified (often grammatically
more complex) superposed variety, the vehicle of a large and respected
body of written literature, either of an earlier period or in another speech
community, which is learned largely by formal education and is used for
most written and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any sector of
the community for ordinary conversation.
The Arab world is one example of a diglossic situation. Individual countries from West
Africa to Iraq have Low Arabics, which are not written and not fully understood outside
their own country. Then there are a number of Standard Low Arabics, which are used by
businessmen and travelers to communicate with one another. Cairo Egyptian is one
example of a Standard Low. Finally there is a High Arabic, that is, Modern Standard
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Arabic, which is learned in the schools. Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is derived from
Classical Arabic, which was the language of the Islamic holy book, the Quran.54 MSA is not
spoken as a vernacular in any of the Arab countries and models the ancient religious texts.
Ferguson identified four criterions found in all diglossic situations. These four
criterions are:


Perceived Superiority of High Form



Sizeable Ancient Body of Literature



Great Grammatical Differences between High and Low forms



Lexicon has Paired Items between High and Low form

These criterions can be used to evaluate whether a language is diglossic. After listing these
four criterions, Ferguson adds another criterion found in diglossic situations:


Literacy Limited to a Small Elite

Arabic meets all the criterions. First, the High form is always the prestige form. The
feeling can be so strong that it is often thought only the High is real and the Low form does
not really exist. In an Arabic-speaking country, anyone who has not learned the High
Arabic can be accused of not knowing Arabic. This will be true even for someone who
natively speaks a Low form. The accusation equates High Arabic with the only form of
Arabic. Often the superiority of the High form is connected with religion. In Arabic, not
only is the Quran thought to have been written in High Arabic, but the Quran is thought to
have existed before the world began. Therefore, High Arabic is thought to have existed
before any other language.
Second, there is a sizeable body of literature that exists in the High form and was
produced a long time ago. Third, there are great grammatical differences between the High
and Low forms. For example, High Arabic has three cases for the noun whereas the Low or
vernacular forms have none. Fourth, the lexicon has many paired items. This means there
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is a High word to match a Low word for roughly the same concept. The use of one form
over another stamps the utterance as High or Low.
Finally, while Ferguson’s definition states that the High form is learned largely through
formal education, he later enlarges this thought by saying that literacy is limited to a small
elite. Only a small minority have access to the education needed to learn the High form.
That is also true in Arabic.
Next, I apply Ferguson’s model of diglossia to Pashto. First, I describe the development
of Educated Standard Pashto, and then I relate Educated Standard Pashto to Ferguson’s
High criterions.

3.1.2 Educated Standard Pashto
Pashto literacy dates back to the rule of Ghaznawi Sultan Mahmood in approximately
1000 AD (Hotak 2007, 24ff). The script was Arabic, consistent with the fact that the
Pashtuns had converted to Islam in large numbers in the previous 150 years. However,
there were not distinctive letters for the Pashto sounds which differed from Arabic. Those
came more than five hundred years later. Hotak (2007, 25) reports that the Pir Roshan
Bayazid,55 with confirmation from his followers, credits himself with adding thirteen letters
to account for “the difficult Afghan sounds.”56 Bayazid lived until 1600 AD, but the
materials that he wrote have been lost. Pashto’s most famous poet, Khushal Khan Khattak,
wrote in the seventeenth century during the reign of the Moghul Empire. He created his
own Arabic-based alphabet, and his poetry is still quoted today by Pashtuns.
It was during the twentieth century that movements toward standardization began. In
1923, a literary society for the Pashto orthography was formed under the reign of Amir
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Amanullah Khan. The alphabet chosen by that society is with one exception identical to
the forty-four letter alphabet of today.57 Another literary society began in 1935 with a
broader mandate. It was charged with publishing literary and educational material,
collecting words from every tribe and compiling dictionaries, establishing a National Pashto
Library, publishing a literary magazine, and translating important books into Pashto.
Committees have met at various points since then to standardize grammar. While isolated
points remain not standardized (authors from different regions write them according to
their dialect or variety), Educated Standard or High Pashto has developed over the last
ninety years. The researcher reports the Minister of Education saying in a television
interview that there is a standard curriculum and that every Pashtun student from Pashtun
majority areas uses the same text books from level one through level twelve (Najibullah,
p.c.). This standardization of the Pashto language during the twentieth century has
increased the unity of Pashtuns and the ethnic identity in being Pashtun.
Not only is Educated Standard Pashto learned through formal education, but it is heard
on radio and television. Two international radio stations, British Broadcasting Company
(BBC) and Voice of America (VOA) broadcast throughout the country in Educated Standard
Pashto. In addition, approximately five television stations58 broadcast out of Kabul in
Educated Standard Pashto. Numerous other stations broadcast part of the day in Educated
Standard Pashto and part of the day in Dari. Also, a number of radio stations broadcast
part of the day in Educated Standard Pashto.

3.1.3 Standard Pashto Compared to Ferguson’s High
In Table 5, Educated Standard Pashto is evaluated against Ferguson’s diglossia
constraints. In the first column, the criterions are listed; in the second column, Educated
Standard Pashto is evaluated against these criterions. The checkmark symbol indicates that
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Watan, Lemar, Zhwandun, Shamshad, and Kabul News.
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Educated Standard Pashto meets that criterion, while the Ø symbol indicates that Educated
Standard Pashto does not meet that criterion. The ½ mark appropriately indicates that
Educated Standard Pashto partially meets that criterion. The thick dividing line separates
the first four criterions from the additional criterion found in diglossic situations.
Table 5. Ferguson's Diglossia Criterions and Pashto
Constraint
Perceived Superiority of High Form
Sizeable Ancient Body of Literature
Great Grammatical Differences between High and Low forms
Lexicon has Paired Items between High and Low form
Literacy Limited to a Small Elite

Pashto
½
½
Ø
✓
✓

Unlike Ferguson’s High Arabic, Pashto does not have a religious text that is quoted
today and serves as a basis of prestige for the Standard form. Khushal Khan Khattak is
quoted today, but his grammar is not the basis for Standard Pashto. But even without a
religious text, High Pashto has such a prestige that it is the language used in formal
occasions. Yet that prestige is not as great as the prestige accorded to High or Literary
Arabic. It would not be said of an illiterate, old Pashtun who had never been to school that
he did not know Pashto. So the first criterion of Fergusson’s diglossia is only partially met
for Pashto. The second criterion is also partially met by poets such as Khattak and Rahman
Baba from the 17th century. The third criterion is not met, because Educated Pashto does
not have a divergent standard grammar like Arabic. While there are fine points of High
grammar that differ from Low, these fine points are not great grammatical differences.
However, the fourth criterion of Ferguson is fully met by Pashto. The lexicon has
many paired items. The researcher created a list of eighty-five standard words to test for
comprehension, and the list is by no means exhaustive. One example is the verb ‘to sell’.
In High form, it is ‘plorəl’,59 but in Low form, it is ‘xartsawəl’.60 Some of these words
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represent concepts not discussed in Low Pashto, but many represent paired words or new
forms for existing Low words with the same meaning. One place where the educated words
appear is on the BBC news on the Internet. I can testify to the feeling of beginning
language learning anew as I began to read the internet news. To summarize, while only
one of Ferguson’s first four criterions for a High form is met, two out of the four criterions
are partially met. Finally, only one out of the four criterions for a High form is not met.
Diglossia occurs when literacy is limited to an elite minority. Afghanistan meets this
additional criterion because only 31% of the population is literate (World Health
Organization 2011). Therefore, only a small percentage of people are able to fully
understand Educated Standard High Pashto. Since over 2/3 of Afghans are uneducated,
they are excluded from High Pashto and the domains where it is used such as the
government and media.
However that exclusion of the illiterate may not be complete. Some High Pashto
vocabulary and grammar forms may be leaking into Low Pashto varieties. Radio news is
broadcast to all parts of the Pashtun region. Indeed, over 93% of households in
predominantly Pashtun Provinces have operating radios. This compares to only
approximately 34% of homes in Pashtun majority areas having operating televisions
(Hopkins 2012, 172). This difference can be explained by the lack of dependable electricity
in rural areas. Battery operated radios are a chief source of information and entertainment.
This radio news brings High Pashto words. Thus even illiterate, village people are being
exposed to High Pashto words. This exposure to High Pashto words through the radio
combined with the fact that there are not great grammatical differences between Educated
Standard Pashto and Low Pashtos may allow the illiterate to acquire significant portions of
Educated Standard Pashto without formal education. Therefore, while most Pashtuns are
excluded from education, increasing numbers of illiterate Pashtuns are partially acquiring
High Pashto (Educated Standard Pashto).
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Summarizing this section, there is evidence in Pashto of an educated Standard High
form not spoken by the common people. Low literacy rates strengthen the High-Low
Pashto distinction or divide; however, the radio could be a tool breaking down that divide.

3.2 Tools to Explore Regional Pashto Varieties
In this section, I transition from Educated Standard Pashto to Regional Standard
Pashto. Two tools are helpful for analyzing Regional Standard Pashto varieties. In the first
subsection, I explain the first tool, which defines five possible relationships between
vernaculars and a regional standard variety.61 In the second subsection, I explain the
second tool, which measures influence of a particular vernacular on a regional standard
variety. These two tools will be used through the third section of this chapter, where I
discuss various Pashto regional standards.

3.2.1 Relationships between Vernaculars and Regional Standard Varieties
Vernaculars and regional standard varieties contrast in the manner they are learned.
Vernaculars are speech varieties that are transmitted through the home and used in the
local community or within the tribe. Standards must be learned or acquired outside the
home. ‘Learned’ has a formal sense of purposeful education. For example, Educated
Standard Pashto is learned through schooling. ‘Acquired’ has a sense of learned through
exposure over a short amount of time. A person whose vernacular is one dialect can often
acquire another dialect in a language through an exposure period of a few hours to a few
days to a few weeks. Thus, a second dialect within a language can be acquired and does
not need to be learned.
A speech variety may just be comprehended passively or both comprehended and
actively used. All vernaculars, by virtue of being acquired in the home at a young age, are
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both comprehended and used. In the case of passive comprehension, a speaker will
comprehend the new form but speak in his vernacular or another form.
The Relationship between a Vernacular and a Regional Standard Variety Tool reveals
the five possible relationships between a vernacular and regional standard variety. In the
first possible relationship, one of the vernaculars becomes the regional standard form. This
relationship is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Regional Standard Form the same as one Vernacular
In this figure, the equal sign signifies that the regional standard form is identical to
vernacular two. Italian, as briefly discussed in Section 3.1.1, is one example. This situation
could result from the prestige of that vernacular variety or from demographics where the
population that speaks that vernacular is largest in the region where groups who speak
different vernaculars meet. It could also result from the purposeful standardization of a
government choosing vernacular two to be the standard. Regardless of the reason, those
from regions where vernacular one or three were acquired must learn vernacular two to
communicate in the mixed regions. The amount that their vernacular differs from the
regional standard will determine whether that standard can be acquired or whether it must
be purposefully learned. In the next subsection, I introduce a tool to determine which
vernacular could become the regional standard form.
In the second relationship, the regional standard is a combination of multiple
vernaculars from the speech community. This relationship is shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Regional Standard Form a Combination of all the Vernaculars
In this figure, the lines connecting the regional standard form to each of the vernaculars
signify that the regional standard form is made of up of portions from multiple vernaculars.
In the next subsection, I introduce a tool to determine which vernacular or variety
contributes more to the regional standard form.
In the third relationship, the regional standard is separate from and superimposed on
the speech community. This relationship is shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Regional Standard Form is Different from all Vernaculars
In this figure, the lack of lines connecting the regional standard to the vernaculars signifies
that the regional form is distinct. The arch from the regional standard form over the three
vernaculars signifies that while the regional form is distinct, it is over the vernaculars. The
High form from a diglossic language situation is an example where the High or standard
form is standardized and superimposed on the speech community. People from each
vernacular must learn this standard form.
In the fourth relationship, all the vernaculars are close to equivalent, and the standard
is also equivalent to each vernacular. This relationship is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. All Vernaculars Close to Identical
In this figure, the equal signs signify that the vernaculars are equivalent to one another, and
the regional standard form is thus equivalent to each vernacular. In our Pashto example,
this would happen if all the tribe’s speech varieties (vernacular) within a confederacy were
identical. Then, in locations where people meet, only one speech form would exist. This
could also happen over time if there were frequent contact between tribes and not a strong
prestige or identity within each tribe. Then over time, each vernacular form would
influence the others with the result of one uniform variety. The term ‘flat’ can be applied
to this relationship. This is because there is little difference or space between the regional
and vernacular forms.
In the fifth and final relationship, no regional form would exist, and in places where
different tribal members meet, each person would speak their own vernacular. This
relationship is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. No Regional Form Exists
In this relationship, there is no regional standard. The three vernacular boxes with
connecting lines at the regional level signify that members of each tribe speak their
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vernacular in places where members from different tribes meet. Each tribal member
receptively comprehends the vernaculars spoken by different tribal members, but they
cannot or choose not to speak in those vernaculars. This situation could happen where
differences between vernacular varieties were not great, but where the identity of each
member to their own tribe was very strong. Then there would be ability to comprehend
other tribal vernaculars but no motivation to switch to the vernacular spoken by the other
tribal member. As a result, no regional standard form would develop. As long as the
sociolinguistic situation in the speech community remained constant, this no-standard
situation could endure indefinitely.
After explaining the second tool in the next subsection, I evaluate regional standard
forms for Kandahar city, Jalalabad city, and Kabul city using this five-relationship grid.

3.2.2 Measure of Influence of Vernacular on Regional Standard Variety
In the first relationship from the previous subsection, one vernacular becomes the
regional standard form. That vernacular exerts great influence on other vernaculars to
become the dominant form. As a result, members from other tribes who speak different
vernaculars must acquire the dominant form. In the second relationship from the previous
subsection, while the regional form is a combination of multiple vernaculars, one
vernacular may exert more influence on the other vernaculars. In this subsection, I provide
a tool for measuring the amount of influence that a vernacular will have on the regional
standard form. I call it the Measure of Influence of Vernacular on Regional Standard Variety
Tool.
The Measure of Influence of Vernacular on Regional Standard Variety Tool compares
two vernacular varieties and evaluates their likely influence on a regional standard variety.
This tool is shown in Table 6. The first column lists the two vernaculars, while the second
and third columns compare the two vernaculars with regard to prestige and
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comprehension. The final column lists the outcome of the test, predicting which vernacular
will have greater influence on the regional standard form.
Table 6. Measure of Influence of Vernacular on Regional Standard Variety Tool
Vernacular
A
B

Prestige
Comparison

Comprehension
Comparison

Influence on
Regional Standard

This tool compares tribal vernaculars A and B. They are compared on two variables:
prestige and comprehension of one another.62 With regard to prestige, one of the two
vernaculars will be more prestigious. The comparison can be between the two, or it can
include opinions of other tribal members in the region where tribes meet regarding the
relative prestige of each vernacular. A check will be placed in the appropriate row of the
second column for the vernacular that has the most relative prestige. With regard to
comprehension, members who speak one of the two vernaculars will have greater relative
comprehension of the vernacular that members from the other tribe speak. A check will be
placed in the appropriate row of the third column for the vernacular whose speakers have
greater relative comprehension. The final column lists the outcome or interpretation of the
test. There are four possible outcomes, and they are described in the next four paragraphs.
In the first case, vernacular A will have influence on the regional standard form. This
outcome is shown in Table 7.
Table 7. Vernacular A Influences the Regional Standard
Vernacular
A
B

Prestige
Comparison
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
✓

In this first case, vernacular A is more prestigious than vernacular B. In addition, members
of tribal group B comprehend the vernacular spoken by members of tribal group A more
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than members of tribal group A comprehend the vernacular spoken by tribal group B.
When speakers from tribes that speak vernaculars A and B come together in a regional
center area, speakers of vernacular B will be motivated to acquire vernacular A and use it.
Speakers of vernacular B already understand (in comparison) more of vernacular A, and
beyond that, vernacular A is more prestigious. Therefore, the box in the fourth column for
vernacular A is checked. If both these factors are strong enough, only vernacular A will be
used in the regional-center areas, and it will be the regional standard like the first
relationship from the previous subsection. If both factors are only marginally greater, then
more of vernacular A will be used in the regional standard variety, but some of vernacular
B will also be used. This result models the second relationship from the previous subsection.
In the second case, the situation is reversed, and vernacular B will have influence on
the regional standard form. This outcome is shown in Table 8.
Table 8. Vernacular B Influences the Regional Standard
Vernacular
A
B

Prestige
Comparison
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
✓

In this second case, the outcome is the opposite of the first case. This time vernacular B is
more prestigious, and speakers of vernacular A comprehend more of B that vice versa.
When speakers from tribes that speak vernaculars A and B come together in a regionalcenter area, speakers of vernacular A will be motivated to acquire vernacular B and use it.
Therefore, the box in the fourth column for vernacular B is checked.
In the third case, the outcome is not predictable from the results of the two variables.
This unpredictable outcome is shown in Table 9.
Table 9. Outcome not Predictable from Test Results
Vernacular
A
B

Prestige
Comparison
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓
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Influence on
Regional Standard
?

In this third case, on one hand, vernacular A is more prestigious than vernacular B. On the
other hand, members of tribal group A comprehend the vernacular spoken by members of
tribal group B more than members of tribal group B comprehend the vernacular spoken by
tribal group A. The outcome is not predictable. Since members of tribal group A already
comprehend more of vernacular B, there will be motivation when members come together
in the regional center to use vernacular B forms. In this situation, vernacular B would have
more influence on the regional standard. However, since vernacular A is more prestigious,
there will be motivation to use vernacular A forms. In that situation, A would have more
influence on the regional standard. The overall outcome is not predictable. Therefore, I
place a question mark in the last column.
The fourth and final case is the reverse of the third case with an identical unpredictable
outcome. This unpredictable outcome is shown in Table 10.
Table 10. Outcome not Predictable from Test Results
Vernacular
A
B

Prestige
Comparison

Comprehension
Comparison

✓

✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
?

In this final case, vernacular B is more prestigious than A. On the other hand, members of
tribal group B comprehend more of the vernacular spoken by members of tribal group A
than vice versa. As in case three, the outcome is not predictable. Therefore, I place a
question mark in the last column.
While I said that four outcomes were possible, in reality only two outcomes are
possible. In the first and second case, one vernacular has greater influence, while in the
third and fourth case, the outcome in not predictable.
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3.3 Regional Standard Pashto Varieties
With close to two-hundred tribes within the four confederacies, one can predict there
are many vernaculars or tribal varieties of Pashto.63 Wardak is one such tribal variety,
which anecdotally is considered to be one of the more difficult tribal varieties of Pashto to
understand. When Wardaks travel into other regions and interact with non-Wardak tribal
members both from within the Karlani Confederacy and from other confederacies, how do
they communicate? Is there a regional standard Pashto that all Pashtuns can use when they
come together? The answer has multiple components. This section will explore the second
type of Standard Pashto, which is Regional Standard Pashto. In this section, I describe
what is spoken when Pashtuns from different tribes come together. First, I describe the
regional Pashto spoken in Kandahar city, then in Jalalabad city, and then in Kabul city.
Ferguson (1959, 332) named this regional standard the Standard Low form. It is low,
because it is not learned through formal education, but it is standard because it is spoken
by speakers from various regions. It thus cuts across regional differences.

3.3.1 Kandahar Regional Pashto
Kandahar, which is the capital city of Kandahar Province, is identified as the centerpoint of southern Afghanistan. It is also the largest city in the Durrani Confederacy, and as
described in Section 2.2.1, it has been a strategic point in the formation and development
of Afghanistan. The major roads linking the South to Kabul in the north, to Herat city and
Iran in the west, and to Pakistan in the south travel through Kandahar City. Therefore,
Kandahar is a center-point where different tribal members of the Southern Confederacy
meet. The Pashto spoken in Kandahar city is a regional Pashto; I refer to it as Kandahar
Regional Pashto.
Tribal members of the Durrani Confederacy include Populzai, Nurzai and Barakzai.
Each tribal group would have its own vernacular or tribal Pashto form. While these
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Durrani Confederacy member tribes extend over a wide geography that extends from Herat
Province in the west to east of Kandahar Province (see Figure 8 on page 29), their
vernaculars are close to identical. One expatriate who has learned Southern Pashto to a
high level and has connections throughout most Durrani Confederacy regions sees little
difference between Durrani tribal varieties (David Pate, p.c.). Table 11 shows the relation
between Durrani Confederacy tribal varieties and the Kandahar Regional Standard.
Table 11. Relationship between Kandahar Regional Pashto and Durrani Tribal Varieties
Tribal Vernaculars
Populzai, Nurzai,
Barakzai plus others

Kandahar
Regional Standard
Southern Pashto

Difference
Between
Slight

Relationship
Between
Southern Pashto
and tribal
vernaculars close to
identical

Since the language of Kandahar city is Southern Pashto, Kandahar Regional Pashto is
thus equivalent to Southern Pashto.64 Because all the vernaculars spoken by Durrani
Confederacy tribal members are very similar, Southern Pashto best fits the fourth
relationship from the Section 3.2.1. Thus, the relationship between Southern Pashto and
the Durrani tribal Pashtos is very flat. This means that Southern Pashto and each tribal
Pashto are close to identical. Neither acquisition nor active learning is required when tribal
members from rural regions in the Durrani Confederacy travel to Kandahar.

3.3.2 Jalalabad Regional Pashto
Jalalabad City, which is the capital of Nangarhar Province and the largest city in the
Eastern Confederacy, is identified as the center-point of eastern Afghanistan. Roads from
three eastern provinces (Nangarhar, Kunar and Laghman) lead to Jalalabad. It is both the
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(except for its use in the second sentence), ‘Southern Pashto’ refers to the regional Pashto that is spoken in
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Confederacy region. That ‘Southern Pashto’ includes both Kandahar Regional Pashto and all the tribal
vernaculars that are spoken by members of the Durrani Confederacy.
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trading and financial center of the eastern region, and Pashtuns from all eastern provinces
come to Jalalabad for health care and major purchases. The Pashto spoken in Jalalabad
city is a regional Pashto, Jalalabad Regional Pashto. It is most influenced by the tribal
Pashto varieties of Nangarhar Province (and neighboring Kunar and Laghman Province);
however, there is a greater variety of tribes in the eastern Afghanistan than in southern
Afghanistan. More specifically, tribes from three confederacies live in Nangarhar Province
and the eastern region.65
To help with the description of the province, in Figure 18, Nangarhar Province is
shown with Pashtun tribes and confederacies identified by color in the legend.

Figure 18. Nangarhar Province
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grouping of tribes that shared a common migration pattern and dialectical pattern (see Section 2.1.3). The
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confederacies.
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Tribes from three confederacies reside in the eastern region. The Eastern Confederacy is
represented by two major tribes from Nangarhar Province and one major tribe from Kunar
Province. Mohmand, which is identified by dark green, upward diagonals, is a large
Eastern Confederacy tribe that occupies the eastern portion of Nangarhar Province.
Shinwar, which is identified by orange-red, downward diagonals, is another Eastern
Confederacy tribe that occupies the southeast portion of Nangarhar Province. Sapi (not
labeled on the above figure) is a large Eastern Confederacy tribe that lives mainly in Kunar
Province, which is north of Nangarhar Province.
While these three tribes are part of the Eastern Confederacy, the region is also home
for multiple Ghilji Confederacy tribes. The Ghilji tribes, which are identified by light green,
horizontal lines, are located primarily in three districts toward the western part of
Nangarhar Province. Ghiljis are also the majority Pashtun confederacy in Laghman
Province, which is northwest of Nangarhar Province. In addition, Ghilji Confederacy
Pashtuns reside in Kapisa and Parwan provinces and the northern portion of Kabul Province
(see Figure 8 on page 29). Recall that these Ghilji regions make up the northern Ghilji
Confederacy area (see Section 2.1.3), and that the northern Ghilji Confederacy area is
isolated from the Ghilji center-point area, namely Ghazni, by Kabul Province, which divides
the two Ghilji areas. With regard to lineage, the tribes from the northern Ghilji
Confederacy area align with the Ghilji Confederacy; however, with regard to geography,
they align with the Eastern Confederacy. It is an open question whether the Pashto that
members of the northern Ghilji area tribes speak shares more in common with the Pashto
spoken by Ghilji tribal members from Ghazni or with the Pashto spoken by Eastern
Confederacy tribal members.66 It is true that all of the Ghilji tribes in the eastern region are
smaller in size than the three large Eastern Confederacy tribes.
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Nangarhar Province is also the home to a Karlani confederacy tribe, the Khogyani. The
Khogyani, which are identified by pink, vertical lines, live in the southwest part of
Nangarhar Province, sharing a border of Pakistan. The Khogyanis share a confederacy
identity with Wardaks since the two tribes both descended from Karlan. This means that
the Khogyani aligns in geography with the Eastern Confederacy tribes but in lineage with
the Karlani Confederacy tribes. Since a personal acquaintance from my first year in
Afghanistan (who is Khogyani Pashtun, but has lived in Jalalabad City for multiple years)
confirms that Khogyani Pashto is very different from other tribal Pashtos in Nangarhar
Province (H. Tasal, p.c.), I hypothesize that Khogyani Pashto has not changed to become
similar to Eastern Confederacy Pashtos but has maintained a relation to its historical
variety, namely Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto.67 This means that Khogyani Pashto
aligns more with other Karlani Confederacy Pashtos than with Eastern Confederacy Pashtos.
Therefore, I analyze Khogyani by grouping it according to lineage with other Karlani tribal
Pashtos in the assessment-results portions in chapters five through seven. But Khogyani
tribal members still travel to Jalalabad city and many live in Jalalabad city; thus, they are
part of the eastern region. Therefore, Khogyani Tribal Pashto has the potential to influence
Jalalabad Regional Pashto.
To analyze this possible Khogyani influence, I use the Measure of Influence of
Vernacular on Regional Variety Tool, comparing the Khogyani vernacular to the Mohmand
vernacular. Recall that Mohmand is the largest Eastern Confederacy tribe in Nangarhar
Province. In Table 12, the comparison is shown. In the second and third columns, the two
variables of comparison are shown and in the last column the result is shown.
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Table 12. Comparison of Khogyani and Mohmand Influence on Jalalabad Pashto
Tribal
Vernacular
Khogyani
Mohmand

Prestige
Comparison
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
✓

My Khogyani personal acquaintance confirmed that Khogyani Pashto has low prestige68
throughout Nangarhar and, more specifically, has less prestige than Mohmand Pashto in
Jalalabad (H. Tasal, p.c.). Thus, the Mohmand box is checked in column two. He also
confirmed that few Pashtuns in Jalalabad who are not Khogyani understand unique
Khogyani forms. Thus, Khogyanis in Jalalabad City understand more Mohmand tribal
forms than vice versa, and the Khogyani box is checked in column three. This pattern fits
the second case of Section 3.2.2. Therefore, Mohmand Pashto has more influence than
Khogyani Pashto in Jalalabad. Stated more directly, we expect that Khogyani Tribal Pashto
does not affect Jalalabad Regional Pashto. My personal acquaintance confirmed that in
Jalalabad, he consistently does not use his unique Khogyani Pashto forms so that he can be
understood by his Mohmand and other non-Khogyani neighbors.
Next, I analyze the influence of the Pashto spoken by the northern Ghilji Confederacy
area members of Nangarhar and the eastern region on Jalalabad Regional Pashto.
Unfortunately, we did not collect data from the northern Ghilji Confederacy area, and in
addition, I do not have personal acquaintances from this area. Thus, this analysis lacks
confirming evidence. However, there are just two possible scenarios to analyze: Either the
northern Ghilji Confederacy areas have maintained their Ghilji Pashto, or they have
abandoned their Ghilji variety and now speak an Eastern Confederacy variety. With regard
to the first scenario, if the northern Ghilji Confederacy members have maintained their
Ghilji Pashto, it would be less prestigious than Mohmand Pashto. Since the Ghilji tribes in
Nangarhar are smaller in size than the Mohmand tribe, it is likely that their speakers would
understand more Mohmand Pashto than Mohmand speakers would understand their Pashto.
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Similar to the Mohmand and Khogyani comparison, Mohmand Pashto would have more
influence on Jalalabad Regional Pashto; the Pashto spoken by the northern Ghilji members
would not influence Jalalabad Regional Pashto. With regard to the second scenario, if the
northern Ghilji members have abandoned their Pashto for an Eastern Confederacy Pashto,
then their Pashto would already be similar to Northern Pashto. In either scenario, the
Pashto spoken by the northern Ghilji Confederacy members does not influence Jalalabad
Regional Pashto.
Next, I compare Jalalabad Regional Pashto with the vernaculars of the eastern region
that influence it. After Khogyani and the Ghilji Pashto of the northern area are removed,
the remaining Pashtos are Eastern Confederacy tribal Pashto varieties, and these varieties
are quite similar to each other. While the differences are greater than those between
Durrani Confederacy tribal varieties, there are not large comprehension challenges between
Pashtuns when tribal members from Eastern Confederacy rural villages visit Jalalabad. A
researcher from the Academy of Sciences who is from the Sapi tribe and who lives in Kunar
Province confirms this (W. Shpun, p.c.). In Table 13, the relationship between Jalalabad
Regional Pashto and the tribal Pashto varieties of the Eastern Confederacy is shown.
Table 13. Relationship between Jalalabad Pashto and Eastern Confederacy Tribal Varieties
Tribal Vernaculars
Mohmand, Shinwar,
Sapi plus others

Jalalabad
Regional Standard
Northern Pashto

Difference
Between
Not Large

Relationship
Between
Northern Pashto
and tribal
vernaculars not far
apart

Since the language of Jalalabad City is Northern Pashto, Jalalabad Regional Pashto is
equivalent to Northern Pashto.69 Because the difference between Eastern Confederacy tribal
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Pashto varieties and Northern Pashto is not large, Eastern Confederacy tribal members who
visit Jalalabad can understand each other. Mohmand is the largest and likely the most
influential tribe in the Eastern Confederacy; therefore, the Northern Pashto of Jalalabad is
closest to Mohmand Tribal Pashto. Referring to the relationships in Section 3.2.1, Northern
Pashto is between the first, second, and the fourth relationship. Northern Pashto has
elements of different Eastern Confederacy tribal vernaculars, but Mohmand Pashto likely
influences Northern Pashto the most.70 In addition, the relationship between Northern
Pashto and the Eastern Confederacy tribal varieties is flat, though not as flat as the
relationship between Southern Pashto and Durrani Confederacy tribal varieties.
I will make two more points regarding Northern Pashto. There are Dari speaking
communities within Jalalabad city that represent more than 10% of the population. Those
communities influence Jalalabad Regional Pashto and thus Northern Pashto. Therefore,
Northern Pashto has a Dari influence that the tribal Pashto varieties do not have.
Finally, Northern Pashto is a language of both Afghanistan and Pakistan. While the
major influence on the Northern Pashto of Afghanistan comes from Dari, the major
influence on the Northern Pashto of Pakistan comes from Urdu. The difference between the
Northern Pashto of Pakistan and the Northern Pashto of Afghanistan is likely greater71 than
the difference between Jalalabad Regional Pashto and Eastern Confederacy tribal Pashto
varieties.

Confederacy region. That ‘Northern Pashto’ includes both Jalalabad Regional Pashto and all the tribal
vernaculars that are spoken by members of the Eastern Confederacy.
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3.3.3 Kabul City Pashto Varieties
To the north of Wardak Province is Kabul Province and the nation’s capital city, Kabul.
The capital provides another influence on different Pashto varieties. Figure 19 displays a
map of Kabul Province that both includes and extends beyond Kabul city.

Figure 19. Kabul Province Language Map
In the west part of the capital is a suburb named Kampani, which is located only forty
kilometers (twenty-five miles) from Maidan Shar, the capital of Wardak Province. In Figure
19, Kampani is the main city in the dark-green-with-upward-diagonal-lines Karlani circle in
the southwest portion of the province. During the last two generations, Pashtuns have
migrated or moved to Kampani for economic and security reasons. During the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan (1979-89), the capital city of Kabul was safer than the southern
regions. Because of this, many Pashtuns from Wardak and Ghazni (the province to the
south of Wardak) and a few from the Durrani South migrated to Kampani. During the civil
war period (1989-96) and the during the Taliban rule (1996-2001), the economy was so
poor in the regions that many more Wardaks moved to Kampani. Today, numerous Wardak
Pashtuns and Ghilji Confederacy Pashtuns, along with a few Durrani Pashtuns, live in
Kampani. Because many members from different confederacies live close together,
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Kampani Regional Pashto developed. Kampani Regional Pashto combines elements of
Wardak, the Ghilji Confederacy Pashto of Ghazni, and a little Southern Pashto.
Transplanted Wardaks visiting family members in the Wardak homeland have brought this
newly acquired Kampani regional Pashto back to Wardak. This provides a possible
motivation to switch from their Wardak tribal Pashto to Kampani Regional Pashto.
In the Kabul eastern region is another suburb, Arzan Qemat,72 which is identified in
Figure 19 by orange, downward-diagonal lines to the east of the Kabul downtown region.
Arzan Qemat has an affect on Northern Pashto similar to the affect that Kampani has on
Wardak Pashto. The road from Arzan Qemat leads to the eastern provinces that define the
Northern Pashto region: Nangarhar, Kunar, and Laghman. Residents from each of these
regions have settled in Arzan Qemat, seeking both safety from war and an improved
economy. Similar to the situation in Kampani, Arzan Qemat Regional Pashto developed as
the result of members from multiple tribes living close together. As these Arzan Qemat
residents visit their families in the Northern Pashto region, their Arzan Qemat regional
Pashto could put pressure for change on Northern Pashto. But the make-up of residents of
Arzan Qemat is similar to the make-up of residents of Jalalabad. The Northern Pashto that
is spoken in its center-point, that is, Jalalabad, is already a regional standard Pashto that is
a mix of the Pashto varieties from primarily the Eastern Confederacy tribes. Since the mix
of tribes in Arzan Qemat is similar to the mix in Jalalabad, the difference between Arzan
Qemat Regional Pashto and Jalalabad Regional Pashto and by extension Northern Pashto is
small.
The larger metropolitan area of Kabul has even a larger impact on Pashto than do the
suburbs of Kampani and Arzan Qemat. Kabul city is not the original home of Pashtuns; it
was the original home of Tajiks, and the Tajiks remain the largest ethnic group in Kabul.
The language of Tajiks is Dari, which has the most speakers in the capital and is also the
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language of government. Virtually all males among the four-million capital-city residents
speak Dari as either their first language or their second language. While the gray-colored
Tajik majority areas in Figure 19 are not larger in area than the Pashtun areas, their
population is greater than that of the Pashtun majority areas. One Wardak Pashtun contact
who lives in Kampani says that 70% of his day is conducted in Dari; this includes his time
studying at university, purchasing supplies in the stores outside of his immediate area, and
watching television. Only 20% of his day is conducted in Kampani Regional Pashto, with
the last 10% of his time conducted in Wardak Pashto, which he only speaks in his home
(Naqeebullah, p.c.). Many Pashtuns of all confederacies and tribes live as transplanted
minorities mixed among the Tajiks throughout the capital city. These majority Dari
speakers influence their tribal and regional Pashto varieties (Rzehak 2012).73 Dari words
are borrowed and become a part of this Kabul Pashto.74
Within Kabul city (approximately defined by dashed line in Figure 19), these
transplanted Pashtuns will speak their tribal Pashto to fellow tribal members, although
their tribal Pashto is being influenced by the surrounding Dari. So there will be small
pockets of Dari-influenced Southern Pashto and Wardak Pashto and Northern Pashto
throughout Kabul city.
In summary, with some oversimplification, there are various Pashto varieties spoken in
Kabul: Kampani Regional Pashto in the western suburb, Arzan Qemat Regional Pashto in
the eastern suburb, and various Dari-influenced, tribal Pashtos throughout large areas of
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the capital city. There is also a Pashto that is spoken when Pashtuns from different regions
come together in Kabul. I call this Kabul Regional Pashto.

3.3.4 Kabul Regional Standard Pashto
In this subsection, I look at the question of what happens when members of different
Pashtun confederacies come together in neutral settings. This happens frequently in Kabul.
It can also happen in university settings where students from different regions live in dorm
rooms together. One source says this used to be a major problem (Hotak 2007, 123). Forty
years ago when students came together in a dorm, they did not understand each other.
When a Wardak told a joke, the Northern Pashto speaker did not understand it. When a
Northern Pashto speaker told a joke, the Southern Pashto speaker did not understand it.
Today, that is not the case. The researcher previously was a student at a university in the
north part of the country. Perhaps because the university had few Pashtun students, all
were placed in the same room. The researcher (Najibullah, p.c.) reports that the students
would each use their own variety of Pashto and be understood by the others. The
development and standardization of educated Pashto (see Section 3.1.2) provides one
reason for this increased comprehension between educated Pashtuns from different regions.
With what variety of Pashto do Pashtuns communicate in mixed settings? Since Kabul
is the largest area where Pashtuns from different tribes meet, I will label this as Kabul
Regional Pashto. Since it is the largest regional Pashto, it is a regional standard Pashto, and
thus Kabul Regional Standard Pashto or simply Regional Standard Pashto.
In an attempt to identify differences between Northern Pashto, Southern Pashto and
Wardak Pashto, the researcher and primary investigator had small groups design special
word lists75 unique to each particular region. For example, the Wardak list would have
words unique to Wardak Pashto. There is an implicit assumption that is made in generating
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the list: Each group is giving a list of words unique to their variety in comparison to a
regional Pashto. Since Kabul is the location with the most mixing of Pashtuns from
different regions, I predicted that the word lists would include items contrasting with those
in Kabul Regional Standard Pashto.
In the process of designing the word lists, we chose Pashtun speakers for the small
groups from the three regions who had also lived in Kabul. For example, we asked a group
of two Southern Pashto speakers who had lived in Kabul for some time, and had therefore
experienced some form of Kabul Pashto in addition to their Southern Pashto, to make a list
of words and expressions that are distinctly Southern Pashto. Similarly, the researcher
created a list of Wardak words, expressions, and grammar items that he thought were
distinct to Wardak. Finally, a small group from Jalalabad made a list of Northern Pashto
words that they thought were distinct. Their previous exposure to Kabul Pashto allowed
them to make such a list.
My assumption that each group would give a word list that contrasted with the Kabul
Pashto was partially borne out, as shown graphically in Figure 20. The rectangles represent
Pashto varieties with the blue lines with arrows representing a comparison from one Pashto
variety to another Pashto variety.

Figure 20. Pashto Word List Comparisons
That assumption was borne out in the case of the Southern Pashto list. The committee
members who had lived in Kabul for some time gave a list of words that they thought
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differed from Kabul Regional Standard Pashto;76 therefore, there is a blue line with an
arrow from the Southern Pashto rectangle to the Kabul Regional Standard Pashto rectangle
in Figure 20. That assumption was also met for the Wardak list. The researcher who had
spent time in Kabul and other parts of the country gave a list of words that contrasted again
with Kabul Regional Standard Pashto. The blue arrow from the Wardak Pashto rectangle to
the Kabul Standard Pashto signifies represents this comparison.
The Northern Pashto list, however, was different. Although those members had also
spent time in Kabul, they compared the words in their list with Kandahar words. That is,
they gave a list with Northern Pashto words in one column and Southern Pashto words in
another column. In other words, the Northern Pashto group did not compare words in their
list with Kabul Regional Standard Pashto but with Southern Pashto. The blue arrow in
Figure 20 from the Northern Pashto rectangle to the Southern Pashto rectangle signifies this
comparison. The red X on the line coming from the Northern Pashto rectangle toward the
Kabul Regional Standard Pashto rectangle signifies that the comparison from Northern
Pashto is not with this regional Standard Pashto.
I draw two conclusions from the comparison with Southern Pashto by the Northern
Pashto group.
First, since speakers of Northern Pashto do not compare their words with Kabul
Regional Standard Pashto, it is likely the difference between Northern Pashto and Kabul
Regional Pashto is not large. If there was a large difference, then the group would have
been more likely to compare the Northern Pashto forms to Kabul Regional Standard Pashto
like the Wardak and Kandahar groups did. Therefore, I conclude that the Jalalabad
Regional Pashto and the Kabul Regional Standard Pashto are close to each other; that is,
Northern Pashto and Kabul Regional Standard Pashto are close to equivalent.
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This was implied from the list and confirmed by personal communication with the researcher.
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A second possible conclusion is that perhaps the Northern Pashto word list designers
considered Southern Pashto to be the regional standard of Kabul. That could explain why
they compared Northern Pashto to Southern Pashto. If that were true, then Southern
Pashto would both be a prestige Pashto and also be equivalent to Regional Standard Pashto.
Identical to the first relationship from the Relationships Tool of Section 3.2.1, it would be
the standard that other dialects would understand and use. This would make Pashto the
equivalent to Ferguson’s description of Italian (see Section 3.1.1) with Southern Pashto
being both a variety and the regional standard. However, there is evidence that disabuses
that possibility.
If Southern Pashto were the regional standard, then one would expect Northern Pashto
speakers to understand more Southern Pashto than vice versa. But the length of the special
word lists give evidence to the opposite. The Southern Pashto list was comparatively long.
The Southern group quickly came up with over seventy words or expressions. The
committee could list an alternate word used in Kabul Regional Standard Pashto for the
same concept. In contrast, the Northern Pashto list was very short, barely twenty words,
and the Jalalabad small group struggled for two day to come up with those twenty words. I
infer from this comparison that Southern Pashto speakers know more Kabul Regional
Standard Pashto words and, by equivalence, more Northern Pashto words than the other
way around. The converse and equivalent statement follows: Northern Pashto speakers
know fewer Southern Pashto words and expressions than the other way around. That is my
second conclusion: Southern Pashto speakers know more Northern Pashto than vice versa.
On the basis of these two conclusions, I can describe Kabul Regional Standard Pashto
using the two tools of Section 3.2. First, I will use the Measure of Influence of a Vernacular
on a Regional Standard Variety Tool. While both Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto are
more than vernaculars, this tool still has value. In Kabul and other regions where Pashtuns
from regions that speak Southern Pashto meet Pashtuns who speak Northern Pashto, who
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will be most motivated to switch? In other words, which variety will influence the
standard the most? In Table 14, the results of the tool are shown.
Table 14. Influence on Kabul Regional Pashto not Clear
Pashto Variety
Southern Pashto
Northern Pashto

Prestige
Comparison
✓+
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
?

Both Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto have prestige, because both the Durrani
Confederacy Pashtuns, who are the speakers of Southern Pashto, and the Eastern
Confederacy Pashtuns, who are the speakers of Northern Pashto, have prestige (see
Section 2.2). Perhaps because of the relationship to the founding of the country and the
fact that all kings and amirs have come from Southern Pashto speaking regions, the prestige
of Southern Pashto seems greater in Afghanistan.77,78 For that reason, Southern Pashto has
a plus symbol after the checkmark to show that it has more prestige.
As described earlier in this subsection, Southern Pashtuns also understand more
Northern Pashto than vice versa. The results of this test are indeterminate, fitting the third
case from Section 3.2.2. We cannot be certain which language will influence Kabul
Regional Standard Pashto the most. On one hand, Southern Pashto speakers, due to the
prestige of their variety, will not desire to switch to Northern Pashto; on the other hand,
Southern Pashto speakers, because of their greater comprehension level, will be motivated
to switch to Northern Pashto. Perhaps because Southern Pashto speakers understand more
of Northern Pashto and because of their strong feelings for their own variety, they will
comprehend Northern Pashto but will continue to speak their Southern Pashto. After a
brief comparison involving Wardak and Northern Pashto, I look at this possibility.
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In Pakistan, the opposite relationship seems true, in that Northern Pashto has greater prestige. I will

address this in a future report.
78

To test this inference, in chapter seven, I give results of attitude assessments between different

confederacies from the Sociolinguistic Questionnaire.
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Next, I use the same Measure of Influence Tool to compare Wardak speakers to
Northern Pashto speakers. In Kabul and other regions where Pashtuns from regions that
speak Northern Pashto meet Pashtuns who speak Wardak Pashto, who will be most
motivated to switch? Stated as the converse, which variety will influence the standard the
most? In Table 15, the results are shown.
Table 15. Northern Pashto Influences Kabul Pashto more than Wardak Pashto
Pashto Variety
Northern Pashto
Wardak Pashto

Prestige
Comparison
✓

Comprehension
Comparison
✓

Influence on
Regional Standard
✓

Because Northern Pashto speakers come from the more prestigious Eastern Confederacy
region, Northern Pashto is more prestigious than Wardak Pashto. The Wardak word list is
also much longer than the Northern Pashto word list. Again, this indicates that Wardaks
are more aware of Kabul Regional Standard Pashto and, by equivalency, Northern Pashto
then the other way around.79 This is not surprising. Wardak is not a prestige area for
Pashto. Northern Pashto speakers have little motivation to learn words and expressions
distinct to Wardak Pashto. But Wardaks are very motivated to learn Kabul Regional
Standard Pashto and, by extension, Northern Pashto. This result fits the first case from
Section 3.2.2, and thus, Northern Pashto will have greater influence on Kabul Regional
Standard Pashto than Wardak Pashto.
To explain Kabul Regional Standard Pashto, I employ the Relationships between a
Vernacular and a Regional Standard Tool (see Section 3.2.1). It shows two possibilities. In
the first possibility, Northern Pashto would influence Kabul Regional Pashto the most. This
possibility could match either the first relationship (from Section 3.2.1), where one variety
becomes the regional standard, or the second relationship, where a combination of multiple
varieties influences the regional standard. In this possibility, Southern Pashto speakers
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It is more accurate to say that the designers of the Northern Pashto list were not familiar enough with

differences with Wardak Pashto to make a direct comparison.
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would use their greater comprehension of Northern Pashto to switch some of their forms
toward Northern Pashto. On a continuum between Northern Pashto being the regional
standard (first relationship) and a combination of Northern and Southern Pashto
influencing the regional standard (second relationship), Kabul Regional Standard Pashto
would be closer to Northern Pashto than Southern Pashto.
In the second possibility, similar to relationship five from Section 3.2.1, a unique form
of Kabul Regional Pashto would not exist. Southern Pashto speakers, because of their
strong feelings for their variety, would not switch when meeting Northern Pashto speakers
in Kabul. They would continue to speak Southern Pashto. Northern Pashto speakers would
continue to speak Northern Pashto. Both would comprehend to a certain level with the
benefits that result from speaking their own prestigious variety being greater than the
losses that result from decreased comprehension. For this situation to remain stable over
time, a large passive or listening comprehension between Northern and Southern Pashto
speakers would need to exist.
Regardless of whether Kabul Regional Standard Pashto is a mix of relationship one and
two or closer to relationship five from the Relationships between a Vernacular and a
Regional Standard Tool, it is important to remember that it is also influenced by Dari. The
transplanted Pashtuns live as minorities mixed among the Tajiks throughout the capital
city. Dari words are borrowed and become a part of Kabul Pashto. These majority Dari
speakers influence Kabul Standard Regional Pashto.
I should also discuss what will happen when a Northern Pashto speaker travels to a
Southern Pashto region. Informal discussions indicate that in this case, when issues of
comprehension arise, the Eastern Confederacy member must learn Southern Pashto. The
prestige of Southern Pashto will be even greater in the South, and thus, the Durrani
Confederacy speaker will not adjust his Southern Pashto to accommodate the traveling
Northern Pashto speaker.
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3.4 Prestige Standard Pashto
In Section 2.2, I described why the Durrani Confederacy and Eastern Confederacy are
the prestige Pashtun regions in Afghanistan. Since Durrani Confederacy Pashtuns speak
Southern Pashto and Eastern Confederacy Pashtuns speak Northern Pashto, Southern and
Northern Pashto are prestige varieties. In Section 3.3.4, I argued that because of the
Durrani Confederacy’s role in the founding of Afghanistan and governance of the nation,
Southern Pashto has more prestige than Northern Pashto. That additional prestige is
captured in a simple label for the Durrani region: the South. No other region merits such a
simple title. Therefore, I propose that Southern Pashto is Prestige Standard Pashto. I give
two additional reasons for elevating Southern Pashto to a standard.
First, during the last hundred years, various literary committees have formed with the
purpose of defining and standardizing Educated Standard Pashto (see Section 3.1.2). As the
most influential region, the South has provided many committee members. Their influence
results in southern forms being chosen for the educational books and standardization, and
thus, southern forms become part of Educated Standard Pashto.
Though the second reason is mostly symbolic, I consider it more important. In
Sections 2.1 and 2.2, I described the Pashtun tribal system and the strong identity that
Pashtuns have within their individual tribes. As I described in those sections, Wardaks are
proud to be Wardak, and that pride carries over to other tribes. However, the ethnic
identity of Pashtuns is equally important. Because of the unifying efforts of Ahmad Shah
Durrani and two other amirs, Pashtuns are fiercely loyal of their common lineage and, thus,
of their ethnic identity. Many have never recognized the Durand Line, which the British
helped legislate in 1893 and which divides the Pashtun lands between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. Today, many Pashtuns call for an independent Pashtun nation. In
Afghanistan, Southern Pashto is a symbol that provides an anchor point of unity for the
Pashtun ethnic identity. In chapter seven, I describe the positive attitudes of Pashtuns from
all regions toward Southern Pashto. Because Pashtuns from all tribes look to Southern
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Pashto as an ethnic symbol, it cuts across regional differences and, therefore, is a standard
form, namely Prestige Standard Pashto.

3.5 Standard Pashto Summarized
It is because of low literacy levels that there is a distinct Educated Standard Pashto and
distinct regional standard Pashtos. In countries that have higher education levels, the gap
between educated and regional standard forms shrinks. An educated standard meets all the
needs for communication between speakers from different regions. However, that option is
not possible in Afghanistan. Because of low literacy levels, Educated Standard Pashto is not
adequate for communication between illiterate speakers from different tribes. They need
another standard form for communication with speakers from different tribes. Thus,
Regional Standard Pashto has developed.
While men who are educated can easily learn Educated Standard Pashto, and men who
travel can easily acquire Regional Standard Pashto, women are at a disadvantage. Few
women are educated. The researcher estimates that fewer than 5% of Wardak women
attend school (Najibullah, p.c.). Because few women are educated, they do not easily learn
Educated Standard Pashto. In addition, few women travel outside of their home region.
Because of this, few women learn Regional Standard Pashto. Therefore, the barrier to
acquiring standard Pashto forms is much higher for women than for men. More will be
said about the consequences of the higher barrier for women in Section 8.2.6.
Both prestige Pashto varieties influence the three standard Pashto varieties. This
relationship is shown in Figure 21. The three rectangles on the upper row represent the
three standard Pashto varieties, and the two rectangles on the lower row represent the two
prestige Pashto varieties. The arrows from the prestige Pashto rectangles to the standard
Pashto rectangles signify the influence of the prestige variety on a standard variety.
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Figure 21. Influences on Standard Pashto Varieties
Educated Standard Pashto is learned through schooling and has been standardized over the
last one hundred years. Both Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto have influenced it;
perhaps Southern Pashto has had greater influence because more literary committee
members have come from the South. Regional Standard Pashto cuts across regional
differences in Kabul with Northern Pashto having a larger influence on it. Finally, Southern
Pashto provides a symbol of ethnic identity and thus has most influenced Prestige Standard
Pashto.
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CHAPTER 4
ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
In the first chapter, I listed the three defining purposes for the thesis, relating to the
language needs of Wardaks and the relationship between Wardak Pashto and the other
Pashto varieties. For convenience, the three defining purposes are repeated below:


Is Wardak simply a dialect of Afghan Pashto, or is there evidence that Wardak is a
separate language in need of its own development?



Can all the distinctives within Afghan Pashto be captured in three dialects? In four?



Does Wardak Pashto, which is acquired in the home, along with the various forms of
Standard Pashto meet all the language needs of Wardak members? If not, what type
of development would benefit Wardak members?

In the second chapter, four research questions resulted from a historical, sociolinguistic
analysis of Afghan Pashtuns. For convenience, the four research questions are repeated
below:


Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?



Within Karlani Confederacy Pashto, is Wardak Pashto different from the nonWardak Karlani Confederacy varieties?



In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Wardak different from
Southern and Northern Pashto?



In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Southern Pashto different
from Northern Pashto?

The research questions provide a bridge between the defining purposes and the research
data.
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In this chapter, I define the methodology used for assessing the four research questions,
and then in chapters five through seven, I describe results from assessments that give
evidence regarding the four research questions.
Three ways to view the relationship between two vernacular varieties follow:


Two varieties are part of the same language if they are lexically similar.



Two varieties are part of the same language if speakers can inherently
comprehend each other.



Two varieties are the same if speakers feel they are.

In light of these three ways of viewing the relationship between varieties, I used three
separate instruments or assessments to establish the relationship between Wardak and other
Pashto varieties: Word List, Recorded Text Testing, and the Sociolinguistic Questionnaire.
The Word List assessment measures similarity between language varieties. With this
assessment, I measure the similarity between Wardak and the two prestige Pashto varieties,
Southern and Northern Pashto. I also measure the similarity between Southern and
Northern Pashto. Results give evidence regarding the third and fourth research questions.
The Recorded Text Testing (RTT) assessment measures levels of comprehension
between speakers from different varieties. With this assessment, I measure comprehension
between Wardak speakers and speakers from each of the four Pashtun confederacies: the
Durrani Confederacy, the Eastern Confederacy, the non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy
region, and the Ghilji Confederacy region. I also compare levels of comprehension between
speakers from the two prestige varieties, Southern and Northern Pashto. Results from RTT
assessments give evidence regarding the four research questions.
The Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SQ) assessment measures language use patterns and
attitudes between speakers from different varieties. With this assessment, I measure the
usage and attitudes between Wardak speakers and speakers from each of the four Pashtun
confederacies. Results from SQ assessments yield more evidence regarding the four
research questions.
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In the first section of this chapter, I describe assessment methodologies. In the second
section, I list the locations where we conducted research, and in the third and final section
of this chapter, I describe how the respondents were chosen.
Various locations within Afghanistan are referred to in this chapter. For convenience,
Figure 8 (from page 29) is reprinted as Figure 22 showing the four Pashtun confederacies.

Figure 22. Distribution of Pashtun Confederacies
In addition, Figure 3 (from page 10) is reprinted as Figure 23 showing Wardak Province but
with the addition of villages where we conducted research.
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Figure 23. Wardak Province Showing Research Locations
The villages listed in Jaghatu, Chak, and Saydabad Districts detail where we conducted
research.

4.1 Individual Assessment Methodologies
In this section, I describe methodologies for the Word List assessment, RTT assessment,
and SQ assessment.

4.1.1 Word Lists
To determine the degree of lexical similarity between Wardak and the prestige varieties
of Pashto, we elicited word lists from two locations in Nangarhar Province within the
Eastern Confederacy, from one district within Wardak Province, and from two locations
within the Durrani Confederacy. Within Nangarhar Province, we elicited words from
Jalalabad city and from Bati Kot district (see Figure 18 on page 65). Bati Kot is located
within the Mohmand tribe region of the Eastern Confederacy. Within Wardak Province, we
elicited words from Rubat, Zarin, Adina, Wazir Khara, and Biland Khel villages within
Jaghatu District. The village locations are shown in Figure 23.80 Within the Durrani
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Other villages shown on this map represent locations where RTT and SQ assessments were administered.
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Confederacy, we elicited words from Kandahar city and from Lashkar Gah city, which is the
capital of Helmand Province.
We used a modified version of the Swadesh 100 Word List (Swadesh 1955). A few
words were omitted for items we thought would be unknown in the Pashtun region. In
most cases three grammatical forms of the verb were elicited: an imperative form; a present
tense, third-person-singular-agreement form; and an infinitive or citation form.
Unfortunately, on the original word list survey form, each grammatical form received a
separate number. For example with regard to the verb ‘to come’; the imperative form was
numbered twenty-one, the present-tense form was numbered twenty-two, and the citation
form was numbered twenty-three. There were twenty-two verbs on the one-hundred word
list. As a result of the ill-chosen numbering of grammatical forms, the total number of
words collected was actually greater than one hundred, but the number of different
semantic forms collected was less than one hundred for three of the five locations. During
the Kandahar Word List assessment, only seventy-nine different semantic forms were
collected; during the Helmand Word List assessment, only seventy-five different semantic
items were collected; during the Bati Kot Word List assessment, only seventy-six different
semantic items were collected. This is shown in Appendix G Table 5.
We also elicited a 230 Swadesh-Based Word List from Jalalabad city, from Jaghatu
District in Wardak Province, and from Kandahar City. The purpose was to make
comparisons involving more words between Wardak and the prestige Pashto areas and thus
to check the outcome from the 100 Word List assessment. In Appendix C, the 230
Swadesh-Based Word List is detailed.
Administering the Word List assessment in this research presented a unique challenge.
Usually, a researcher elicits words using a regional or national language. For example, in
the survey of Wakhi in the northern part of Afghanistan, the surveyor used the national
language, Dari, and respondents answered by giving the word in their mother tongue,
Wakhi (Simone Beck, p.c.). In this assessment, however, the researcher elicited words
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using the same language as the respondent was answering in. That is, the researcher would
elicit using a regional form of Pashto, and the respondent would respond with his
vernacular Pashto form. Often the regional and vernacular forms were the same; therefore,
to avoid giving a possible response to the question, the researcher often created situations
for the respondent. For example, to elicit ‘run’, he described a person walking very quickly
(in a Pashto variety) and asked the respondent: What was that person doing? The time
required to create this situation is much greater than simply giving the word for run in
another language. Thus, the elicitation time took considerably longer than normal.
I discuss results from the Word List assessment in chapter five.

4.1.2 Recorded Text Tests
To determine levels of comprehension between speakers from different Pashtun
regions, the researcher collected stories from all locations that he surveyed. These stories
were used in the Recorded Text Testing (RTT) assessment. Casad (1987) developed RTT
procedures in which the respondent answers questions, and Kluge (2008) modified them by
having the respondents retell the story. Our testing follows the procedures that Kluge
describes. In this procedure, the story is first played in its entirety and then repeated
section by section. After each section, the respondent retells that portion of the story.
Assessing RTT stories requires three stages in the field. First, we collect the stories;
second, we pre-test and calibrate the stories in the same region they were tested; finally,
the researcher tests the stories in different regions.
The researcher initially collected multiple stories from each region. Even though he
attempted to collect stories from both personal experience and didactic teaching domains,
the latter proved more challenging to obtain; thus, the vast majority of stories came from
personal experiences. While the goal was to obtain a story of two to three minutes in
length, a few stories from the initial trips were shorter. Following the initial survey trips,
we added a new procedure: If the initial story was shorter than three minutes, the
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researcher would give the respondent an opportunity to record the story again adding more
details.
Back at our office, we selected one or two stories from each region as RTT stories. We
then divided the RTT story into natural segments of about fifteen seconds in length. Thus,
we divided a three-minute RTT story into about twelve segments. At the same time, we
made templates for each divided story such that each section of the template contained the
main ideas and details from that segment of the story. Those main ideas and details were
items we predicted the respondents from the same region would hear and remember when
retelling the story. The items were listed in Pashto and also translated into English.
In Appendix D, the templates for the Wardak story, the two Kandahar stories, and the
Jalalabad story are detailed.
After dividing the stories and making templates, we attempted to return to the same
region and pre-test or calibrate the story. Ideally the story is played for eight to ten
respondents from the location where the story was initially elicited (Kluge 2008, 10–11).
The story is first played in its entirety and then section by section. After hearing each
individual section, the hometown respondent retells what they heard in the story. The
theory is that a hometown respondent will have close to 100% comprehension of a story. If
any item is not included in the retelling, it could be evidence that that detail is superfluous
to the story, or that portion of the story is not a good example of vernacular speech (Kluge
2008, 11). On the other hand, it may signal a language weakness in the hometown
respondent. If a majority of the home-town respondents do not give an answer included in
the template, then that answer is removed. For example, the Wardak RTT story initially
had forty possible answers in its ten sections. After pre-testing the story in Wardak, we
removed four answers leaving thirty-six responses on the now-calibrated template.
Once the story has been calibrated, it is played in different regions. As in the pre-test
stage, the story is first played in its entirety and then section by section. After hearing each
individual segment, respondents are asked to retell what they heard. Each response is
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recorded, and back at the Kabul office, we listen to them. Responses are checked against
the template. Then a percentage is calculated based on the number of responses given
divided by the total number of expected responses on the template.
After responding to the last segment, the respondent is asked five follow-up questions.
These questions provide the following information:


Where does the storyteller come from?



Was it good Pashto?



How much did you understand?



How different is the Pashto from your Pashto?



How much contact do you have with people from that region?

I discuss results from RTT assessments in chapter six.

4.1.3 Sociolinguistic Questionnaire
To learn about language use and attitudes, we administered the Sociolinguistic
Questionnaire (SQ) assessment in each region visited. After questions regarding
demographic information, the questionnaire can be divided into language use and language
attitude portions. Table 16 divides the language use portion into two groups of domains.
In the first column are the Low Domains, and in the second column are the Standard
Domains.
Table 16. Division of Language Use into Domains
Low Domains
Personal / Home Domain

Standard Domains
Religious
Administrative /
Government
Education
Media
Travel and Trade

Community Domain

The Low Domains include areas traditionally associated with Ferguson’s Low form. If a
language variety is at least vigorous on the Expanded Graded Intergeneration Disruption
Scale (Lewis 2013), then speakers would be expected to use their vernacular or Low form in
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the personal domain of the home, and the community domains including neighborhoods
and shopping. Since Wardak Pashto is transmitted naturally and used extensively in
Wardak, it is a vigorous variety. Therefore Wardaks would be expected to speak Wardak
Pashto in the Low Domains.
The Standard Domains includes areas traditionally associated with Ferguson’s High
form, which include religion, administration and government, education, and media. They
also include areas associated with Ferguson’s Standard Low form, which include travel and
trade.
Within the language attitude portion, there are three sections. The first section focuses
on attitudes toward future use, while the second section focuses on attitudes toward
education and literacy. The final section focuses on attitudes toward best and worst Pashto
varieties along with opinions on where the same and different Pashto varieties are spoken.
The questions are framed within a Pashto language context. That means they ask where
different varieties of Pashto are spoken; they do not ask where different languages are
spoken. So the responses to the SQ assessment give attitudes toward different Pashto
varieties and not attitudes toward different languages. In Appendix E, a copy of the
sociolinguistic questionnaire is presented.
As a follow-up to the sociolinguistic questionnaire, we administered a Social Network
Questionnaire in Wardak and Kandahar.81 The purpose of this supplemental questionnaire
was to explore the strength of the Wardak social network as an explanation for the vitality
of Wardak Pashto. The term social network refers to the entirety of inter-personal
relationships formed by an individual or group. More will be said about social networks in
Section 7.4 . The entire Social Network Questionnaire template is shown in Appendix F.
I discuss results from SQ assessments along with results from the Social Network
Questionnaire in chapter seven.
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The Social Network Questionnaire was also administered in Jalalabad. Results will be published in a

future report.
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4.2 Locations Surveyed
We surveyed between one and three locations in each confederacy. In Table 17, the
region or locations surveyed are listed. In the first column, the confederacy region is listed;
in the second column, the local region, city, or district are listed along with its associated
province.
Table 17. Locations Surveyed
Confederacy
Karlani – Wardak
Durrani
Eastern
Karlani – NonWardak
Ghilji

Region Surveyed
Wardak tribal region of Wardak Province
Kandahar and Helmand Province capitals
Jalalabad city, Bati Kot District in
Nangarhar Province, Kunar Province
Khogyani region in Nangarhar Province,
Tani District in Khost Province
Ghazni Province

Since it is the focus of this thesis, Wardak was chosen as a location. We chose two
Durrani locations to test the claim that all Durrani Confederacy vernaculars are close to
identical (see Section 3.3.1). Kandahar city is the capital city and center of Southern
Pashto. The second location was Lashkar Gah city, the capital of neighboring Helmand
Province.
We chose three locations from within the Eastern Confederacy. The first was Jalalabad
city, the center-point of Northern Pashto. The second location chosen was Bati Kot district
in Nangarhar Province, which is the home for the largest Eastern Confederacy tribe
(Mohmand). The third region chosen was Kunar Province, which is the home of the Sapi
tribe. We chose the third location because it represents a possible contrasting vernacular
form from Mohmand. Mohmand and Sapi come from different sons of Qais: Mohmand was
a descendent of the second son of Sarban (Kharshbun), while Sapi was a descendent of
Gharghukht (see Figure 7 on page 24).
In addition to Wardak, we surveyed two other locations within the Karlani
Confederacy. We chose Khogyani District in Nangarhar Province because of its uniqueness
as a Karlani-descendent tribe that resides within the Eastern Confederacy region. We also
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chose Tani District in Khost Province because of its reputation as having very diverging
forms from Northern or Southern Pashto.
Ghazni was chosen to represent Ghilji Confederacy Pashto because it was considered a
center-point of both the Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy in my grouping of varieties
and the Central-Ghilji Pashto in Penzl’s three-dialect description of Pashto. It was also
chosen because it shares a border with Wardak. No location from the northern Ghilji
Confederacy area was chosen.
In Appendix A Tables 1 and 2, a chronological description of each assessment trip is
listed, and in Appendix B Table 1, a chronological listing of the first assessment trip to
Wardak is described.

4.3 Selection of Respondents
In an ideal assessment, respondents would be selected randomly. Randomly selected
means that in a given village, each member of a group would have an equal chance of
being chosen. Only from a random sample would the primary investigator be fully assured
that inferences with defined confidence levels could be made about the entire population of
the village or region. However, obtaining a random sample is not possible in Afghanistan.
This is because there are no lists (and none that could practically be generated) that contain
all the names of members of a village from which we could have chosen a random sample.
Beyond this limitation, a random selection process is not culturally appropriate in the
Afghanistan Pashtun region. Pashtun culture includes a seclusion or protection of women82
where only close male family members see and interact with women. A female researcher
would have been required to interview women. Few such candidates exist, therefore we
were only able to interview five women who were from just three locations: Wardak,
Helmand, and Ghazni. This compares with interviewing about eighty-five men.
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Covering or seclusion - پرده, parda
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While we could not choose respondents randomly, efforts were made to obtain
representative language data from all subgroups of the population. Subgroups of the
population refer to portions of the population whose language data could vary from other
portions of the population. To accomplish this, we stratified the population with three
variables: gender, education, and age. This stratification results in eight categories of
respondents as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Stratification of Population into Groups
With regard to gender, Pashtun women are generally not permitted to attend school,
and many also rarely go outside the housing compound. Men congregate in the shopping
areas, attend schools, and travel both for work and visiting much more than women. That
makes gender a natural division.
With regard to education, I drew the separation level between groups at the sixth
grade. Those below the sixth grade have minimal literacy skills and were considered not-
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educated, and those at or above the sixth grade were considered educated.83 The hyphen
between the two words of ‘not-educated’ are used to signify that this category title is not a
natural collocation.
With regard to age, I divided respondents at age twenty-five. The recent war-torn
history of Afghanistan greatly impacted educational opportunities and impacts this
decision. The country endured over twenty years of war between 1979 and 2001. During
the Soviet occupation of 1979 to 1988, many schools were closed. Conditions worsened
during the civil war years between 1989 and 1995 when freedom fighters from various
tribes, who had successfully repulsed the Soviets, turned on each other. Few schools
remained open. Then, during the Taliban reign of 1995 to 2001, many schools remained
closed, and most that were opened became religious schools.84 With four to five hours of
religious content per day in these schools, little time was devoted to core literacy,
literature, and math areas. Wardak, however, was an exception. In Wardak, the schools
not only remained open during the Taliban reign, but they blossomed. This was because a
development organization from Saudi Arabia invested much money in Wardak building
schools and training teachers (Najibullah, p.c.). Since 2001, many more schools have
reopened, providing more opportunities. Perhaps three divisions or groupings would have
been ideal. The first group would be age eighteen and under, reflecting those beginning
school years after the Taliban reign. The second group would be eighteen to forty,
reflecting those whose education came during the war years, and the third group would be
over forty. However, to limit the number of overall stratifications, we made two divisions
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On two occasions the researcher judged a respondent to be not-educated even though the respondent self-

reported an education level of sixth grade or higher. This subjective decision was made based on a lack of
reading ability. It is not uncommon for a student to pass through twelve years of formal education in
Afghanistan and remain illiterate.
84

Religious school or madrasa –  مدرسه, madrasa
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for age. Since there was more education during the Taliban time (particularly in Wardak)
than during the preceding civil war, we divide age by those twenty-five and under and
those above twenty-five. Those who are now twenty-five entered the education system in
about 1994 as the Taliban was increasing power. I labeled the first category young and the
second category not-young.85 Therefore, there are eight stratified groups or categories
based on the three-way stratification.
With the eight stratified groups, we attempted to quota sample. In quota sampling, a
fixed number of respondents would be chosen for each strata. That number could vary
proportionately according to the population, or it could be an arbitrarily chosen number,
for example eight respondents per group. Unfortunately, choosing eight respondents per
strata was not possible. Besides the challenges with regard to choosing women, we were
limited because of security concerns. In the last five years, instability has increased
particularly in the Pashtun regions of the southern and eastern portions of the country.
Almost daily, I read of security incidents in these regions. For his own protection, the
researcher felt it best to maintain a low profile. Because of this, he did not publicize his
trips in advance, usually traveled alone, and limited the amount of time that he stayed in
any one region. Most of his trips were between three and five days (see Appendix A Tables
1 and 2). Because of this, far fewer than eight respondents were chosen from each strata.
While not able to fill the quota survey, the researcher used the strata as a guide in selecting
respondents and usually found and chose respondents from each of the four male strata.
The researcher worked within existing social structures in choosing respondents. Since
Pashtun culture uses existing relationships for introductions and developing contacts, the
researcher employed key people in most locations. These key, local people found
respondents from their circle of relationships and brought them to the researcher, often in
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The hyphen between the two words of ‘not-young’ is consistent with the usage style for not-educated.
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the guest room of the key-person’s home. On three trips, researchers from the Academy of
Sciences fulfilled the key person role. On three other trips, the researcher hired former
fellow students from his university.86 Within Wardak, he used relations who lived in
separate villages from his family’s village for the purpose of obtaining respondents from
outside his family. He surveyed only one direct personal relation, a distant cousin. Small
thank you gifts were given to the respondents with a slightly larger gift given to the key,
local person. In Appendix A Tables 3 and 4, key people for each survey trip are listed.
For the analysis of each assessment, respondents are grouped together in confederacies.
Both the RTT and SQ assessments have five groupings of respondents. There are groupings
of respondents from Wardak, the Durrani Confederacy, the Eastern Confederacy, the nonWardak Karlani region, and from Ghazni within the Ghilji Confederacy. The Word List
assessment has data from only three of the five groupings: Wardak, the Durrani
Confederacy, and the Eastern Confederacy.

86

The researcher attended a university in the northern part of Afghanistan. Pashtuns (though not in large

numbers) from various provinces attend this university.
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CHAPTER 5
LEXICAL SIMILARITY BETWEEN WARDAK AND PRESTIGE
VARIETIES
In this chapter, I compare lexical similarity between Wardak, Southern, and Northern
Pashto through lexicostatistic testing using elicited word lists. Recall that similarity is one
measure for the sameness of varieties. First, I describe the respondents to the Word List
assessment; second, I describe the analytical methodology; third, I describe the results of
lexicostatistic comparisons.

5.1 Respondents
We chose the Durrani Confederacy region and Eastern Confederacy region along with
Wardak Province to elicit word lists. The Durrani Confederacy and the Eastern
Confederacy represent the two prestige Pashtos, Southern and Northern Pashto. Within the
Durrani Confederacy region, we elicited four word lists from Kandahar city, the capital of
Kandahar Province, and three word lists from Lashkar Gah city, the capital of Helmand
Province. Within Wardak Province, we elicited five word lists from Jaghatu District.
Within the Eastern Confederacy Region, we elicited one word list from Jalalabad city,87 the
capital of Nangarhar Province, and two word lists from Bati Kot District, which is also
within Nangarhar Province.
Demographic data of the respondents is listed by region in Table 18. In the first
column, the region from where the respondent came is listed. In the second and third
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Collecting only one word list from Jalalabad city was an oversight on my part. We checked the accuracy

of the list with a Jalalabad resident now living in Kabul.
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columns, the number of educated and not-educated, young respondents is listed. In the
fourth and fifth columns, the number of educated and not-educated, not-young respondents
is listed. In the sixth column, the total number of respondents is listed. Of the thirty-seven
total respondents, all but four were male. In locations that had female respondents, the cell
in the table that represents the location with female respondents has two entries, which are
separated by a forward slash. The first number represents the number of male respondents,
and the second number represents the number of female respondents for that demographic
group. For example, in the cell corresponding to the second row and the third, that is, the
young, not-educated, respondent column, there is a zero followed by a forward slash and
then a one. That ‘0/1’ combination represents zero male and one female, young, noteducated respondent from Helmand Province. Where a cell only has one number, that
number represents the number of male respondents for that demographic group.
The dark lines below the Helmand Province row and below the Wardak Province row
divide the table by confederacy. First comes the two Durrani Confederacy locations, then
comes Wardak from the Karlani Confederacy, and then comes the two Eastern Confederacy
locations.
Table 18. Word List Test Respondent Demographic Data
Young

Not Young

Total

0
0/1
0
0

Not
Educated
12
0
0/1
0

1

2

1

9

10

3

14

37

Location

Educated

Kandahar Province†
Helmand Province
Wardak Region
Jalalabad City
Bati Kot District –
Nangarhar
Province†
Total

1
1
1/1
1

Not
Educated
6
0/1
2
0

5
10

Educated

† Word Lists were collected in groups from Kandahar and Bati Kot.

19
3
5
1

In Kandahar, even though the total number of respondents was nineteen, they
represent only four word lists. The researcher elicited the four word lists from groups
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ranging in size from four to five men. In Helmand, the secondary researcher elicited
individual word lists from two women and one man. The not-young, educated female
respondent from Helmand Province is a teacher; the young, educated male was fifteen and
in the eighth grade; and the young, not-educated female was sixteen years old. All three
Helmand respondents also responded to the Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SQ) assessment
(see Section 7.3.1). More details with regard to the four Kandahar groups are shown in
Table 19. The columns are organized in the same manner as in Table 18.
Table 19. Kandahar Demographic Data for Group Word Lists
Region
Kandahar –
Group One
Kandahar –
Group Two

Kandahar –
Group Three
Kandahar –
Group Four

Total

Young
Educated

Not Young

Not
Not
Educated
Educated
Educated

Total

0

0

0

5

5

1

2†

0

2

5

0

0

0

5

5

0

4

0

0

4

1

6

0

12

19

† One of the two young, not-educated respondents was twelve and reported that he was in the
sixth grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.

While all of the nineteen Kandahar respondents were male and ranged in age from twelve
to fifty five, all but one of the nineteen were not-educated. Three of the four groups were
represented by just one demographic category. The first and third groups only had notyoung and not-educated respondents, and the fourth group only had young and noteducated respondents. There was not one not-young, educated respondent. This lack of
not-young, educated respondents is consistent with the fact that few Southern Pashto
speakers who grew up during the war years were educated. All but the four young, noteducated respondents from the fourth group also responded to the SQ assessment (see
Section 7.3.1).
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As shown in Table 18, the researcher elicited five individual word lists in Jaghatu
District from Wardak Province. They were elicited from a mix of male and female, young
and not-young, and educated and not-educated respondents. The young, educated male
was in university. One of the young, not-educated males also gave the Trick on Driver RTT
story. Four of the five (excepting the other young, not-educated male) also responded to
the SQ assessment (see Section 7.1.1).
As shown in Table 18, the primary investigator elicited one word list from a young,
educated male in Jalalabad city. In Bati Kot District of Nangarhar Province, the researcher
elicited two word lists from two groups totaling nine men. More details with regard to the
two Bati Kot groups are shown in Table 20. The columns are organized in the same manner
as in Table 18.
Table 20. Bati Kot Respondent Demographic Data for Group Word Lists
Region /
Tribe
Bati Kot Mohmand
Group
Bati Kot Shinwar
Group
Total

Young

Educated Not Ed.

Not Young

Educated Not Ed.

Total

5

1†

1

0

7

0

0

1

1

2

5

1

2

1

9

† The young, not-educated respondent was twenty and reported that he was in the twelfth
grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.

The first group had seven males who were all from the Mohmand tribe. Six of the seven
were young, and six of the seven were educated. The second group had two, not-young
males who were both from the Shinwar tribe. One was educated, and one was noteducated. All nine Bati Kot respondents (in the same two groups) also responded to the SQ
assessment (see Section 7.3.1).
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5.2 Analysis Methodology
As described in Section 4.1.1, we used a one hundred word list, slightly modified from
the Swadesh 100 Word List (Swadesh 1955). Words were omitted which we thought were
not known through the Pashto culture. Three forms of each verb were elicited: an
imperative form; a present tense, third-person-singular-agreement form; and an infinitive or
citation form. Recall from Section 4.1.1 that because of the ill-chosen numbering scheme
on the Word List assessment form, fewer than one hundred semantic forms were elicited
from three of the five regions.
We compiled a composite word list for each region. We first listed the most common
answer from each region in one column and then listed other responses from that region in
a separate column. Using the researcher’s experience, we analyzed why there would be
different responses. We attempted to ensure consistency by checking that the same
semantic concept was elicited in each region. Usually, the researcher chose the mostcommon response from the composite word list for comparison. Occasionally, the
researcher subjectively chose the second-most-common response for comparison.
We then compared lists between regions using lexicostatistical procedures as described
by Blair (1990, 31–32). These procedures compare the sameness of corresponding phones
within words along with the length of the given word to classify each pair of words as
similar or dissimilar. A percentage is determined between varieties based on the proportion
of similar words. If the percentage is less than 60%, then the two varieties should be
considered separate languages (Bergman 2008, 455).
One exception to classifying two words as similar was the verbs. If more than one form
(imperative; present tense, third-person-singular-agreement; or citation) of the verb was
dissimilar, than only one item was counted as dissimilar. For example, all three forms of
the verb ‘to walk’ were different between the Wardak and Jalalabad elicited word lists. In
Table 21, the Wardak and Jalalabad responses are shown.
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Table 21. Wardak and Jalalabad 'To Walk’ Forms
Location
Wardak
Jalalabad

Imperative
tʃakar wəwaja
wəgərdza

To Walk

Present – 3.SG
tʃakar wiji
gərdzi

Citation
tʃakar wajəl
gərdzedəl

Even though all three forms differ, only one form was counted dissimilar. If two forms of
the same verb differed, again only one item was counted dissimilar.

5.3 Results – Word List Lexicostatistic Comparisons
In Table 22, the lexical similarity between Wardak and Pashto prestige varieties is
shown.
Table 22. Lexical Similarity Summary
Kandahar City
95 Helmand
90 92 Wardak
89 89 94 Bati Kot District, Nangarhar
89 87 90 94 Jalalabad City, Nangarhar
The cells colored purple with horizontal lines signify that the lexical similarity between
Wardak and Kandahar is 90% and between Wardak and Helmand is 92%. Thus, the
average lexical similarity for this data between Wardak and Southern Pashto is 91%.
The cells colored purple with horizontal lines also signify that the lexical similarity
between Wardak and Jalalabad is 90% and between Wardak and Bati Kot is 94%. The
average of these two results yields a lexical similarity for this data between Wardak and
Northern Pashto of 92%.
Since the similarities between Wardak and the two prestige varieties are well above a
60% criterion for concluding that two varieties are not similar, results from the Word List
assessment give evidence that Wardak, Southern Pashto and Northern Pashtos are lexically
similar. However, Bergman (2008, 455) states that a high similarity between two varieties
is not enough to conclude varieties are part of the same language. He says that even if
similarity is greater than 80%, more dialect intelligibility and sociolinguistic testing is
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required to determine if two varieties are part of the same language. In chapters six and
seven, I describe results from dialect intelligibility (RTT) and Sociolinguistic Questionnaires
(SQ) assessments to supplement these findings.
As shown in Table 22, in the cells colored green with downward-diagonal lines, the
lexical similarity between Kandahar and Jalalabad and Bati Kot is 89% and 89%,
respectively. The lexical similarity between Helmand and Jalalabad and Bati Kot is 87%
and 89%, respectively. Thus, the overall average of lexical similarity between Southern
Pashto and Northern Pashto is close to 89%. Again, this gives evidence Southern and
Northern Pashto are lexically similar. Results from RTT and SQ assessments will give
further evidence regarding the relationship between Southern and Northern Pashto.
As shown in Table 22, in the cells colored blue with upward-diagonal lines, the lexical
similarity between the two Durrani Confederacy locations (Kandahar and Helmand) is 95%,
and the lexical similarity between the two Eastern Confederacy locations (Jalalabad and
Bati Kot) is 94%. Therefore, the similarity between the two locations within Southern
Pashto is 95%, and the similarity between the two locations within Northern Pashto is 94%.
The high level of similarities provides evidence for the claims of Section 3.3.1 that the
relationship between Southern Pashto and the Durrani Confederacy Pashtos is very flat and
Section 3.3.2 that the relationship between Northern Pashto and the Eastern Confederacy
Pashtos is relatively flat. The composite word lists from each of the five locations are
detailed in Appendix G.
For the purpose of checking results from the 100 Swadesh-Based-Word-List assessment,
we made additional comparisons based on the 230 Swadesh-Based Word List from Wardak,
Kandahar, and Jalalabad. The Jalalabad, expanded word list came from one Jalalabad
respondent; the Wardak, expanded word list came from one Wardak respondent; the
Kandahar, expanded list came from two respondents who both were from Zabul Province.
All the respondents in this section were male, young, and educated. The lexical similarity
between Wardak and Kandahar on the 230 Word List assessment is 94%, and the lexical
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similarity between Wardak and Jalalabad is 93%. The lexical similarity between the
prestige areas, Kandahar and Jalalabad, is also 93%. The high lexical similarities from the
230 Word List assessment confirm the conclusion that resulted from the high lexical
similarities from the 100 Word List assessment. Results from the Word List assessment
provide evidence that Wardak, Southern Pashto, and Northern Pashto are lexically similar
with each other and thus part of the same language.
The experience of the researcher, which influenced the choice of words for comparison,
could have slightly inflated the lexical similarity results. A subjective decision had to be
made between the first and second response on the composite word list for each region. If
the researcher thought that the second-most-common response from the first region was
almost as common as the first from that region, and the second-most-common response
from the first region was semantically consistent with the first-most-common response from
the second region in the lexical comparison, then the second-most-common response from
the first region was chosen for comparison. For example, the first choice for the word for
grease in Wardak was ‘ləm’,88 while the second choice was ‘wɑzda’.89 The first choice for
Jalalabad was ‘wɑzda’. The researcher said the context of the situation created for
elicitation in Wardak was slightly different than in Jalalabad. (The primary investigator
had elicited the word in Jalalabad.) Based on that, he felt the second choice (‘wɑzda’) was
the proper comparison, and the word was thus judged similar. If ‘ləm’ would have been
chosen, then the word would have been marked dissimilar. There were only four such
occurrences on the comparison between the Wardak and Jalalabad word lists. If the second
items had not been chosen for comparison, then this would have resulted in only a 4%
decrease in lexical similarity between Wardak and Jalalabad from 90% to 86%. This small
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Fat –  لم, ləm

89

Grease –  وازده, wɑzda
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decrease in lexical similarity would not affect the overall results. The effect of the
researcher’s experience on lexical-similarity results is similarly small for other comparisons.
Also, it can be pointed out that even when words were not similar, locals were usually
aware of what the contrasting word was. For example, in Kandahar, the word for tree is
‘daraxta’,90 while in Jalalabad, it is ‘wəna’.91 But residents of Kandahar say that they
understand ‘wəna’. So, even for the approximate 10% of words that are not similar, there is
familiarity for many of them between Wardak, Kandahar, and Jalalabad.
In summary, in this chapter, I presented evidence relevant to the third and fourth
research questions (RQ) listed at the beginning of chapter four. With regard to lexical
similarity, Wardak is similar to both Southern and Northern Pashto (RQ3), and the two
prestige varieties, Southern and Northern Pashto, are similar to each other (RQ4).
Therefore, Word List assessments give evidence that Wardak, Southern Pashto, and
Northern Pashto are part of the same language.

90

Tree (Southern Pashto) –  درخته, daraxta

91

Tree (Northern Pashto) –  ونه, wəna
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CHAPTER 6
COMPREHENSION BETWEEN WARDAK AND OTHER PASHTO
VARIETIES
In this chapter, I describe results from the Recorded Text Testing (RTT) assessment,
providing evidence relevant to the first four research questions. For convenience, they are
listed again:


Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?



Within Karlani Confederacy Pashto, is Wardak Pashto different from the nonWardak Karlani Confederacy varieties?



In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Wardak different from
Southern and Northern Pashto?



In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Southern Pashto different
from Northern Pashto?

Recall that inherent comprehension is one measure for two varieties being part of the same
language, and RTT assessments give evidence relevant to this measure. In this chapter, I
describe results from RTT assessments, giving evidence regarding the similarity or
difference of the varieties listed above in the four research questions. In the first section,
the individual recorded text tests are discussed; in the second section, respondent data is
presented; in the third section, RTT results are described and analyzed.
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6.1 Recorded Text Testing Story Data
We collected eleven stories from the four confederacy regions. All the storytellers were
male. As an aide for identifying the locations where the stories were collected, Figure 8 (on
page 29) is reprinted as Figure 25, showing the four confederacy regions.

Figure 25. Distribution of Pashtun Confederacies
In Table 23, the locations from where each story was collected are listed. In the first
column, the confederacy region is listed with the province and city or district location listed
in second column. In the third through the sixth columns, the type or genre of story, story
title, length, and number of sections of each story are listed. Number of sections refers to
the division of each story into short segments to which the respondent listens and retells to
the researcher.
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Table 23. Recorded Text Testing Story Locations
Region
(Pashto
Variety)

Wardak
Pashto
(Karlani
Confederacy
Variety)

Durrani
Confederacy
(Southern
Pashto)

Eastern
Confederacy
(Northern
Pashto)

Karlani
Confederacy
(NonWardak
Pashto
Varieties)
Ghilji
Confederacy
(Ghilji
Confederacy
Pashto)

Location

Type of
Story

Story Title

Length

Number
of
Sections

Wardak
Province –
Jaghatu
District

Personal
Experience

Trick on Driver

1:48

10

Kandahar City

Personal
Experience

Garden Theft

2:04

8

Personal
Experience

Education

3:10

13

Personal
Experience

Shopkeeper

1:31

7

Personal
Experience

Our Chicken

3:08

14

Didactic
Teaching

Lesson Plan

2:56

11

Personal
Experience

Lost ID Card

2:25

11

Personal
Experience

Rocket Attack

3:00

11

Personal
Experience

Conflict with
Taliban

2:25

10

Personal
Experience

Attempting to
Become a Teacher

2:49

11

Personal
Experience

Long Shirt Caught
by Bicycle

0:56

5

Kandahar
Province –
Arghandab
District
Helmand
Province –
Lashkar Gah
City
Nangarhar
Province –
Jalalabad City
Nangarhar
Province –
Bati Kot
District
Kunar
Province –
Khas Kunar
District
Kunar
Province –
Khas Kunar
District
Nangarhar
Province –
Khogyani
Region†
Khost
Province –
Tani District
Ghazni
Province –
Andur Tribe

†As described in Section 3.3.2, Khogyani is geographically within the Eastern Confederacy
region, but by lineage aligns with the Karlani Confederacy. The Khogyani region extends over
three districts (Sherzad, Khogyani, and Pachir Wa Agam) within Nangarhar Province.

Eight of the eleven stories were at least two minutes in length with five of those eight
being at least two minutes and thirty seconds in length. In the following five paragraphs, in
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addition to describing the locations from which each storyteller came, I describe the age
and education level of each storyteller. All eleven storytellers were male; seven of the
eleven were young; seven were educated. Their demographic information is presented in
Table 24. In the second and third columns, the number of young storytellers is listed; in
the fourth and fifth columns, the number of not-young storytellers is listed; in the sixth
column the total number of storytellers is listed.
Table 24. RTT Storyteller Demographic Information
Storyteller
Home
Location

Wardak
Durrani
Confederacy
Eastern
Confederacy
Non-Wardak
Karlani
Confederacy
Ghilji
Confederacy
Total

Young

Not Young

Total

0

Not
Educated
0

0

Not
Educated
1

1

0

0

2

3

2

0

1

1

4

2

0

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

1

6

1

1

3

11

Educated

Educated

1

One story was collected from Jaghatu District in Wardak Province. The Wardak
storyteller was young and not-educated.
Three stories were collected from the Durrani Confederacy regions with the first two
stories coming from Kandahar Province and the third one coming from neighboring
Helmand Province. With regard to the two Kandahar storytellers, the Garden Theft
storyteller was not-young and not-educated, and the Education storyteller was young and
educated. The Helmand storyteller was not-young and not-educated.
Four stories were collected from the Eastern Confederacy region with the first two
stories coming from Jalalabad and Bati Kot District within Nangarhar Province and the
other two coming from neighboring Kunar Province. The Jalalabad storyteller was young
and educated, while the Bati Kot storyteller was not-young and educated. With regard to
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the two Kunar Province storytellers, the Lost ID Card storyteller was young and educated,
while the Rocket Attack storyteller was not-young and not-educated.
Two stories were collected from non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy regions with the first
one coming from the Khogyani region of Nangarhar Province and the second one coming
from Tani District in Khost Province. Both the Khogyani and Khost storytellers were young
and educated.
One story was collected from the Ghazni Province within the Ghilji Confederacy. The
storyteller was young and educated. Demographic information for each storyteller is
presented in tabular form in Appendix H Table 2.
We have calibrated92 the Wardak and both Kandahar stories. The number of expected
responses decreased by four from forty to thirty six after calibration on the Wardak Trick on
Driver story. On the Garden Theft story from Kandahar, the number of expected responses
decreased by one from twenty-seven to twenty-three; on the Education story from Kandahar,
the number of expected responses decreased by one from thirty seven to thirty six.93

6.2 Respondent Data
In this section, I give demographic information for the respondents on each RTT story.
This section is organized in three subsections. First, demographic information for Wardak
respondents on RTT stories from other regions is described and summarized. Second,
demographic information for respondents on the Wardak RTT Story is described and
summarized. Third, demographic information for respondents from one prestige area
responding to stories from the other prestige area is described and summarized. In all
subsections, I categorize demographic information of the respondents by gender, age, and
education level as described in Section 4.3.

92

The calibration process was described in Section 4.1.2.

93

We plan to calibrate other stories before a future report is written.
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6.2.1 Respondents from Wardak to the other RTT Stories
In this subsection, I describe and categorize into groups the speakers from Wardak who
responded to stories from outside of Wardak Province. Four of the nine respondents
listened and responded to more than one story. First, I list the individual respondents’
demographic data; then, I list the number of stories to which they responded.
In Table 25, I list demographic data for the Wardak respondents. The table categorizes
by education level in the rows and by age in the columns. All but two of the nine
respondents were males. In locations that had female respondents, the cell in the table that
represents the location with female respondents has two entries, which are separated by a
forward slash. This is consistent with the presentation in Table 18 (see page 100), and is
shown in Table 25 as ‘4/1’ and ‘0/1’. Where a cell only has one number, that number
represents the number of male respondents for that demographic group.
Table 25. Wardak Respondents Demographic Data
Education Level
Educated

Not Educated
Total

Young
4/1
2

7

Age

Not Young

Total

1

6

2

9

0/1

3

Three of the four young, educated, male respondents were currently studying in a
university. While five of the nine respondents responded to only one story, four of the nine
respondents responded to more than one story. Those four respondents were all male and
young, and three of the four were educated. They responded to a range from three to seven
stories. In Appendix H Table 3, I list the detailed demographic data for each respondent.
In Table 26, I list the number of Wardak responses to stories from each confederacy
region and classify the responses according to demographic data. While there were only
nine respondents, they responded to a total of twenty-five stories. In the first column, the
region from where the storyteller came is listed. In the second and third columns, the
number of educated and not-educated, young respondents is listed. In the fourth and fifth
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columns, the number of educated and not-educated, not-young respondents is listed. In the
sixth column, the total number of respondents is listed. All but two of the responses were
from males. The listing of the number of females is consistent with the presentation in
Table 25. Also, all but two of the responses were from young respondents.
Table 26. RTT Responses from Wardak
Young

Storyteller Source
Confederacy

Educated

Durrani

7

Not Young

Not
Not
Educated
Educated
Educated
1

0

Total

0

8

Eastern

4/1

2

1

0/1

9

Ghazni from Ghilji

3

1

0

0

4

18

5

1

1

25

Non-Wardak Karlani
Total

3

1

0

0

4

Six of the eight responses to the Durrani Confederacy stories were to the two stories from
Kandahar Province. The remaining two responses were to the story from Helmand
Province. The five respondents who only responded to one story all responded to the Our
Chicken story from Jalalabad city in Nangarhar Province within the Eastern Confederacy.
Both female respondents also only responded to the Our Chicken story; in addition to this,
both not-young respondents only responded to the Our Chicken story. Three of the
remaining four responses to the Eastern Confederacy stories were to the two stories from
Kunar Province, and the last response was to the story from Bati Kot District in Nangarhar
Province. The four responses in the Karlani column were evenly split between the
Khogyani story and the Khost story. Finally, all four responses to the Ghilji Confederacy
story were to the story from Ghazni Province. In Appendix H Table 3, the stories to which
each respondent listened are listed.

6.2.2 Respondents to the Wardak RTT Story
In this subsection, I describe and categorize into groups respondents to the Wardak
RTT story, Trick on Driver. In Table 27, I give demographic information for the respondents
to the Wardak RTT story. In the first column, the confederacy from which the respondents
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came is listed. In the second and third columns, the number of young respondents is listed;
in the fourth and fifth columns, the number of not-young respondents is listed; in the sixth
and final column, the total number of respondents for that row is listed. Of the twenty-one
total respondents, all but one were male. The one female respondent was from the Durrani
Confederacy, and she was not-young and educated. The listing of the number of females is
consistent with the presentation in Table 25.
Table 27. Respondents to Wardak RTT Story
Young

Respondent Source
Confederacy

Educated

Durrani

0

Not Young

Not
Not
Educated
Educated
Educated
1†
0/1
2
2‡
3
3

Total
4

Eastern

1

Ghazni from Ghilji

4

0

1

0

5

7

3

5

6

21

Non-Wardak Karlani
Total

2

0

0

1

9

3

† One young, not-educated respondent from Kandahar was twelve and reported that he was in
the sixth grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.
‡ One young, not-educated respondent from Bati Kot was twenty and reported that he was in
the twelfth grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.

Two of the four Durrani Confederacy respondents came from Kandahar Province, and two
came from Helmand Province. Seven of the nine Eastern Confederacy respondents came
from Kunar Province, and two came from Bati Kot District in Nangarhar Province. Three of
the seven Kunar Province respondents were from the Sapi tribe, two were from the
Mohmand tribe, and we are not certain of the tribal origin for the other two respondents.
However, we are confident that they came from an Eastern Confederacy tribe. Both Bati
Kot respondents were from the Mohmand tribe. All three of the Karlani Confederacy
respondents came from the Khogyani tribe in Nangarhar Province. Finally, all of the Ghilji
Confederacy respondents were from Ghazni Province. At least three of the five were kuchi
or nomads in the past. Today, one is settled in the capital city, Ghazni, and another lives in
a village near Ghazni city. The other three live in rural areas that lie south of Ghazni city
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and thus are further away from Wardak than the first two. In Appendix H Tables 4 through
7, demographic data for each respondent is listed.

6.2.3 Respondents Involving Prestige Areas
In this subsection, I compare respondents from the prestige areas of the Durrani and
Eastern Confederacies who listened to stories from the other prestige area. First, I list
respondents from the Durrani Confederacy who listened and responded to the Northern
Pashto story from Jalalabad. Next, I list respondents from the Eastern Confederacy who
listened and responded to the two Southern Pashto stories from Kandahar Province.
Four male respondents from the Durrani Confederacy listened and responded to the
Jalalabad story, Our Chicken. In Table 28, I summarize the demographic information for
these respondents. In the second and third columns, the number of young respondents is
listed, and in the fourth and fifth columns, the number of not-young respondents is listed.
In the last column, the total number of respondents is listed.
Table 28. Respondents from Durrani Confederacy to Jalalabad Story
Respondent
Source
Confederacy
Durrani
Confederacy

Young

Not Young

Educated

Not
Educated

Educated

Not
Educated

Total

1

1

0

2

4

Two of the three not-educated (one young and one not-young) respondents also responded
to the Wardak story. In Appendix H Table 4, demographic data for each respondent is
listed.
Three male respondents from the Eastern Confederacy listened and responded to the
two Kandahar stories. In Table 29, I summarize the demographic information for these
respondents. In the second through the fifth columns, the respondents’ demographic
information is listed; in the last column, the total number of respondents is listed.
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Table 29. Respondents from Eastern Confederacy to Kandahar Stories
Respondent
Source
Confederacy
Eastern
Confederacy

Young

Not Young

Educated

Not
Educated

Educated

Not
Educated

Total

2

0

1

0

3

All three respondents were from Bati Kot District in Nangarhar Province, and all three were
educated. One of the young respondents listened to the Garden Theft story; the other two
respondents listened to the Education story. The not-young respondent also listened to the
Wardak story. In Appendix H Table 5, demographic data for each respondent is listed.
As described in Section 4.3, security concerns limited the number of respondents.
Security refers to the general instability in Afghanistan and particularly in the survey
regions. The researcher felt it was best to maintain a low profile. Because of this, he
traveled alone and only for a few days to each region. Given these constraints, he was
remarkably efficient in gathering assessment data.

6.3 Comprehension Results from RTT Assessments
In this section, I describe and analyze results from recorded text testing. In the first
subsection, I compare the overall comprehension by Wardak speakers on all non-Wardak
stories with the overall comprehension by all non-Wardak speakers on the Wardak story. In
the second through the fourth subsections, I compare the comprehension by Wardak
speakers on stories from each of the various confederacies with the comprehension by
speakers from each of the various confederacies on the Wardak story.
In the second subsection, I compare the comprehension by Wardak speakers on the
stories from the two prestige regions with the comprehension by speakers from the two
prestige regions on the Wardak story. Results from this comparison give evidence
regarding the third research question: Is Wardak different from Southern and Northern
Pashto?
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In the third subsection, I compare the comprehension by Wardak speakers on the
stories from non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy regions with the comprehension by speakers
from one non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy region on the Wardak story. Results from this
comparison give evidence relevant to the second research question: Is Wardak Pashto
different from the non-Wardak Karlani Pashto varieties?
In the fourth subsection, I compare the comprehension by Wardak speakers on the
story from Ghazni within the Ghilji Confederacy with the comprehension by Ghazni
speakers on the Wardak story. Results from this comparison give evidence regarding the
first research question: Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?
In the fifth subsection, I make a comparison involving the two prestige Pashto
varieties, Southern and Northern Pashto. I compare the comprehension by Southern Pashto
speakers on the Our Chicken story from the Eastern Confederacy with the comprehension by
Northern Pashto speakers on the two stories from Kandahar Province in the Durrani
Confederacy. Results from this comparison give evidence regarding the fourth research
question: Is Southern Pashto different from Northern Pashto?
In the sixth subsection, I make a comparison involving the level of education of
respondents. I compare the comprehension of educated respondents on all the stories with
the comprehension of not-educated respondents on all the stories. Results provide evidence
as to whether education is a factor in comprehending these stories.
In the seventh subsection, I make a comparison involving the level of previous contact
that a respondent had with the region from where the storyteller of the story that they
listened to came. I compare the comprehension of respondents who had previous contact
with the comprehension of respondents who did not have previous contact. Results provide
evidence as to whether previous contact is a factor in comprehending these stories.
In the eighth and final subsection, I draw conclusions and examine the statistical
significance of differences in comprehension between Wardak speakers and non-Wardak
speakers.
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6.3.1 Comparison between Wardak and non-Wardak Pashto Varieties
In Table 30, I compare the comprehension by Wardak speakers on all the non-Wardak
stories with the comprehension by all the non-Wardak speakers on the Wardak story. In
the second column, the summary statistics for Wardak respondents on stories from other
regions are listed. In the third column, the summary statistics for respondents from other
(non-Wardak) regions on the Wardak story are listed, and in the final column the
differences between the groups are listed. Individual results are listed in Appendix H
Tables 8 and 9.
Table 30. Comprehension by Wardaks vs. Comprehension by Non-Wardaks

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Responses
on Other
Stories

Non
Wardak
Responses
on Wardak
Story

25

21

86.2%

76.0%

10.2%

7.3%

10.9%

(3.6)%

Difference

The relationship between the comprehension of Wardak respondents on non-Wardak
stories and the comprehension of non-Wardak respondents on the Wardak story is
asymmetric. The mean of the twenty-five Wardak speakers’ responses on stories from other
regions was 86.2%, while the mean of the twenty-one non-Wardak speakers’ responses on
the Wardak story was only 76.0%. Therefore, the mean of the Wardak speakers’ responses
is just over 10% greater than non-Wardak speakers’ responses. In Figure 26, a visual
picture of Wardak respondents’ greater comprehension is shown.
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Figure 26. RTT Comparison of Wardak to Other Confederacies
The pink, dashed line from Wardak to all Pashtun confederacies shows that Wardak
respondents comprehended on average 86% of stories from other regions. The black, solid
line from all Pashtun confederacies to Wardak shows that members from other
confederacies comprehended on average 76% of the Wardak story.
Previous studies suggest a threshold of comprehension between 75% and 85% for
which communication between speakers of two varieties can be termed as adequate (Casad
1987, 46). The overall Wardak respondents’ average of 86% gives evidence that the
Wardaks can understand the different Pashto varieties tested. The other confederacies
respondents’ average of only 76% gives evidence of challenges in understanding Wardak
Pashto. In the conclusion to this chapter, Section 6.3.8, I examine the statistical
significance of this difference.
With regard to the asymmetric relationship in comprehension, there are three possible
explanations plus an additional related explanation. First, Wardak Pashto could be more
innovative or have experienced more language change over time. As stated in chapter two,
the Karlani Confederacy tribes are the most remote from prestige areas due to both their
mountainous terrain and their distance from main traveled roads. Wardak is also separated
from the other Karlani tribes with Logar Provence lying between Wardak and other Karlani
tribes. So Karlani Confederacy tribes are more isolated than non-Karlani Confederacy
tribes, and Wardak is more isolated than other Karlani Confederacy tribes. This isolation
could lead to greater innovation, and innovative forms are often less widely understood
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than conservative forms (Ahland 2004, 126–132). One piece of evidence of Karlani
innovation is a vowel shift in some Karlani tribal Pashtos located in the Federal
Administered Tribal Area (FATA) of Pakistan. In this shift, /ɑː, o, u/ > /oː, eː, iː/ (Skjærvɸ
1989, 386–387). This shift could result in greater difficulty comprehending Karlani
Pashtos. While the above vowel shift has not occurred in Wardak Pashto, other innovations
may cause Wardak to be more difficult to comprehend for non-Karlani Confederacy
speakers than vice versa. In addition, Wardak may be more difficult to comprehend for
other Karlani Confederacy speakers than vice versa.
Second, Wardaks could have more exposure or contact to other varieties than vice
versa. This exposure could come through education or through travel or through the
exposure to the media. Third, if Wardak is not a prestigious Pashto, then non-Wardak
speakers may subconsciously choose not to understand Wardak even if the varieties are
similar. There is an additional explanation which relates to the second and third
explanation. It is possible that non-Wardak speakers have previously not needed to
comprehend Wardak Pashto. This additional explanation relates to the second explanation
because with less exposure to Wardak comes less of a need to comprehend it. It relates to
the third explanation because the fact that Wardak is a non-prestige Pashto lies at the root
of both explanations. Prestige forms influence standard forms, and thus need to be
understood by other speakers. Conversely, non-prestige forms do not influence standard
forms and thus do not need to be understood by other speakers.
Contact relations between Wardak and individual confederacies are described in the
next three subsections. Attitudes of Wardak respondents toward the Pashtos from the four
confederacies and of speakers from the four confederacies toward Wardak are also
described in the next three subsections. In the last subsection of this chapter, Section 6.3.8,
conclusions are made regarding reasons for the asymmetric relationship in means between
Wardak and other Pashtos.
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With regard to the standard deviations94 that were reported in Table 30, the Wardak
speakers’ responses are slightly less variable than the non-Wardak speakers’ responses. The
standard deviation for the Wardak speakers’ responses was 7.3%, while the standard
deviation for the non-Wardak speakers’ responses was 10.9%. If the standard deviation is
more than 15%, then it is likely that acquired intelligibility from exposure or even learned
intelligibility from purposeful study is present (Grimes 1988, 52). Some members of the
community would have acquired or learned the other variety and become bi-dialectal. It is
also possible that another factor such as negative attitudes by some respondents toward the
other variety could account for the high variability. When the standard deviation is less
than 15%, there are two related, possible explanations.95 A low standard deviation could
reflect inherent intelligibility, meaning that two varieties are very similar. It could also
mean that the majority of a speech community have exposure to the other similar variety
and thus have acquired that variety. Since the standard deviation of the non-Wardak
respondents (10.9%) approaches the 15% threshold, there is slight evidence of a
confounding factor such as greater contact by some leading to acquired intelligibility
through exposure. However, since the standard deviations of both the Wardak respondents
and the non-Wardak respondents were less than 15%, I conclude that most of the
comprehension of speakers involving both Wardak and non-Wardak respondents is inherent
or resulting from exposure between the majority of speakers from each speech community.
However, what is true with regard to the mean and standard deviation relationships
involving a comparison between all confederacies may not be true with regard to individual
comparisons between each confederacy. More specifically, while there is an asymmetric
relationship involving the means between Wardak respondents on all the stories and
respondents from all other regions on the Wardak story, we must check the relationship
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All standard deviations are sample standard deviations. A sample standard deviation is chosen when the

researcher hopes to infer information about the population.
95

It is implied that the mean is above or near the threshold of comprehension level.
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involving means between Wardak respondents on stories from each of the individual
confederacies and respondents from each confederacy on the Wardak story. It is possible
that not all of the relationships involving means between Wardak respondents and
respondents from each confederacy are asymmetric. Furthermore, while the standard
deviation is below the 15% acquired-intelligibility threshold for Wardak respondents on all
the stories and for respondents from other regions on the Wardak story, we must check the
standard deviations of Wardak respondents on stories from each of the individual
confederacies and the standard deviation of respondents from each confederacy on the
Wardak story. It is possible that one or more of the standard deviations of Wardak
respondents on stories from individual confederacies could be at or above the 15% acquired
intelligibility threshold. It is also possible that one or more of the standard deviations of
the respondents from individual confederacies on the Wardak story could be at or above the
15% level. In the next three subsections, I compare comprehension of Wardak respondents
on stories from individual confederacies with comprehension of respondents from
individual confederacies on the Wardak story. After describing results, I describe answers
to follow-up questions (listed in Section 4.1.2).

6.3.2 Comparison between Wardak and Prestige Pashto Varieties
In this section, I compare the comprehension by Wardaks of both Pashto prestige
varieties with the comprehension by speakers from both prestige Pashto varieties of Wardak
Pashto.
In Table 31, I compare the comprehension by Wardak respondents on the three Durrani
Confederacy (Southern Pashto) stories with the comprehension by Durrani Confederacy
respondents on the Wardak story. In the second column, the summary statistics for Wardak
respondents on the stories from the Durrani Confederacy are listed. In the third column,
the summary statistics for Durrani Confederacy respondents on the Wardak story are listed,
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and in the final column the differences between the groups are listed. Individual results are
listed in Appendix H Tables 8 and 9.
Table 31. Comprehension by Wardaks of Southern Pashto vs. Comprehension by Durrani
Confederacy Respondents of Wardak Pashto

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Durrani
Responses Confederacy
on Durrani
Responses Difference
Confederacy on Wardak
Stories
Story
8

4

86.2%

76.1%

10.1%

9.9%

13.9%

(4.0)%

Similar to the overall relationship between Wardak and non-Wardak respondents, the
relationship involving comprehension between Wardak respondents and Durrani
Confederacy respondents is asymmetric. The mean of the eight Wardak speakers’ responses
on the three Durrani Confederacy stories was 86.2%. This average gives evidence that the
Wardak respondents can comprehend Southern Pashto. On the other hand, the mean of the
four Southern Pashto speakers’ responses on the Wardak story was only 76.1%, indicating
challenges in comprehending Wardak Pashto. Overall, the Wardak respondents averaged
10% greater comprehension than the Durrani respondents.
Both regions had comparatively high standard deviations. The standard deviation of
the eight Wardak speakers’ responses was 9.9% with scores ranging from 70% to 97%.
Much of this variability can be explained by different comprehension levels between
stories. The mean of the four responses to the Garden Theft story was only 78% with a low
standard deviation of 5.7% and individual results ranging from 70% to 83%. However the
mean of the four responses to the other two stories (Education and Shopkeeper) was 95%
with a very low standard deviation of only 2.7% and results ranging from 91% to 97%.
Section six of the Garden Theft story proved the most difficult with the four Wardak
respondents averaging only 37.5% on that section. Even the researcher, my colleague,
expressed confusion with that section of the story. His confusion indicates that either that
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portion of the story is not a good example of Southern Pashto speech or that some aspect of
Southern Pashto is distinct enough to challenge non-Southern Pashto speakers. In contrast
to the researcher, both male Southern Pashto speakers who listened to the story in the
calibration process scored 100% on that section. Their scores give evidence that the
storyteller’s Southern Pashto was natural and accurate, and that an aspect of Southern
Pashto confused non-Southern Pashto speakers. More investigation is needed with regard
to the difficulty of that section of the story. With this grouping of stories, the standard
deviations falls well below Grimes’ 15% threshold; therefore, there is no evidence of
acquired intelligibility of Southern Pashto by some Wardak speakers.
The standard deviation of the four Durrani Confederacy responses was 13.9% with
scores ranging from 60% to 93%. The 60% score was from a forty-year-old, educated
Helmand woman; while the 93% score came from a forty-year-old, not-educated Helmand
man. Interestingly, both had traveled to Iran, but the woman had not traveled to other
non-Durrani regions of Afghanistan. It is possible that the not-educated, Helmand man
acquired his understanding of Wardak Pashto through travel to Wardak; unfortunately,
however, we did not confirm that the man had traveled to other regions in Afghanistan.
Since the standard deviation approaches the 15% threshold, there is some evidence that the
comprehension scores of the Durrani Confederacy respondents includes a level of acquired
intelligibility.
Next, I describe the responses to the RTT follow-up questions: first, for the Wardak
respondents, and then for the Durrani Confederacy respondents. The full responses to the
RTT follow-up questions are listed in Appendix I Tables 1, 2, and 7.
Five of the seven Wardak respondents96 correctly placed the storyteller as coming from
the Durrani Confederacy. One thought the respondent either came from Kandahar or
Jalalabad or Kunar, and the other thought that the storyteller was from Ghazni. Most

96

The post-test questions for one Wardak respondent were mistakenly not recorded.
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reported that they had either travelled or had connections with the region. Every
respondent said the Pashto was good (a confirmation of Durrani prestige) while
acknowledging differences from their Wardak Pashto. Only one respondent said that the
Durrani Pashto was very different, though five said that there were some differences
between Wardak and Southern Pashto.
Only one of the two Kandahar respondents97 thought the speaker was from Wardak.
The other thought he was from Logar (a mostly Ghilji Province to the east of Wardak).
Both thought the Wardak Pashto was quite different, and one did not like it. The
respondent who correctly identified the location of the speaker reported that his father’s
friend was from Wardak, and the other reported a little previous contact with the region
from where he thought the storyteller came (Logar).
Wardaks not only have greater contact with Southern Pashto speakers in particular, but
they also have greater contact with Southern Pashto in general. This greater contact is
because Southern Pashto is a prestige variety. This contact is primarily through Educated
Standard Pashto forms, which are influenced by Southern Pashto and come through
education and the media.
In Table 32, I compare the comprehension by Wardak respondents on the four Eastern
Confederacy (Northern Pashto) stories with the comprehension by Eastern Confederacy
respondents (Northern Pashto speakers) on the Wardak story. In the second column, the
summary statistics for Wardak respondents on the four stories from the Eastern
Confederacy are listed. In the third column, the summary statistics for Eastern Confederacy
respondents on the Wardak story are listed, and in the final column the differences between
the groups are listed. Individual results are listed in Appendix H Tables 8 and 9.

97

The post-test questions for the two Helmand respondents were mistakenly not recorded.
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Table 32. Comprehension by Wardaks of Northern Pashto vs. Comprehension by Eastern
Confederacy Respondents of Wardak Pashto

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Eastern
Responses Confederacy
on Eastern
Responses Difference
Confederacy on Wardak
Stories
Story
9

9

86.3%

74.2%

12.1%

6.0%

10.8%

(4.8)%

Similar to the overall relationship between Wardak and non-Wardak respondents, the
relationship involving comprehension between Wardak respondents and Eastern
Confederacy respondents is asymmetric. The mean of the nine Wardak speakers’ responses
on the four Northern Pashto stories was 86.3%. This mean gives evidence that the Wardak
respondents can comprehend Northern Pashto. On the other hand, the mean of the nine
Eastern Confederacy respondents’ responses on the Wardak story was on 74.2%, indicating
challenges for Northern Pashto speakers in understanding Wardak Pashto. The difference
in means is 12.1%.
The Wardak respondents’ scores were also less variable. The standard deviation of the
Wardak speakers’ responses was only 6.0% with scores ranging from 80% to 96%. This
result gives evidence that Wardak speakers have inherent intelligibility (or intelligibility
acquired by most speakers through contact) of Northern Pashto. However, the standard
deviation of the Eastern Confederacy respondents’ responses was 10.8% with scores ranging
from 53% to 89%. This is almost double the standard deviation of the Wardak respondents.
The 53% score was from a twenty-six-year-old, university-educated respondent from Kunar.
It is worth noting that both for him and the respondent with the second lowest score (66%),
their responses for two and three sections, respectively, were mistakenly not recorded (see
Appendix H Table 9). Interestingly, the 89% score also came from a university-educated
(twenty-five-year-old) student. While the student with minimum 53% comprehension score
had not had previous direct contact with Wardaks, the student with the maximum 89%
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comprehension score had contact with Wardaks at his university. This student was the only
respondent who reported that he had extensive contact with Wardaks. A full comparison
involving the impact of previous contact on comprehension is described in Section 6.3.7.
Even if this student’s 89% mean score is removed, the standard deviation of the eight
remaining respondents drops less than one percentage point to 10.0%. Thus, a
comparatively high variability exists even among the seven respondents who did not have
extensive prior contact with Wardaks. This gives some evidence that some Eastern
Confederacy respondents either have such a low opinion of Wardak that they
subconsciously do not comprehend it or that they have never needed to comprehend it. On
the other hand, the high score of the one student with extensive prior contact to Wardaks
gives some evidence of acquired intelligibility of Wardak. However, despite this last
observation and the higher overall standard deviation, the standard deviation of the Eastern
Confederacy respondents is still four percentage points below the 15% threshold. Thus,
there is only moderate evidence for acquired intelligibility of Wardak Pashto by Northern
Pashto respondents or of strong negative attitudes among some respondents affecting
comprehension levels.
Next, I describe the responses to the RTT follow-up questions: first for the Wardak
respondents, and then for the Eastern Confederacy respondents. The full responses to the
RTT follow-up questions are listed in Appendix I Tables 3, 4, and 8.
Six of the eight Wardak respondents98 correctly placed the source of the Eastern
Confederacy stories. All thought the Pashto was good with some difference from their
Pashto. Three respondents subjectively said that there was a 20% difference between the
Northern Pashto variety and their Wardak variety. The university students had had contact
with Kunar and Nangarhar university students. Six of the eight reported some contact with

98

One of the Wardak respondent’s post-test-question responses was mistakenly not recorded.
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Eastern Confederacy members. In contrast, one of the two young, not-educated, male
respondents thought the storyteller came from Wardak.
Only three of the eight Eastern confederate respondents99 could identify Wardak as the
source of this Pashto. Two of the other five did place the storyteller as being from other
Karlani Confederacy regions (Khost and Waziristan). All but three said this Pashto was very
different (another said that there was some differences); in addition, all but two said that
this Pashto was either difficult to understand, not very good, not standard, or they did not
like it. None had travelled to Wardak, and only one person of the eight (the student with
the 89% comprehension score) had long-term Wardak relationships through his university,
though two others also reported that they had had some previous contact with Wardaks. If
the score of the university student (who had had extensive contact with Wardaks) is
removed, then the overall comprehension average would drop to 72% or fourteen
percentage points below the Wardak mean. As stated previously, his score gives evidence
that comprehension of Wardak Pashto improves with exposure; or said another way, nonWardak Pashtuns can acquire Wardak Pashto without the active learning that is needed for
a different language. Most of the educated respondents underestimated their ability to
comprehend Wardak. They reported 50 to 70% comprehension when their test results were
75 to 90%. The student with the overall minimum score was the one exception. His
estimated comprehension was 60%, but his actual comprehension was only 53%, the lowest
score among the nine in the sample.
Wardaks not only have greater contact with Northern Pashto speakers in particular, but
they also have greater contact with Northern Pashto in general. This greater contact comes
because Northern Pashto is a prestige variety. This contact is both with Educated Standard
Pashto forms, which are influenced by Northern Pashto and come through education and
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One of the Eastern Confederacy respondent’s post-test-question responses was mistakenly not recorded.
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media contact, and with Regional Standard Pashto forms, which are influenced by Northern
Pashto and come through travel to Kabul.
In Figure 27, a graphic picture of the asymmetric relationships in comprehension
between Wardak and prestige varieties is shown.

Figure 27. Asymmetric Relationships between Wardak and Prestige Pashto Varieties
The colored, dashed lines from Wardak to each prestige variety signify the 86%
comprehension by Wardaks of each prestige variety. The solid, black lines from prestige
varieties to Wardak signify the mid 70% comprehension of Wardak Pashto by prestige
confederacy respondents.
Results from this section provide limited evidence relevant to the third research
question. Limited evidence exists that Wardak Pashto is different from both prestige Pashto
varieties, Southern Pashto and Northern Pashto. This is because of the low comprehension
levels of the prestige variety respondents on the Wardak story plus the stated opinions of
the majority of Durrani and Eastern Confederacy respondents that Wardak Pashto was
different from their Pashto. This conclusion is weakened by the low number of
respondents.

6.3.3 Comparison between Wardak and Non-Wardak Karlani Varieties
In this section, I compare Wardak and the Karlani Confederacy Pashto varieties.
Because Wardak is also a part of the Karlani confederacy, this comparison is actually
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between Wardak and non-Wardak members of the Karlani confederacy.100 In Table 33, I
compare the comprehension by Wardak respondents on the two other Karlani Confederacy
Pashto stories with the comprehension by Khogyani speakers on the Wardak story. In the
second column, the summary statistics for Wardak respondents on the two non-Wardak
stories from the Karlani Confederacy are listed. In the third column, the summary statistics
for Karlani Confederacy respondents from Khogyani on the Wardak story are listed, and in
the final column the differences between the groups are listed. Individual results are listed
in Appendix H Tables 8 and 9.
Table 33. Comprehension by Wardaks of other Karlani Pashto Varieties vs. Comprehension
by Khogyani Respondents of Wardak Pashto

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Responses
on Karlani
Confederacy
Stories

Khogyani
Responses
on Wardak
Story

4

3

85.9%

73.6%

12.3%

5.4%

2.8%

2.6%

Difference

Similar to the overall relationship between Wardak and non-Wardak respondents, the
relationship involving comprehension between Wardak respondents and Khogyani
respondents is asymmetric. The mean of the four Wardak responses on the two nonWardak Karlani Confederacy stories was 85.9%. Since this comprehension percentage is
greater than the upper limit of the comprehension threshold, this result gives evidence that
Wardaks understand the two other Karlani varieties. On the other hand, the mean of the
three Khogyani respondents’ responses to the Wardak story was only 73.6%. Since this
result falls below the lower limit of the comprehension threshold, evidence exists that
Khogyani Pashto members have challenges in comprehending Wardak Pashto.

100

As a review from Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2, the Wardak speakers responded to the Khogyani and Khost

stories, while only Khogyani speakers responded to the Wardak story.
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Both groups of respondents had little variability in their comprehension. The standard
deviation of the four Wardak respondents was 5.4% with scores ranging from 79% to 93%,
and the standard deviation of the three Karlani respondents was only 2.8% with scores
ranging from 71% to 76%. Since both standard deviations were beneath the 15%
threshold, they provide little evidence of acquired intelligibility through contact by only
some speakers. The low standard deviations also increase the confidence that the overall
population relationship involving comprehension between all Wardak speakers and all nonWardak Karlani speakers is asymmetric.101 The likelihood that the sample results indicate
an overall-population-asymmetric relationship is greater if the standard deviations are
lower. The claim that the overall-population relationship is asymmetric in this case makes
sense intuitively because the lowest-Wardak-respondent-sample score (79%) is greater than
the highest-Khogyani-respondent-sample score (76%). This increase in confidence is more
than tempered by the few respondents; the low number of respondents limits the
conclusions that can be made from the data.
Next, I describe the responses to the RTT follow-up questions: first for the Wardak
respondents, and then for the Khogyani respondents. The full responses to the RTT followup questions are listed in Appendix I Tables 5 and 9.
Four of the five Wardak respondents102 correctly predicted that the storyteller came
from either Khost or Nangarhar, and the fifth thought the Khogyani storyteller had come
from Khost. All five also reported previous contact with these regions. While three of the
five said the Pashto was either different or very different, three of the five said it was good
Pashto. The other two said the storyteller’s Pashto was not good.

101

More will be said about the statistical significance (the confidence we have in the overall population

relationship based on our sample data) of this data in the last section of this chapter, Section 6.3.8.
102

Five Wardak respondents listened and responded to the two non-Wardak Karlani stories. However, the

recordings for one of the five respondent’s responses to each section of the story was mistakenly lost.
Therefore, we have only four Wardak responses to the other Karlani Confederacy stories. However, we do have
all five recordings for the answers to the post-test follow-up questions.
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Two of the three Khogyani respondents correctly said that the storyteller came from
Wardak. Both of them reported that they have friends in Wardak. The other respondent
thought the storyteller came from Khost, which is another Karlani area. That respondent
reported only a little previous contact with speakers from the region from where he thought
the speaker came (Khost). Ironically, this other respondent scored the highest (76%) of the
three respondents. While all three respondents thought the storyteller’s Pashto was quite
different, two of the three said it was good. The third did not have a negative reaction to
the storyteller’s Pashto. Two of the three respondents thought they understood the story
well; however, their actual scores were below 80%.
In Figure 28, the graphical picture of the asymmetric relationships in comprehension
between Wardak and the prestige varieties is extended to include the non-Wardak Karlani
varieties.

Figure 28. Asymmetric Relationships between Wardak and Prestige Pashto Varieties plus
Non-Wardak Karlani Pashto Varieties
The red, dashed line from Wardak to the non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy respondents
shows that Wardaks understood 86% of the two non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy RTT
stories. The adjacent black, solid line shows that the Khogyani respondents understood just
74% of the Wardak RTT story.
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All three Wardak respondents who listened to the Khost story103 had previous contact
with Khost speakers. Khost, Paktia and its capital Gardez make up the largest population
region of the Karlani Confederacy. I predict that this sample result is consistent with the
contact relationship between the populations of Wardak on one hand and Gardez and its
surrounding regions on the other hand. This is because Gardez and its surrounding region
is a regional center with more financial and employment opportunities than Wardak.
Wardaks are motivated to travel to Gardez and its surroundings for employment and
business opportunities. I predict that more Wardaks have contact with the Gardez regional
center of the Karlani Confederacy than Gardez residents have with Wardak. However, this
greater contact relationship between Wardaks and speakers from the Gardez region is not
as large as the greater contact relationship between Wardak and the prestige regions. Also,
since the Karlani regions are not prestige regions, their varieties do not influence standard
Pashtos in the manner that Southern and Northern Pashto do.
Results from this section provide limited evidence relevant to the second research
question. Limited evidence exists that Wardak Pashto is different from the other Karlani
Pashto varieties. This is because of the low comprehension levels of the Khogyani
respondents on the Wardak story plus the stated opinions of all of the Khogyani
respondents that Wardak Pashto was different from their Pashto. This conclusion is
weakened by the low number of respondents.

6.3.4 Comparison between Wardak and Ghazni Pashto
In Table 34, I compare the comprehension of Wardak respondents on the Ghazni story
from the Ghilji Confederacy with the comprehension of Ghazni respondents on the Wardak
story. In the second column, the summary statistics for Wardak respondents on the Ghazni

103

Related to the information that was given in Footnote 102, the recordings for one of the three Wardak

respondent’s responses to each section of the Khost story was mistakenly lost. Thus, we have only two Wardak
responses to the Khost story. However, we do have all three recordings for the answers to the post-test followup questions.
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story are listed. In the third column, the summary statistics for Ghazni respondents on the
Wardak story are listed, and in the final column the differences between the groups are
listed. Individual results are listed in Appendix H Tables 8 and 9.
Table 34. Comprehension by Wardak Respondents of Ghazni Pashto vs. Comprehension by
Ghazni Respondents of Wardak Pashto

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Responses
on Ghazni
Story

Ghazni
Responses
on Wardak
Story

4

5

86.3%

80.6%

5.7%

8.5%

13.0%

(4.5)%

Difference

Similar to the relationship between Wardak and the other Pashto varieties, the
relationship involving comprehension between Wardak respondents and Ghazni
respondents is moderately asymmetric. The mean of the four Wardak speakers’ responses
on the Ghazni story was 86.3%. Since this mean is slightly greater than the 85% threshold,
it gives evidence that the Wardak respondents can comprehend Ghazni Pashto. On the
other hand, the mean of the five Ghazni respondents’ responses on the Wardak story was
only 80.6%. This mean falls in the middle of threshold of comprehension range of 75% to
85%. Thus, there is uncertainty regarding how well Ghazni respondents comprehend
Wardak Pashto.
The relationship involving comprehension between Wardak and Ghazni respondents is
only moderately asymmetric because the difference in means is only 6%. This difference is
4% to 6% less than the difference in means between Wardak and the prestige-region
respondents’ responses; it is also 6% less that the difference in means between Wardak and
the non-Wardak-Karlani-region respondents’ responses. Perhaps this can be partially
explained by the greater exposure to Wardak that speakers from Ghazni have in comparison
to speakers from prestige and other regions. The greater exposure is because of the close
proximity of Ghazni to Wardak resulting from a shared border.
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It is an open question whether the smaller difference-in-means relationship extends to
the relationship involving comprehension between speakers from Wardak and speakers
from other Ghilji varieties. This is because regions where other Ghilji varieties are spoken
do not share a border with Wardak.104 Therefore, speakers from other Ghilji varieties may
have less contact with Wardaks and as a result have lower comprehension scores on the
Wardak story than Ghazni respondents did. For the same reason however, Wardak speakers
may also have lower comprehension scores on stories from other Ghilji regions. This is not
only because other Ghilji regions do not share a border with Wardak but also because they
lack the prestige of Southern and Northern Pashto; therefore, Wardak speakers are not
motivated to learn other Ghilji forms, and their comprehension scores on stories from these
non-adjoining Ghilji varieties may be lower than Wardak scores on stories from nonadjoining prestige varieties.
The Wardak respondents’ scores were also less variable. The standard deviation of the
Wardak respondents was 8.5% with scores ranging from 75% to 95%. Consistent with the
Wardak respondents’ variability in responses to other Pashto varieties, this standard
deviation falls well below the 15% threshold. This result gives evidence that Wardak
speakers have inherent intelligibility (or intelligibility acquired by most speakers through
contact) of Ghazni Pashto. In contrast, the standard deviation of the Ghazni Province
respondents was 13.0% with scores ranging from 63% to 93%. The 63% score came from
the only not-young, Ghazni respondent. If his score is removed, the overall average jumps
to 85%, just one percentage point less than the Wardak average. This 13% standard
deviation approaches the 15% threshold giving some evidence to acquired intelligibility of
Wardak by some of the Ghazni respondents. In support of this claim, the five Ghazni
respondents lived in four different regions in Ghazni Province with only one living in the
capital city of Ghazni. Their different home locations could indicate different levels of

104

Logar Province is an exception to this statement. Logar does share a border with Wardak.
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exposure to Wardak Pashto and thus different levels of acquisition of Wardak Pashto. The
comparatively high standard deviation could also give evidence of negative attitudes
toward Wardak by some respondents that subconsciously decrease comprehension. In
support of this reason, three of the five respondents (see three paragraphs below) gave
Wardak Pashto a not-good rating.
Next, I describe the responses to the RTT follow-up questions: first for the Wardak
respondents, and then for the Ghazni respondents. The full responses to the RTT follow-up
questions are listed in Appendix I Tables 6 and 10.
Three of the four Wardak respondents correctly identified the storyteller as coming
from Ghazni, consistent with the fact that all three respondents105 reported past contact
with Ghazni speakers. In addition, all three said that they understood the story well and
that the Ghazni Pashto was good. Finally all three Wardak respondents thought that there
were only slight differences between Wardak and Ghazni Pashto.
All four Ghazni respondents106 correctly identified the storyteller as coming from
Wardak Province. This came in spite of the fact that only two of the four reported
consistent contact with Wardak residents. A third respondent also reported a little contact
with Wardaks. None of the five thought the Wardak Pashto was good with three of the five
giving it a not-good rating. This contrasts with the positive rating that Wardak respondents
gave to Ghazni Pashto. All four agreed that Wardak Pashto was either different (one
respondent) or very different (three respondents) from their Pashto variety. This again
contrasts with the Wardak respondents’ opinion of only slight differences between Wardak
and Ghazni Pashto varieties.

105

One respondent only answered the follow-up question with regard to the storyteller’s home location.

Therefore, only three out of the four respondents answered all the other follow-up questions.
106

For one respondent, we only have a recording for the ‘Was it good Pashto?’ question. Therefore, for the

other follow-up questions, we only have data for four of the five respondents.
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In Figure 29, the graphical picture of the asymmetric relationships in comprehension
between Wardak and other varieties is extended to include Ghazni Pashto.

Figure 29. Asymmetric Relationships between Wardak and other Pashto Varieties
The green, dashed line from Wardak to Ghazni Pashto shows that Wardak respondents
understood 86% of the Ghazni RTT story, while the adjacent black, solid line shows that
the Ghazni respondents understood just 81% of the Wardak RTT story.
Wardak respondents had slightly greater contact with Ghazni speakers than Ghazni
respondents had with Wardak speakers. I predict this sample result is consistent with the
contact relationship between the populations of these two regions. This is because the
provincial capital of Ghazni Province, Ghazni city, is a major regional center and the largest
city in the region. Wardaks travel south to the provincial capital, Ghazni city, and many
have resettled there. While fewer Ghazni speakers travel to Wardak, many travel through
Wardak on the way to Kabul. In particular, Saydabad District lies on the main road from
Ghazni to Kabul. Ghazni speakers thus have some contact with Wardaks, though less
contact than Wardaks have with Ghazni speakers.
The greater contact relationship between Wardaks and speakers from Ghazni is not as
large as the greater contact relationship between Wardak and the prestige regions.
Furthermore, since Ghazni is not a prestige region, their variety does not influence standard
Pashtos in the manner that Southern and Northern Pashto do. However, it is larger than
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the contact relationship between Wardak and the Gardez regional center of the Karlani
Confederacy region. This is because Ghazni city is much closer to Wardak than Gardez is.
Results from this section provide very limited evidence relevant to the first research
question. Limited evidence exists that Wardak Pashto is different from the Ghazni Pashto.
Primarily this is because of the stated opinions of the majority of Ghazni respondents that
Wardak Pashto was different from their Pashto. As a secondary reason, the comprehension
scores of Ghazni respondents on the Wardak story were less than the upper threshold of
comprehension. However, this conclusion is weakened by the low number of respondents.

6.3.5 Comparison between Prestige Pashto Varieties
In this section, I compare the two prestige Pashto varieties, Southern Pashto and
Northern Pashto. In Table 35, I compare the comprehension by Eastern Confederacy
respondents on the two Southern Pashto stories from Kandahar with the comprehension by
Durrani Confederacy respondents on the Northern Pashto story from Jalalabad. In the
second column, the summary statistics for Eastern Confederacy respondents on the
Southern Pashto stories are listed. In the third column, the summary statistics for Durrani
Confederacy respondents on the Northern Pashto story are listed, and in the final column
the differences between the groups are listed. Individual results are listed in Appendix H
Tables 12 and 13.
Table 35. Comprehension by Eastern Confederacy Respondents of Southern Pashto vs.
Comprehension by Durrani Confederacy Respondents of Northern Pashto

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Eastern
Durrani
Confederacy Confederacy
Responses
Responses
Difference
on Southern on Northern
Pashto
Pashto
Stories
Story
3

4

89.4%

81.5%

7.9%

6.8%

7.0%

(0.2)%
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The relationship between the Eastern Confederacy respondents’ comprehension of
Southern Pashto and the Durrani Confederacy respondents’ comprehension of Northern
Pashto is moderately asymmetric. The three Eastern Confederacy respondents
comprehended 89.4% of the two Southern Pashto stories. Similar to the Wardak
respondents, respondents on the Education story scored higher than respondents on the
Garden Theft story. The two Eastern Confederacy respondents’ average comprehension on
the Education story was 92% compared to 85% for the one respondent to the Garden Theft
story. But all of these comprehension levels are equal to or greater than the upper
boundary of the threshold of comprehension; therefore, these results give evidence that
Eastern Confederacy members comprehend Southern Pashto. The four Durrani Confederacy
respondents’ comprehension of the Northern Pashto story was 81.5%. Since this
comprehension level is close to midway point between the lower and upper boundaries of
the threshold of comprehension, these results are inconclusive as to whether Southern
Pashto speakers have challenges comprehending Northern Pashto.
Both sample groups of respondents had little variability. The standard deviation of the
three Eastern Confederacy respondents was 6.8% with scores ranging from 85% to 97%.
The respondent with the 97% score was a thirty-five-year-old, educated teacher from Bati
Kot District in Nangarhar Province. He also had extensive contact with Durrani
Confederacy residents during the Taliban reign of the mid to late 1990s. This Northern
Pashto speaker also responded to the Wardak story. In contrast with his contact to
Southern Pashto speakers, he had very little previous contact with Wardak speakers, and
his result reflected this difference in exposure. He comprehended only 78% of the Wardak
story which is nineteen percentage points less than his score on the Southern Pashto story.
The standard deviation of the four Durrani Confederacy respondents was 7.0% with
scores ranging from 71% to 87%. Since both standard deviations were well below the 15%
threshold, I conclude that intelligibility is inherent or acquired by most Eastern
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Confederacy and Durrani Confederacy members. Again, this conclusion is tempered by the
paucity of respondents.
Next, I describe the responses to the RTT follow-up questions: first for the Eastern
Confederacy respondents, and then for the Durrani Confederacy respondents. The full
responses to the RTT follow-up questions are listed in Appendix I Tables 11 and 12.
Two of the three Eastern Confederate respondents (all three came from Bati Kot
District) correctly thought the storyteller came from Kandahar. Both reported past contact
with other Kandahar residents. The thirty-five-year-old, educated teacher said many
Kandahar residents came to Nangarhar during the Taliban-rule time. The second
respondent also reported contact through Kandahar residents traveling to Nangarhar. The
third respondent thought the speaker was a nomad (most nomads are Ghiljis), and he
reported past contact with them in the spring time, potentially during the time when
nomads migrate. All thought the Southern Pashto was good with the thirty-five-year-old,
educated teacher saying this Pashto was very clear and that he liked it. They did not feel
strongly that there were large differences between this Pashto and their native Pashto. One
said that this Pashto was 20% different from his Pashto; another said it was a little
different; the third said it was only a very little different.
None of the three Durrani respondents107 knew the source of the storyteller of the
Jalalabad story. Consistent with this fact, only one of the respondents reported some
contact with speakers from the region where the storyteller came. However, that
respondent did not know where the storyteller came from, and he even speculated that he
came from his own region, namely Kandahar. The second respondent thought the
storyteller came from Wardak, and the third thought he came from Kabul or Helmand.
Two of the three thought that the storyteller’s Pashto was very different from their Pashto,
but the third thought it was close to his Southern Pashto. All three expressed the opinion

107

One respondent’s follow-up-question, sound file was mistakenly not recorded.
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that the storyteller’s Pashto was good, but one said that he preferred his own Pashto more.
All thought they understood this Pashto well, but their actual performance only partially
agreed, with their scores ranging between 71% and 87%.
In Figure 30, a graphical picture of the comparison of comprehension means involving
prestige varieties is shown.

Figure 30. Comparison of Comprehension between Prestige Pashto Varieties
The orange, dashed line from the Durrani Confederacy to the Eastern Confederacy shows
that the Southern-Pashto-speaking respondents comprehended 82% of the Eastern
Confederacy story. The blue, solid line from the Eastern Confederacy to the Durrani
Confederacy shows that the Northern-Pashto-speaking respondents comprehended 89% of
the Durrani Confederacy stories.
The greater comprehension by Eastern Confederacy respondents is evidence against my
hypothesis of Section 3.3.4. There, I argued that Durrani confederacy members understood
more Northern Pashto than Eastern Confederacy members understood Southern Pashto.
But the reverse is the case in this sample. The fact that two of the three Eastern
Confederate contacts have had extensive contact with Durrani Confederacy members could
be one explanation of the data. As I explained above, both had contact through Kandahar
residents traveling to Nangarhar during the Taliban time. The Taliban originated in the
Durrani Confederacy region and was made up of primarily Southern Pashto speakers.
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Likely, it was Taliban members who spent extensive time in Nangarhar Province between
1995 and 2001. This past contact could result in greater comprehension for Eastern
Confederacy members who are at least twenty years old (at least seven years old when
many Southern Pashto speakers traveled to Nangarhar Province). Large numbers of these
Eastern Confederacy speakers may have acquired comprehension of Southern Pashto. More
data beyond this very limited sample is needed to further test my hypothesis.
Results from this section provide very limited evidence relevant to the fourth research
question. This evidence suggests that Southern Pashto is different from the Northern
Pashto. Primarily, this is because of the stated opinions of the majority of Durrani
Confederacy respondents that Northern Pashto was different from their Pashto. As a
secondary reason, the comprehension scores of Durrani Confederacy respondents on the
Northern Pashto story were less than the upper threshold of comprehension. However, this
conclusion is weakened by the low number of respondents.

6.3.6 Comparison between Education Levels
In Table 36, I compare the comprehension of educated respondents on all the stories
with the comprehension of not-educated respondents on all the stories.108 In the second
column, the summary statistics for educated respondents from all regions are listed. In the
third column, the summary statistics for not-educated respondents from all regions are
listed, and in the final column the differences between the groups are listed. Individual
results are listed in Appendix J Tables 1, 2, and 3.

108

The comparison involves all the Wardak responses and all the responses to the Wardak story. It does

not include either the three Eastern Confederacy responses to the Southern Pashto stories or the four Durrani
Confederacy responses to the Northern Pashto story.
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Table 36. Comprehension by Educated Respondents vs. Comprehension by Not-Educated
Respondents

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Educated
Responses

NotEducated
Responses

31

15

82.4%

79.9%

2.5%

11.0%

9.1%

1.9%

Difference

The mean of the thirty-one, educated respondents’ responses was 82.4% while the
mean of the fifteen, not-educated respondents’ responses was 79.9%. Thus, the difference
in comprehension between educated respondents and not-educated respondents was only
2.5%. Since the means of these samples differ by less than three percent, there is little
evidence that education is a factor in increased comprehension of other Pashto varieties.
The standard deviation of the thirty-one, educated respondents’ responses was 11.0%,
while the standard deviation of the fifteen, not-educated respondents’ responses was 9.1%.
Since the standard deviation of the educated respondents approaches the 15% threshold,
there is slight evidence of a confounding factor such as a difference in contact levels among
the educated respondents. However, since the standard deviation of the non-educated
respondents is less than the standard deviation of the educated respondents, there is even
less evidence of a confounding factor among the not-educated respondents.
In the rest of this section, I further explore factors that result in greater comprehension
by some Pashto speakers of their non-native varieties. Perhaps, despite the similarity in
scores for educated and not-educated respondents, education levels really are a factor in
increased comprehension levels. For example, one twenty-three-year-old, educated Wardak
respondent averaged a very high 90% with only a 7% standard deviation in responding to
seven RTT stories. His scores ranged from 78% to 97% on the seven stories. His average
comprehension was 8% greater than the educated respondent average and 4% greater than
the overall Wardak average (see Table 30 on page 119). However, in addition to
education, he also had contacts and classmates from all the regions tested and correctly
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identified the home regions of six of the seven storytellers. For this respondent, one cannot
determine whether his education was the causative factor in his increased comprehension
or whether it was contact with members from different regions. However, there is a
specific example that argues against education as a major factor in greater comprehension.
One twenty-year-old, not-educated Wardak respondent also averaged a very high 89%
with only 5% standard deviation in responding to four RTT stories. His scores ranged from
83% to 95% on the four stories. His comprehension was 9% greater than the not-educated
respondent average, 7% greater than the educated respondent average, and 3% greater
than the overall Wardak average (see Table 30 on page 119). While he was not-educated,
he did have contacts in all four storytellers’ home regions and correctly identified the home
regions of three of four of the storytellers. He thought the fourth storyteller came from
Khost (within the Karlani Confederacy) while that storyteller actually came from Khogyani
(also within the Karlani Confederacy). If education were a major factor in increased
comprehension, then this not-educated respondent should not have scored so high. Thus, I
argue that it is his contact with other regions that is more significant in his understanding
of different Pashto varieties. In the next paragraph, I give a little more evidence in support
of this claim.
The female, educated respondent from Helmand Province (who was forty years of age)
scored only 60% on the Wardak RTT story. She likely had not traveled to Wardak and
other places in Afghanistan.109 Despite being educated and a school teacher, her score was
22% below the educated average and 16% below the average of all responses to the
Wardak story. If education was a major factor in increased comprehension, then her score
should have been higher. Her low score gives further support to the claim that contact and
travel are more meaningful to understanding differing Pashto varieties.

109

She traveled to Iran once, but she just spoke Pashto there.
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The similar means between educated and not-educated respondents combined with the
three specific examples of respondents given above leads me to conclude that education is
not a significant factor for understanding these stories. It is important also to note that
some (four of eleven) of the storytellers were illiterate and most of the stories were personal
memories not requiring official, educated, or standard vocabulary or forms. Therefore,
education was not required to understand and retell these stories. Traveling to other
regions seems to be more important than education for comprehension of different Pashto
varieties. In the next subsection, I present additional evidence that previous contact is a
significant factor in comprehension abilities.

6.3.7 Comparison between Previous Contact Levels
In this section, I compare the comprehension levels between respondents who had
previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came and respondents who did
not have previous contact. First, I describe the methodology; then, I list the distribution of
respondents; finally, I present results from this comparison.
Recall that after listening and retelling the stories, respondents answered five follow-up
questions. Two of the questions are used in determining whether the respondent actually
had previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came. One question asked
the respondent to report whether they had had previous contact with the region from
where the storyteller came, and a second question asked what region the storyteller came
from. The second question acts as a quality control for the first question. If the respondent
reported that they had previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came,
but then misidentifies where the storyteller came from, one cannot have confidence that
they actually had previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came. There
are four possible combinations for the answers to these two questions. In Table 37, a grid
that displays whether a respondent is treated as actually having previous contact with the
region from where the storyteller came is shown. A checkmark symbol indicates that the
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respondent is considered to have had previous contact, and a zero-with-slash (Ø) symbol
indicates that the respondent is considered not to have had previous contact. The
checkmark and zero-with-slash symbols are placed in the cell of a particular row and
column in relation to the possible answers to the two questions used in determining
previous contact. A yes response to the reported previous contact question results in a
symbol being placed in a cell in the first row, while a no response to this question results in
a symbol being placed in a cell in the second row. A correct response to the storyteller
location question results in a symbol being placed in a cell in the first column, while an
incorrect response results in a symbol being placed in the in a cell in the second column.
Table 37. Grid for Determining Previous Contact of Respondent
Storyteller Location
Correct?
Reported Previous
Contact with
Storyteller Location?

yes

yes

✓

no

no

Ø

Ø

Ø

There are four possible combinations of answers to the two questions. On the one
hand, the respondent could report that they had previous contact with the region. If that
respondent also correctly identified where the storyteller came from, then they were treated
as having previous contact with that region. The checkmark in the first row and first
column shows this relation. However, if that respondent did not correctly identify where
the speaker came from, then they were treated as not having previous contact. Because the
respondent could not identify where the storyteller came from, one cannot be confident
that they genuinely had previous contact where the storyteller came from. The zero-withslash symbol in the first row and second column shows this relation.
On the other hand, the respondent could say that they did not have previous contact
with the region. Regardless of the answer to the second question, the respondent was
treated as not having previous contact. This is uncontroversially true in the case where the
respondent also fails to identify the region where the storyteller came from. The zero-with-
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slash symbol in the second row and second column shows this relation. This not-havingprevious-contact treatment was true even if the respondent correctly identified where the
speaker came from. Perhaps the reputation for that dialect was strong enough that the
respondent could identify where the storyteller came from even though they neither had
direct contacts from that region nor had traveled to that region. The zero-with-slash
symbol in the second row and first column shows this relation.
Recall from Section 6.3.1 that there were twenty-five Wardak responses to stories from
other regions and twenty-one responses from other regions to the Wardak story. In Table
38, respondent data with regard to previous contact with the region from where the
storyteller came is shown. The number of respondents from Wardak who listened to stories
from other regions is listed in the first row.110 The number of respondents who are not from
Wardak and who listened to the Wardak story is listed in the second row. The number of
respondents who had previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came is
listed in the second column. The number of respondents who did not have previous contact
with the region from where the storyteller came is listed in the third column. The number
of respondents for whom we do not have information with regard to their previous contact
with the region from where the storyteller came is listed in the fourth column. The total
number of respondents is listed in the fifth and final column.
Table 38. Respondent Data with Regard to Previous Contact
Respondent
Source
From Wardak
Listened to
Wardak Story
Total

Previous
Contact
15

No Previous
Contact
6

No
Information
4

9

8

4

21

24

14

8

46

Total
25

Of the fifteen Wardak speakers who had previous contact with the region from where
the storyteller came, five listened to stories from a storyteller from the Durrani

110

Recall that there were actually nine respondents, who listened and responded to twenty-five stories.

Four respondents listened to more than one story.
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Confederacy, five listened to stories from a storyteller from the Eastern Confederacy, three
listened to non-Wardak stories from a storyteller from the Karlani Confederacy, and two
listened to stories from the storyteller from Ghazni. Of the six Wardak speakers who did
not have previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came, one listened to
a story from a storyteller from the Durrani Confederacy, three listened to stories from a
storyteller from the Eastern Confederacy, one listened to a non-Wardak story from a
storyteller from the Karlani Confederacy, and one listened to a story from the storyteller
from Ghazni. Of the four Wardak speakers for whom we do not have information on their
previous contact, two listened to stories from a storyteller from the Durrani Confederacy,
one listened to a story from a storyteller from the Eastern Confederacy, and one listened to
a story from the storyteller from Ghazni.
Of the nine non-Wardak respondents who had previous contact with Wardak speakers;
one came from the Durrani Confederacy, three came from the Eastern Confederacy, two
came from the Karlani Confederacy, and three came from Ghazni. Of the eight non-Wardak
respondents who did not have previous contact with Wardak speakers; one came from the
Durrani Confederacy, five came from the Eastern Confederacy, one came from the Karlani
Confederacy, and one came from Ghazni. Of the four non-Wardak respondents for whom
we do not have information on their previous contact; two came from the Durrani
Confederacy, one came from the Eastern Confederacy, and one came from Ghazni.
In this data, Wardaks had more previous contact with speakers from other regions than
non-Wardaks had with Wardak. Fifteen out of twenty-five, 60%, of Wardaks had prior
contact with the region from where the storyteller came. This compares with only 43%
(nine out of twenty-one) of non-Wardaks who had prior contact with Wardak speakers.
This represents a 40% difference.111 This difference in contact is consistent with the claim
that Wardaks have greater contact with speakers from the prestige regions than speakers

111

((15/25) – (9/21)) / (9/21) * 100% = 40%
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from the prestige regions have with Wardaks. In addition, it is consistent with the claim
that Wardaks have greater contact with speakers from non-Wardak Karlani regions and
Ghazni than speakers from non-Wardak Karlani regions and Ghazni have with Wardaks.
More will be said about the consequences of these differences in contact in the conclusion,
chapter eight.
In Table 39, detailed Wardak respondent data with regard to previous contact with the
location from where the storyteller came is shown for each confederacy. In the first
column, the confederacy from where the storyteller came is listed. In the second column,
the number of Wardak respondents who had previous contact is listed. In the third through
the fifth columns, the number of Wardak respondents who did not have previous contact is
listed. In the heading row below the previous contact and not-previous contact headings,
the four combinations for the two questions used in determining previous contact are listed.
Only if the respondent both reported previous contact and correctly identified the location
where the storyteller came from is the respondent considered to have had previous contact.
In the sixth column, the number of Wardak respondents for whom we do not have
information with regard to their previous contact with the region from where the storyteller
came is listed. The total number of Wardak respondents is listed in the seventh and final
column.
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Table 39. Detailed Wardak Respondent Data with Regard to Previous Contact
Previous
Contact
Storyteller
Source
Confederacy

Durrani
Eastern
Non-Wardak
Karlani
Ghazni from
Ghilji
Subtotal
Total

Not Previous Contact
No
Information

Total

location
correct

not
reported
contact
and

location
not correct

1
1

0
1

0
1

2
1

8
9

3

1

0

0

0

4

2

1

0

0

1

4

15
15

4

1
6

1

4
4

25
25

reported
contact
and
location
correct

reported
contact
and
location
not correct

5
5

not
reported
contact
and

With regard to when the storyteller came from the Durrani Confederacy, five of the
eight Wardak respondents who listened to stories from a storyteller from the Durrani
Confederacy had previous contact with that confederacy.112 One reported that he had
contact, but he did not correctly identify the speaker as coming from that confederacy.
That young, educated, male respondent thought the storyteller came from Ghazni. He
scored 80.4% on the Kandahar story (Garden Theft). Finally, no information is available for
two Wardak respondents.
With regard to when the storyteller came from the Eastern Confederacy, five of nine
Wardak respondents who listened to stories from a storyteller from the Eastern Confederacy
had previous contact with that confederacy.113 One reported that he had contact, but he

112

Two of those five respondents slightly misidentified where the storyteller came from. The two Wardak

respondents who listened to the Helmand story said that the storyteller came from neighboring Kandahar
Province. But because the Pashtos spoken in Kandahar Province and Helmand Province are both Southern
Pashto varieties, and because Southern Pashto is very flat (explained in Sections 3.3.1, 8.2.3, and 8.2.4), the
respondents are considered to have correctly identified the storyteller’s location.
113

Two of those five respondents slightly misidentified where the storyteller came from. One thought the

storyteller came from Nangarhar, but the storyteller actually came from neighboring Kunar Province (Rocket
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did not correctly identify the storyteller as coming from that confederacy. That young, noteducated, male respondent thought the speaker maybe came from Wardak Province. He
scored 80.4% on the Jalalabad story (Our Chicken). In addition, two respondents reported
that they did not have previous contact with that confederacy. Both were female with the
young, educated respondent correctly identifying that the storyteller came from Jalalabad.
The not-young, not-educated respondent only said that the storyteller did not come from
Wardak. This makes a total of three respondents who were treated as not having previous
contact. Finally, no information is available for one Wardak respondent.
With regard to when the storyteller came from non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy
regions, three of the four Wardak respondents had previous contact with that confederacy.
The other respondent reported that he had previous contact, but did not correctly identify
the storyteller’s location. That young, not-educated, male respondent thought the
storyteller came from Khost (another Karlani location) when he actually came from
Khogyani. He scored 86.7% on the Khogyani story.
With regard to when the storyteller came from Ghazni in the Ghilji Confederacy, two of
the four Wardak respondents had previous contact with that region. One reported that he
had contact, but he did not correctly identify the storyteller as coming from that region;
that young, educated, male respondent thought the storyteller came from Khost. He scored
85.0% on the Ghazni story. Finally, no information is available for one Wardak respondent.
In Table 40, detailed respondent data on the Wardak story with regard to previous
contact with the location from where the storyteller came is shown for each confederacy.
In the first column, the confederacy from where the respondents came is listed. In the
second column, the number of respondents from each confederacy who had previous

Attack story). But because the Pashtos spoken in Nangarhar Province and Kunar Province are both Northern
Pashto varieties, and because Northern Pashto is flat (explained in Sections 3.3.2, 8.2.3, and 8.2.4), the
respondent is considered to have correctly identified the storyteller’s location. A second respondent thought the
storyteller came from Jalalabad, but he actually came from Bati Kot district. For a similar reason, this
respondent is considered to have correctly identified the storyteller’s location.
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contact is listed. In the third through the fifth columns, the number of respondents from
each confederacy who did not have previous contact is listed. In the heading row below
the previous contact and not-previous contact headings, the headings are the same as Table
39. In the sixth column, the number of respondents for whom we do not have information
with regard to their previous contact with the region from where the storyteller came is
listed. The total number of respondents is listed in the seventh and final column.
Table 40. Detailed Respondent Data on the Wardak Story with Regard to Previous Contact
Previous
Contact
Respondent
Source
Confederacy

Not Previous Contact
No
Information

Total

location
correct

not
reported
contact
and

location
not correct

1
0

0
0

0
5

2
1

4
9

2

1

0

0

0

3

3

0

1

0

1

5

9
9

2

1
8

5

4
4

21
21

reported
contact
and
location
correct

reported
contact
and
location
not correct

1
3

Durrani
Eastern
Non-Wardak
Karlani
Ghazni from
Ghilji
Subtotal
Total

not
reported
contact
and

With regard to when the respondents were from the Durrani Confederacy, one of the
four respondents who listened to the Wardak storyteller had previous contact with Wardak.
Another respondent reported that he had previous contact, but he thought the storyteller
came from Logar Province. That young, not-educated, male respondent scored 72.2% on
the Wardak story. Finally, no information is available for the two respondents from
Helmand Province.
With regard to when the respondents were from the Eastern Confederacy, three of the
nine respondents who listened to the Wardak storyteller had previous contact with Wardak.
Five respondents reported that they did not have previous contact, and none of the five
correctly identified the location where the storyteller came from. Two of the five thought
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the storyteller came from other Karlani Confederacy regions (Khost and Waziristan); two of
the five thought the storyteller came from Ghilji Confederacy regions (Maidan Wardak and
Logar); one of the five thought the storyteller came from Kandahar. Finally, no information
is available for one respondent.
With regard to when the respondents were from the Karlani Confederacy, two of the
three Khogyani respondents who listened to the Wardak storyteller had previous contact
with Wardak. One respondent reported that he had a little contact, but he incorrectly
thought that the storyteller came from Khost (another Karlani Confederacy location). That
young, educated, male respondent scored 76.4% on the Wardak story.
With regard to when the respondents were from Ghazni in the Ghilji Confederacy,
three of the five respondents who listened to the Wardak storyteller had previous contact
with Wardak. One respondent reported that he did not have previous contact, though he
correctly identified the speaker as coming from Wardak. Perhaps Wardak’s close proximity
to Ghazni Province gave this speaker a sense for Wardak Pashto even if he did not have any
direct contacts with Wardaks. Finally, no information is available for one respondent.
Overall, there were twenty-four respondents who had previous contact with the region
from which the storyteller came. This represents the sum of fifteen Wardak respondents
plus nine respondents to the Wardak story. Similarly, there were fourteen total respondents
who did not have previous contact with the region from which the storyteller came. This
represents the sum of six Wardak respondents plus eight respondents to the Wardak story.
In Table 41, I compare the comprehension of the twenty-four respondents who had
previous contact with the comprehension of the fourteen respondents who did not have
previous contact. In the second column, the summary statistics for respondents from all
regions who had previous contact with the region from which the storyteller came are
listed. In the third column, the summary statistics for respondents from all regions who did
not have previous contact with the region from which the storyteller came are listed. In the
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final column the differences between the groups are listed. Individual results are listed in
Appendix J Tables 4 and 5.
Table 41. Comprehension by all Respondents with Previous Contact vs. Comprehension by
all Respondents without Previous Contact

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Respondents Respondents
with
without
Difference
Previous
Previous
Contact
Contact
24

14

85.6%

78.1%

7.5%

7.8%

10.0%

(2.2%)

The mean of the twenty-four respondents with previous contact was 85.6% while the
mean of the fourteen respondents without previous contact was only 78.1%. The difference
in means is 7.5%. This difference in means is much larger than the difference in means
between educated and non-educated respondents. The difference in means involving prior
contact is 74%114 of the overall difference in the means between Wardak respondents and
respondents to the Wardak story (see Table 30 on page 119). This statistic gives further
evidence (beyond the anecdotal evidence in the previous subsection) that previous contact
with another region increases comprehension with that region. In the next subsection, I
discuss the statistical significance of this statistic.
The standard deviation of the twenty-four respondents with previous contact was 7.8%,
and the standard deviation of the fourteen respondents without previous contact was
10.0%. Since both standard deviations are less than 15%, there is little evidence that
comprehension ability is affected by another variable.
The difference in means involving previous contact between Wardak respondents is
similar to the difference in means between all respondents. In Table 42, I compare the
comprehension of the fifteen Wardak respondents who had previous contact with the

114

7.5% / 10.2% = 74%
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region from which the storyteller came with the comprehension of the six Wardak
respondents who did not have previous contact. The presentation of the data is similar to
the presentation in Table 41. Individual results are listed in Appendix J Tables 4 and 5.
Table 42. Comprehension by Wardak Respondents with Previous Contact vs.
Comprehension by Wardak Respondents without Previous Contact

Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Wardak
Wardak
Respondents Respondents
with
without
Difference
Previous
Previous
Contact
Contact
15

6

88.9%

83.6%

5.3%

6.3%

4.0%

2.3%

The mean of the fifteen Wardak respondents who had previous contact with the region
from where the storyteller came from was 88.9%, while the mean of the six Wardak
respondents who did not have previous contact was only 83.6%. The difference in means is
5.3%, which is only slightly smaller than the overall difference in means between all
respondents with previous contact and all respondents without previous contact. In the
next subsection, I discuss the statistical significance of this statistic.
The standard deviation of the fifteen respondents with previous contact was 6.3%, and
the standard deviation of the six respondents without previous contact was 4.0%. Since
both standard deviations are much less than 15%, there is no evidence that comprehension
ability is affected by another variable.
The difference in means involving previous contact between respondents on the
Wardak story is also similar to the difference in means between all respondents. In Table
43, I compare the comprehension of the nine respondents on the Wardak story who had
previous contact with Wardak with the comprehension of the eight respondents on the
Wardak story who did not have previous contact. The presentation of the data is similar to
the presentation in Table 41. Individual results are listed in Appendix J Tables 4 and 5.
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Table 43. Comprehension by Respondents on the Wardak Story with Previous Contact vs.
Comprehension by Respondents on the Wardak Story without Previous Contact
Respondents
on Wardak
Story with
Previous
Contact
Number of
Respondents
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Respondents
on Wardak
Story
Difference
without
Previous
Contact

9

8

80.3%

74.1%

6.2%

7.3%

11.3%

(4.0%)

The mean of the nine respondents to the Wardak story who had previous contact with
Wardak was 80.3%, while the mean of the eight respondents to the Wardak story who did
not have previous contact was only 74.1%. The difference in means is 6.2%, which is only
slightly smaller than the overall difference in means. In the next subsection, I discuss the
statistical significance of this statistic.
The standard deviation of the nine respondents with previous contact was 7.3%, and
the standard deviation of the eight respondents without previous contact was 11.3%. Since
the standard deviation of the respondents with previous contact is much less than 15%,
there is no evidence that for these respondents comprehension ability is affected by another
variable. Since the standard deviation of the respondents without previous contact
approaches the 15% threshold, but is still less than the threshold, there is only moderate
evidence that for these respondents comprehension ability is affected by another variable.
The results of the last two subsections leads to the conclusion that previous contact
with the region from which another speaker comes improves the comprehension of that
other speaker’s Pashto variety. Previous contact seems to be a larger factor in differences in
comprehension than education.

6.3.8 Conclusions from RTT Testing
The largest number of data points comes from the comparison between Wardak
respondents on all the non-Wardak stories and all the non-Wardak respondents on the
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Wardak story as discussed in Section 6.3.1. As a review, Table 30 (from page 119) is
shown again below as Table 44.
Table 44. Comprehension by Wardaks vs. Comprehension by Non-Wardaks
Comprehension by Wardaks vs. Comprehension of
Wardak
NonWardak
Wardak
Responses
Responses
Difference
on Other
on
Wardak
Stories
Story
Number of
25
21
Respondents
Mean
86.2%
76.0%
10.2%
Standard
7.3%
10.9%
(3.6)%
Deviation
Column two shows that Wardak respondents comprehended 86% of stories from other
regions, while column three shows that respondents from other regions comprehended 76%
of the Wardak story. In Figure 31, this asymmetric relationship is presented in column
graph form. The two vertical columns show the comprehension level of Wardak
respondents and non-Wardak respondents, respectively, and the two horizontal lines
represent the upper and lower thresholds of comprehension.
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Figure 31. Comparison of Wardak Comprehension to Comprehension of Wardak Story
The red, horizontal line represents the 85% upper limit of the threshold of communication.
Since the Wardak respondents on average comprehended at a slightly higher level than this
threshold, this result gives evidence that Wardak speakers can comprehend other Pashto
varieties. The green, horizontal line represents the 75% lower limit of the threshold of
communication. Since non-Wardak respondents on average comprehended just slightly
above this lower limit, this result gives some evidence that non-Wardaks have challenges in
comprehending Wardak.
There is some (although incomplete) evidence that this asymmetric relationship is
statistically significant at the 99% confidence level. Statistically significant refers to the
level of confidence that we can have with regard to the population relationship involving
all speakers given the sample result involving only a few speakers. The Mann-Whitney Utest statistic can be applied when two sets of independent samples are obtained even if the
distribution is not normally distributed. Two key assumptions are that respondents are
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chosen randomly and independently. Unfortunately, these samples fail both criteria. First,
as discussed in Section 4.3, the respondents were not chosen randomly. Second, the
respondents in Wardak were not chosen independently. As discussed in Section 6.2.1 and
shown in Appendix H Table 3, four Wardak members listened and responded to between
three and seven stories each.
Yet, even with these qualifications, the U-test result has value. With regard to the first
criterion, efforts were made to obtain a representative sample. With regard to the second
assumption, the Wardak respondents who listened to multiple stories had similar means
and standard deviations to respondents who listened to only one story. The mean for the
four young respondents who listened to more than one story (total of twenty stories) was
87%, while the mean of the five respondents who listened to only one story was 85%. This
difference of only 2% is not significant. Furthermore, the standard deviation for the four
respondents who listened to more than one story was only 8%. Likewise, the standard
deviation for the five respondents who listened to only one story was only 6%. Similar to
the difference in means, the difference in standard deviations is only two percent. Thus the
results for respondents who listened to more than one story are not significantly different
from those who listened to only one story. Therefore, even though four respondents
listened to multiple stories, there is not a confounding factor resulting from a lack of
independence among respondents. In Appendix H Tables 10 and 11, detailed results of the
four Wardak respondents who listened to multiple stories and the five respondents who
listened to only one story are shown.
Based on the U-test statistic, the probability of obtaining these survey results if the
comprehension of the entire population of Wardak speakers on stories from other regions
and the comprehension of the entire population of non-Wardak speakers on the Wardak
story were really identical is only 0.00036 which is less than 0.001 or just 0.1%. Stated
more directly, if the Mann-Whitney U-test assumptions were met, one could conclude with
well over 99% confidence that actual comprehension levels were different. Even without
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the two key assumptions being met, I can say there is considerable evidence that
comprehension levels are different. Details of the calculation for this test statistic are
shown in Appendix K.1.
The difference-in-means, sample results have less statistical significance for
comparisons between respondents from Wardak and respondents from individual
confederacies than for the comparison between respondents from Wardak and respondents
from all confederacies. This is because the number of sample respondents is smaller for the
comparisons between Wardak respondents and the respondents from individual
confederacies. With regard to the comparison of comprehension means between Wardak
respondents (on the Northern Pashto stories) and Eastern Confederacy respondents (on the
Wardak story), one could conclude with over 95% confidence, but less than 99%
confidence, that actual comprehension levels of the populations were different.115 With
regard to the comparison of means between Wardak respondents (on the Southern Pashto
stories) and Durrani Confederacy respondents (on the Wardak Pashto story), one could not
conclude with 95% confidence that actual comprehension levels of the populations were
different.116 With regard to the other comparisons between Wardak respondents and
respondents from the other individual confederacies, there were not enough respondents to
make statistical inferences to the population. As stated earlier, we have the most
confidence in the accuracy of conclusions made from the data between Wardak respondents
on all the non-Wardak stories and all non-Wardak respondents on the Wardak story.
One possible explanation for the lower comprehension of the Wardak story is that it
was intrinsically more difficult than the stories from other regions. Only one Wardak story
was tested. That story involved two villages within Wardak along an interior road. The
relevant positions of those villages are important for understanding the story. In the story,
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Details of the calculation for this test statistic are shown in Appendix K.2.
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Details of the calculation for this test statistic are shown in Appendix K.3.
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the storyteller attempts to deceive the driver regarding the location of his real destination.
He tells the driver that he lives in a first village after the driver has gone further down the
road to the second village. He blames the driver for not stopping at the first village, hoping
the driver will give him money for a return trip back to his supposed home in the first
village. The storyteller actually uses that deceptively obtained money to purchase
tangerines. Knowing the names of the individual towns in advance is not crucial for
understanding because the names of the towns are repeated four times each. The listener
heard the entire story through first before listening to each section and retelling it;
therefore, he heard the names of each of the villages six times before needing to repeat
them.117 However, it is the relevant positions of the villages along the road that is
important to comprehending the story. Those who have not been to Wardak would not
know the village locations’ relative positions and thus would be at a disadvantage.
Perhaps, this need-for-specific-geographical information is the root of the lack of
comprehension for the Wardak story. There is, however, evidence against this theory.
The Eastern Confederacy respondent from Kunar Province in the Eastern confederacy
(previously discussed in Section 6.3.2) scored 89% on the Wardak story, comfortably above
the threshold of comprehension. He is twenty-five and currently attending university. He
has met Wardaks at the university. In fact, he was the only Eastern Confederacy
respondent who reported extensive previous contact with Wardaks. His score was 15%
above the Eastern Confederacy mean on the Wardak story. His contact with Wardaks
provides an explanation for his comparatively high test score. Since he had never traveled
to Wardak, he likely did not know the town locations. Yet, he still scored very high on the
test. The student’s success suggests that the Wardak story is not inherently more difficult.
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There is one additional complexity. One of the two villages is actually a pair of villages that are next to

each other. One of the two side-by-side villages is mentioned twice in the story, and the other is mentioned
three times. Through hearing the entire story once, the listener can infer that the two villages refer to one
region.
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His success suggests that a reasonable explanation is that the Wardak RTT story, Trick on
Driver, is not inherently more difficult, but that Wardak Pashto presents challenges to
comprehension well beyond the village names.
While Wardak Pashto presents challenges for non-Wardak speakers, Wardak speakers
seem to comprehend the stories from other regions. The resulting asymmetric relationship
has three possible sources or reasons. These reasons, which were introduced in
Section 6.3.1, are greater innovation by Wardak Pashto, greater contact by Wardak
speakers, and negative attitudes toward Wardak Pashto. In Table 45, I rank the nonWardak Pashto varieties according to the three reasons for an asymmetric relationship with
Wardak Pashto. In the first column, the confederacy-source variety is shown. In the second
through the fourth columns, the three reasons for an asymmetric relationship are listed.
The checkmark signifies a cause for the asymmetric relationship. The one-half mark
signifies less of a cause than one that is signaled by a check mark. The one-fourth mark
signifies less of a cause than one that is signaled by a one-half-mark. The question mark
signifies uncertainty as to whether this reason is an actual cause.
Table 45. Reasons for Asymmetric Relationship between Wardak and Non-Wardak Pashto
Varieties
Non-Wardak
Pashto
Varieties
Southern
Northern
Non-Wardak
Karlani
Ghazni (Ghilji)

Reason for Asymmetric Relationship
Greater Innovation

Greater Contact

Negative Attitudes

?
?

✓
✓

½
½

?

¼

?

½

½

Since the Karlani confederacy is isolated from other Pashto Confederacies, greater
innovation is a possible explanation for the asymmetric relationship involving
comprehension between Wardak speakers on stories from other regions and Southern,
Northern, and Ghazni Pashto speakers on the Wardak story. Since Wardak is also isolated
from other Karlani Confederacy members, greater innovation is also a possible explanation
for the asymmetric relationship involving comprehension between Wardak speakers and the
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non-Wardak Karlani Pashto speakers. More research is needed to determine the differences
caused by innovation between Wardak and the other Pashtos. Since there are uncertainties
in amount of innovation in Wardak, all the cells in the column for greater innovation are
marked with a question mark.
As documented in Sections 6.3.2 through 6.3.4 and Section 6.3.7, Wardak speakers
have greater contact with speakers from other Pashto varieties than vice versa. Because
Southern and Northern Pashto are the prestige varieties, Wardaks have greater contact with
Southern and Northern Pashto speakers than vice versa. They not only have greater contact
with Southern and Northern Pashto speakers in particular; but as discussed in Section 6.3.2,
through education and contact to Kabul, they have greater contact with Southern and
Northern Pashto in general. This is because Southern and Northern Pashto influence
Education Standard Pashto and Kabul Regional Pashto. Therefore, the cells representing
Southern and Northern Pashto in the column for greater contact are marked with a check
mark. Because Gardez and the surrounding Karlani Confederacy regions form an economic
and business center, Wardaks also have greater contact with these Karlani Confederacy
speakers than vice versa. However, this difference in contact level is not as large as the
difference in contact level between Wardak and the prestige varieties. Because Ghazni city
is a large regional center, Wardaks also have greater contact with Ghazni speakers than vice
versa. This difference in contact level is not as large as the difference in contact level
between Wardak and the prestige varieties; however, it is larger than the difference in
contact level between Wardak and the Karlani Confederacy speakers. This is because
Ghazni is much closer to Wardak than Gardez is. Therefore, the cell representing Ghazni in
the column for greater contact has a one-half mark rather than a check mark, and the cell
representing non-Wardak Karlani in the column for greater contact has a one-fourth mark
rather than a one-half mark. Related to this reason is the fact that with greater contact
comes a greater need to understand the other variety. The converse is also true, that is,
with less contact comes a lesser need to understand the other variety. Therefore, Southern
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Pashto, Northern Pashto, and to a lesser degree Ghazni and many non-Wardak Karlani
speakers have less need to understand Wardak Pashto.
Finally, because the prestige of Wardak Pashto is much less than the prestige of
Southern or Northern Pashto, non-Wardaks may not comprehend Wardak Pashto even if the
varieties are not greatly different. Said more simply, they consciously do not comprehend
because they subconsciously do not want to comprehend. Since Ghazni respondents also
expressed negative attitudes toward Wardak Pashto, Ghazni speakers may also (for this
reason) comprehend less Wardak Pashto than Wardak speakers comprehend Ghazni Pashto.
However, this reason is mitigated because all Pashtuns have respect for the higher
education levels and civil service of Wardak members. Non-Wardak Pashtuns know that
Wardak is the most educated Pashtun tribe and that multiple high-ranking government
officials are Wardak. While Wardak Pashto is not pleasant to the non-Wardak’s ear and is
gently laughed at, it is not disparaged. They laugh at the Wardak speech but not at the
Wardak behind the speech. This laughter is similar to what comes from a brother. One
brother will laugh about his fellow brother but will not allow anyone else to laugh about
him. Because of this mitigation, the cells representing Southern Pashto, Northern Pashto,
and Ghazni in the column for negative attitudes have a one-half mark rather than a check
mark. Since the attitudes between Wardak speakers and non-Wardak Karlani Pashto
speakers are generally positive, negative attitudes is not a reason for this asymmetric
relationship. Related to not desiring to understand is not needing to understand. Because
Wardak is not a prestige Pashto, standard Pashtos have fewer Wardak forms. Therefore,
other Pashtuns do not have the need to learn Wardak. More will be said about the prestige
of Wardak Pashto, Southern Pashto, Northern Pashto, the non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos, and
Ghazni Pashto in the next chapter.
In Section 6.3.7, I presented data to strengthen the greater-contact analysis as a leading
explanation for the asymmetric difference in means. While not as statistically significant as
the overall difference in means between Wardak respondents on the other confederacy
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stories and all the respondents from other confederacies on the Wardak story, the difference
in means because of greater contact is also statistically significant at the 95% confidence
level. The probability of obtaining these results if the comprehension of the entire
population of speakers with prior contact to the region from where the storyteller came and
the comprehension of the entire population of speakers who did not have prior contact
were really identical is only 0.0198 which is just 1.98%. Stated more directly, if the MannWhitney U-test assumptions were met, one could conclude with over 95% confidence that
actual comprehension levels were different. Therefore, the greater level of contact seems to
explain most of the asymmetric relations involving comprehension. Details of the
calculation for this test statistic are shown in Appendix K.4.118
Results from Word List assessment and RTT assessment give slightly conflicting results.
Wardak and the prestige Pashtos were lexically very similar, but non-Wardak Pashtuns
comprehended the Wardak story at the lower level of inherent comprehension. However,
comprehension improved with prior contact. The combination of improved comprehension
with prior contact plus the high lexical similarity between Wardak and the prestige
varieties gives evidence that Wardak is not a separate language. Non-Wardaks can acquire
Wardak without active language learning.
In summary, RTT assessments plus follow-up questions provide limited evidence
relevant to the four research questions (RQ). With regard to the RQ1, respondent opinions
indicate that Wardak Pashto is different from Ghazni Pashto. With regard to RQ2,
comprehension and respondent opinions indicate that Wardak Pashto is different from nonWardak Karlani Confederacy Pashto varieties. With regard to RQ3, comprehension and
respondent opinions indicate that Wardak Pashto is different from Southern and Northern
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The comparisons involving prior contact between just Wardak respondents and between just non-

Wardak respondents are not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level. This is because of smaller
sample sizes. The details of the calculations for these test statistics are shown in Appendices K.5 and K.6.
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Pashto, the two prestige varieties. With regard to RQ4, respondent opinions indicate that
Southern Pashto is different from Northern Pashto.
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CHAPTER 7
ATTITUDES BETWEEN WARDAK AND OTHER PASHTO VARIETIES
In this chapter, I present language usage and attitude results from Sociolinguistic
Questionnaires (SQ). Since SQs assess the attitudes of speakers and since two varieties can
be considered the same if speakers feel they are, results from SQs provide evidence as to
whether people feel two varieties are part of the same dialect or language. Thus, results
from SQs provide further evidence toward the first four research questions from Chapter 4.
These are repeated below:


Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?



Within Karlani Confederacy Pashto, is Wardak Pashto different from the nonWardak Karlani Confederacy varieties?



In relation to the two recognized and prestige Pashto varieties, is Wardak
different from Southern and Northern Pashto?



In relation to the two recognized and prestige Pashto varieties, is Southern
Pashto different from Northern Pashto?

In the first section, I describe reported language use of Wardak respondents; then in the
second section, I describe reported language attitudes of Wardak respondents. In the third
section, I describe attitudes regarding similar/dissimilar and favorite/least favorite Pashto
varieties from respondents of all Pashtun confederacies. In the fourth and final section, I
discuss results from a questionnaire related to social networks.
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7.1 Reported Language Use of Wardak Pashtuns
In this section, I describe the reported language use of Wardak respondents both in the
Low and Standard domains as defined in Table 16 (on page 91). For convenience, that
table is repeated as Table 46.
Table 46. Division of Language Use into Domains
Low Domains
Personal Domain

Standard Domains
Religious
Administrative /
Government
Education
Media
Travel and Trade

Community Domain

In the first subsection, demographic information for the Wardak respondents is described.
In the second subsection, reported language use of the Wardak respondents in the
traditional Low domains of the home and community is described. In addition, opinions
with regard to where Wardak Pashto is spoken and with regard to second language ability
are also described in this subsection. In the third through the fifth subsections, reported
language use of Wardak respondents in the standard domains is described.

7.1.1 Wardak Reported Language Use and Attitude Respondents
The Sociolinguistic Questionnaire was administered to five Wardak respondents. In
Table 47, I give the demographic data of the Wardak respondents. In the second and third
columns, the number of young respondents is listed, and in the fourth and fifth columns,
the number of not-young respondents is listed. In the sixth column, the total number of
respondents is listed. Of the five overall respondents, two were female. In the cell
locations that have a female respondent, the presentation is consistent with the
presentation in Table 18 (see page 100). For example, the 1/1 combination in the young,
educated cell represents one male and one female young, educated respondent. Where a
cell has only one number, that number represents the number of male respondents for that
demographic group.
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Table 47. Wardak Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Respondent Demographic Data
Young

Event
Sociolinguistic
Questionnaire

Not Young

Educated

Not
Educated

Educated

Not
Educated

Total

1/1

1

1

0/1

5

All five of the respondents came from Jaghatu District within the Wardak tribal region
of Wardak Province. Recall that Jaghatu is one of four Wardak-tribe majority districts in
Wardak Province. The respondents’ specific village locations are shown in Figure 32 below,
which is repeated from Figure 23 (on page 87) for convenience.

Figure 32. Wardak Province Showing Research Locations
Two of the three male respondents were young, and two of the three were also educated.
The young, male educated student, who was twenty-two years old, was a student at Khost
University, and the other educated, male, who was between fifty-five and sixty years old,
was a teacher. The young, male respondents came from Adina (educated respondent) and
Rubat (not-educated respondent) villages, while the not-young, male respondent came Kara
Khan village. The young, educated (sixth grade), female respondent came Zarin village,
and the not-young (fifty-five to sixty years old), not-educated female respondent came from
Wazir Khara village. Three of the five respondents were married, while the two young,
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educated respondents were not married. All five of the SQ respondents also listened to and
responded to the Jalalabad Our Chicken RTT story, and four of the five (excluding the notyoung, educated male) also gave a word list (see Appendix B Table 2 to see this information
in tabular form).

7.1.2 Reported Language Use in Low Domains
All the respondents from Wardak identified Pashto as the first language of their
mother, father, and grandmother. All three married respondents listed Pashto as the
language of their spouse. In fact, only Pashto was spoken in all the homes that we
surveyed. This included all interactions between spouses, and between parents and
children. Pashto was also the only language spoken in all community domains. This
included the language of stories, the language of arguing, the language of play between
children, the language at the bazaar in the village, the language between women, and the
language between men in the community. Pashto was also the only language spoken with
traders. The one exception to the exclusive use of Pashto in the community domain was in
the guest room. There all people listed Pashto as the main language, but two respondents
also listed Dari if needed in the guest room. Although not said directly, it could be
surmised that would be when visitors from other regions visit.
While not stated explicitly, it was strongly implied that the respondents used Wardak
Pashto in the Low personal and community domains. Most Wardaks do not have a
conscious awareness of different Pashto varieties. One piece of evidence for this is that
they rarely place a label (for example, Wardak Pashto) on different Pashto varieties. In
Wardak and between Wardaks, speaking Pashto can only mean speaking Wardak Pashto.
Opinions with regard to the regions where Wardak Pashto is spoken were less precise.
Answers varied from one district to the entire country. The young, female respondent listed
only her district Jaghatu as the place where Wardak Pashto is spoken. Both of the
educated, male respondents listed the four Wardak tribal majority districts within Wardak
Province; the young, educated male respondent also listed Helmand, Ghazni and Baghlan as
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provinces to where Wardaks have moved and maintained their Wardak Pashto. The notyoung, not-educated, female respondent listed the entire Wardak Province. The noteducated, male respondent listed all of Afghanistan as a place where people speak Pashto.
Perhaps, he interpreted the question as meaning the place where Pashto is spoken; perhaps,
he did not have conscious awareness of other Pashto varieties. He listed Kabul and two
regions in the South as regions in Afghanistan to where he had previously traveled.
With regard to second language ability, four of the five respondents listed Afghanistan’s
second national language, Dari, as a second language spoken. The three male respondents
reported that they are proficient in Dari. The teacher and university student learned Dari
through school and the not-educated, male respondent through living in Iran for fifteen
months. The young, female respondent reported learning a little Dari through school (she
has finished the sixth grade) and through travel to Ghazni city. The not-young, female
respondent reported that she only spoke Pashto. The university student also said that he
spoke ‘a little’ English; none of the other respondents reported any English ability.
Four of the five respondents had the ability to send text messages on the mobile phone.
All said they text in Pashto. The university student also reported that he texted in Dari and
English.

7.1.3 Reported Language Use in Religious and Administration Settings
In the High domain of religious settings, Wardak Pashto is the language in the mosque
both for optional prayers and the preaching time (Najibullah, p.c.).119 In the government
offices, which are also within the High administrative domain, Pashto and Dari are both

119

The prayers and preaching can be mixed with borrowed religious words from Arabic. More research is

needed to see if these borrowed religious words are a part of Wardak Pashto, which is transmitted, acquired and
used in the home, or are learned only in religious settings and could therefore constitute a Religious Standard
Pashto. Except for these borrowed words, recitations of the Quran are not in Pashto, but in Arabic, and thus not
understood by the majority of Wardaks. Also, Wardak Pashto is only used in the optional, less formal prayer
times; Arabic is used for the namaz, that is, the formal prayers, which Muslims perform five times per day.
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listed. One female respondent had never been to a government office, and the other female
respondent did not directly say but also had likely never been to a government office.
However, Najibullah (p.c.) reports that the vast majority of government office workers in
Wardak tribal area are Wardak, and interactions with them are in Wardak Pashto. In the
district capital Maidan Wardak, which is not a Wardak Pashtun area, a regional Pashto is
used in the government offices.

7.1.4 Reported Language Use in Education and Media
The language of instruction in the schools is Pashto. While the official curriculum is
Educated Standard Pashto, explanations are given in Wardak Pashto. None of the
respondents spoke Dari before entering school. One respondent thought that children begin
to understand Dari at grade level four, and another thought at level five or six. The other
three respondents did not know when children understood Dari. All respondents said
children learn to read in Pashto, and this was natural since it is their mother tongue.
As pointed out in Section 3.1.3, the vast majority of people living in Pashtun rural
regions own and listen to radios. All respondents reported that they listened to the radio in
Pashto, while two of the five respondents also reported that they listened to Dari programs.
Wardaks listen to two international stations,120 national stations, and local stations. The
international and national stations are in Educated Standard Pashto, and the local stations
are in Wardak Pashto.

7.1.5 Reported Language Use in Travel
Consistent with the Pashtun cultural attribute of ‘parda’ (see Section 1.3), the male
respondents reported more travel than the female respondents. Both female respondents
have never travelled away from their home regions. The young, university, male student
reported that he has traveled to many different regions in Afghanistan, and the noteducated, male, respondent said that he lived fifteen months in Iran. While in Iran, he

120

British Broadcasting Company (BBC) and Voice of America (VOA)
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spoke Dari or Persian. The teacher reported that he has not traveled much in Afghanistan;
however, he previously was a university student in Kabul. When traveling to Pashtun
regions, they speak Pashto. Finally, none of the five respondents have travelled outside the
region for military service.

7.1.6 Summary
In Table 48, I summarize language use data within the four Wardak Districts of Wardak
Province. In the first and second columns, the language domains are listed; and in the third
through the fifth columns, the language varieties that are spoken in those domains are
indicated.
Table 48. Language Use by Domain within Four Wardak Districts
Domain
Categories
Low

Standard

Domains
Personal
Community
Religious –
Optional
Prayers and
Preaching
Administrative /
Government
Education
Curriculum
Education
Explanation
Media
Travel and
Trade

Language or Variety Used

Wardak
Pashto
✓
✓

Standard
Pashto

Dari

✓†
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

† Namaz or formal prayers and recitations of the Quran are in Arabic.

Wardak Pashto is used exclusively in all Low domains of the home and community.
Beyond these traditional functions of the Low form, Wardak Pashto is the primary language
in religious, government, and administrative settings in the four majority Wardak districts
within Wardak Province. While Educated Standard Pashto is used in the Education
Curriculum and formal teaching times, Wardak Pashto is spoken in teacher explanations
and interactions between students and teachers and between teachers. The respondents
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listened to Standard Pashto on BBC and VOA as well as national stations based in the
capital city, Kabul; they also listened to Wardak Pashto on local stations. Finally, when
traveling to other Pashtun regions, a regional standard Pashto form is used. The one
traveler who had spent time in Iran used Dari or Persian. While three of the five
respondents reported proficiency in Dari, the researcher (Najibullah, p.c.) estimates that
70% of Wardaks can do little more than greet people or purchase food items in Dari.
These results provide strong evidence that in Wardak, Pashto is not only not threatened
by the other Afghanistan national language Dari, but in relation to Pashto, Wardak Pashto
is very vigorous. As shown in Table 48, the use of Wardak Pashto extends beyond the
traditional Low domains to include some domains typically reserved for standard varieties.
These include religious, local government and local radio stations, and explanations in
education. In the fourth section, I introduce social networks as one reason for the strength
of Wardak Pashto.

7.2 Reported Language Attitudes of Wardak Residents
The Wardak respondents who gave answers to the language-attitude-related questions
were the same as those for the language-use-related questions. In the first subsection,
reported attitudes concerning the family and expectations for the future are described. In
the second subsection, attitudes concerning education and literacy are described.

7.2.1 Concerning the Family and Expectations for the Future
All respondents believed that their children would speak Pashto in the future. As
further evidence of the strength of the language, all respondents also believed that their
grandchildren would also speak Pashto. While not explicitly stated, it was implied that this
would be the same Wardak Pashto that they currently spoke. Two of five respondents said
that it would be fine if a son married a Dari-speaking wife in the future, but both qualified
this answer by saying: “Only if it was necessary.” However, only one of the five
respondents would allow a daughter to marry a Dari-speaking man. In practice, only one
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respondent reported a case of a woman being given in marriage outside the province,121 and
that was to a man from another Pashtun region, not from a Dari-speaking region. More
specifically, she was given to another Wardak man who lived outside of Wardak. In the
fourth section, I explore in greater depth, using social networks, exclusive marriage within
the tribe.
Only one person said that they were ridiculed because of their dialect. That was the
respondent who had been to Iran. During his fifteen months of working in Iran, he was the
brunt of jokes regarding his dialect. It is worth noting that two of the remaining four
respondents had never left their home dialect region; furthermore, the other two have only
traveled inside of Afghanistan. While inside of Afghanistan, none of the respondents said
they were ridiculed for their dialect. The only respondent who was laughed at because of
his dialect was the sole respondent who had traveled outside of Afghanistan, and he was
only the brunt of jokes in Iran. Within Afghanistan, there is not any evidence from SQ
assessments of Wardaks being ridiculed because of their dialect. This is consistent with my
statement in Section 6.3.8, where I said that other Pashtuns might gently laugh at the
Wardak’s speech but they do not ridicule it.

7.2.2 Concerning Education with Respect to Literacy at School
All the respondents expressed interest in their children learning to read in Pashto.
They were not opposed to their children learning to read in Dari later, but Pashto should be
first “since it is our mother tongue.” Both uneducated (illiterate) respondents expressed an
interest in reading, but both said it was very difficult. All three literate respondents
thought the Pashto script was easy to learn, but both illiterate respondents thought it was
very difficult to learn. All expressed an interest in more literature in Pashto. The three
literate respondents listed poetry, newspapers, and history as areas of interest for more

121

In Section 7.3.1, I describe an exception to this pattern involving Hotak Ghilji Pashtuns from a

neighboring district in Ghazni Province.
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literacy materials. The two non-literate respondents listed general education books and
health education books as areas of interest. All expressed interest, some enthusiastic
interest, in purchasing books. Similarly, all expressed interest in going to literacy classes
and a willingness to pay for such classes. Two of the five respondents said they would do
so immediately. One of the woman wished that such classes were available for women.
While all respondents reported that boys currently go to school, with one exception, they
said girls do not go to school. Consistently, they said that girls attending school was not a
part of their traditions and customs.
All respondents reported that they highly value the use of Pashto in various domains
and for various purposes: education, employment, communicating with other villages, and
for getting respect. Positive attitudes were also expressed for Dari in these four areas.
While the value for Dari was positive, it was less positive than for Pashto among all
respondents.

7.2.3 Summary
These responses give further evidence as to the strength of Wardak Pashto. All the
respondents fully expect their descendents to speak Wardak Pashto. All expressed positive
attitudes toward literacy. Further research is needed to determine if transitional training
material in Wardak Pashto is needed or would be beneficial in facilitating adults learning
the Educated Standard Pashto of written material. In Section 8.4, I discuss further the
benefits of a limited development of Wardak Pashto. In Appendix L, I list individual
responses on the SQ assessment from each of the five Wardak respondents.

7.3 Similar and Favorite Pashto Opinions from All Regions
In this section, I describe responses to four usage and attitude questions from all
regions:


Where do people speak your variety of Pashto?
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Where do people speak Pashto differently?



Where do people speak the sweetest variety of Pashto?



Where do people speak the least-sweet Pashto?

In this section, I equate sweetest with best-liked or favorite and least-sweet with least-liked
or least-favorite. This usage reflects a sense of ‘sweet’ in Pashto (see page one for an
example). These equated terms are used interchangeably in this section.
In the first subsection, I give demographic data for respondents from all regions. In the
second through the sixth subsections, I describe responses to the four questions from each
region, and in the seventh and final subsection, I summarize the responses.
Frequent references are made in this section to the map of the four Pashtun
confederacy regions. For convenience, that map (from Figure 8 on page 29) is shown
below as Figure 33.

Figure 33. Distribution of Pashtun Confederacies
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Similar to the reporting of RTT results in the previous chapter, Wardak responses are
reported separately from responses from the other Karlani Confederacy regions.

7.3.1 Respondent Data: All Regions
In this subsection, I give the demographic information for respondents from all regions
in the following order: Wardak, Durrani Confederacy, Eastern Confederacy, non-Wardak
Karlani Confederacy, and Ghazni Province.
In Table 49, I give demographic information for Wardak respondents. In the second
and third columns, the number of young respondents is listed; in the fourth and fifth
columns, the number of not-young respondents is listed; in the sixth and final column, the
total number of respondents for that row is listed. Five of the Wardak respondents also
responded to the entire Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SQ) that was reported in Sections 7.1
and 7.2. In the first row, their demographic information is repeated (from Table 47 on
page 170). Of the five overall respondents who also responded to the SQ, two were female.
In a cell location that has a female respondent, the presentation is consistent with the
presentation in Table 18 (see page 100). Therefore the 1/1 combination in the young,
educated cell represents one male and one female young, educated respondent. In the
second row, demographic information for other respondents (who did not also respond to
the full SQ assessment) is listed. All of the five other respondents were male. All ten
respondents were individually interviewed.
Table 49. Wardak Respondent Demographic Data for Similar and Favorite Pashto Questions
Division of Individual
Respondents

Young
Educated

Not Young

Total
Not
Not
Educated
Educated
Educated

Same as Reported
Language Use and Attitude
Respondents

1/1

1

1

0/1

5

2

0

1

2

5

Total

4

1

2

3

10

Other Respondents
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With regard to the other respondents, which are listed in row two, one of the two
young, educated respondents was in the tenth grade, and he was from Azim Xara village
(see Figure 32 on page 170) in Jaghatu District; the other had graduated from high school,
and he was from Adam Khel village in Chak District. The other educated respondent was
forty, and he was from the district center of Saydabad District. One of the two not-young,
not-educated respondents was twenty-nine, and he was from Zarin village in Jaghatu
District; the other was fifty, and he was from the Patan Khel and Utare region of Saydabad
District. In Section 7.3.2, I describe the responses to the four questions by the Wardak
respondents; however, in point of fact, only the five respondents in the first row responded
to all four questions. The other respondents (who are listed in the second row) only
responded to the second two questions regarding sweetest and least-sweet Pashto varieties.
They did not formally respond to questions regarding regions of similar and different
Pashtos.
In Table 50, I give demographic information for respondents from the Durrani
Confederacy regions. All the respondents came from two provinces: Kandahar and
Helmand. All of the twenty-seven Kandahar respondents were male, and they were
interviewed in one of four groups. The groups ranged in size from five to nine. In the first
through the fourth rows, the demographic information for the Kandahar respondents is
listed. In contrast to the Kandahar respondents, all four Helmand respondents were
interviewed individually. In the fifth row, the demographic information for the Helmand
respondents is listed. Two of the four respondents from Helmand were female. The listing
of female respondents is consistent with the listing from Table 18 (see page 100).
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Table 50. Durrani Confederacy Respondent Demographic Data for Similar and Favorite
Pashto Questions
Region
Kandahar –
Group One

Young
Educated

Not Young

Row
Not
Not
Total
Educated
Educated
Educated

Region
Total

0

0

0

5

5

1

2†

0

2

5

0

0

0

8

8

Kandahar –
Group Four

9

0

0

0

9

Helmand Individuals

1

0/1

0/1

1

4

4

11

3

1

16

31

31

Kandahar –
Group Two

Kandahar –
Group Three

Total

27

† One of the two young, not-educated respondents was twelve and reported that he was in the
sixth grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.

Three of the four groups from Kandahar were represented by just one demographic
group. Everyone from group one (five respondents) and group three (eight respondents)
were not-young and not-educated, while all nine respondents from group four were young
and educated. Only group two had mixed representation. Also, twenty-five of the twentyseven Kandahar respondents were either young and educated or not-young and noteducated. There was not one not-young, educated respondent. This lack of not-young,
educated respondents is consistent with the fact that few Southern Pashto speakers who
grew up during the war years were educated. Each respondent from groups one, two and
four separately answered questions; there was not a spokesman for these groups. In group
three, one of the elder respondents sometimes answered the questions, and the other group
members affirmed his answers. Since all the group members were over twenty-five years of
age and since six of the eight members were thirty-eight years of age or older, there was
not a strong motivation to defer based on respect for seniority. The researcher did not
think that the other group members deferred out of respect for age; the researcher felt that
the other respondents’ affirmations reflected their own individual opinions. Fifteen of the
twenty-seven Kandahar respondents also gave a word list (see Section 5.1).
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Among the Helmand respondents, the not-young, educated, female respondent is a
teacher, and the not-young, not-educated, male respondent is a shopkeeper. The young,
not-educated, female respondent was sixteen year old and not married, and the young,
educated, male respondent was fifteen years old and in the eighth grade. Finally, while the
shopkeeper was the only respondent who did not also give a word list, he was the
storyteller for the Helmand RTT story (see Section 6.1).
In Section 7.3.3, I describe the responses to the four questions by the Durrani
Confederacy respondents.
In Table 51, I give demographic information for respondents from the Eastern
Confederacy. All the respondents were male, and they came from two provinces. In the
first and second row, the demographic information for the nine respondents who came from
Bati Kot District in Nangarhar Province is listed. In the third through the fifth rows, the
demographic information for the fourteen respondents who came from Kunar Province is
listed. In the second through the fifth columns, demographic data is listed. Not-Ed. refers
to not-educated respondents. Demographic information for four Kunar respondents was
mistakenly not recorded. Those respondents are listed in the sixth column under the
column heading ‘other’. All nine Bati Kot respondents came from two groups, while all but
three of the fourteen Kunar respondents came from two groups.
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Table 51. Eastern Confederacy Respondent Demographic Data for Similar and Favorite
Pashto Questions
Region /
Tribe
Bati Kot /
Mohmand
Group

Young

Not Young

Educated

Not Ed.

Educated

Not Ed.

5

1†

1

0

Other
0

Row Region
Total Total
7
9

Bati Kot /
Shinwar
Group

0

0

1

1

0

2

Kunar
Group One

0

0

4

1

0

5

0

0

1

1

4

6

0

0

1

2

0

3

5

1

8

5

4

23

Kunar
Group Two

Kunar
Individuals
Total

† The young, not-educated respondent was twenty and reported that he was in the twelfth
grade, but the researcher judged that he was illiterate.

14

23

The first Bati Kot District group consisted of seven speakers from the Mohmand tribe.
Mohmand is the largest tribe in Nangarhar Province. While the researcher encouraged each
member of the group to respond, the thirty-six-year-old, educated respondent answered
each question, and the other six members always agreed. Since he was the only not-young
member in the group, perhaps other members deferred and honored his age by agreeing; or
perhaps, they all had the same opinion. The researcher felt both were true: younger
respondents gave honor, but they also shared the same opinion. The other group from Bati
Kot District consisted of two elderly (eighty and sixty-two years old) speakers from the
Shinwar tribe. The Shinwar tribe, while different from the Mohmand tribe, is also a
member of the Eastern Confederacy. All nine Bati Kot respondents also gave a word list
(see Section 5.1).
All of the Kunar Province respondents from whom we have demographic information
came from either the Sapi or Mohmand tribes, and none were recorded as young. The
demographic information for four of the respondents from the second group was mistakenly
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not recorded. Besides the two group interviews from Kunar, three not-young speakers were
interviewed as individuals.
In Section 7.3.4, I describe the responses to the four questions by the Eastern
Confederacy respondents.
In Table 52, I give demographic information for non-Wardak respondents from the
Karlani Confederacy. All the respondents were male, and they came from two locations in
separate provinces. In the first through the third rows, the demographic data for the nine
respondents who came from the Khogyani region in Nangarhar Province is listed. In the
fourth and fifth rows, the demographic information for the eight respondents who came
from the Tani region in Khost Province is listed.
Table 52. Non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy Respondent Demographic Data for Similar and
Favorite Pashto Questions
Region
Khogyani –
Group One
Khogyani –
Group Two

Khogyani Individuals
Khost Group
Khost
Individuals
Total

Young
Educated

Not Young

Row Region
Not
Not
Total Total
Educated
Educated
Educated

3

0

0

1

4

2

0

0

1

3

0

0

1

1

2

1

0

1

2

4

0

0

1

3

4

6

0

3

8

17

9

8
17

Seven of the nine respondents from Khogyani were interviewed in two groups. In both
groups, each respondent gave his own response. The other two Khogyani respondents
(both not-young) were interviewed individually. Four of the eight respondents from Khost
came from one group. Each member in the group gave his own response. The other four
Khost respondents were interviewed individually. In Section 7.3.5, I describe the responses
to the four questions by the non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy respondents.
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In Table 53, I give demographic information for respondents from Ghazni Province.
One district in Ghazni Province, that is, Rashidan District, shares a border with Jaghatu
District in Wardak Province. Because the data from Rashidan District differs consistently
from the data in the rest of the province, I give the Rashidan District results separately.
Members of Rashidan District are mostly Hotak Pashtuns. While Hotak is a tribe within the
Ghilji Confederacy, Rashidan Hotaks have established close connections with Wardaks,
particularly those from neighboring Jaghatu District in Wardak Province (Najibullah, p.c.).
They give brides to Jaghatu Wardak men and receive Jaghatu Wardak brides for their men.
Other people from Ghazni consider them to be Wardak. In the first row, demographic
information for the seven Ghazni respondents who were not from Rashidan District is
listed. In the second row, demographic information for the two Rashidan respondents is
listed. One of the nine total respondents was female, and she was not from Rashidan
District. The listing of the female respondent is consistent with the listing from Table 18
(see page 100).
Table 53. Ghazni Individual Respondent Demographic Data for Similar and Favorite Pashto
Questions
Respondent
From Which
Region
Ghazni (NonRashidan
District)
Rashidan
District
Total

Young
Educated

Not Young

Row
Not
Not
Total
Educated
Educated
Educated

4

1

1

0/1

7

0

1

0

1

2

4

2

1

2

9

All the Ghazni respondents were interviewed separately. In Section 7.3.6, I describe
the responses of the nine Ghazni respondents to the four questions.

7.3.2 Wardak Responses
All five Wardak respondents thought that the Pashto spoken within either part or all
four Wardak tribal districts of Wardak Province (see Figure 32 on 170) was the same Pashto
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as their Pashto.122 Three of the five Wardak respondents listed five specific regions outside
the four Wardak tribal areas as places where Pashto was different. These included Ghazni
and Khogyani (the young, educated female respondent) and Paktika Province (the two notyoung respondents), whose members are from the Ghilji Confederacy. The not-young,
female respondent also listed Paktia Province from the Karlani Confederacy. One
respondent (the young, educated male) said that in many regions, Pashtuns speak
differently than in Wardak. The non-educated, male respondent did not know where
different Pashto varieties were spoken.
Three of the five respondents said they had some challenges in understanding different
Pashtos. The young, educated female respondent said that she understood about 80% of
Ghazni (Ghilji) Pashto. The not-young, educated male respondent said that there were
many words from Waziristan that he did not understand. Waziristan is in Pakistan across
the border from Paktika Province. While most of the Waziristan Pashtuns are members of
tribes from the Karlani Confederacy, some are members of tribes from the Ghilji
Confederacy. The Pashto of Waziristan is influenced by Urdu, the Pakistan national
language. The not-young, not-educated, female respondent said that she did not fully
understand either the Pashto spoken in Paktika Province (Ghilji region) or the Pashto
spoken in Paktia Province (Karlani region).
In Table 54, I summarize the Wardak-respondent opinions on sweetest Pashto varieties.
In the first row, the responses of the five respondents who also responded to the entire SQ
are listed. In the second row, the responses from the other five respondents are listed. The
number in parenthesis represents the total number of respondents in that category. Some
respondents listed more than one variety as the sweetest Pashto. Therefore the total
number of responses is greater than the total number of respondents.

122

Two respondents answered that their Pashto was spoken in all Pashtun regions. Perhaps they thought

the question was referring to any form of Pashto.
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Table 54. Wardak Respondent Favorite Pashto Varieties
Division of
Individual
Respondents
Same as Lan.
Use /Attitude
Respon. (5)
Other
Respon. (5)
Total (10)

Sweetest Pashto as Defined by Wardak Members
Kandahar

Wardak

Paktia
from
Karlani

Paktika
from
Ghilji

Standard

4

2

1

1

0

9†

3

2

2

0

1

8

7

4

3

1

1

17†

Total

† One respondent said that all Pashto varieties were his favorite. This increases the total for
row one to nine and the total for row three to seventeen.

Five of the ten respondents said that only one variety was their favorite. Four of those
five said that Kandahar (Southern) Pashto was their favorite, and the other one said that
Wardak was their favorite. He was the young, educated respondent from Chak District. He
emphasized that the Pashto in his valley within Chak was the sweetest. The other five
respondents123 thought that more than one variety was their favorite. One said that both
Kandahar and Wardak Pashtos were sweetest, while the second said that Kandahar,
Wardak, parts of Paktia (non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy region), and the Katawaz region
from Paktika Province (Ghilji Confederacy region) were equally sweet. The third said that
both Kandahar and Standard Pashto were equally sweet, while the fourth said that Wardak
and all Pashto varieties were equally sweet. The fifth thought two varieties (Dzadran and
Khost) from the non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy region were his favorites. Altogether,
seven of the ten respondents (70%) thought that the Kandahar variety was the sweetest
Pashto. In comparison, only four out of ten Wardak respondents (40%) thought that their
variety was sweetest. In addition, two out of ten respondents (20%) thought that other
Karlani Pashtos were sweetest. One of those two listed two non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos as
sweetest. No Eastern Confederacy Pashto or Ghilji Pashto received more than one vote.

123

Here, ‘other’ has a different reference from the ‘other’ respondents that are listed in row two of Table

54.
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In Table 55, I summarize the Wardak respondent opinions on least-sweet Pashto
varieties. This table is similar in format to Table 54.
Table 55. Wardak Respondent Least-Favorite Pashto
Division of
Individual
Respondents
Same as Lan.
Use /Attitude
Respondents
(5)
Other
Respon. (5)
Total (10)

Least Sweet Pashto as Defined by Wardak Members
Other
Karlani

Eastern

Ghilji

Kandahar

No
Answer

Total

3

0

2

0

1

6

0

2

0

1

2

5

3

2

2

1

3

11

No one region received more than 27% (three out of eleven) of the responses for leastsweet Pashto from Wardak respondents. One of the ten Wardak respondents thought that
just Khost Pashto (from the Karlani Confederacy) was the least-favorite, and another listed
both Khost and Dzadran Pashtos (another Karlani variety) as least-sweet. Two other
respondents listed the Pashto that is spoken in the Eastern region (Confederacy) as the
least-sweet Pashto. One of those two was more specific in reporting that Laghman Pashto
was least-sweet.124 One person thought that the Ghilji Pashto of Moqar District in Ghazni
Province was least-sweet, and another respondent said that the Pashto of the capital of
Wardak Province, Maidan Wardak, which is another Ghilji Confederacy region, was the
least-sweet. The young, educated respondent from Chak District thought Kandahar Pashto
was the least-sweet. He was the only Wardak respondent who listed Wardak as their
favorite Pashto and Southern Pashto as their least-favorite Pashto. Since one respondent

124

Laghman Province is geographically associated with the Eastern Confederacy region, but most Laghman

Pashtun residents are members of northern Ghilji Confederacy area tribes (see Section 2.1.3 for the definition of
the northern Ghilji Confederacy area). Since we have not yet administered assessments in Laghman Province,
we cannot be certain which grouping of dialects Laghman Pashto best fits in. Since Laghman Province is very
distant and isolated from Ghazni, the center-point of Ghilji Pashto, I place this response in the Eastern
Confederacy.
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listed two least-favorite Pashtos, there are more responses (eight) than respondents (seven)
who listed a least-favorite variety. Three of the respondents did not list a least-sweet
Pashto variety.

7.3.3 Durrani Confederacy Responses
In Table 56, I summarize the responses to the four questions by the Durrani
Confederacy respondents. In the first row, the responses to the four questions by the
Kandahar respondents are listed. In the second row, the responses to the four questions by
the Helmand respondents are listed.
Table 56. Durrani Confederacy Respondent Attitudes toward Pashto Varieties
Location

Where do
people speak
your variety?

Kandahar
Province
(27)

All Durrani
Confederacy
Regions – 27

Helmand
Province
(4)

Kandahar and
Helmand – 4

Where do people
speak Pashto
differently?
Wardak, other
Karlani Regions –
22
All Regions
outside of Durrani
Confed.– 5
Ghazni, other
Ghilji Regions – 9
Eastern
Confederacy
Regions – 2
Wardak – 3
Eastern – 3
Khost Karlani – 1
Ghazni Ghilji – 1
Kabul – 1

Where do
people speak
the sweetest
Pashto?

Where do
people speak
the least-sweet
Pashto?

Kandahar and
Helmand and
other Durrani
Regions – 27

Wardak – 2
Other Karlani
Regions – 6
Zabul Ghilji
Region – 1
No Answer – 18

Kandahar and
Helmand – 4

Khost Karlani – 1
Do not Know – 1
No Answer – 2

With regard to regions where the same variety is spoken and favorite Pashto variety,
all the Kandahar respondents expressed identical opinions. All respondents considered
Southern Pashto to extend throughout the Durrani region from Herat and Farah Provinces
in the west (see Figure 33 on page 178) to east of Kandahar city, and all the respondents
thought that the Southern Pashto spoken in the Durrani regions was the sweetest Pashto.
While the respondents from group two in Kandahar simply said that the Pashto spoken
in all non-Durrani regions of the country was different, there was some variability in
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answers between groups with regard to regions where different Pashto varieties are spoken.
Some of the groups or individuals within the groups gave more than one answer; therefore,
there are more responses than respondents to this question. Wardak or other Karlani
Confederacy varieties were listed as different by all the members of groups one, three and
four. Three members from group one also said that the Pashtos from Ghazni and
neighboring Zabul within the Ghilji Confederacy were different. Another member from
group one listed two villages within Nad Ali District, a district in Helmand Province, as
different. The majority population in Nad Ali is from the Suleiman Khel tribe, which is a
member of the Ghilji Confederacy. Nad Ali is thus a Ghilji enclave within the Durrani
Confederacy region. In addition, all five respondents from group two said that the people
of Helmand speak a little differently. It was not stated whether they meant the Pashto from
Nad Ali District of Helmand Province or the Southern Pashto that is spoken in most of the
other districts in Helmand Province. If the latter, these would be the first respondents to
voice the opinion of any differences within Southern Pashto. However, I think it was the
former; that interpretation would be consistent with all the other respondents’ opinions that
the Durrani Confederacy members of Helmand Province speak the same variety, Southern
Pashto. For this reason, I include these five mentions among the nine mentions for Ghilji
regions. Recall, that these five members also said the people speak Pashto differently in all
non-Durrani parts of the country. Finally, one respondent from group one and one
respondent from group four listed Eastern Confederacy Pashtos as different.
The Kandahar respondents’ individual comments with regard to understanding nonDurrani Pashtos is revealing. Particularly from group one, there were multiple comments
with regard to difficulty of understanding different Pashtos. One fifty-plus-year-old, noteducated, farmer said that he did not understand the Pashto from Wardak, Ghazni and
Zabul (Ghilji Confederacy region). Another thirty-plus-year-old, not-educated, carpenter
respondent said that he did not understand the Paktia, Khost (Karlani Confederacy regions),
and Kunar (Eastern Confederacy region) varieties. A forty-five-plus-year-old, not-educated,
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farmer said that he did not understand Pashto from other regions when he was traveling.
He did not specify which regions. Members from group four also expressed challenges with
regard to understanding non-Durrani Pashtos. A seventeen year old, eleventh grade student
said that he could not understand the Pashto spoken in Kunar (Eastern Confederacy region).
Another group four respondent said that he did not understand the Pashtos spoken in Khost
in Paktia, and the other eight members quickly agreed. Since none of these group one and
four respondents have ever traveled to non-Durrani regions,125 it is not certain how they
were exposed to these non-Durrani Pashtos. It is worth noting that these comments are
consistent with the results reported in Section 6.3.7, where comprehension abilities were
lower for those who did not have previous contact with the Pashto spoken in another
region. Contrasting with the opinions from respondents from groups one and four, the
respondents from groups two and three said that while there were differences between
Southern Pashto and other varieties, they could understand other Pashtos.
While unanimously having strong positive attitudes toward their own Pashto, only nine
out of the twenty-seven Kandahar respondents listed regions of non-pleasing Pashto. Eight
of those nine respondents listed Wardak (two of the eight) and other Karlani varieties (six
of the eight) as least-sweet.
Similar to the Kandahar respondents, all four Helmand respondents listed the Durrani
Confederacy region as the region where similar Pashtos were spoken. All four also thought
that the Kandahar and Helmand Pashtos were the sweetest. With regard to regions where
people speak Pashto differently, some of the respondents gave more than one answer;
therefore, the number of responses is greater than the number of respondents. While three
of the four Helmand respondents said that Wardak was different and three also said that

125

It is more accurate to say that they reported that they had not previously traveled to non-Durrani regions.
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Eastern varieties126 were different, none of the four reported challenges in understanding
another Pashto variety. They all said that they comprehended the other Pashto varieties.
This opinion contrasts with the challenges-with-comprehension-of-other-Pashtos opinion
that was expressed by some of the Kandahar respondents. It is also true that none of the
four had traveled to other confederacy regions. Only the young, educated, male respondent
listed a least-favorite variety. He said that Khost Pashto was least-sweet.

7.3.4 Eastern Confederacy Responses
In Table 57, I summarize the responses to the four questions by the Eastern
Confederacy respondents. In the first row, the responses to the four questions by the Bati
Kot respondents are listed. In the second row, the responses to the four questions by the
Kunar respondents are listed.

126

One said that the Pashto spoken in Jalalabad city was different; another said that the Pashto spoken in

Nangarhar Province was different; the third said that the Pashtos spoken in Nangarhar and Laghman Provinces
were different. This placement of Laghman within the Eastern Confederacy region is consistent with the
explanation given in Footnote 124 (see page 188).
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Table 57. Eastern Confederacy Respondent Attitudes toward Pashto Varieties
Location

Bati Kot
District in
Nangarhar
Province
(9)

Kunar
Province
(14)

Where do
people speak
your variety?

Where do
people speak
differently?

Nangarhar
Eastern
Regions– 9

Khogyani
(Karlani Pashto
in Nangarhar
Province) – 7
Mohmand – 2
Ghilji Regions
in Nangarhar –
1

Kunar – 3
Other Eastern
Regions – 9
Kandahar – 2

Wardak – 3
Other Karlani
Regions – 11
Kandahar – 7
Logar Ghilji
Region – 5

Where do
people speak
the sweetest
Pashto?

Where do
people speak
the least-sweet
Pashto?

Nangarhar
Mohmand – 7
Shinwar – 1
All Nangarhar –
1

Nangarhar,
Shinwar – 7
No Answer – 2

Eastern – 8
All Pashto – 2
No Answer – 4

Khost and
Paktia Karlani
Regions – 10
Nuristan and
Pashai Regions
– 3†
No Answer – 1

† Pashai is a distinct language and ethnic group (or multiple languages and ethnic groups)
with their members living in Kunar, Nangarhar, and three other Afghan provinces. The
Pashai of Kunar and Nangarhar Province use Pashto as a second language. Nuristan is a
region of multiple languages located to the west of Kunar Province. Many of their members
also speak Pashto as a second language.

All but two of the respondents identified other Eastern Confederacy regions in
primarily Nangarhar and Kunar Provinces as places where the same Pashto is spoken.
Those two other respondents, who were from Kunar, said that the Southern Pashto spoken
in Kandahar was the same. Further investigation would be needed to determine why these
two respondents said Southern Pashto was the same.
Both Bati Kot District group respondents listed only neighboring Pashto varieties as
different. Khogyani, the Karlani region of Nangarhar Province, was listed as ‘a little’
different by the group spokesman and then affirmed by the other six respondents from the
Mohmand group. Consistent with the explanation that was given in Section 3.3.2,
Khogyani Pashto was perceived as different from Mohmand Pashto. The Mohmand group
respondents did not say whether they could understand the Khogyani variety. In addition,
the two respondents from the Shinwar group said that Mohmand Pashto spoken in
Nangarhar Province was ‘a little’ different. The not-educated Shinwar respondent also said
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that the Mohmand Pashto that is spoken in the neighboring Peshawar region of Pakistan is
different. The respondents from the Shinwar group said that even though the Mohmand
Pashto was a little different, they understood it very well. The not-educated Shinwar
respondent emphasized that it is all one Pashto. Finally, the educated Shinwar respondent
also said that the Pashto spoken in Ghilji regions of Nangarhar Province was a little
different but that he understood it.
In contrast to the Bati Kot respondents, the Kunar respondents listed Pashtos from
regions outside of the Eastern Confederacy region as different. The majority (eleven) of
Kunar respondents said that Khost and Paktia Pashtos were different from their Pashtos.
Between three and seven of the respondents also said that Kandahar, Logar (Ghilji region),
and Wardak Pashto varieties were different from their Pashto.127 We do not have data with
regard to whether the Kunar respondents thought they could understand the Pashto
varieties that they listed as different.
Just as all the Durrani Confederacy respondents thought their own Pashto variety was
sweetest, all seventeen128 Eastern Confederacy respondents thought their Pashto was the
sweetest. More specifically, the entire Mohmand group of seven agreed with their notyoung leader that their Mohmand Northern Pashto variety was their favorite. One of the
two Shinwar respondents thought their own Shinwar Northern Pashto was sweetest, and
the other said that all Nangarhar Northern Pashto was his favorite. All eight of the Kunar
respondents who listed a specific variety as their favorite said that Northern Pashto was
their favorite. While further, specific details are not available whether they meant their
Kunar Northern Pashto or all Northern Pashtos were sweetest, there is not any evidence

127

Since some Kunar respondents listed more than one variety as different from their own Pashto variety,

there were more responses (twenty-six) than there were respondents (fourteen) to this question.
128

Four of the twenty-three respondents did not list a most-favorite Pashto, and two said that all Pashtos

were sweet. Thus, only seventeen respondents listed a particular variety as sweetest.
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that the Kunar respondents consider their Northern Pashto as different from any other
Northern Pashto variety.
Within Bati Kot District, there is a difference of opinion on least-favorite Pashto. The
two respondents from the Shinwar group did not report that any Pashto variety was notsweet. In contrast, the entire Mohmand group (seven members) reported that Shinwar
Pashto was least-sweet. Recall, though, that the thirty-six-year-old respondent from the
Mohmand group was the group leader. He offered the negative opinion on Shinwar Pashto
and the others agreed. More research would be needed to determine if this negative
attitude toward Shinwar Pashto is held by a majority of Mohmand Pashto speakers.
Nonetheless, this opinion gives some evidence of variability of attitudes within the Eastern
Confederacy. In contrast, no Durrani Confederacy respondent had a negative opinion
toward another Southern Pashto variety. No Kunar respondent had a negative opinion
toward another Northern Pashto variety. Ten of the fourteen Kunar respondents (71%)
regarded the Karlani Pashtos spoken in Khost and Paktia Province as least-sweet. In
addition, three of the Kunar respondents said that varieties spoken by Pashai and Nuristan
members were least-sweet. I assume the Kunar respondents meant the Pashto spoken by
these non-native Pashto speakers; they did not mean that the Nuristani and Pashai
languages were their least-favorite varieties. I assume this because the question was framed
within a Pashto context: “Where do people speak the least-sweet Pashto?”

7.3.5 Non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy Responses
In Table 58, I summarize the responses to the four questions by the non-Wardak
Karlani Confederacy respondents. In the first row, the responses to the four questions by
the Khogyani respondents are listed. In the second row, the responses to the four questions
by the Khost respondents are listed.
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Table 58. Non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy Respondent Attitudes toward Pashto Varieties
Location

Where do
people speak
your variety?

Where do
people speak
differently?

Khogyani
District in
Nangarhar
Province (9)

Khogyani
Regions – 8
Jalalabad City –
1

Other Khogyani
Villages – 5
Kandahar – 3
Wardak – 1
Kunar– 1
Kabul – 1
Mazar – 1†

Khost
Province,
Tani Tribe
(8)

Tani – 8

Other Karlani
Regions – 5
All Other – 1
No Answer – 2

Where do
people speak
the sweetest
Pashto?
Khogyani – 3
Wardak – 2
Nangarhar – 2
Laghman – 1
Kandahar – 1
All Pashto – 1

Kandahar – 3
Khost – 1
Nangarhar – 1
No Answer – 3

Where do
people speak
the leastsweet Pashto?
Other Khogyani
Villages – 4
Non-Khogyani
Karlani Regions
–1
Kandahar – 1
Paktika (Ghilji)
–1
Kabul – 1
Mazar – 1†
Ghilji Nomads
–6
Khost Tani – 2

† Mazar is a city in the northern region of Afghanistan. Pashtuns from different confederacies
migrated to the north beginning in the late 1800s.

In general, respondents considered only their immediate regions when they answered
the questions with regard to places where people speak the same and different Pashtos.
While eight of the nine Khogyani respondents considered only Khogyani Pashtos that were
near their home village to be the same, five of the nine considered Khogyani Pashtos that
are spoken in neighboring villages to be different.129 Furthermore, while all eight
respondents from the Tani tribe thought no other Pashto was the same as their Tani Pashto,
five of the eight Tani respondents considered other Karlani Pashtos spoken in neighboring
Khost and Paktia provinces to be different. While the respondents acknowledged
differences between varieties in their regions, they consistently said that they could
comprehend the neighboring varieties. The Khogyani respondents said that they could
understand the differing Khogyani Pashtos in their region, and the Tani respondents said
that they could understand the different Pashto varieties in Khost Province and neighboring
Karlani regions.

129

Some Khogyani respondents listed more than one variety as different from their variety; therefore, the

number of responses (twelve) is greater than the number of respondents (nine).
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The physical isolation and mountainous terrain of these regions could argue for a lack
of exposure to Southern and Northern Pashto, and as a result, for relatively few mentions
with regard to differences with these prestige Pashtos. Only three of the nine Khogyani
respondents said that Southern Pashto of Kandahar was different, and only one Khogyani
respondent said that the Northern Pashto of Kunar was different. The latter piece of
information contrasts with the high percentage of Northern Pashto speakers in Bati Kot who
thought that Khogyani Pashto was different. Likely for the Khogyani respondents, the
question triggered a contrast between Khogyani varieties in their minds. One Khogyani
respondent even thought that Jalalabad city Pashtuns spoke the same Khogyani Pashto.
Likely that respondent was referring to Khogyanis who lived in Jalalabad city. Finally, only
one Khogyani respondent thought that Wardak Pashto was different. None of the Khost
respondents listed a prestige variety as being different, and none listed Wardak as being
different. One Khost respondent did say that all other Pashtos were different.
The lack of respondents who said that Wardak Pashto was different from their own
Pashto variety contrasts sharply with the responses from the Durrani Confederacy
respondents (twenty-five out of thirty-one Durrani Confederacy respondents said that
Wardak was different).130 This lack of mentions for Wardak by Khogyani and Tani
respondents has two possible explanations. Either the respondents thought Wardak Pashto
was similar to their variety, or they did not have enough exposure to Wardak to give an
opinion. The fact that none of the seventeen Khogyani and Tani respondents listed Wardak
as similar to their variety argues against the former possible explanation. The separation of
Wardak Province from Khogyani and Khost by Logar Province (see Figure 33 on page 178)
argues for the latter explanation. I present a hypothesis from this lack of exposure in the
last paragraph of this subsection.

130

It only slightly contrasts with the respondents from the Eastern Confederacy who said that Wardak

Pashto was different from their Pashto variety (three out of twenty-three).
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In neither Khogyani, Nangarhar nor Tani, Khost did a majority of respondents consider
their own Pashto variety to be the sweetest. In Khogyani, only three out of nine
respondents (33%) said that their Khogyani Pashto was the sweetest. However, in addition,
two respondents thought Wardak Pashto was the sweetest. Thus, while a majority of
respondents did not consider their own Pashto variety sweetest, five of the nine
respondents (55%) thought that a Karlani Confederacy Pashto was sweetest. Three
Khogyani respondents said the Northern Pashto varieties (in Nangarhar and Laghman131)
were the sweetest, and only one said that Southern Pashto was the sweetest.132 In Khost,
only one of eight respondents (12.5%) said that their own Pashto was the sweetest; in
addition, two out of eight thought that their own variety was least-sweet. In no other
region did Pashtuns have such a low opinion of their own variety. Since three of the eight
Khost respondents said that Southern Pashto was the sweetest, more Tani respondents
favored Southern Pashto over their own Pashto variety.
A majority of Khogyani respondents (55%) considered other Karlani varieties from
outside their immediate region to be least-sweet. Four out of nine (44%) said that other
Khogyani varieties were least-sweet, and one out of nine (11%) listed another Karlani
variety (Waziristan in Pakistan) to be least-sweet. One Khogyani respondent answered the
least-sweet question by saying that Southern Pashto was different. It is not certain whether
he meant not-sweet or simply different. In Khost, six of the eight respondents (75%)
thought that the Ghilji Pashto variety of nomads was the least-sweet. More research is
needed to discover which tribe within the Ghilji Confederacy these nomads belong to. No
speaker from either region said that Northern Pashto was least-sweet.

131

See Footnote 124 on page 188 for my explanation with regard to associating the Pashto spoken in

Laghman Province with the Eastern Confederacy.
132

One Khogyani respondent listed more than one variety as sweetest; therefore, the number of responses

(ten) is greater than the number of respondents (nine).
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The Khogyani and Khost respondents did not share the same perspective when they
answered these questions. The Khogyani respondents’ answers consistently involved
neighboring Khogyani regions in Nangarhar Province, and the Khost respondents’ answers
consistently involved neighboring Karlani regions in Khost and Paktia Province. Each
group of respondents’ answers rarely involved the other Karlani region. This contrasts
sharply with the Durrani Confederacy respondents’ answers, which consistently came from
the perspective of the entire Durrani Confederacy region, and partially with the Eastern
Confederacy respondents’ answers, which mostly came from the perspective of the entire
Eastern Confederacy region. While close to each other in geography, the Khogyani region
in Nangarhar Province and Khost Province are separated from each other by the Pakistan
border region (see Figure 33 on page 178 and Figure 18 on page 65). Based on the pattern
of the respondents’ answers and because of this separation, I conclude the contact levels
between Khogyani and Khost are low. Based on this conclusion, I hypothesize that there is
not a uniform Karlani variety between these two regions. The paucity of mentions (one) by
Khogyani and Tani respondents for Wardak Pashto being either the same or different
combined with the separation of Wardak from the other Karlani tribes by Logar Province
expands the hypothesis to: There is not a uniform Karlani variety involving Wardak and
these two regions. I further expand on the number of Karlani varieties and their lack of a
relation to a unified Karlani variety in Section 8.2.2.

7.3.6 Ghazni Responses
In Table 59, I summarize the responses to the four questions by the Ghazni
respondents. In the first row, the responses to the four questions by the Ghazni (excluding
Rashidan) respondents are listed. In the second row, the responses to the four questions by
the Rashidan respondents are listed.
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Table 59. Ghazni Respondent Attitudes toward Pashto Varieties
Location

Where do
people speak
your variety?

Where do
people speak
differently?

Where do
people speak
the sweetest
Pashto?

All Ghazni
except
Rashidan
(7)

Ghazni – 5
Jalalabad – 1
All of
Afghanistan – 1

Wardak – 3
Other Karlani
Regions – 2
Kandahar – 3
Paktika Ghilji
Region – 2

Kandahar – 3
Paktika Ghilji
Region – 2
Ghazni – 2
Paktia – 1

Rashidan
District (2)

Wardak – 2

Kandahar – 2
Ghazni – 1

Kandahar – 1
Rashidan – 1

Where do
people speak
the least-sweet
Pashto?
Wardak – 4
Other Karlani
Regions – 4
Kandahar – 1
Paktika Ghilji –
1
No Answer – 2
Wardak – 1
Ghazni – 1

Five of the seven Ghazni Province (non-Rashidan) respondents (71%) considered the
Pashto in other Ghazni Province regions as similar to their own Pashto. Since they only
specifically listed regions within Ghazni Province, it can be inferred that the respondents
did not view all Ghilji Pashtos as similar. There are two possible explanations for this:
Either the Ghazni respondents thought other Ghilji varieties were different from their own
variety, or they did not have enough exposure to other Ghilji regions to make a
comparison.
In support of the first explanation, two of the seven respondents said that the Ghilji
Pashto that is spoken in neighboring Paktika Province is different from Ghazni Pashto. The
following piece of reference information may explain why some Ghazni respondents
consider the Pashto spoken in a neighboring province as different:
While aware of their confederacy identity, individual tribes within the
Ghilji Confederacy today identify more with their individual tribe than
with the entire Ghilji Confederacy (Anderson 1983, 124–5).
Since members within the Ghazni tribe identify more with their individual tribe than the
entire Ghilji confederacy, they may subjectively consider the Pashto spoken by members
who, while they are from neighboring regions, come from separate Ghilji tribes as different.
Or perhaps, because of the greater tribal identity, members of each tribe maintain strong
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social networks (see the next section), and over time their individual varieties internally
changed and thus became different from each other.
In support of the second explanation, the Ghilji Confederacy region extends well
beyond Ghazni and Paktika Provinces. Figure 33 (see page 178) shows the Ghilji region
spread over a wide area (though not wider than the Durrani region) from Uruzgan Province
south and west of Ghazni to Nangarhar and Laghman provinces in the East.133 Recall that
in Section 2.1.3, I divided the Ghilji Confederacy into two areas: the Ghazni area, and the
northern Ghilji Confederacy area. The fact that Kabul Province divides the Ghazni area
from the northern area increases the likelihood of a lack of exposure to the northern area.
Because of the lack of exposure to the northern Ghilji Confederacy area, Ghazni
respondents were not able to make a comparison. Therefore, no Pashtos from the Northern
Ghilji Confederacy area were listed as different. More will be said about the relation of
Ghilji Pashto varieties to each other and to other Pashto varieties in Section 8.2.2.
Three of the seven Ghazni (non-Rashidan) respondents thought Wardak Pashto was
different from their Pashto, another two of the seven thought other Karlani varieties (from
Khost and Paktia Provinces) were different. To clarify the relationship between number of
responses and number of respondents, one of the seven (the female respondent) listed both
Wardak and a Karlani Pashto spoken by Dzadran tribal members who live in Khost and
Paktia provinces as different; therefore, while there were five responses listing Karlani
Pashtos as different, only four of the seven respondents (57%) listed Karlani Pashtos as
different. Still, this data supports the claim that Wardak Pashto is different from Ghazni
Pashto (the first research question). Three Ghazni respondents also considered Southern
Pashto to be different. As explained earlier in this paragraph, the number of responses

133

In Section 3.3.2, I explained that it is an open question whether the Nangarhar and Laghman Ghilji

members speak a Ghilji variety. It is possible that they have abandoned the variety from their association by
lineage for the variety from their association by geography (Northern Pashto).
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(ten) is greater than the number of respondents (seven) because some respondents gave
multiple answers.
In addition to expressing opinions on different varieties, the respondents also expressed
opinions on how well they understood those varieties. One of the three respondents who
said that Wardak was different from his Ghazni Pashto, the young, not-educated, male
respondent, also said that Wardak Pashto was difficult to understand. One of the two
respondents who said that the Khost (Karlani) Pashtos were different, a young, educated
male respondent, also said that he comprehended only about 80% of that Khost Pashto.
The female respondent who said that both Wardak and Dzadran (Karlani) Pashtos were
different from her Ghazni Pashto also said that she understood Wardak Pashto but had
difficulty understanding Dzadran Pashto. The third respondent who said that Wardak
Pashto was different said that he fully understood it. Therefore, on three of the five
responses from respondents who said that a Karlani Pashto was different from their Pashto,
there was also an indication of difficulty in understanding that different variety.
Three Ghazni (non-Rashidan) respondents considered Southern Pashto as their favorite
rather than their own Ghazni Pashto. However, two respondents said that Ghazni Pashto
was their favorite, and another two said that the Ghilji Pashto in neighboring Paktika
Province was their favorite. Thus, a combined four respondents considered a Ghilji variety
as sweetest. While most of the respondents considered Southern Pashto and Ghilji Pashtos
the sweetest Pashtos, most of the respondents said that Karlani Pashtos were least-sweet.
Four said that Wardak Pashto was least-sweet, and another four said that non-Wardak
Karlani Pashtos were least-sweet. To clarify the relationship between number of responses
and number of respondents, two of the four respondents who said that Wardak was leastsweet also said that one other Karlani Pashto was least-sweet, and a third said that two
other Karlani Pashtos were least-sweet. Therefore, while there were eight responses listing
a Karlani Pashto as least-sweet, only four of the seven respondents (57%) listed a Karlani
Pashto as least-sweet. One young, educated (up to the twelfth grade) respondent was the
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exception, because he did not think Karlani Pashtos were least-sweet. He thought that
Southern Pashto was the least-sweet and that the Karlani Pashto spoken in Paktia Province
was the sweetest.134 He has not traveled outside of Ghazni Province. Two of the seven
respondents did not list a least-sweet Pashto.
In Rashidan, the results contrast with the other Ghazni responses. Both Rashidan
respondents said that Wardak Pashto was the same. This gives evidence that Rashidan
Hotak Ghilji Pashtuns not only share a common border with Wardak and have close
connections with Wardak members, but they also have acquired and possibly speak Wardak
Pashto.135 Both respondents thought Southern Pashto was different with one (the young) of
the two respondents also saying that Ghazni Pashto was different.
The young Rashidan respondent said that his Pashto that is spoken in Rashidan District
(presumably Wardak Pashto) was sweetest and Ghazni Pashto was least-sweet. The other
respondent, who was not-young, said that Southern Pashto was sweetest while Wardak
Pashto was least-sweet.

7.3.7 Conclusions from Attitudes on Best and Worst Pashto
In Table 60, I summarize the opinions outlined in this section regarding favorite and
least-favorite Pashto varieties. In the second and third columns, the plurality responses for
favorite and least-favorite Pashto are listed. To be listed as a plurality response, at least
40% of the respondents must list that variety. I arbitrarily chose this 40% threshold with
the purpose to preclude the listing of a variety when many varieties are mentioned and
each variety receives only a small percentage of the overall mentions.

134

He also said that the Ghilji Pashto that is spoken in Paktika Province was sweetest.

135

It is also possible that they have just passively acquired Wardak Pashto and do not speak it. The extent

that they have moved into the social network structure of Wardaks (see the next section for a description of
social networks) determines to what extent they also speak Wardak.
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Table 60. Summary of Favorite and Least-Favorite Pashto Varieties by Confederacy
Confederacy

Favorite, Sweetest Pashto

Wardak

Southern

Least-Favorite, Least-Sweet
Pashto
None

Durrani
Confederacy
Eastern
Confederacy
Non-Wardak
Karlani Region

Northern

Ghazni

Southern Pashto / Ghilji Pashto

Wardak and other Karlani
Pashtos

Southern

Karlani Pashtos (Khost and
Paktia)

None

Other Karlani Pashtos / Ghilji
Pashtos
Wardak and other Karlani
Pashtos

Both prestige regions’ respondents considered (near unanimously) their own Pashto the
sweetest. Durrani Confederacy respondents unanimously considered Southern Pashto as the
sweetest Pashto, and Eastern Confederacy respondents unanimously considered at least one
Northern Pashto as the sweetest Pashto. The Eastern Confederacy view that all of their
Northern Pashtos were sweetest is tempered by the group of seven respondents from Bati
Kot who viewed the neighboring Shinwar variety of Northern Pashto as least-sweet. No
non-prestige region considered only their own Pashto as the sweetest Pashto. Wardak
respondents thought Southern Pashto was sweeter than their own. In the non-Wardak
Karlani regions, Southern Pashto also received the most mentions (four out of seventeen
respondents) as the sweetest; however, that percentage (24%) was less than the 40%
threshold. Therefore, no varieties are listed as sweetest for the non-Wardak Karlani region.
In Ghazni, Southern Pashto also received more mentions (three out of seven respondents)
than Ghazni (two) as the sweetest Pashto. But since the Ghilji Pashto of Paktika Province
also received two mentions for being sweet, the combined responses by Ghazni speakers for
Ghilji Pashto being their favorite was also greater than 40%. Thus, Ghazni respondents
viewed both Southern Pashto and Ghilji Pashto as sweetest.
Respondents from all regions except Wardak considered Wardak and other Karlani
Pashtos as least-sweet. Because six of eight respondents from the Tani region of Khost
Province said that the Ghilji Pashto of nomads in the region was least-sweet, the non-
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Wardak Karlani respondents also thought that a Ghilji Pashto was least-sweet. In Wardak,
no variety received more than 27% of the mentions from respondents as being least-sweet.
Neither prestige Pashto (Southern or Northern) were considered least-sweet by a plurality
of respondents from any region. In fact, only three of ninety respondents (3%) overall
considered Southern Pashto as least-sweet. Nine of ninety respondents (10%) overall
considered Northern Pashto as least-sweet. But this number includes the seven Northern
Pashto speaking respondents from the Mohmand region of Nangarhar who considered the
neighboring Northern Pashto that is spoken by Shinwar tribal members (also an Eastern
Confederacy tribe) as least-sweet.
Results from the SQ provide evidence relevant to the four research questions. With
regard to the first question (RQ1), results give some evidence that Wardak Pashto is
different from Ghazni Pashto. Three of seven Ghazni respondents (43%) specifically said
that Wardak Pashto was different from Ghazni Pashto. I use the word ‘specifically’ because
it is possible that respondents did not list every region where they perceived a difference.
If Ghazni speakers were specifically asked whether Wardak Pashto was different from
Ghazni Pashto, then it is possible, and I would predict based on anecdotal evidence, that a
greater percentage (more than 43%) would say yes. Four of the seven Ghazni respondents
also said that Wardak Pashto was least-sweet. The responses of the Wardak respondents are
less conclusive. Only one of five respondents specifically listed Ghazni as a Pashto that is
different, and only one of the seven respondents who gave an answer said that Ghazni
Pashto was least-sweet.
Not only was there evidence for a difference between Ghazni and Wardak Pashto, there
was some evidence of difficulty in comprehension. One of the three Ghazni respondents
who said that Wardak was different also said that Wardak was difficult to understand. In
addition the one Wardak respondent who said that Ghazni Pashto was different also said
that she only understood 80% of Ghazni Pashto.
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But even with possible differences in comprehension between Wardak and Ghazni
Pashto, that fact alone does not make Wardak a separate language. I say this because the
questions on the SQ were framed within a Pashto language context. The questions ask
where people speak a different Pashto variety and if they had trouble comprehending that
variety. No respondent challenged that framing of the ‘different’ Pashto variety question.
Thus no respondent considered another region as a non-Pashtun region. So the SQ
responses give evidence of Wardak being a separate dialect from Ghazni, but not for
Wardak being a different language. In Section 8.1, I define Wardak as a dialect of Pashto.
With regard to the second question (RQ2), since eleven of the seventeen non-Wardak
Karlani respondents considered Pashtos that are spoken in other Karlani regions as
different, there is evidence that Karlani Pashtos differ from one another. In addition, a
plurality of non-Wardak Karlani respondents thought that other Karlani Pashtos were leastsweet. However, only one of the eleven (of the non-Wardak Karlani respondents who said
that Pashtos spoken in other Karlani regions were different) specifically said that Wardak
was different. This gives only slight evidence that Wardak is different from other Karlani
Pashtos. The responses from Wardak also give slight evidence of a difference between
Wardak and other Karlani varieties. One of the five Wardak respondents said both that
another Pashto from a Karlani region (Paktia) was different from Wardak and that she did
not fully understand it. In addition, two of the ten Wardak respondents said that the Pashto
spoken in Khost was least-sweet.
With regard to the third question (RQ3), Wardak is consistently viewed as different
from Southern and Northern Pashto. With regard to the fourth question (RQ4), Southern
and Northern Pashto speakers both viewed their Pashto as different from the other. The
overwhelming positive opinion of both prestige varieties toward the sweetness of their
individual variety provides evidence supporting this conclusion. That is, since Southern
Pashto speakers like Southern Pashto and since Northern Pashto speakers like Northern
Pashto, each must perceive the other variety as different.
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More will be said about Wardak’s relation to other Pashto varieties and the four
research questions in chapter eight.
Southern Pashto is decisively most popular in its home Durrani region, and Northern
Pashto is decidedly most popular in its home Eastern Confederacy region. Since Southern
and Northern Pashtos are prestige varieties, it is not surprising that they are viewed most
favorably by speakers in their home regions. However, only the prestige of Southern
Pashto extends beyond its home region. Southern Pashto is marginally viewed as sweetest
in non-Eastern Confederacy regions. This prestige of Southern Pashto extending beyond its
home region gives evidence justifying its selection as Prestige Standard Pashto (see
Section 3.4).
Not only are Wardak and other Karlani Pashto varieties not viewed most favorably in
their home regions, but different Karlani Pashtos are viewed least favorably in all regions.
This could provide motivation for Wardaks and other Karlani Confederacy members to
abandon their dialect and switch to the more prestigious (even in their home region)
Southern Pashto. The next section examines why (in the case of Wardak) this does not
happen.

7.4 Social Networks
After reviewing data from the Sociolinguistic Questionnaires, the researcher made
follow-up survey trips to Wardak and Kandahar. Using the specially designed Social
Network Questionnaire, we explored the concept of social networks within Pashtun society.
Social networks influence language maintenance in a region and could provide an
explanation for the maintenance of many dialects within Pashto. More specifically, they
could help explain why Wardak maintains a stable position within its territory despite
pressures on its speakers to switch to the more prestigious Southern and Northern Pashto
varieties or even to Educated Standard Pashto.
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Milroy (1987) described in great detail social networks in her seminal work. She states
that “dense, close-knit network structures function as important mechanisms of vernacular
maintenance, with a powerful capacity to resist the social pressures associated with the
standard language” (Milroy 1987, 169). I will define some of the terms used by Milroy.
We applied these concepts to communities to determine whether the communities had
dense, close-knit structures.
The term ‘social network’ refers to the entirety of the inter-personal relationships
formed by an individual or group. A network ‘contact’ is an individual to whom a person is
linked (or tied) by a relationship of some kind. Social networks may be characterized in
several ways. A ‘dense’ network is one in which a high proportion of any given individual’s
network contacts are also contacts of each other. A ‘multiplex’ network is one in which
many of the links between contacts consist of more than one kind of relationship, such as
when a cousin also is related by marriage. A ‘cluster’ refers to a significant subset of a
network within which density is high. A ‘territorially-based’ network is one where the
boundaries of the network coincide largely with the boundaries of a physical locality, such
as a village or a district.
Milroy shows how a dense, multiplex, territorially-based network leads to the enforcing
of local linguistic norms, and thus to the maintenance of a non-standard variety of speech
in the face of pressure from a widely-accepted standard variety. Milroy’s research focuses
on the maintenance of dialectal norms in the presence of a standard variety of that
language. Using the specially designed Social Network Questionnaire, we explored social
networks among the Wardaks. In the remainder of this section, I describe the respondents,
then the results, and finally make conclusions.

7.4.1 Respondents to Social Network Questionnaire
The researcher administered the Social Network Questionnaire test in both Wardak and
Kandahar. We wished to compare the social network structures between the capital of the
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Durrani Confederacy region where Prestige Standard Pashto, that is, Southern Pashto, is
spoken and Wardak.
In Table 61, I present the demographic data of the Wardak and Kandahar speakers who
responded to the Social Network Questionnaire. In the second row, demographic data for
the Wardak respondents is listed. They were interviewed individually and are the same five
who gave opinions on their favorite and least-favorite Pashtos. Their demographic data is
also presented in the second row in Table 49 (see page 179) and described in the paragraph
that follows that table. In the third row, the demographic data for the Kandahar
respondents is listed.
Table 61. Male Respondent Demographic Data from Social Network Questionnaire
Respondent Location

Young
Educated

Wardak

2

Total

3

Kandahar

Not Young

Total
Not
Not
Educated
Educated
Educated

1

0

1

2

6

12

5

1

8

17

5

0

5

In contrast to the Wardak respondents who all took part in individual interviews, the
twelve Kandahar respondents took part in three group interviews, representing eleven
respondents and one individual interview. The one Kandahar resident who was
interviewed individually was young and educated. He was the only educated respondent.
Half of the twelve respondents were young, and half were not-young. The first group had
five respondents with one young and four not-young members. The second group had four
respondents with two young and two not-young members. The third group had two young
members. The researcher asked each member of a group to respond and did not allow one
group member to become a spokesman.

7.4.2 Wardak Social Network Questionnaire Results
Wardak respondents answered questions relating to social networks uniformly. In
Table 62, I summarize their answers and relate each question to a social network concept.
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In the first and second columns, the question and response are listed; in the third column,
the social network indicator is listed.
Table 62. Wardak Responses to Social Network Questions
Question

Response

Do all your friends know each other?
Do all your family members know
each other?
Do you have more than one
relationship with the same person?

yes

Social Network
Indicator
Dense Network

yes

Dense Network

yes

Multiplex Network

Can a wife be given to another tribe?

no

Can a wife be taken from another
tribe?
Do all village members know each
other?
Do you know everyone in the next
village?
Do you know everyone in the
district?

no

Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network

yes
no
no

Do you know everyone in the tribe?

no

Among the Wardak respondents, all their friends know each other well, and in the
same manner, all family members know each other well. For example, each of one
respondent’s friends know each other. Using Milroy’s terminology, their networks are
dense. Each respondent had more than one relationship with the same person. Again using
Milroy’s terminology, their networks are multiplex. None gave their wives to another tribe,
and none married wives from another tribe: All marriages are between Wardaks.136 This
gives evidence of a territorially-based network. The respondents knew everyone in the
same village, but not everyone in the next village or the entire district. Since the researcher
estimated that average village populations are about eight hundred (see Section 1.3), for all
or most village members to know each other is amazing and strong evidence of a
territorially-based network.

136

An exception to this is the Hotak Ghilji Pashtuns from Rashidan District in Ghazni Province. They give

and receive wives from Wardaks, particularly those from neighboring Jaghatu District (see Section 7.3.1). It
could more accurate to say these Hotaks have become Wardaks.
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Summarizing this subsection, the respondents give evidence that members of the
Wardak community are part of a dense, multiplex, territorially-based social network.

7.4.3 Kandahar Social Network Questionnaire Results
Kandahar respondents also answered questions relating to social networks uniformly.
In Table 63, I summarize their answers and relate each question to a social network
concept. In the first and second columns, the question and response are listed; in the third
column, the social network indicator is listed.
Table 63. Kandahar Responses to Social Network Questions

Do all your friends know each other?
Do all your family members know
each other?
Do you have more than one
relationship with the same person?

yes

Social Network
Indicator
Dense Network

yes

Dense Network

yes

Multiplex Network

Can a wife be given to another tribe?

no

Can a wife be taken from another
tribe?
Do all village members know each
other?
Do you know everyone in the next
village?
Do you know everyone in the
district?

no

Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network
Territorially-Based
Network

Question

Response

yes
no
no

Do you know everyone in the tribe?

no

Similar to findings for Wardak respondents, all friends and family members knew each
other. Each respondent had more than one relationship with the same person. One
respondent said that his tribe (Barakzai) only gave and took wives within the tribe. The
others in general said that wives could only be given within the Durrani Confederacy. One
group said they could give a wife to or take a wife from the Kakar tribe, a Gharghukht tribe
who migrated to Baluchistan Province in Pakistan, which is south of Kandahar Province.
Like Kandahar residents, they speak Southern Pashto. Another group said they could give a
wife to another tribe outside of the Durrani confederacy if they were good people, but in
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practice they only know of one occasion where that happened. The final group said it
would very unlikely that a wife could be given or taken from another confederacy. All
village members knew each other, but similar to Wardak, that did not extend to the next
village or the entire district.
The Kandahar responses to the first three and the last four questions, being identical to
those in Wardak, gives evidence of a dense, multiplex social network. Since the responses
to the two questions relating to wives and another tribe are only slightly different from
those of the Wardaks, they also indicate that the Kandahar (Durrani Confederacy) social
networks are territorially based networks.137

7.4.4 Conclusion from Social Network Data
Milroy showed the correlation between a dense, multiplex, territorially based social
networks and language maintenance. Individuals who interact almost exclusively within
close-knit communities tend to share common communicative preferences and to exert
pressure on others in their network to follow the same norms. Thus, there are strong
sociolinguistic forces at work which promote non-standard speech varieties and enforce
uniformity within the group (Abbess et al. 2005, 59).
Since the Southern Pashto that is spoken in Kandahar is one form of Standard Pashto,
these network pressures are not required to maintain their prestige dialect. However,
Wardak is neither a prestige dialect nor is it a standard dialect. Its members face pressures
to conform to the more prestige varieties. The Wardak tribe’s dense, multiplex,
territorially-based social networks explain the strength of the Wardak dialect. While more
Wardak respondents felt Southern Pashto sweet or pleasing, no Wardaks are abandoning
their dialect. The strength of the Wardak social network serves to maintain Wardak Pashto.

137

The uniformity and consistency in findings involving Wardak and Kandahar respondents conforms to

my (the primary investigator’s) findings through observations based on my field experience.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
Having described results from Word List, Recorded Text Testing (RTT), and
Sociolinguistic (SQ) assessments, I now relate those results to the four research questions
and then relate the answers from the four research questions to the three defining purposes
of the thesis. In the first chapter, I defined the three defining purposes of this thesis,
involving Wardak’s relation to other Pashto varieties and Wardak’s need for development.
Then in chapter two, four research questions resulted from proposing four historical Pashto
varieties. In chapter three, I defined three different standard Pashto varieties: Educated
Standard Pashto, Regional Standard Pashto, and Prestige Standard Pashto. The three
standard Pashtos are most influenced by Southern and Northern Pashto, the two prestige
varieties. In chapters four through seven, I described results from the three research
assessments. Results from these assessments help answer the four research questions which
in turn lead to conclusions regarding the three defining purposes of this thesis, namely:


Is Wardak simply a dialect of Afghan Pashto, or is there evidence that Wardak is a
separate language in need of its own development?



Can all the distinctives within Afghan Pashto be captured in three dialects? In four?



Does Wardak Pashto, which is acquired in the home, along with the various forms of
Standard Pashto meet all the language needs of Wardak members? If not, what type
of development would benefit Wardak members?

For convenience, I present summary figures and tables from the three assessments.
Information in these figures and tables are referred to throughout this chapter. In Table 64
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(from Table 22 on page 104), the lexical similarity relations involving Wardak and the
prestige varieties are shown.
Table 64. Lexical Similarity Summary
Kandahar City
95 Helmand
90 92 Wardak
89 89 94 Bati Kot District, Nangarhar
89 87 90 94 Jalalabad City, Nangarhar
The lexical similarity between Wardak and both prestige varieties and between the two
prestige varieties is greater than or equal to 89%.
In Figure 34 (from Figure 29 on page 138), the relationships involving comprehension
from RTT assessments between Wardak and the other Pashto varieties are shown.

Figure 34. Asymmetric RTT Relationships between Wardak and other Pashto Varieties
The relationships involving comprehension between Wardak respondents and respondents
from other Pashto varieties are asymmetric. In general, Wardak respondents
comprehended stories from other Pashto varieties, but respondents from other regions had
challenges in comprehending the Wardak story.
In Figure 35 (from Figure 30 on page 142), the relationship involving comprehension
from RTT assessments between the two prestige Pashto varieties is shown.
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Figure 35. Comparison of Comprehension between Prestige Pashto Regions
The Eastern Confederacy respondents understood the Southern Pashto stories above the
threshold level of comprehension; however, the Durrani Confederacy respondents only
understood the Northern Pashto story at a level between the upper and lower levels of the
threshold of comprehension.
In Table 65 (from Table 60 on page 204), the summary opinions of respondents from
each confederacy with regard to favorite and least-favorite Pashto varieties are shown.
Table 65. Summary of Favorite and Least-Favorite Pashto Varieties by Confederacy
Confederacy

Favorite, Sweetest Pashto

Wardak

Southern

Least-Favorite, Least-Sweet
Pashto
None

Durrani
Confederacy
Eastern
Confederacy
Non-Wardak
Karlani Region

Northern

Ghazni

Southern Pashto / Ghilji Pashto

Wardak and other Karlani
Pashtos

Southern

Karlani Pashtos (Khost and
Paktia)

None

Other Karlani Pashtos / Ghilji
Pashtos
Wardak and other Karlani
Pashtos

The prestige varieties were the overwhelming choice within their own regions for favorite
Pashto variety. Only the prestige of Southern Pashto extended beyond its home region.
Wardak and other Karlani Pashtos were not the favorite in any region, and they were the
least favorite Pashto variety in all non-Wardak regions.
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In the first section, I show that Wardak is a dialect within Afghan Pashto; it is not a
separate language.

8.1 Wardak – Dialect within Afghan Pashto
The Ethnologue (Lewis 2013) lists two criteria for including two varieties in the same
language. Two varieties are typically part of the same language if speakers of each variety
have inherent understanding of the other variety.138 Where spoken intelligibility is
marginal, but a common variety exists which both can understand, then the two varieties
can still be considered as part of the same language. To help evaluate if Wardak is part of
Pashto, I apply these two criteria by comparing Wardak to the two prestige varieties.
Stated another way, I answer the third research question:
In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Wardak different from
Southern and Northern Pashto?
I compare Wardak to Southern and Northern Pashto, using the results from the three
research assessments.
Results from the Word List assessment show that Wardak and the prestige dialects are
lexically similar. The similarity between Wardak and Southern Pashto was 91% and the
similarity between Wardak and Northern Pashto was 92%. These results are both well
above the lexically-similar threshold of between 60% and 80%.
Results from the Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SQ) assessment give evidence that
Wardak is different from Southern Pashto. Twenty-five out of the thirty-one Durrani
Confederacy respondents identified Wardak and other Karlani varieties as different. One
respondent in particular said that he did not understand Wardak speakers. Fewer Eastern
Confederacy respondents specifically identified Wardak as a different variety. The closer
proximity of Kandahar to Wardak in comparison with Jalalabad to Wardak could explain
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An exception would be if the members of each variety had distinct ethno-linguistic identities. In that

case, the two varieties could be considered as different languages.
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this difference. Recall that Bati Kot respondents only listed Pashtos in their immediate
region as different from their own Pashto. Respondents from Kunar listed Pashtos from
regions further away as different, and three of those Kunar respondents said that Wardak
was different. I predict that more Eastern Confederacy respondents would have answered
yes if they were specifically asked if Wardak Pashto was different from their Pashto.
Further evidence can be seen in that five of the eight Eastern Confederacy RTT respondents
and both of the Durrani Confederacy RTT respondents said that Wardak Pashto was very
different in their responses to the follow-up questions.
The evidence from SQ assessments, though, only indicates a difference between
Wardak and the prestige varieties within Pashto, and does not indicate that Wardak is a
separate language. Recall that the questions involving same and different varieties were
framed within a Pashtun context. The researcher asked where people spoke a different
Pashto variety. He did not ask where people spoke a different language. None of the
respondents objected to this question. That means the answers they gave reflected their
opinion that the so-named varieties were different varieties, but still Pashto varieties. Thus,
results from SQ assessments give evidence that Wardak is a different Pashto variety from
the prestige varieties.
Results from the Recorded Text Testing (RTT) assessment are a little more complex.
Asymmetric relationships were present in comprehension levels between Wardak speakers
and speakers from the two prestige regions. In general Wardaks comprehended Southern
and Northern Pashto, while speakers from the two prestige regions had some challenges in
comprehending the Wardak Pashto. The greater contact levels that Wardak respondents
had with the prestige regions in comparison to the contact levels that respondents from the
prestige varieties had with Wardak is a leading explanation for this asymmetric
relationship. Negative attitudes toward Wardak, resulting in a lack of motivation to
understand Wardak, along with the lack of a felt need to understand Wardak Pashto are
also contributing factors; greater innovation is another possible contributing factor.
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Respondents from the prestige regions who had previous contact with Wardaks
understood the Wardak story better than respondents who did not have previous contact
with Wardaks. The only Eastern Confederacy respondent who had extensive previous
contact with Wardaks exemplifies this relation. He scored the highest (89%) of any of the
Eastern Confederacy respondents on the Wardak story. He gives a specific example for the
general relation of greater comprehension of Wardak Pashto because of greater previous
contact. This relation gives evidence that Wardak can be acquired through exposure over
time and does not need to be actively learned. Thus, the greater-comprehension-throughprevious-contact relationship gives additional evidence that Wardak is a variety within
Pashto and not a separate language.
Beyond the evidence that Wardak can be acquired through exposure, the Wardak
respondent portion of the asymmetric relationship in comprehension provides one more
piece of evidence that Wardak is a Pashto variety. This additional piece of evidence relates
to the second criterion for including two varieties in the same language. Since Wardak
respondents understood the stories from the prestige regions, the prestige varieties of
Southern and Northern Pashto provide common varieties for communication between
Wardaks and prestige variety speakers. Furthermore, Southern and Northern Pashto
influence the standard Pashto varieties. Since many Wardak speakers can understand the
prestige varieties, there is evidence that many Wardak speakers can understand the three
standard Pashtos. The standard Pashto varieties thus provide a common variety for
communication between Wardak speakers and speakers of other Pashto varieties.
Therefore, since there are common varieties for communication between Wardaks and
Pashtuns from other regions, RTT assessments give further evidence that Wardak is not a
separate language; it is a variety of Pashto.
In combination, Word List, SQ, and RTT assessments give evidence with regard to both
the third research question and the first defining purpose; namely, that while Wardak is
different from the prestige Pashto varieties, it is not a different language. Thus, Wardak is
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a dialect within Pashto. It is only a question whether Wardak is dialect of Central-Ghilji
Pashto, which in turn is a dialect of Pashto; or whether Wardak is a dialect of Karlani
Confederacy Pashto, which in turn is a dialect of Pashto; or whether Wardak is a direct
dialect of Pashto. In the next section, I answer the other three research questions, and
based on those results, I hypothesize that Wardak is a direct dialect of Pashto.
I said that many Wardak speakers can understand the prestige varieties, but this may
not be true for all Wardak speakers. The vast majority of data involving comparisons
between Wardak and the prestige varieties was from men. While many men, particularly
those who have traveled to other regions or who are educated, can understand the prestige
varieties, it is an open question whether women can also understand the prestige varieties.
Similarly, it is an open question whether Wardak, uneducated men who have not traveled
to other regions can understand the prestige varieties. I talk about the language
development needs of Wardaks who lack access to the prestige and standard Pashtos in
Section 8.4.
Since it is true that Wardak is not a separate language, we can conclude that Wardak
Pashto does not need significant language development. However, we cannot conclude that
all of the language needs of its speakers are met. It is an open question whether the
language needs of Wardaks are met by the existing form of Wardak and the three standard
Pashtos. Are all the needs for communication between Wardak and other Pashtuns met?
Are the needs for health care information and farming and other occupation information
along with government communication and information met? Are the needs for education
and access to the world outside of Wardak met? Asked another way, would Wardak
speakers benefit from a limited language development of Wardak Pashto? In Sections 8.3
through 8.5, I address these questions.
In the next section, I review assessment results that provide input to help answer the
second defining question:
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Do three varieties capture the distinctions within Afghan Pashto? Do
four?

8.2 Other Research Questions
As a review from Section 1.5, linguists have historically divided Pashto into three
dialects: Southern-Kandahar, Eastern-Jalalabad, and Central-Ghilji. I described the
association between the Southern-Kandahar dialect and Southern Pashto of the Ethnologue
as well as between the Eastern-Jalalabad dialect and Northern Pashto of the Ethnologue.
For now, I assert that Southern and Northern Pashto are distinct dialects of Pashto. For
reasons of flow in the presentation of my conclusions, I present evidence with regard to the
classification of Southern and Northern Pashto in Section 8.2.3.
The Central-Ghilji dialect includes both Ghazni Pashto and Wardak Pashto; however,
Wardak Pashto is often perceived as different from Ghazni Pashto. To resolve this problem,
I hypothesized four historical Pashto varieties in Section 2.3. I associated Historical Ghilji
Confederacy Pashto with the Ghazni Pashto that is currently spoken and Historical Karlani
Confederacy Pashto with the Wardak Pashto that is currently spoken. As described in
Section 2.3, three possible relations exist between the Historical Karlani Confederacy
Pashto and the Wardak Pashto that is spoken today: the united relation, the divergent
relation, and the divided relation. For convenience, Figure 12 (from page 44), showing the
three possible relations, is presented again as Figure 36.
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Figure 36. Possible Relations Involving Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto
Recall that in the divided relation, Wardak Pashto would be significantly affected
through contact with a neighboring non-Karlani variety, such as Ghazni Pashto. As a result
of the contact, Wardak Pashto would take on the form of Ghazni Pashto, or stated another
way, become similar to Ghazni Pashto.
I use the results from assessments with respect to the first research question to discover
whether the relationship between Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto and the Wardak
Pashto that is spoken today is divided or not divided. The first research question involves a
comparison between Wardak Pashto and Ghazni Pashto:
Is Wardak Pashto different from Ghazni Pashto?
In the first subsection, I summarize the results from assessments with regard to the first
research question.

8.2.1 At least Four Pashto Varieties
Results from both RTT and the SQ assessments give evidence that Wardak is different
from Ghazni Pashto. With regard to RTT, the relationship between the Wardak and Ghazni
respondents’ comprehension of the story from the other region was moderately asymmetric.
The comprehension of Wardak Pashto by Ghazni respondents was midway between the
upper and lower thresholds of comprehension. One possible reason for this moderately
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asymmetric relationship is greater contact with Ghazni by Wardak speakers in comparison
to the contact level with Wardak by Ghazni speakers. A second possible reason is negative
attitudes of Ghazni speakers toward Wardak, resulting in a lack of motivation to understand
Wardak, along with the lack of a felt need to comprehend Wardak by Ghazni speakers. A
third possible reason is greater innovation by Wardak Pashto. Not only did the quantitative
comprehension results on the Wardak story indicate differences between the two varieties,
but all four Ghazni speakers from whom we have recorded responses to the RTT follow-up
questions on the Wardak story qualitatively said that this Pashto was very different.
However, the five Wardaks who responded to the Ghazni story did not give confirming
evidence: They did not feel so strongly that Ghazni Pashto was different from their Pashto.
With regard to SQ assessments, three out of seven Ghazni respondents said that
Wardak Pashto was different. Further evidence that Ghazni speakers view Wardak as
different is seen in the fact that four out of seven Ghazni respondents said that Wardak
Pashto was their least-favorite. The strength of the SQ results plus RTT responses from
Ghazni speakers gives evidence that Wardak Pashto is indeed a different variety from
Ghazni Pashto.
Since Wardak Pashto is different from Ghazni Pashto, there is no evidence that Wardak
Pashto has been significantly affected through contact with Ghazni. Thus, there is not
evidence for the divided relation between Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto and the
Wardak Pashto that is spoken today. Stated another way, Wardak and Ghazni are separate
dialects today, and there are at least four Pashto dialects (Southern, Northern, Ghazni, and
Wardak).
Since the relationship between Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto and the Wardak
Pashto of today is not the divided relation, it is either the united relation or the divergent
relation. In Figure 37, the two possible relations are shown.
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Figure 37. Remaining Possible Relations Involving Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto
In this figure, the divided relation has been removed, and the united and divergent
relations remain.
Recall that in the united relation, the Karlani Pashtos would remain similar to each
other, and a uniform variety would exist that all speakers could understand. In the
divergent relation, the Karlani Pashtos would have diverged to such a degree that no
common variety would exist today. The second research question helps determine the
relationship. It involves a comparison between Wardak Pashto and the other-Karlani
Confederacy Pashto varieties:
Within Karlani Confederacy Pashto, is Wardak Pashto different from the
non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy varieties?
In the second subsection, I summarize the results from assessments with regard to the
second research question.

8.2.2 At least two Karlani Varieties
The low comprehension of Wardak by non-Wardak Karlani Pashto speakers in RTT
assessments gives evidence that Wardak is different from the other Karlani Pashtos. NonWardak Khogyani Karlani respondents understood the Wardak story only at the lower
threshold of comprehension. In addition, all three Khogyani respondents said that the
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Wardak Pashto from the RTT story was very different from their Pashto. Similarly, all but
one of the Wardak respondents to the other Karlani stories said that the Pashto in those
stories was different from Wardak Pashto.
Evidence from SQ assessments was less conclusive although about 20% of the nonWardak respondents said the Wardak was different. Two of the nine Khogyani respondents
considered Wardak Pashto to be different, although in contrast with negative opinions
toward Wardak from other regions, two respondents said it was their favorite Pashto.
Perhaps that gives slight evidence for the filial link between Khogyani and Wardak, namely,
while Pashtuns from other confederacies consider Wardak Pashto to be not-sweet,
Khogyanis consider their brotherly Wardak Pashto to be sweet.
Two of the five Wardak respondents who listed a different variety on the SQ
assessment said that another Karlani variety was different. One of the two said Khogyani
Pashto was different, and the other said that the Pashto in Paktia was different. Two of the
ten Wardak respondents who listed a least-sweet Pashto chose Pashtos from Khost and
Paktia. However, consistent with the filial opinions of the non-Wardak Karlani
respondents, two of the ten said that Khost and Paktia Pashtos were their favorite. It is
possible that more Karlani respondents would have answered yes if they were specifically
asked if Pashtos that are spoken by Karlani members from separate regions were different
from their Pashto.
Not only are Karlani varieties different, but there is not a common variety between all
of them. In Section 7.3.5, I explained that Khogyani and Khost respondents only listed
Pashtos from their neighboring regions as different from their Pashto. Khogyani
respondents only listed neighboring Khogyani Pashtos as different, and Khost respondents
only listed other Khost and Paktia Pashtos as different. The isolation of Khogyani from
Khost that results from the Pakistan border dividing the two regions explains this lack of
naming Pashtos from the other Karlani regions as different. This isolation gives evidence to
the lack of a common variety between Khogyani and Khost speakers. In addition, the
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isolation of many Khost and Paktia tribes in the mountains gives additional evidence for the
lack of a common variety between them. The immediate region surrounding Gardez is an
exception. Recall that Gardez is an economic and business center for the region. Likely,
there is a uniform variety in Gardez for its immediate region. I argued in Section 6.3.8 that
Wardaks have greater contact with Gardez residents than Gardez residents have with
Wardaks (see Table 45 on page 163). However, while Wardaks are motivated by economic
reasons to visit Gardez, the Wardak region is isolated from Khost and Paktia provinces
because Logar Province (where Ghilji Confederacy tribal members reside) is between
Wardak and these regions, and it is isolated from the Khogyani region by mountains.
Because of this isolation, it is unlikely that there is a common variety between Wardak and
the other Karlani varieties.
Therefore, I hypothesize that the relationship between Historical Karlani Confederacy
Pashto and Wardak and the other Karlani Pashtos that are spoken today is not the united
relation: Rather, it is the divergent relation. In Figure 38, this relation is shown.

Figure 38. Divergent Relation between Historical Karlani Confederacy Pashto and Wardak
Pashto
In this figure, the united relation has been removed. The three rectangles below the
divergent relation indicator signify multiple Karlani Pashto varieties. Not only are varieties
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spoken by Karlani Confederacy members different from each other, there is not a common
variety between all of them.
In the next paragraph, I conclude that Wardak is not a dialect of Karlani Confederacy
Pashto which in turn would be a dialect of Pashto, but that Wardak is a direct dialect of
Pashto. However, that conclusion cannot be regarded as certain, because many
assumptions have gone into that conclusion. Recall that in Section 2.3, I hypothesized four
historical Pashto varieties based on relationships among the Pashtun tribes. I used that
hypothesis to group research data, and then I made conclusions based on those groupings of
data. It is an open question whether my original hypothesis of four historical Pashto
varieties is correct. Further data is needed to test that original hypothesis.
Based on my hypothesis that the relationship between Historical Karlani Pashto and the
Wardak Pashto that is spoken today is divergent, I conclude that Wardak is distinct from
the other Karlani Pashtos and is a direct dialect of Pashto. In Figure 39, the relationship
between Pashto varieties is shown delineating the difference between Wardak and other
Karlani varieties. The line from the Pashto rectangle to the Wardak rectangle signifies that
Wardak is a dialect of Pashto separate from the other Karlani Pashtos. The two lines from
the Pashto rectangle to the other Karlani-varieties rectangle signify that there may be more
than one non-Wardak Karlani variety.

Figure 39. Multiple Karlani Pashtos
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Not only are Southern and Northern Pashto distinct dialects of Afghanistan Pashto, but
based on my analysis, Wardak is also a distinct dialect of Afghanistan Pashto. The line
from the Pashto rectangle to the Wardak rectangle signifies that Wardak is a dialect of
Pashto. The two lines from the Pashto rectangle to the other Karlani-varieties rectangle
signify that the number of non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos is not known. There may be one or
more than one. Furthermore, there may be a Karlani Confederacy Pashto with a common
form in the Gardez region, or there may just be individual non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos. I
describe and refine the relationship between Ghilji Confederacy varieties and Ghazni Pashto
later in this subsection. I also describe and refine the relationship between the prestige
varieties, that is, Southern and Northern Pashto, and Karlani and Ghilji varieties in
Section 8.2.4.
It is even possible that some of the non-Wardak Karlani varieties are not Pashto
dialects but close to separate languages in need of their own significant development. That
classification could hinge on how well non-Wardak Karlani speakers comprehend the
prestige and standard Pashto varieties. This is an item for future research, and I discuss it
further in Section 8.2.6.
Results from the SQ assessments give evidence that the Pashto spoken in Ghazni city
and the surrounding Ghazni Province is different from other Pashtos spoken in the Ghazni
area of the Ghilji Confederacy.139 Since the majority (71%) of the Ghazni respondents listed

only the Pashto that is spoken in their province as similar to their Pashto, I inferred that the
Ghazni respondents did not view all Ghilji-region Pashtos as similar. The fact that two of
the seven respondents specifically said that the Pashto spoken by Ghilji members from
neighboring Paktika Province was different strengthens my inference. However, it is an
open question whether a common Ghazni area variety exists between speakers of the
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In this paragraph, I focus on the Ghazni area from the Ghilji Confederacy (multiple provinces south of

Kabul; see Section 2.1.3 for the definition of the two Ghilji Confederacy areas). At the end of this subsection, I
discuss the northern Ghilji Confederacy area.
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Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy. On the one hand, prior research gives a little
evidence for the lack of a common variety. As I reported in Section 7.3.6, while aware of
their confederacy identity, members in individual tribes within the Ghilji Confederacy
today identify more with their own tribe than with the entire Ghilji Confederacy (Anderson
1983, 124–5). Based on the lack of a strong confederacy identification, there may not be the

need for a common variety within the Ghazni area of the confederacy. On the other hand,
there are not anecdotal reports of wide differences between the Pashto spoken in Ghazni and
the Ghilji Pashtos spoken in neighboring provinces (Uruzgan, Zabul, Paktika, and Logar).
Thus, based on comprehension, there is not strong evidence for the lack of a common variety.
Unfortunately, there is not assessment data involving non-Ghazni Province speakers from
the Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy.140 Therefore, it is not certain whether a common
Ghazni area variety exists. Because of this uncertainty, it is not certain whether Ghazni
Pashto is a dialect of Ghilji Confederacy Pashto which in turn is a dialect of Pashto or
whether it is a direct dialect of Pashto. More will be said with regard to this unresolved
question in Section 8.2.6.
In Figure 40, the refined relationship between Pashto varieties is shown, delineating
the possible difference between Ghazni and other Ghilji varieties. The broken line from the
Pashto rectangle to the Ghazni rectangle signifies that Ghazni Pashto may be different from
the other Ghilji Pashtos. The two broken lines from the Pashto rectangle to the otherGhilji-varieties rectangle signify that there may be more than one non-Ghazni Ghilji
variety.141
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Recall that the Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy extends over six provinces. It was given the name

Ghazni area because Ghazni city is its center-point.
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In this figure, the Ghazni rectangle label just refers to the Pashto spoken in Ghazni Province, and not the

entire Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy. The other-Ghilji-varieties rectangle label refers to the other
varieties within the Ghazni area of the Ghilji Confederacy. This label could also refer to the northern-GhiljiConfederacy-area varieties. This depends on whether speakers from the northern Ghilji area have abandoned
their Ghilji variety for Northern Pashto. I examine this in the first full paragraph following the figure.
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Figure 40. Multiple Ghilji Pashtos
The common point on the Pashto rectangle for the broken lines connecting the Pashto
rectangle to the Ghazni and the other-Ghilji-varieties rectangles signifies that Ghazni and
the other Ghilji varieties may be direct dialects of Pashto or they may be dialects of Ghilji
Confederacy Pashto, which in turn would be a dialect of Pashto. The two broken lines from
the Pashto rectangle to the other-Ghilji-varieties rectangle signify that the number of other
Ghilji Pashtos is not known. There may be one or more than one. As stated previously, I
describe and refine the relationship between the prestige varieties, that is, Southern and
Northern Pashto, and Karlani and Ghilji varieties in Section 8.2.4.
Finally, I briefly examine evidence with regard to the Pashtos spoken by members of
the northern Ghilji Confederacy area. Recall that this region extends from the northern
part of Kabul Province to Nangarhar Province. In lineage, these Pashtuns align with the
Ghilji Confederacy, but in geography they align with the Eastern Confederacy. I said in
Section 3.3.2 that it is an open question whether the Pashto spoken by members of this
region shares more with Pashtos spoken by Ghazni area members of the Ghilji Confederacy
or with Pashtos spoken by Eastern Confederacy members. Said another way, have the
northern Ghilji Confederacy area speakers maintained their varieties in the face of pressures
from the nearby and more prestigious speakers of Northern Pashto? One Kandahar
respondent gives evidence in support of Ghilji speakers maintaining their Ghilji varieties.
On the SQ assessment, he identified two villages in Nad Ali District in Helmand Province as
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places where the Pashto that is spoken is different from Southern Pashto. Members of these
two villages come from a Ghilji tribe. In this case, speakers from a minority Ghilji region
have maintained their variety142 in the face of the surrounding and very prestigious
Southern Pashto. One respondent from Nangarhar Province in the Eastern Confederacy
region gives more direct evidence in support of northern Ghilji area speakers maintaining
their Ghilji varieties. On the SQ assessment, he said that the Pashto spoken in the Ghilji
regions in Nangarhar was a ‘little different’ from his Northern Pashto. This gives some
evidence that speakers from a northern Ghilji Confederacy area have not fully conformed
their variety to the surrounding and more prestigious Northern Pashto. In Section 7.3.2, I
associated the Pashto spoken in a northern Ghilji Confederacy region (Laghman Province)
with Northern Pashto. I made this association because of the close geographical relation
between the northern Ghilji region and the Eastern Confederacy region. Perhaps, that
association is in error, and northern-Ghilji-Confederacy-area speakers have maintained their
varieties in the face of pressure from the more prestigious Northern Pashto. Assessments
and a social network analysis of this region would provide more evidence with regard to
this question.
Having described the differences between Wardak and other Karlani Pashtos plus the
relationships involving Ghilji Pashto varieties, I next explore Southern and Northern Pashto.
Recall that the fourth research question involves a comparison between prestige Pashto
varieties:
In relation to the two prestige Pashto varieties, is Southern Pashto
different from Northern Pashto?
In the next subsection, using the answer to the fourth research question, I confirm that
Southern and Northern Pashto are each Pashto dialects.

142

Or at the least, their variety has not fully conformed to Southern Pashto.
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8.2.3 Southern Distinct from Northern
Results from the Word List assessment give little evidence of significant differences
between Southern and Northern Pashto. The lexical similarity of 89% between Northern
and Southern Pashtos is well above the 80% threshold.
Results from RTT assessments provide some evidence of differences within the same
language. The fact that the Durrani respondents comprehended only 82% of the Northern
Pashto story gives evidence of less-than-complete comprehension. It is close to the
midpoint between the lower and upper thresholds of comprehension. None of the Durrani
respondents knew the source of the Northern Pashto storyteller. Furthermore, two of the
three Durrani respondents thought that this (Northern) Pashto was different. Conversely,
the Eastern Confederacy respondents understood 89% of the Southern Pashto stories, and
two of the three respondents reported extensive past contact with Southern Pashto
speakers. They reported some differences between Northern and Southern Pashto.
Results from SQ assessments give the strongest evidence for differences between
Southern and Northern Pashto. All thirty-one Durrani respondents said that the various
Southern Pashto varieties were the same as their Southern Pashto. None said that Northern
Pashto was the same as theirs. The twenty-three Eastern Confederacy respondents were
also nearly unanimous in saying that only different Northern Pashto varieties were the
same as their Northern Pashto variety. It must be noted however that two Eastern
Confederacy respondents said that Southern Pashto was the same as their Pashto. Only a
few respondents directly stated that Southern Pashto was different, and most emphasized
the differences between Karlani and Ghilji Pashtos and their own Pashto. However, the
viewpoint that only one’s own prestige Pashto is the same gives evidence that Southern
Pashto speakers and Northern Pashto speakers consider the other prestige form as a
different variety. The lack of explicit opinions with regard to the other prestige variety
being different (in comparison to Karlani and Ghilji varieties) gives evidence that those
differences are not perceived as large.
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Regarding their favorite variety, virtually all of the prestige confederacy respondents
considered their own Pashto as their favorite, and none said that the other prestige Pashto
was their favorite. This gives further evidence that Southern and Northern Pashto are
different varieties. However, it is also true that none of the respondents considered the
other prestige Pashto as their least-favorite. So while Southern and Northern Pashto
speakers consider the other prestige variety as different, they do not view it negatively.
Southern Pashto is very flat (see Section 3.3.1). This is because there is little difference
between the regional and vernacular forms. The various tribal Southern Pashtos, which are
spoken throughout the Durrani Confederacy, have little variation. Therefore, there is a
common variety which all Southern Pashto speakers can understand, and the relationship
between Historical Durrani Confederacy Pashto and Southern Pashto is united.
Northern Pashto is also flat, though not as flat as Southern Pashto (see Section 3.3.2).
The least-favorite opinion given by the group of seven from the Mohmand tribe toward
neighboring Shinwar Northern Pashto provides evidence for some differences between
Northern Pashto Varieties. Despite these small differences, there is a common variety,
which all Northern Pashto speakers can understand, and therefore, the relationship between
Historical Eastern Confederacy Pashto and Northern Pashto is united.
Because of the near unanimous opinions that only Pashtos in their same confederacy
are the same, and because of the united relations between both Historical Durrani
Confederacy Pashto and Southern Pashto and between Historical Eastern Confederacy
Pashto and Northern Pashto, Southern and Northern Pashto are dialects of Pashto. This
judgment is strengthened by the very strong identities that both confederacy members have
as described in Section 2.2. Yet, despite the strong self-identity that members from both
confederacies have, no Southern or Northern Pashto speakers consider that their Pashto
dialect is a separate language. This is because their identity is not only to their own
confederacy, but it is also fully Pashtun. More will be said about the identity relationship
between confederacy and ethnic group in the following subsection.
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Having summarized that Southern and Northern Pashto are distinct prestige dialects, I
now return to the question of the number of Pashto dialects.

8.2.4 Summary – At least four or five Pashto Dialects
There are not just three Afghan Pashto dialects, but there are at least four or five
dialects, and potentially there are more than five Afghan Pashto dialects. A graphic
summarizing the identities or affinities of each tribal member toward the different
expanding levels of organization will help explain the number of Pashto dialects. The
levels of organization begin with the tribal level, and then expand in size to the
confederacy level, and then to the ethnic group level. In Table 66, I show the perceived
affinities toward these levels of organization. In the first column, the confederacy source
for the member whose affinities are described in that row is shown. In the second through
the fourth columns, the affinity for that member toward each organization level is shown.
While the check mark signifies that members of that confederacy have full identity or
affinity for that level of organization, the one-half mark signifies that members have partial
affinity to that level of organization. The three-fourths mark signifies that members have
an affinity in between the affinities signified by the check and one-half mark for that level
of organization.
Table 66. Affinities of Confederacy Members
Member
Confederacy
Source
Durrani
Eastern
Karlani
Ghilji

Affinity for Which Entity
Tribe

Confederacy

Ethnic Group

¾
¾
✓
✓

✓
✓
½
½

✓
✓
✓
✓

As explained in chapter two and the previous subsection, members from both prestige
confederacies fully identify with their own confederacy. In comparison with their
confederacy, they only slightly less identify with their individual tribe. For Durrani
Confederacy members, I say this partially based on the social network testing results, which
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I described in Section 7.4.3. Southerners give and receive wives only within their own
confederacy, but they are usually free to give and receive wives with other tribes within
their confederacy. For example, a Nurzai tribal member can give a wife to a Populzai
member and receive a wife from a Populzai member. I also say this based on the
homogenous Southern Pashto spoken throughout the region. Similarly, as explained in
Section 2.2.2, the Eastern Confederacy members’ identity is defined as being in contrast to
the Southern Pashto speaker, and it is a little stronger than their identity as a tribal
member. This greater-confederacy identity helps explain the relatively small amount of
variation in Southern and Northern Pashto. Southern and Northern Pashto are dialects of
Pashto, and the vernaculars that are spoken by Durrani and Eastern Confederacy members
are not direct dialects of Pashto but are dialects of Southern and Northern Pashto,
respectively.
For the Karlani and Ghilji members, this relationship is reversed. While aware of their
confederacy identity and positively bent toward it, their top allegiance is to their tribe. The
fact that Karlani members usually just named their immediate region as a place where the
same Pashto was spoken is one evidence of this. Similarly, Ghazni members only listed the
Pashto in their province as being the same. The stronger tribal identity of Karlani and
Ghilji members combined with the geographical separation between tribes helps explain the
multiple Karlani and potential multiple Ghilji varieties.
Within all regions however, there is also a full allegiance to being Pashtun. As
explained in chapter two, this allegiance to the entire ethnic group was not always so
strong. Through the strong leadership of King Ahmad Shah Durrani, Amir Dost
Mohammad, and Amir Abdur Rahman in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, identity
and loyalty to being Pashtun increased. The standardization of the Pashto language during
the twentieth century has further strengthened their ethnic identity. Because of this strong
allegiance and standardization of the language, today most (if not all) Pashtuns can
communicate with each other despite differences in dialects.
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Since Southern Pashto is very flat, it models the fourth relationship from the
Relationship between Vernacular and Regional Variety Tool from Section 3.2.1, where the
vernaculars and regional forms are close to identical. While Northern Pashto is also flat, it
is not as flat as Southern Pashto. Thus, Northern Pashto does not fully model one
relationship from the Relationship between Vernacular and Regional Variety Tool. It is in
between the first and second relationship, where the regional form is a combination of
vernacular forms with Mohmand having the most influence, and the fourth relationship,
where all vernaculars are close to equal.
Since Northern and Southern Pashtos are the prestige Pashtos, standard Pashtos
contain elements from both of these prestige varieties. In Figure 41, the refined
relationship between Pashto varieties is shown highlighting the relationship of the two
prestige varieties to Pashto. The lines from the Standard Pashtos rectangle to the Southern
and Northern Pashto rectangles signify the relationship between the prestige varieties and
the standard Pashtos. The other lines signify the same meanings that were described for
Figures 39 and 40.

Figure 41. Relationship of Pashto to its Varieties
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Both the Southern and Northern Pashto rectangles are above the Karlani and Ghilji Pashto
rectangles. This signifies that Southern and Northern Pashto have greater prestige, and
because of this fact, standard Pashtos contain elements from both prestige varieties. Since
the Karlani and Ghilji varieties have less prestige, standard Pashtos contain fewer elements
from these varieties.

8.2.5 Afghanistan Pashto – Not a Macrolanguage
In Afghanistan, Pashto is not a macrolanguage. The Ethnologue (Lewis 2013) lists
three cases where a macrolanguage situation can exist. These three cases all have a shared
attribute; that is, in some contexts, different languages can be considered one language. I
compare Pashto against two of the cases.143 In the first case, there must be closely related
but not mutually intelligible languages. A superimposed variety (like Standard Arabic) is
used to communicate between speakers of the different languages. This gives the speakers
a shared linguistic identity, and in some settings, the multiple languages can be considered
one language. Based on the high similarity from Word List assessment comparisons, and
based on the relatively high comprehension between the prestige varieties, I concluded that
many Pashtuns who speak a prestige variety can understand members who speak the other
prestige variety. In addition, with exposure that comes from contact, all Northern Pashto
and Southern Pashto speakers would be able to understand each other. Therefore, Southern
and Northern Pashto are not separate languages, and Pashto does not align with this case.
In the second case, two languages are close to the same today, but the members of each
group have a separate ethnic identity. (Serbo-Croatian is an example.) However, both
Southern and Northern (and all Pashtuns) share a common ethnic identity with full
allegiance. Thus Pashto does not align with this case either. Therefore, with regard to

143

The third case is where a common written form is used for multiple closely related languages (Chinese

is the prototype example). But Pashto has a different type of script from the Chinese meaning-based script.
Thus, the third case does not align with Pashto.
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Afghanistan, I recommend that Pashto not be listed as a macrolanguage. It should be listed
as one language with two prestige dialects – Southern and Northern Pashto – and other
dialects, including Wardak, as described in this section.
However, more information is needed with regard to the varieties spoken in Khost and
Paktia provinces. As described in Section 8.2.2, it is an open question whether the Karlani
Confederacy members from Khost and Paktia provinces speak a variety of Pashto, or
whether they speak another language. If research and data from assessments reveals that
members of these regions speak different languages, then there would be motivation to list
Afghanistan Pashto as a macrolanguage. The Khost, Paktia varieties would be listed as
separate languages, and Educated Standard Pashto would be the unifying form making
Pashto a macrolanguage.144
I am not making a claim as to whether the Pashto that is spoken in Pakistan is a
macrolanguage. Recall that the Ethnologue identifies Pashto as a macrolanguage with
three languages spoken in Pakistan: Northern Pashto, Southern Pashto, and Central Pashto.
I predict that ethnic identity levels are similarly high among Pashtuns on the Pakistan side
of the border as they are on the Afghanistan side of the border. Therefore, this decision
rests on the intelligibility between Central Pashto (from primarily Waziristan across the
border from Khost and Paktia provinces in Afghanistan) and the more prestigious Northern
and Southern Pashtos. If the intelligibility is low, then Pakistan Pashto would be a
macrolanguage.
It is important to differentiate macrolanguage status and language development status.
The two concepts are not equivalent. While I claim that Afghanistan Pashto is not a
macrolanguage, I am not claiming that Afghanistan Pashto is not in need of language
development. In fact, I believe that Wardak Pashto, in particular, would benefit from a
limited language development. In the last four sections of this chapter, I discuss the
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Based on my five years of field experience, however, I tentatively predict that this will not be the case. I

tentatively predict that the Khost and Paktia varieties will also be varieties within Pashto.
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language development needs for Wardaks. I think it is important to separate
macrolanguage status from language development needs. Perhaps a separate data base that
lists dialects of languages with development needs would have value.

8.2.6 Future Research
Future research in four specific areas would help to define relationships within Pashto.
These areas are: relations involving non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos, relations involving nonGhazni Ghilji Pashtos, relations between Afghanistan and Pakistan Pashto varieties, and
relations involving Pashtos spoken in northern Afghanistan. In all areas of future research,
more data from women would be beneficial.
As described in Section 8.2.2, more investigation is needed to determine how well nonWardak Karlani speakers understand the prestige Pashtos. If non-Wardak Karlani speakers
do not comprehend either of the prestige varieties, then speakers would not be able to
acquire standard varieties without focused study. As a result, there would not be a
common form that both prestige speakers and non-Wardak Karlani speakers can
communicate, and non-Wardak Karlani Pashtos would be a separate language or multiple
separate languages. Because of the mountainous terrain, it is possible to have great variety
between Karlani tribal varieties. Thus, it would have benefit to test in multiple Karlani
tribes in the region. Word lists, RTT assessments in which non-Wardak Karlani speakers
hear stories from Wardak and the prestige regions, and SQ assessments would have value
with regard to answering this question.
Similar investigation is also needed among non-Ghazni Ghilji varieties. Because of the
strength of the tribal identity among Ghilji speakers, it is possible there are many Ghilji
varieties. How different is the Pashto that is spoken by non-Ghazni Ghilji members from
Ghazni Pashto? How well do they comprehend the prestige varieties? How different is the
Ghilji Pashto in Helmand Province (see Section 7.3.3) from Ghazni Pashto and also from
Southern Pashto? How different is the Pashto that is spoken by northern-Ghilji-
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Confederacy-area members from Ghazni Pashto and also from Northern Pashto? How many
Ghilji varieties are there? How strong are the social networks among speakers of Ghilji
Pashtos? Word lists, RTT assessments in which non-Ghazni Ghilji speakers hear stories
from Ghazni and the prestige regions, SQ assessments, and Social Network Questionnaire
assessments would have value with regard to answering these questions. In addition, a
comparative analysis between Ghilji varieties and Turkic varieties would help determine if
there is a historical relationship between them. This hypothesis was described in
Section 2.2.3.
The third area for research involves the relationship between Afghanistan and Pakistan
Pashtos. The Ethnologue equates the Northern Pashto spoken by Eastern Confederacy
members in Afghanistan with the Pashto spoken across the border in neighboring Pakistan.
A similar relation is made involving Southern Pashto. But the Pashtos on each side of the
border are influenced by different forces. Urdu influences Pakistani Pashtos while Dari
influences Afghanistan Pashtos. In addition, Pashto has less of a literary tradition in
Pakistan. Most Pakistani Pashtuns who are educated attend schools with Urdu as the
medium of instruction, and Pakistani Pashtun students learn to read and write in Urdu.
Data from assessments would help determine whether the Northern Pashto on both sides of
the border is part of the same dialect, whether the Southern Pashto on both sides of the
border is part of the same dialect, and what the relationship is between the Central Pashto
of Pakistan (see the third paragraph in the introduction to chapter two) and Karlani and
Ghilji varieties in Afghanistan. Word lists, RTT assessments in which speakers hear stories
from the adjacent regions across the border, and SQ assessments would have value with
regard to answering these questions.
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Finally, the northern145 provinces of Afghanistan include Pashtuns who were forced to
migrate and relocate by Amir Abdur Rahman during the latter part of the nineteenth
century. In Kunduz province today, these Pashtuns are a majority. While many
transplanted Pashtuns come from the Durrani Confederacy, some also came from other
regions. Data from assessments involving these varieties would help determine the
relationship of the varieties of Pashto that are spoken in the northern provinces with the
prestige Pashtos. It would also help determine the relationship between these northern
Pashtos (see Footnote 145 in this paragraph) and the Pashtos of the regions from where the
migrants came. For example, if there were Wardaks who had migrated to a northern
province, data from assessments would help determine the relation between their Pashto
and Wardak Pashto. So word lists, RTT assessments where speakers hear stories from the
prestige and other regions, and SQ assessments would have value with regard to answering
these questions. Since many of these Pashtuns live in Dari or even Uzbek majority
population regions, second language proficiency assessments would also have value.
Few Pashtun women in general and few Wardak women in particular are educated.
Beyond this, few travel to other regions. In truth, many Pashtun women rarely leave their
housing compound. They live the vast majority of their adult lives surrounded by the walls
of their husband’s property. Compared to men, their exposure to Educated Standard Pashto
and Regional Standard Pashto is slight. While data from testing shows that many Wardaks
can acquire the standard Pashtos, it is possible that women would have challenges in
comprehending standard Pashtos. More will be said about this in Section 8.4. Therefore,
more assessment data from women would have great value.

145

The Pashto that is spoken in the northern provinces of Afghanistan is not to be confused with the

prestige Northern Pashto, which is spoken by Eastern Confederacy members in Nangarhar and neighboring
provinces in the eastern region of Afghanistan.
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Having answered the first two defining questions of this thesis, I focus on the third
defining question in the last four sections, namely, does the existing Wardak Pashto along
with the various forms of Standard Pashto meet all the language needs of Wardak speakers?

8.3 Wardak Development not Needed for Many
Since many Wardaks can comprehend Southern and Northern Pashto and since the
standard Pashtos are derived from Southern and Northern Pashto, many Wardaks can
understand the standard forms. Thus, the functional needs of many Wardaks are met by
their own variety plus standard forms. For the young Wardak speaker, learning Educated
Standard Pashto through the education system is not overly difficult. Najibullah (p.c.)
reports that Wardaks have no problem in school learning Educated Standard Pashto. That
means the existing first and second grade Pashto education primers that are published by
the Department of Education and the Curriculum Department and used in all Wardak
schools meet the needs of young Wardak boys entering the education system. The success
of Wardak students in Kabul and Kandahar universities supports this claim. Many educated
Wardaks also travel. Speaking Educated Standard Pashto allows communication with other
educated Pashtuns from different regions. Those who travel can also acquire Regional
Standard Pashto. Thus, for the educated Wardaks, there is not a functional need for
development of Wardak Pashto.
But it should not be overlooked that most of the Wardak responses on the RTT
assessments were from respondents who had had previous contact with Northern and
Southern Pashto speakers. It is uncertain whether Wardaks who have neither traveled nor
had previous contact with Pashtuns from other regions could learn Educated Standard
Pashto. Thus, it is uncertain whether their functional needs could be met by the existing
forms of Wardak and Standard Pashto.
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8.4 Wardak Development Needed for Some
For non-educated Wardaks and Wardaks who have never traveled to other regions,
their ability to learn standard Pashtos is not so accessible. Most of the Wardak women fit
this category. They will not be able to access health care information in a standard Pashto.
Even if that was recorded digitally for radio, they may not be able to comprehend the
standard variety of Pashto that the recording is in.
Since Pashtun culture does not support the education of women at this time, a limited
development of Wardak Low Pashto would benefit a large percentage of this tribe of one
million. Recordings of health related material including birthing techniques into Wardak
Pashto would have value for women. Perhaps recordings in Wardak Pashto on farming and
ranching techniques would have value for the many uneducated men who do not travel.
This limited development would have to be initiated from within the Wardak
community. Women self-help groups could be formed with a woman who is knowledgeable
in health-related issues recording material in Wardak Pashto. Self-help groups for women
have been successfully formed in other parts of Afghanistan. Similarly, farmers and
ranchers could come together and recruit an educated Wardak to record the latest
techniques or information in Wardak.
It is also possible that Wardaks who are isolated from both Educated Standard Pashto
and Regional Standard Pashto would have a desire to learn to read. The gap between
Wardak and Educated Standard Pashto for these isolated Wardaks is likely larger than for
young boys entering the school system. If such a demand was present, a Wardak literary
committee could be formed. That committee could have an outside specialist. Together,
they could design a transition primer which would teach Wardaks how to read in their
heart dialect and transition them to read in Educated Standard Pashto. This Wardak primer
could be used in adult education classes. Testing would determine its effectiveness in
transitioning the many isolated Wardaks from illiteracy to literacy. If effective, this primer
could be used in traditional first and second grade classrooms in the future.
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While the functional needs for some Wardaks would be helped by a limited Wardak
development project, Wardaks have more than just functional needs. In the next section, I
look at language development needs for Wardaks based on their identity as Wardak.

8.5 Wardak Development Needed for Identity Reasons
Beyond the efficiency of helping the uneducated, isolated Wardak, there is a place for
further development of Wardak Pashto, which in turn will strengthen the identity of
Wardaks.
The psychologist Maslow designed a famous hierarchy of needs. At the lower end of
his hierarchy are basic physiological and safety functional needs, which relate to survival.
Toward the higher end of the hierarchy are belonging, esteem, and actualization needs,
which relate to identity. With survival needs met, the identity needs can be met. For the
Wardak, that identity has dual components. He is fully Pashtun, yet with no disloyalty to
his ethnic group, he is also fully Wardak.
As one example, Wardaks are very proud of Ghazi Mohammad Jan Khan Wardak. This
military leader led ten thousand Afghan soldiers during one battle during the Second AngloAfghan War in 1879. Though the battle was not a success for the Afghans, nor was the
war, and despite the fact that many other Afghan generals have led successful battles
through the years, Jan Khan Wardak is remembered in Wardak with high esteem. One high
school in his native Jaghatu District was named after him. In addition, a few streets are
named for him in the provincial capital city, Maidan Shar, and in the nation’s capital,
Kabul.
Since Wardaks identify as being Pashtun, the standard Pashtos meet their functional
needs as well as some of their identity needs. Yet Wardaks are also fully Wardak. Some
things will only speak to the Wardak’s heart or identity in Wardak Pashto. Those items
include music, poetry, literature; namely, all the things that speak to one’s heart. Because
of the Wardak’s strong social networks, Wardak Pashto will remain vital and strong into the
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foreseeable future. Therefore, while some Wardak music and poetry exists now, more
focused development of Wardak Pashto has value. Wardak poetry and music speaks to the
Wardak heart and identity in a way that Standard Pashtos cannot.
To encourage and strengthen this part of the Wardak identity, I recommend a smallscale development of Wardak. This development will need to come from within. A literary
committee of Wardaks could be formed. They could organize writers clubs along with
poetry recitals that develop Wardak authors and poets. Radio stations could encourage
Wardak musicians by giving priority to playing local music. These various activities could
run parallel and independent of the public school system.

8.6 Fully Pashtun, Fully Wardak
Wardaks and other tribes are fiercely loyal to being Pashtun. They may fight with each
other, but they will never separate. This proverb captures that element:
It is great Sahil146 how Pashtun friends work
Even if they get mad at each other one hundred times, they will never
separate.
Since Wardaks are fully Pashtun, and since Wardak is a dialect of Pashto, Educated
Standard Pashto meets the needs of many Wardaks. Due to isolation, some Wardaks would
benefit from a limited development of Wardak Pashto, which could transition the more
isolated Wardak to Educated Standard Pashto.
But while fully Pashtun, Wardaks remain Wardak. Some needs of identity only speak
to the Wardak’s heart in Wardak Pashto. A current female Pashtun artist sings a poem
written by a Wardak poet from the past. It is a song of love. She cries out:
Oh God! My lover is even dearer than myself.
He was raised in Wardak.

146

Sahil is a Pashtun name.
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Wardak young men watch this song with joy on YouTube these days. Without doubt, the
song means much more to them than if the object of affection was from Kabul.
Wardak authors and radio stations exist today. A literary club could be a catalyst to
further develop Wardak Pashto. Wardaks would benefit for generations to come.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
LOCATIONS SURVEYED AND TRIP KEY PEOPLE
Appendix A Table 1. Pashtun Trips and Locations Surveyed – Trips One to Eight
Trip Number

Dates

Confederacy

Location

1

26.04 to
30.04 2009

Eastern

Jalalabad City

2

24.02 to
27.02 2011

Karlani

3†

04.03 to
09.03 2011

Ghilji

3a†

04.03 to
09.03 2011

Karlani

4

20.03 to
24.03 2011

Durrani

5‡

26.09 to
01.10 2011

6‡

01.02 to
06.02 2012

Wardak
Province –
Jaghatu
District
Ghazni
Province
Wardak
Province –
Jaghatu
District
Helmand
Province –
Lashkar Gah
City

Surveyor
Primary
investigator
plus local
partner
Researcher with
assistance from
one local
female worker
Researcher
Researcher
Secondary
Researcher
Researcher plus
two Pakistani
survey workers
plus one
international
female worker
plus primary
investigator

Eastern

Pakistan – KPK
Province,
Peshawar City

Northern††

Kunduz
Province –
Various
Districts

Researcher plus
Afghanistan
Academy of
Science
researcher
Researcher

7

15.02 to
18.02 2012

Eastern

Kunar Province
– Various
Districts

8

26.02 to
01.03 2012

Durrani

Kandahar City

Researcher

† 3 and 3a are one trip to two neighboring provinces.
‡ Data will be reported in a future report.

†† Northern region refers to relocated Pashtuns currently living in the northern provinces of
Afghanistan.
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Appendix A Table 2. Pashtun Trips and Locations Surveyed – Trips Nine to Fifteen
Trip Number

Dates

Confederacy

Location

9a†

05.03 to
07.03 2012

Karlani

Khogyani
District

9b†

08.03 to
09.03 2012

Eastern

Nangarhar
Province – Bati
Kot District

10

15.03 to
19.03 2012

Karlani

Khost Province
– Tani District

11

28.03 to
31.03 2012

Karlani

12‡

19.09 to
28.09 2012

Wardak
Province –
Jaghatu
District

Karlani

Paktia Province

Researcher

13

13.03 to
16.03 2013

Karlani

Researcher

14

17.03 to
20.03 2013
25.04 to
01.05 2013

Wardak –
Chak, Jaghatu
and Saydabad
Districts

Durrani

Kandahar City

Researcher

Eastern

Jalalabad City

Researcher

15‡

Surveyor
Researcher plus
Afghanistan
Academy of
Science
researcher
Researcher plus
Afghanistan
Academy of
Science
researcher
Researcher plus
Afghanistan
Academy of
Science
researcher
Researcher

† 9a and 9b are one trip to two different confederate regions within Nangarhar Province.
‡ Data will be reported in a future report.
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Appendix A Table 3. Survey Trip Informant Key People – Trips One to Thirteen
Trip Number

Location

Confederacy

1

Jalalabad City

Eastern

2

Wardak Province

Karlani

3

Ghazni Province

Ghilji

4

Helmand Province

Durrani

5†

Pakistan –
Peshawar City

Eastern

6†

Kunduz Province

Northern

7

Kunar Province

Eastern

8

Kandahar Province

Durrani

9a‡

Nangarhar
Province –
Khogyani District

Karlani

9b‡

Nangarhar
Province – Bati Kot
District

Eastern

10

Khost – Tani
District

Karlani

11

Wardak Province

Karlani

12†

Paktia Province

Karlani

13

Wardak Province

Karlani

† Data will be reported in a future report.

Key Contact
People
Primary
investigator – own
network of
relationships
Family and tribal
relations of
researcher
No key contact
person
Second researcher –
no key contact
person
Three Peshawar
contacts bringing
relational contacts
Former university
student of
researcher who is
from Kunduz region
Afghanistan
Academy of Science
researcher from
region
Former university
student with
researcher who is
from Kandahar
region
Afghanistan
Academy of Science
researcher from
adjacent region
Afghanistan
Academy of Science
researcher from
region
Afghanistan
Academy of Science
researcher from
region
Relational network
of researcher
Former university
student with
researcher who is
from this area
Relational network
of researcher

‡ 9a and 9b are one trip to two different Confederate regions within Nangarhar Province.
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Appendix A Table 4. Survey Trip Informant Key People – Trips Fourteen to Fifteen
Trip Number

Location

Confederacy

14

Kandahar

Durrani

15†

Jalalabad city

Eastern

† Data will be reported in a future report.
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Key Contact
People
A friend of the
researcher who was
both Wardak and
lived in Kandahar
Son of an
Afghanistan
Academy of Science
researcher who
attends Nangarhar
University in
Jalalabad

APPENDIX B
INITIAL TRIP TO WARDAK DETAILS
The researcher (Najibullah) made his first survey trip to Jaghatu District in Wardak
Province in February 2011. The researcher is from Adina, a small village of a little more
than 100 homes about 16 kilometers to the southwest of the District capital Jaghatu (see
Figure 23 on page 87). The researcher used Adina, which is a center population area in
Jaghatu, as a base to visit surrounding villages and collect data. Using a rented vehicle to
travel, he met with five people from five different villages. All the villages were within ten
kilometers of Adina. One person was from his home village and had a distant cousin
relationship; however, none of the other four were direct relatives. The young female from
Jaghatu came from a distant father relationship of the researcher’s brother-in-law (wife’s
brother). The elder female was even more distantly related to the researcher through a
female cousin’s marriage. Details from this first Wardak trip are listed in Appendix B Table
1.
Appendix B Table 1. Initial Wardak Trip Details
Date
2/24
Thursday
2/25
Friday
2/25
2/25
2/26
Saturday
2/26
2/27
Sunday

Location
Kabul to Wardak Province
Jaghatu District in Wardak Province
Jaghatu District in Wardak Province
Jaghatu District in Wardak Province
Jaghatu District in Wardak Province

Event
Travel from office
to Jaghatu District
Survey K01†

Survey K02†
Survey K03†
Survey K04†

Jaghatu District in Wardak Province

Survey K05†

Wardak to Kabul

Return to Kabul

† See Appendix B Table 2 for a description of each respondent.

On the first day in Jaghatu, Najibullah gave assessments to the first three respondents. On
the following day, he gave assessments to the last two respondents.
In Appendix B Table 2, the testing instruments taken by each respondent are listed.
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Appendix B Table 2. Wardak Respondents Test Instruments
Tests Administered
Respondent

Gender

Age

K01

male

22

K02

male

55-60

K03
K04
K05

male
female
female

20
55-60
16

Education
Level
University
Student
Graduate
from Level 14
Below 6
none
Level 6

Word
List

Questionnaire

RTT
Response

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

New
RTT
Given

✓

Four of the five respondents gave responses to all three assessments: Word List,
Sociolinguistic Questionnaire (SQ), and Recorded Text Testing (RTT). In addition, the
twenty-year-old, not-educated male respondent gave the Wardak RTT story, Trick on Driver.
Only the fifty-year-old educated male did not give a word list; he did respond to the other
two assessments.
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APPENDIX C
SWADESH-BASED WORD LIST (230) TEMPLATE
Place: _______________
Date:
_______________
Word
Pashto
English
Name of I.: ___________
Num.
(Standard)
Gen of I: _______________
Age of I.: ______________

1

I (1s)

زه

2

you (2s)

ته

3

he (3s)

دى

4

she (3s)

دا

5

we (1p)

مونږ

6

you (2p)

تاسې

7

they (3p)

دوى

8

who

څوك

9

what

څه

10

where

چيرې

11

when

كله

12

how many

څو

13

this (near)

دغه/دا

14

that (far)

هغه

15

these (near)

دغه/دا

16

those (far)

هغه

17

far

لرې

18

near

نږدې

Place: _______________
Date:
_______________
Name of I.: ___________
Gen of I: _______________
Age of I.: ______________
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Place: _______________
Date:
_______________
Name of I.: ___________
Gen of I: _______________
Age of I.: ______________

لاندې

down

19

لوړ  /پاس

up/ above

20

راځه

come, imp

راځي

come, 3s

راتلل

come, inf

كښنه

sit, imp

كيني  /ناست دى

sit, 3s

كښناستل

sit, inf

ودريږه

stand, imp

دريږي  /ولاړدى

stand, 3s

دريدل

stand, inf

څمله  /وغزېږه

lie down, imp

څملي  /غزېږي

lie down, 3s

څملاستل  /غزېدل

lie down, inf

راكړه

give, imp

وركوي

give, 3s

وركول

give, inf

مزل وکړه  /چكر
ووهه
مزل کوي  /چكر
وهي
مزل کول/چكر
وهل
والوځه  /والوزه
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21

22

23

24

25

walk, imp

walk, 3s

26

walk, inf

fly (bird), imp.

27

الوزي

fly (bird), 3s

الوتل

fly (bird), inf

پريمنځه /
ومينځه  /مينځه
پرېمينځي /
مينځي  /وينځي
پريمنځل وينځل /
مينځل
مږده كړه  /مات
كړه
مږده كوي /
ماتوي
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wash, imp

wash, 3s

28

wash, inf

split, imp

29
split, 3s

مږده كول  /ماتول

split, inf

وكنه

dig, imp

كني

dig, 3s

كندل

dig, inf

تخته كړه

squeeze, imp

تخته كوي

squeeze, 3s

تخته كول

squeeze, inf

ووژنه  /مړ يې كه

kill, imp

وژني  /مړ كوي

kill, 3s

وژل  /مړه كول

kill, inf

وخوره

eat, imp

خوري

eat, 3s

30

31

32

33

خوړل

eat, inf

وڅښه

drink, imp

څښي

drink, 3s

څښل

drink, inf

وخوره  /كف
ولګوه
خوري  /كف
لګوي

35
bite, 3s

خوړل  /كف لګول
وګوره  /ګوره

look at, imp

ګوري

look at, 3s

كتل

look at, inf

غوږونېسه

listen, imp

غوږ نيولی

listen, 3s

غوږ نېول

listen, inf

و پوهيږه

know, imp

پوهيږي

know, 3s

پوهيدل

know, inf

سه
ويديږي  /بيديږي
ويده كيدل  /بيد
دل
مړ شه
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bite, imp

bite, inf.

ويده شه  /بيده

34

36

37

38

sleep, imp

sleep, 3s

39

sleep, inf

die, imp

40

مړ كيږي  /مړه
كيږي
مړه كيدل
فكر وكړه  /غور
وكړه
فكر كوي /غور
كوي
فكر كول  /غور
كول
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die, 3s

die, inf

think, imp

think, 3s

41

think, inf

و وايه

say, imp

وايي

say, 3s

ويل

say, inf

شپه

night

43

ورځ

day

44

يو

one

45

دوه

two

46

درې

three

47

څلور

four

48

پنځه

five

49

شپږ

six

50

اوه

seven

51

اته

eight

52

نه

nine

53

لس

ten

54

42

55

eleven

يوولس

56

twelve

دوولس

57

twenty

شل

58

hundred

سل

59

all

ټول

60

many

ډېر

61

few

يو څه

62

big

غټ

63

small

وړوكى/كوچنى

64

long

اوږد

65

short

لنډ

66

sun

لمر

67

moon

سپوږمۍ

68

star

ستورى

69

water

اوبه

70

rain

باران

71

stone

ډبره

72

sand

رېګ

73

earth

مځكه

74

cloud

ورېځ

75

smoke

لوګی

76

fire

اور

77

ash

ايرې
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78

mountain

غر

79

tree

ونه

80

seed

تخم

81

leaf

پاڼه

82

root

ريښه

83

bark

دونې پوستكى

84

fish

كب

85

bird

مرغه

86

dog

سپى

87

goat

وزه

88

sheep

پسه

89

chicken

چرګ

90

cow

غوا

91

ant

مېږى

92

woman

ښځه

93

man

سړى

94

person

كس

95

skin

پوټكى

96

flesh/ meat

97

bone

هډوكی

98

grease/ fat

لم

99

egg

هګۍ

غوښه
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100

horn

ښكر

101

tail

لكۍ

102

feather

بڼكه

hair (on

103
head)

وېښته

104

head

سر

105

ear

غوږ

106

eye

سترګه

107

nose

پوزه

108

mouth

خوله

109

tooth

غاښ

110

tongue

ژبه

111

foot

پښه

112

knee

زنګون

113

hand

لاس

114

finger

ګوته

115

belly

خېټه

116

neck

غاړه

117

heart

زړه

118

liver

ينه

119

back

شا

see, prs.3s

ويني

see, pst

وليد

120
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hear, prs.3s

اوري

hear, pst

واورېد

122

red

سور

123

green

زرغون

124

yellow

ژېړ

125

white

سپين

126

black

تور

127

hot/ warm

سور

128

cold

سوړ

129

full

ډك

130

empty

تش

131

new

نوى

132

old

زوړ

133

round

ګرد

134

dry

وچ

135

wet

لوند

136

good

ښه

137

bad

بد

138

mother

مور

139

father

پلار

140

husband

مېړه

141

wife

 ميرمن/ ښځه

142

child

ماشوم

121
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143

son

زوى

144

daughter

لور

145

village

كلى

146

house

كور

147

hammer

څټك

148

knife

چاړه

149

path / road

سړک/لاره

150

name

نوم

151

body

بدن

152

face

مخ

153

arm

بازو

154

elbow

څنګل

155

nail

نوک

156

leg

لنګۍ

157

blood

وینه

158

skin

څرمن/پوستکی

159

room

خونه/کوټه

160

roof

بام

161

door

ور

162

wood

لرګی

163

broom

جارو

mortar

164
(wood)

اونګ
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165

pestle

د اونګ لاستی

166

axe

تبر

167

thread

تار

168

needle

ستن

169

clothe

ټوکر

170

bangle

بنګړی

171

sky

اسمان

172

river

سیند

173

rainbow

شنه زرغونه

174

wind

باد

175

Mud

خټه/مټه

176

Dust

دوړې

177

Gold

سره زر

178

Thorn

ځوز/اغزی

179

Grass

واښه

180

desert

دښته

181

Fruit

میوه

182

Apple

مڼه

183

Banana

کیله

184

Wheat

غنم

185

Rice

وریجي

186

Lentils

عدس

187

Flour

اوړه
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188

Potato

کچالو

189

Eggplant

تور بانجان

190

Tomato

سره بانجان

191

Raisin

کشمیش/میممز

192

Onion

پیاز

193

Cauliflower

ګلپي

194

Cabbage

کرم

195

Oil

غوړي

196

Salt

مالګه

197

Fat

وازده

198

Ox

خوسندر

199

Horse

ا ٓس

200

Camel

اوښ

201

Milk

ش ودې

202

Cat

پیشو

203

Snake

مار

204

Fly

مچ

205

Mosquito

غوماشه

206

Boy

هلک

207

Girl

نجلۍ

208

Morning

سهار

209

Afternoon

ماسپښین

210

Evening

ماښام
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211

Yesterday

پرون

212

Today

نن

213

tomorrow

سبا

214

Week

اونۍ

215

Month

میاشت

216

Year

کال

217

Right

ښی/راسته

218

Left

چپ/کیڼ

219

Heavy

درند

220

Light

سپک

221

difference

توپیر

222

difficult

ستونځمن

223

easy

اسانه

224

some

يو څه/ بعضې

Speak!

خبرې وکړه

He spoke

ده خبرې وکړې

226

Hungry

وږى

227

Thirsty

تږى

take, imp

واخله

take, pst

ده واخیسته

run, imp

منډې ووهه

run, pst

ده منډې ووهلې

go, imp

لاړشه

225

228

229

230

265

go, pst

دی لاړ
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APPENDIX D
RECORDED TEXT TESTING STORY TEMPLATES
D.1

Wardak Recorded Text Testing (RTT) Story Template
Jaghatu Story

Name:

____________________

Trick on Driver

Number:

____________________

Date:

____________________

Section 1
(√)

Time: 12.8 seconds

Pashto

.خبري كړونكي پټا نخيلو )سالارو( ته راتلو
.دی موټر ته وخوت
.خبري كړونكي موټروان ته وويل׃زه ځم ټوپ ته
 )خوست یا لوګر یو.دغه موټروان خوستي او يا لوګري و
(له دغو ځایونو څخه بس دی

Section 2
(√)

Time: 5.9 seconds

.موټروان ويل ځاى راسره نشته
.او كه په جنګله كې كښې ځاى شته

Time: 11.6 seconds

Speaker was coming to PaTan Khel (Salar)
He boarded the vehicle.
Speaker said to driver: I am going to Top (village)
The driver was from Khost or Logar (only one place
required).

Pashto English

.خبري كړونكي وويل سمه ده

Section 3
(√)

English

Driver said that there was no space with him
Speaker could sit in the cabin.
Speaker said that was all right.

Pashto English

خبرې كړونكى په جنګله كې كښيناست
او حركت يې وكړ
خبرې كړونكي هيله درلوده چې د موټروان په ټوپ كې
.فكر نشي او ان پټانخيلو ته يې يوسي
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Speaker sat in the cabin.
Driver started the vehicle.
Speaker hoped that driver will forget and take him to
PaTan Khel.

Section 4
(√)

Time: 10.5 seconds

Pashto English

او د ډريور هم له ياده ووتل
دوى سالارو ته نږدې كېدل

او د ډريور هم فكر نه شو د كيسه كونكي غږ او ډبولو ته
(!)لومړی ځواب له څلورو څخه دوو سم ځواب کړ
Section 5
(√)

Time: 12.7 seconds

.خبرې کړونکي غوښتل چې په ټوپ کې کوز شي

Time: 10.4 seconds

. ولې د غږ نه کا:موټروان وویل
،خبرې کړونکي وویل چې دروازه می ډېره در ودربوله
.مګر تا غږ نه کا
Time: 12.6 seconds

Driver did not react to the speaker’s knocking.
(First one two of four people missed on calibrate.)

Speaker had blanket and put it against the window.

The driver stopped the vehicle.
Speaker asked: “Why did you bring me here (Salar)?”
Speaker said that he wanted to get off in Top.

Pashto English

خبرې کړونکي په ریښتیا غوښتل چې په سالارو
.)پټانخیلو( کې کارته شي

Section 7
(√)

Vehicle was approaching Salar.

Pashto English

خبرې كړونكي پټو درلود او هغه یې دموټر په ښیښه ور
.واچاوا
.موټروان موټر ودروا
.  دا دکوم ځای ته راوړم:خبرې کړونکي وپوښتل

Section 6
(√)

Driver did not remember.

Speaker really wanted to get off there (Salar or PaTan
Khel).
The driver asked: “Why didn’t you call me?”
Speaker claimed that he knocked on the door, but
driver did not react.

Pashto English

خبرې کړونکي وویل اوس زه څه وکړم پیسې هم راسره
.نشته چې بیرته ټوپ ته لاړ شم

Speaker asked what he should do because he has no
money to return to Top.

 ولې دې هلته غږ نه،عجیبه سړی یې ته،موټروان وویل
.کا

The driver responded, “Why didn’t you call me back
there?”
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Section 8
(√)

Time: 8.8 seconds

Pashto English

.خبرې کړونکی په سالارو کې ښه بلد و
.(خبرې کړونکي وویل چې زه نه یم بلد )په سالروکې
خبرې کړونکي وپوښتل چې څرنګه زه اوس بیرته ټوپ ته
لاړشم؟

Section 9
(√)

Time: 13.3 seconds

Pashto

.موټروان وویل چې راکوزشه
.خبرې کړونکی راکوزشو
څوکرایه ده ټوپ ته؟
. روپۍ ده۱۰۰ خبرې کړونکي وویل چې دکابل کرایه
 او د خبرې کړونکي ملګری،موټروان د موټر نه ښکته شو
.هم هلته و
Section 10
(√)

Time: 15.4 seconds
Pashto

!دغو ملګري غږ وکړ چې پلانکیه
،خبرې کړونکي دغو ملګري ته وویل چې غږ مه کړه
.بیا دا د موټر والا خلک پوهیږي
.روپۍ دغو خبرې کړونکي ته ورکړې۱۰۰ موټروان
.خبرې کړونکي په دغو پیسو مالټې واخیستې
.سیخ کور ته لاړ

D.2

Speaker is familiar with Salar
Speaker claims that he is not familiar with Salar.
Speaker asks: “How will I get back to Top?”

English
Driver said to get out of cabin.
Speaker exited.
Driver asked what the fare to Top is.
Speaker said the fair to Kabul is 100 Afghanis.
Driver got out of the vehicle and the speaker’s friend
was present.

English
The friend called the speaker by name.
The speaker told friend not to call his name.
The people in vehicle will find out that this is my
home.
The driver gave the speaker 100 Afghanis.
The speaker bought mandarins (malta)
The speaker went home.

Kandahar Recorded Text Testing (RTT) Story Template for
Garden Theft Story
Kandahar Story

Name:

____________________

Garden Theft Story

Number:

____________________
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Date:
Section 1
(√)

Time: 14.0 seconds

Pashto English

یو وخت ما پالیز کرلی وو
. هغه هغې بلې خوا ته پالیز کرلی و،زما بل ملګری و

. څنګ په څنګ مو پالیزونه وو،موږ داسې ګاونډیان وو

Section 2
(√)

Time: 14.5 seconds

د ورځې به ده کله چې زما سترګې پټې شوې زما د پالیز
.څخه شیان غلا کول

Time: 21.3 seconds

.بس نو خندا او ټوکه یا شوخي به مو جوړوله

Time: 17.8 seconds

My Friend also planted a fruit garden next to mine.
We were neighbors and had fruit gardens next to each
other.

My neighbor was like a thief in my fruit garden.
I was a thief in his fruit garden.
At night, I was stealing from his fruit garden.
During the day, while I was away (from garden) or
asleep, my neighbor was stealing from my fruit
garden.

Pashto English

 که هندواڼې او يا هم چنبرخیال دا به یې،که بادرنګ و
.زما د پالیز نه غلا کول

Section 4
(√)

Once, I planted a fruit garden.

Pashto English

.دا ګاونډی مې زما پالیز ته غل و
.زه د ده پالیز ته غل وم
د شپې به ما د ده له پالیز څخه غلا کوله

Section 3
(√)

____________________

He was stealing fruits such as cucumbers and
watermelons from his fruit garden.
Just for laughs and fun or trickery were we doing
this.

Pashto English

هره ورځ به زه ورتلم د ده )ګاونډي( باغ ته
ما ته به د ګاونډي ویل چې ”یوسفه دا څنګه غل دی په
.هېڅ ډول یا نقشه نه ګیریږي
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Every day, I was going there.
His neighbor said to me: “Joseph, What kind of thief
is this that I cannot catch him.”

Section 5
(√)

Time: 13.4 seconds

Pashto English

(دی )ګاونډی( نه و خبر چې دا ځوان دی )یوسف دی
دغه )ګاونډي( به زما د پالیز څخه غلا کوله
یو وخت یې پیاز کرلي وو
.او بېلچه یې داسې پر کول )د ویالې په غاړه( کښېښوله

Section 6
(√)

Time: 13.5 seconds

په بېلچه یې نالۍ )کمپله( داسې ور واچوله
او ویل یې دا زه یم یعني چې خلک را نه شي
نو دی خبر نه وو چې غل راسره ولاړ دی )غل یوسف
.(و

Time: 14.0 seconds

His neighbor was stealing from his (Joseph’s) fruit
garden.
One day, he planted onions in the garden.
Then, he put the shovel on the side of the irrigation
ditch in the field.

Pashto English

زه ورته ولاړ یم نو دا ګاونډى مې راته وایي چې دا
عبدالخالق )د ګاونډي نوم( دی چې بیده دی

Section 7
(√)

He was not aware that Joseph was doing this.

I was standing and the neighbor said to me (his plan
to catch the thief) that this person’s name is Abdul
Khaliq who is sleeping (the person under the blanket
which was really a shovel).
He put a blanket on the shovel.
Then he said that it is me (Abdul Khaliq) so that
people will not come.
He was not aware that the thief was standing with
him.

Pashto English

 د،زه د شپې ورغلم او انډیوال مې چې نوم یې مالک و
.ځان سره بوتللو
دغه ملګري ته مې وویل چې ته راځه نن عبدالخالق
عجیبه چل وکړ
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Then, I came at night (to Khaliq’s garden) I took my
friend Malik with me.
I (Joseph) said to my friend: “let us go.” Today
Abdul Khaliq did an amazing trick in his garden.

Section 8
(√)

Time: 14.0 seconds

Pashto English

هلته یې بېلچه کښېښوله او ویل یې چې دا عبدالخالق دی
نو زه او دغه ملګری مې د شپې ورغلو او پیاز مو يې را
پټ کړل

D.3

(Joseph said) that Khaliq put a shovel and said that
this is Khaliq.
Then I and my friend came at night and stole his
onions.

Kandahar Recorded Text Testing (RTT) Story Template for
Education Story
Kandahar Story

Name:

____________________

Education Story

Number:

____________________

Date:

____________________

Section 1
(√)

Time: 13.2 seconds

Pashto English

. تعلیم مې نه و کړی،زه چې په کندهار کې وم
.هلته مکتبونه )ښونځي( ډېر نه وو
خو دوی يې خپل مور او پلار نه پریښول چې ښونځي ته
.لاړ شي

Section 2
(√)

Time: 14.9 seconds

I live in Kandahar and I was uneducated.
There were not a lot of schools there.
Parents did not allow their children to go to school.

Pashto English

 نو،دوی هلته په بابا صاحب کې چې ښونځي ته تلل
.ډاریدل به
 او، دوی به یې ځورول،نو دوی به چې ښونځي ته تلل
.ورته ویل به یې چې ښونځي ته مه ځئ
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When the boys in Baba Sahib (valley in Kandahar
Province) were going to school, there were afraid.
When the boys were going to school, they were
harassed and were told: Do not go to school!

Section 3
(√)

Time: 17.4 seconds

Pashto English

.نو یو ځل کابل ته لاړ
،ده هلته نجونې او نور پوهه خلک ولیدل چې ښونځې تلل

Once I went Kabul,

نو ځان ته مې ډېر بد راغلل چې څنګه د نالوستيتوب ژوند
. در باندې تیریږي

So bad thoughts came to me that why am I going
through life uneducated?

Section 4
(√)

Time: 15.5 seconds

Pashto English

 چې لمونځ،نو ولاړی د ویالې په سر يې پټو اوار کړ
.وکړي
.یوسړی راغى کتابونه هم ورسره و
.د ده سره کښیناست
Section 5
(√)

Time: 14.0 seconds

There I saw that girls and educated people were going
to school,

Then he went and laid his scarf on the bank of the
ditch to pray.
A man came and he had a book with him.
The man sat with him.

Pashto English

 له ده څخه یې پوښتنه وکړه چې درس،کله چې کښېناست
دې لوستى؟

When the man was seated, he asked me: “Are you
educated?”

 نالوستی، درس مې نه دی لوستی،ما ورته وویل چې نه
يم

I answered him: “No! I have not been to school. I am
illiterate.”

،خو که چېرې ښونکی پیدا شي او دوی ته درس ورکړي
.نو دوی هغه ته یو څه معاش ورکولای شي

“But If a teacher is found and teaches us, then we
could give him a little salary.”

Section 6
(√)

Time: 17.6 seconds

Pashto English

سړي وویل چې دی به درس درکړي او معاش هم در څخه
نه غواړي

The man answered that he would teach them and he
also said that he did not want a salary.

ښونکي وویل چې تاسې یواځې یوه تخته واخلئ

The teacher said that you only need to buy a (white)
board.
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Section 7
(√)

Time: 16.2 seconds

Pashto English

نو دى له الله پاک څخه ډېر خوشحاله شو
چې نن هغه ورځ ده چې دوی ته به ښونکی درس وايي
.نو دی او ملګری یې لاړل بازار ته

Section 8
(√)

Time: 18.5 seconds

، افغانۍ زیاتې ورکړې۳۰ خو دوی
نو تخته یې کور ته راوړه
.نو په دغه بله ورځ مو درسونه شروع کړل

Time: 16.8 seconds

Then he and his friend went to the town.

When they went to town, the price of the board was
320 Afghanis (afs),
but they gave thirty afs more than its price (as a tip),
They brought the board home.
They (storyteller and friends) started their lessons the
next day.

Pashto English

 اوس ډېر خوشحاله یم د الله پاک څخه،شکر دی
چې اوس د لویانو او ماشومانو په خبرو پوهېږم

Section 10
(√)

that today is the day, that teacher would teach them

Pashto English

 افغانۍ و۳۲۰ کله چې بازار ته لاړل د تختې قیمت

Section 9
(√)

So he (storyteller) became very happy and thanked
God,

He thanked God, and was very happy.
(He thanked God) that now he is educated (can read
and write) and understands the knowledge of adults
and children.

Time: 14.0 seconds
Pashto English

پخوا خو داسې وم لکه وحشي

“Before, I was like a wild person, wasn’t I?”

. نو ده به ور پسې خندل،چا به چې خبرې ورته کولې

“When (before) another person was talking with him,
he (the storyteller) would laugh at him.”

.ده به ویل چې دا څنګه خبرې کوي

He (storyteller) would say that what the other person
was saying?
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Section 11
(√)

Time: 14.7 seconds
Pashto English

،  هلمند او افغانستان له خلکو غواړي،نو اوس د کندهار
چې دوی د ښونځی او مکتب ووایې
.په ښونځي کې هر څه شته

Section 12
(√)

All information exists in the school (with education,
all things are possible).

Time: 17.1 seconds
Pashto English

،دا د تریاکو د کرلو او پیسو لاره چې کومه دوی نیولي ده
ښه کار نه دي

Planting Opium (Poppy) and selling it, which many
people do, is not good.

راځئ چې د دې پر ځای قلم واخلو

Instead of this, take the pen (go to school and learn).

، کاله کیږي چې ټوپک او جنګ دې۳۰ په افغانستان کې
څه لاس ته راغلل؟

In thirty years of guns and war in Afghanistan, what
have we achieved?

Section 13
(√)

Time: 19.9 seconds
Pashto English

 خو کوم شی لاس ته نه راځي،موږ وژل کیږو

 خو کوم شئ لاس ته نه راځي،افغانستان ورانیږي
نو زما د کندهار او ټول افغانستان خلکو ته دا وینا ده چې
.دوی دې خپل درسونه ووايي او تعلیم دې وکړي

D.4

Now, he wants all the people of Afghanistan
(Kandahar and Helmand) to study.

Many people are dying but nothing (good) is being
achieved.
Afghanistan is being destroyed, but nothing is being
achieved.
Therefore, I call on all Afghans to study and become
educated.

Jalalabad Recorded Text Testing (RTT) Story Template
Our Chicken Story

Name:

____________________

Jalalabad

Number:

____________________

Date:

____________________
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Section 1
(√)

Time: 14.9 seconds

Pashto English

كيسه ويونكي وړوكى )كوچنى( و
توره چرګه يي لرله
چرګې هره ورځ يوه هګۍ اچوله
چرګه په ټولو باندې ګرانه وه
په مور باندې ډېره ګرانه وه

Section 2
(√)

Time: 7.1 seconds

د چرګې خيال به يې ساتلو

Time: 9.4 seconds

The chicken laid an egg every day.
Everyone loved the chicken.
Mom loved the chicken the most.

Mom gave food and water to the chicken,
and took care of the chicken.

Pashto English

مور د خپلوانو واده ته ځي
كيسه ويونكى او د خاله زوى صدير په كور كې پاتې
كيږي

Section 4
(√)

he had a black chicken.

Pashto English

مور به چرګې ته اوبه او دانه وركوله

Section 3
(√)

When the speaker was small,

Time: 12.4 seconds

One day, mom went to a relatives wedding,
The speaker and cousin, Sodir, stayed home.

Pashto English

دوى تر غرمې لوبې كولې
دوى وږي شول
كور ته لاړل
مور يې په كور كې نه وه
په كور كې ډوډۍ هم نه وه
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(Speaker) We played up until lunch,
and then we became hungry.
We went home,
but mom was not in the house,
and no food was prepared.

Section 5
(√)

Time: 17.0 seconds

Pashto English

چرګې ته مو فكر شو
چرګه په هګۍ ناسته وه
 تر څو هغه هګۍ واچوي،چرګې ته انتظار شوو
نو هغه به پخه كړو
هګۍ ته مو غوړي تيار سره كړي وو

Section 6
(√)

Time: 15.4 seconds

خو هګۍ يې وا نه چوله
كيسه ويونكى صدير ته وايي چې راځه چرګه را ونيسو او
په زوره هګۍ ترې وباسو
صدير وايې چې سمه ده

Time: 12.1 seconds

The chicken was sitting to lay an egg.
We waited for the chicken to lay an egg,
so that we could then cook it.
We fried oil before the egg was laid.

Pashto English

ډېر انتظار مو وكړ

Section 7
(√)

We thought of the chicken.

We waited a long time,
but the chicken did not lay an egg.
The speaker said to Sodir: “Let us grab the chicken
and force an egg out.”
Sodir agreed.

Pashto English

چرګې پسې مو منډې كړل
د ډېرو منډو نه وروسته مو چرګه ونيوله

We ran after the chicken.
Finally, we caught the chicken.

چرګې ډېر اوازونه كول

The chicken screamed,

خو موږ كلكه نيولې وه

but we held it firmly.
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Section 8
(√)

Time: 12.7 seconds

Pashto English

چرګه مو زور كړه چې هګۍ ترې را ووځي
چرګې ډېر اوازونه كول
نوره مو هم زور كړه
خو د هګۍ پر ځاى يې كولمې را ووتلې

Section 9
(√)

Time: 13.4 seconds

Pashto

چرګې سترګې پټې كړلې
او مړه شوه
موږ فكر كولو كه مور مې راشي څه به وايي

Section 10
(√)

Time: 24.0 seconds
Pashto

كله چې ما چرګه جګوله
زموږ ګاونډۍ پلوشې په موږ غږ وكړ
چې ولې مو دا چرګه مړه كړه
زه خو دې مور ته وايم
 مه ور ته وايه،ما دې ته زارۍ وكړلې چې خير دى

We squeezed the chicken to force it to lay the egg.
The chicken screamed.
Then, we squeezed harder
Instead of an egg, intestines came out of the chicken.

English
The chicken closed its eyes
and died.
The storyteller thought: “If my mother sees this
chicken, what will she do.”

English
I lifted the chicken.
But my neighbor girl, Palwasha, (from on top of the
neighbor’s wall) said to me
“Why did you kill the chicken?”
“I will tell your mom.”
I pleaded with her, “Do not tell my mom.”

خو دې ما ته غوږ ونه نيولو

She did not listen to me.

او د دېوال نه ښكته شوه

She climbed off the wall.
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Section 11
(√)

Time: 12.6 seconds
Pashto

چرګه مې بيرون يوړه
ډېر وارخطا وم

English
I carried the chicken outside.
I was very afraid.

چرګه مې په ډېران كې واچوله

I threw the chicken in the dump.

كله چې مې مور كور ته راغله

When my mom got home,

پلوشې مې مور ته شيطاني وكړه

Palwasha told on me.
.

Section 12
(√)

Time: 11.8 seconds
Pashto

English

زه او صدير په يوه كوټه كې پټ شوو

Sodir and I hid in a room.

موږ د خپلې مور نه ځان پټ كړى وو

We did not want my mom to see us.

يو ساعت وروسته بېرته را ووتلو

Finally, we left the room after one hour.
.

Section 13
(√)

Time: 9.8 seconds

Pashto

په مور باندې مې هغه چرګه ډېره ګرانه وه
كله چې مې مور خبره شوه
ډېره خفه شوه

English
The chicken was very dear to my mom.
When she got the news that we killed it,
she was very sad.
.

Section 14
(√)

Time: 16.3 seconds
Pashto

هغې موږ د دوه ساعتونو لپاره په تياره كوټه كې واچولو
هغه ډېره په قهر وه
موږ ته يې د شپې ډوډۍ هم را نه كړه
ځكه چې موږ د دې ډېره نږدې ملګرې مړه كړې وه

English
She sent us in a dark room for two hours,
because she was very angry.
She did not feed us dinner,
because, we had killed her dear friend.
.
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APPENDIX E
SOCIOLINGUISTIC QUESTIONNAIRE
Appendix E Table 1. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section One
Answer

I. Interview Data
1.
2.
3.
4.

Researcher

 د مصاحبې معلومات.I
 څيړونكى.۱

Date

 نيټه.۲

Location

 ځاى.۳

Language of Interview

 د مصاحبې ژبه.۴
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Appendix E Table 2. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Two
II.

Answer

Personal Data of Informant

 د ځواب وركوونكي شخصي معلومات.II

1. Name of Informant

 نوم.۱

2. Gender of Informant

 جنس.۲

3. Age

 عمر.۳

4. Place of Birth

 د زيږيدو ځاى.۴

5. Residence (now, others)
6. Mother Tongue

 اوسنى او مخكنى د استوګنې ځاى.۵
مورنۍ ژبه.۶

7. Father’s Mother Tongue

 پلرنۍ اصلي ژبه.۷

8. Marital Status

 مدني حالت.۸

9. Mother’s Mother Tongue

 مورنۍ اصلي ژبه.۹

10. Spouse’s Mother Tongue
11. Education Level
12. Profession, where

 ميرمن اصلي ژبه/  د ميړه.۱۰
( د زده كړې درجې مو )څو كاله.۱۱
( وظيفه )چيرې.۱۲

13. Children

 ماشومان.۱۳

14. Number of people in the house

 په كور كې د غړيو شمير مو؟.۱۴
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Appendix E Table 3. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Three
Answer

Language Area

 ژبه او سيمه.III

1. Where do people speak your language/dialect?

لهجه خبرې كوي؟/ د كوم ځاى خلك ستاسو په ژبه.۱

2. Where do people speak Pashto differently?

 د كوم ځاى خلك په مختلفه پښتو لهجو خبرې كوي؟.۲

3. Do you always understand it well?

 تاسو په هغه پښتو ښه پوهيږى؟.۳

4. Where do people speak Pashto most-sweet /
beautiful? Least-sweet / beautiful?

 كوم خلك په ښه او خوږه پښتو خبرې كوي؟ او چيري خلك په.۴
خرابه پښتو خبرې كوي؟

5. Which other languages do you speak?

 په نورو كومو ژبو بلد ياست؟۵

6. Where did you learn those languages?

 دا ژبې مو چېرې زده کړې دي؟.۶

7. Which language is easiest for you?

 كومه ژبه تاسو ته آسانه ده؟.۷

8. Which language would you like to speak better?

 په كومه ژبه غواړې چې ښې خبرې وكړې؟.۸
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Appendix E Table 4. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Four
IV.

Answer

Language and Family

 ژبه او كورنۍ.IV

1. Does anybody speak other languages except your
mother tongue in your home? Who? With Whom? Why?

 ستاسو په كور كې داسې څوك شته چې پرته له مورني ژبې څخه.۱
په نورو ژبو هم خبرې وكړې؟ څوك؟ له چا سره؟ ولې؟

2. How would you feel if your children spoke in Dari at
home among themselves? Why?

، كه ستاسې ماشومان په كور كې د يو بل سره دري ويلې واى.۲
تاسو ته څنګه معلوميده؟ ولې؟

3. Do children sometimes mix Dari and Pashto?

 ماشومان كله نا كله دري او پښتو سره ګډوي؟ ولي؟.۳

4. When your children grow up, what language will
they use the most? Why? Are you happy with that?

 كله چې ماشومان مو ځوانان شي ډېر به په كومه ژبه خبرې.۴
كوي؟ ولې؟ ته له دغه حالت سره خوشحاله يې؟

5. When your grand children grow up, what language
will they use the most? Why? Are you happy with that?

 كله چې مو لمسيان ځوانان شي تر ډېره به په كومه ژبه خبرې.۵
كوي؟ ولې؟ ته له دغه حالت سره خوشحاله يې؟

6. Are there any wives in your family who are not
Pashtun? If yes: With what languages do husband and
wife speak together? Their children?

 ستاسو په كورنۍ كې داسې كومه ښځه شته چې هغه پښتنه نه.۶
وي؟ هغوى په كومه ژبه خبري كوي؟ د هغوى ماشومان په كومه
ژبه خبرې كوي؟

7. Would you let your son marry someone who speaks
only Dari?

 تاسو خپل زوى ته اجازه وركوئ چې د يوې دري ژبې نجلۍ سره.۷
واده وكړي؟
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8. Is there a woman from your family given for
marriage outside Kandahar? If yes: What language does
she speak with her husband? Their children?

 (نه بهر نورو... ستاسو د كورنۍ نه كومه نجلۍ له )كندهار۸
 هغه د خپلې كورنۍ سره په كومه.ولايتونو ته واده شوې ده؟ كه هو
لهجه خبرې كوي؟ د هغې ماشومان څنګه؟/ژبه

9. Would you let your daughter marry someone who
speaks only Dari?

 تاسو خپله لور پريږدئ چې د يو هلك سره چې هغه يوازې په دري.۹
 واده وکړې؟،ژبه خبرې كوي

10. Which language do you use at Friday prayer house
(during prayer)? Before prayer for preaching?

 په كومه ژبه د جمعې لمونځ كوئ؟ مخكې د لمانځه څخه ملا.۱۰
په كومه ژبه خلكو ته تبليغ كوي؟

11. Which language do you tell stories?

 په كومه ژبه كيسه وايئ؟.۱۱
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Appendix E Table 5. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Five
V.

Answer

Language Use

 د ژبې كارول.V

1. Which language do you speak to your spouse? To
your children? At work? In the guest room? At a
government office?

 د خپل ميړه؟ د خپلې ښځې سره؟ د خپلو ماشومانو سره؟ په.۱
وظيفه كې؟ د خپلو ميلمنو سره؟ په يو دولتي دفتر كې؟ په كومه
ژبه خبرې كوئ؟

2. What language does your spouse speak to the
children in? What language does she use with other
women?

 ستا ميرمن ستا د ماشومانو سره په كومه ژبه خبرې كوي؟ ستا.۲
ميرمن د نورو ښځو سره په كومه ژبه خبرې كوي؟

3. Which language do your children speak to you in?

 ستا ماشومان تاسو سره په كومه ژبه خبرې كوي؟.۳

4. When you are arguing, what language do you use?

 كومه ژبه كاروئ؟، كله چې شخړه كوئ.۴
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Appendix E Table 6. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Six
VI.

Answer

Language, Travel and Trade

 سفر، ژبه، سوداګري.VI

1. Which languages do you speak at the bazaar in
Kandahar? Which languages do you speak with
merchants who come to the village?

 د )كندهار( په بازار كې په كومه ژبه خبرې كوئ؟ د هغو.۱
سوداګرو سره چې ستاسو كلي ته راځې په كومه ژبه خبرې كوئ؟

2. Where do you go to visit? How often? How long?
For what occasions? What language do you use there?

 تاسو كومو ځايونو ته سفر كوئ؟ څو ځلي؟ څومره وخت؟ د څه.۲
لپاره؟ په دغو ځايونو كې د كومې ژبې څخه استفاده كوئ؟

3. Did you go to other places for work or military
service? Where? How long? What language did you use
there?

 تاسو د كار او يا د عسكرۍ لپاره نورو کوموځايونو ته تللې يئ؟.۳
د څومره وخت لپاره؟ له كومو ژبو نه مو په دغو ځايونو كې استفاده
كوله؟

4. Do people come from other places to visit you? How
often? How long? For what occasions? What language
do they use?

 آيا خلك له نورو ځايونو څخه ستاسو ليدو ته راځي؟ څو ځلي؟د.۴
څومره وخت لپاره؟ د څه لپاره؟ په كومو ژبو هغوى خبرې كوي؟

5. Where does Pashto come from? Where was it spoken
first?

 پښتو ژبه د كوم ځاى څخه راغلې ده؟ لومړى دا ژبه چيرې.۵
 خبرې په كيدلې؟/ استعماليدله

6. Has ever anyone made fun of you because of your
language? Who?

 آيا چا ستا په ژبه پورې خندلي دي؟ که هو چا؟.۶
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Appendix E Table 7. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Seven
VII.

Language, Children and Education

 ماشومان او زده كړه،  ژبه.VII

1. Do your children go to school? Those who don’t go –
why don’t they go? boys - girls

 ایا ماشومان مو ښوونځي ته ځي؟ هغه ماشومان مو چې.۱
 ولې نه ځي؟ هلكان که نجونې،ښوونځي ته نه ځي

2. What is the language of instruction in your
children’s school?

 درسي ژبه ستاسو د ماشومانو په ښوو نځي كې كومه ژبه ده؟.۲

3. Do your children speak Dari?

 آيا ماشومان دې په دري خبرې كوي؟.۳

4. If yes, when your children started school did they
already know Dari?

 كله چې ماشومان دې ښوونځي ته تلل هغوى په دري ژبه، كه هو.۴
پوهيدل؟

5. Does the teacher help your children in Pashto in
class?

 ښوونكى په صنف كې ماشومانو ته دې په پښتو ژبه مرسته.۵
رسوي؟

6. Before starting school which language does/ did
your children use among each other?

 نه/  وو او ښوونځي ته نه ځي/  كله چې ماشومان دې واړه دي.۶
 كولې؟/ په كومه ژبه خبرې كوي/ په خپل منځ كې یې،تلل

7. When your children play, what language do they
use?

 كومه ژبه كاروي؟، كله چې ماشومان دې لوبې كوي.۷
8. At what grade do your children understand Dari
well?

 ماشومانو دې په كوم ټولګي كې دري ژبه زده كړه؟.۸
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Answer

9. Do your children learn to read and write in Pashto
or Dari?

 ماشومانو دې لوستل او ليكل په پښتو ژبه زده كړي که په دري؟.۹

10. Would you prefer your children to learn reading and
writing in Dari first, or in Pashto first and later in Dari?
Why?

 ا ٓيا دا ښه بو لئ چې ماشومان مو ليكل او لوستل لومړى په.۱۰
دري ژبه زده كړي او که په پښتو اوکه وروسته په دري؟ ولې؟
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Appendix E Table 8. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Eight
VIII

Literacy and Media

Answer

 د سواد زده كړه.VIII

1. Do you like reading books? What kind of books do
you usually read? In what language do you read books?

 آيا ستاسو كتاب لوستل خوښيږي؟ په عمومي توګه څه ډول.۱
كتاب لولئ؟ تاسو په كومه ژبه كتاب لولئ؟

2. If yes, is the script easy to read or difficult?

 خط لوستل ا ٓسانه ده كه مشكل؟، د كتاب كرښې، كه هو.۲

3. Would you like books in Pashto? Why? What kind of
books would you like: stories, poetry, songs, history,
health education, other?

 ا ٓیا غواړې چې په پښتو ژبه کتابونه ولرې؟ ولې؟ که چېرې يې.۳
 د روغتیا په، تاریخي، سندريز، شعرونه، کيسې:غواړې کوم ډول
 روزنیز او یا هم نور؟،هکله

4. Would you spend money to buy books in Pashto?

 ایا غواړې چې په پښتوکتابونو پیسې ورکړې؟.۴

5. What would be the best Pashto dialect to produce
literature in? Why?

د پښتو ترټولو غوره لهجه دادبیاتو دلیکلو لپاره کومه ده بیان يې.۵
کړه؟ او ولې؟

6. If there were a literacy class in Pashto, would you
go?

 ورغلی، که چېرې په پښتو ژبه د زده کړې ټولګى یا کورس واى.۶
به وای؟

7. Would you spend money in order to learn reading
and writing in Pashto?

 ا ٓیا د پښتو ژبې د لیک او لوست د زده کړې لپاره به پیسې.۷
مصرف کړې؟

8. In what language do you text on the telephone
/Pashto/, /Dari/, /English/?

. دری يا انګرېزي، په کومه ژبه په ټلیفون کی متن لیکئ؟ پښتو.۸

9. Do you listen to the radio? In what language?

 په کومه ژبه؟، آیا راډیو ته غوږ نسې؟ که هو.۹
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Appendix E Table 9. Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section Nine
IX.

Answer

Personal Importance

 شخصي ارزښت.IX

1. How useful is Pashto for you in respect of -

 تر کومې کچې پښتو ژبه در ته ګټمنه ده؟۱

getting jobs?

 د کار موندنې لپارهد لوړو زدکړو لپاره

higher education?

communication with
other communities?

Gaining respect in your
community?

د نورو خلکو سره په راشه در
شه کې
که د خپلو خلکو په مینځ كې د
احترام حاصلولو لپاره

2. How useful is Dari for you in respect of -

 دري ژبه تاسي ته څومره ګټمنه ده؟.۲

getting jobs?

 د کار موندنې لپاره-

higher education?

communication with
other communities?
Gaining respect in your
community?

د لوړو زده کړو لپاره
د نورو خلکو سره په راشه در
شه کې
که د خپلو خلکو په مینځ كې د
احترام حاصلولو لپاره

3. How important is the Pashto language to you?

 پښتو ژبه تاسې ته تر کومې كچې مهمه ده؟.۳
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Researcher’s Observation:

د څیړونکي اند׃
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APPENDIX F
SOCIAL NETWORK QUESTIONNAIRE TEMPLATE
1. Interview Data
Researcher

Answer

د مرکې معلومات.١

 څيړونكى.١

Date

 نيټه.٢

Location

 موقعیت/ ځاى.٣

Language of Interview

 د مرکې ژبه.۴
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2.

Personal Data of
Informant

Answer

Name of Informant

 د ځواب وركوونكي شخصي معلومات.۲

 نوم.۱

Gender of Informant

 جنس.۲

Age

 عمر.۳

Tribe

ستا ټبر څه دى؟

Place of Birth

د زيږيدو ځاى.۴

Residence (now, others)

اوسني او مخكني د استوګنې.۵
ځاى

Where have you travelled? For
how long?

كومو ځايونو ته مو سفر كړئ؟ د
څومره وخت لپاره؟

Marital Status

 مدني حالت.۱۲
 د زده كړې درجه )څو.۱۰

Education Level

(كاله
Profession, where

( دنده یاوظيفه )چيرې.۱۱

Children

 ماشومان/  اولاد.۱۳

Number of people in the house

تاسو په كور كې څو نفرﻩ
ياست

Where do people speak Pashto
most-sweet/beautiful? Leastsweet/beautiful?

د كوم ځاى خلك په خوږه لهجه
خبرې كوي؟ او كوم نه؟
آيا ستا خپله لهجه خوښیږي؟ آيا
ستا خوښېږي چې ماشومان دې په
خپله لهجه خبرې وكړي؟ او ستا
لمسيان څنګه؟

Do you like your dialect? Do
you want your children to speak
your dialect? Do you want your
grandchildren to speak your
dialect?
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د ژبې اړيكې.۳

3. Language Networks
ٔCan a wife be given to another tribe? Which tribes?
Taken from another tribe?

آيا د نورو قومونو سره مو دوستۍ كړې دي؟ له چا سره؟

Do all your friends know each other? Do all your family
members know each other?

آيا ستا ملګري په خپلو كې سره پېژني؟ ا ٓيا ستا خپلوان په خپلو سره
پېژني؟

Do you have more than one relationship with the same
person?

آيا تاسې له خپل دوست سره تر يوې زياتې خپلويګانې لرئ؟

Does everyone know each other in your village? In the
next village? In the district? In the whole tribe?

آيا ستاسو په كلي كې ټول خلك يو بل پیژني؟ د بل كلي خلك څنګه؟
 څنګه؟،په ولسوالۍ كې او يا هم په ټول ټبر كې
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Answer

APPENDIX G
WORD LIST SUMMARY RESULTS
Appendix G Table 1. Word List Summary Results Section One
Word
Num.

English

1

Respondent Home Region
Wardak

Kandahar

Helmand

Jalalabad

Bati Kot

I (1s)

zə

zə

zə

zə

zə

2

you (2s)

tə

tə

tə

tə

tə

3

he (3s)

daɪ

daɪ

daɪ

haˈɣa

daɪ

4

she (3s)

dɑ

da

dɑ

haˈɣa

dɑ

5

we (1p)

muʝ

muʐ

muʐ

muŋg

mung

6

you (2p)

ˈtɑse

ˈtase

ˈtɑse

ˈtɑso

ˈtɑse

7

they (3p)

deɪ

ˈduwi

ˈdoeɪ

8

who

tsok

tsok

tsok

tsok

tsok

9

what

tsə

tsə ʃe

tsə

tsə

tsə

10

where

ˈtʃere

ˈtʃere

ˈtʃere

ˈtʃerta

ˈtʃerta

11

when

ˈkəla

ˈkəla

ˈkəla

ˈkəla

12

how many

tso

tso

tso

tso

tso

13

this (near)

da / ˈdaɣa

daɣa / da

daɣa

dɑ

ˈdaɣa

14

that (far)

ˈhaɣa

ˈhaɣa

ˈ?aɣa

15

these (near)

ˈdaɣa /da

da

dɑ/ ˈdaɣa

ˈ?aɣa

ˈ?aɣa

ˈ?aɣa

16

tsə waxt /
kəla

ˈhaɣa / ˈ?aɣa ˈ?aɣa / ˈhaɣa
ˈdaɣa / da

those (far) ˈhaɣa / ˈ?aɣa

haɣˈwi /
ˈduwi

ˈduwi

17

far

ˈləre

ˈləre

ˈləre

ˈləre

ˈləre

18

near

niʒˈde

niʐˈde

niʐˈde

nɪʒˈde

niʒˈde

19

down

ˈlɑnde

ˈlɑnde

ˈlɑnde

ˈlɑnde

ˈlɑnde

sar ˈbera

lwaɽ

20

21

up/ above bar / bərˈsera

… na pɑs /

utʃat / lwaɽ

pɑs

come, imp

rəˈtsa

rɑˈdza

rɑˈdza

ˈrɑʃa

ˈrɑdza

come, 3s

rəˈtsi

rɑˈdzi

rɑˈdzi

rɑˈdzi

ˈrɑdzi

come, inf

raˈtləl

rɑˈtləl

rɑˈtləl
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Appendix G Table 2. Word List Summary Results Section Two
Word
Num.

22

23

24

25

English

Wardak

Kandahar

Helmand

Jalalabad

Bati Kot

sit, imp

ˈkena

ˈkʂena

ˈkʂena

ˈkena

ˈkena

sit, 3s

keˈni

kʂiˈni

kʂiˈni

ˈkeni

sit, inf

kenɑsˈtəl

kʂenɑsˈtəl

stand, imp

ˌwəlaˈʈeja

ˌwədaˈreʐa

stand, 3s

wəˈdari

daˈriʐi

stand, inf

dreˈdəl

dareˈdəl

lie down,
imp

ˈtsəmla

biˈda sa

lie down, 3s

ˈtsəməli

biˈdiʐi

lie down,
inf

tsəmlasˈtəl

bideˈdəl

give, imp

ˈrɑka

ˈrɑka

give, 3s

ˈwar kaˌβ/wi

wərkaˈji

give, inf

ˈwar kaˌwəl

wərkaˈwəl

tʃaˈkar

mandzəˈra

walk, imp
26

27

28

29

Respondent Home Region

ˈwəwaja

ˈwəka

mandzəˈra

kenɑsˈtəl

kenɑsˈtəl

ˌwədaˈreʐa

ˈwədrega

ˈwədrega

daˈreʐi

daˈrigi

ˈwədreʝi

dareˈdəl

wədre dəl

wɑɣədzeʐa

ˈtsəmla

ˈtsəmla

ɣadzeʐi

tsəˈməli

ˈtsəməli

tsəmlɑsˈtəl

tsmlɑsˈtəl

ˈrɑkɽa

ˈrɑka

ˈrɑkɽa

wərkəˈji

wərkaˈji

ˈwar kəwi

wərkaˈwəl

wərkəwəl

mazəl kawəm

ˈwəgərdza

məzal wəka

mazal kaˈji

ˈgərdzi

walk, 3s

tʃaˈkar ˈwiji

walk, inf

tʃaˈkar ˈwajəl

fly (bird),
imp.

ˈwɑlwaza

ˈwalbəza

ˈ?ɑlwazi

?alˈbəzi

fly (bird),
inf

?alwaˈtəl

?albəˈtel

wash, imp

ˈpremindza

(rɑ) ˈprewa

waminzda

wash, 3s

ˈmindzi

preˈvi

minzdi

wash, inf

minˈdzəl

preˈwəl

split, imp

mɑt ka

mɑt ka

split, 3s

ˈmɑtiwi

matəˈji

mɑtaˈji

split, inf

mɑtaˈwəl

mɑtəˈwəl

mataˈwəl

fly (bird),
3s

kəˈji

mandzəˈra
kaˈwəl

ɑlwazi

mɑt ka
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gərdzeˈdəl

məzal kawəl

ˈwɑlwaza

ˈwɑlwaza

?alˈwazi

ˈʔɑlwazi

?alwaˈtəl

ʔalwʊtəl

ˈwəmindza

ˈwe jindza/

ˈmindzi

ˈwindzi

minˈdzəl

prejendzəl

mɑt ka

majda ka
majda kawəl

Appendix G Table 3. Word List Summary Results Section Three
Word
Num.

30

31

English

Respondent Home Region
Wardak

Kandahar

dig, imp

ˈwəkana

dig, 3s

ˈkani

dig, inf

kanaʊˈdəl

squeeze,
imp

taxˈta ka

squeeze, 3s

taxˈta kiˌwi

squeeze, inf taxˈta kaˌwəl

32

33

34

35

36

Helmand

Jalalabad

Bati Kot

ˈwəkina

ˈwəkina

wəkəˈna

ˈkini

ˈkindi

ˈkani

kinˈdəl

Kan(d)əl

taxˈta (je) ka

taxˈta je ka

taxˈta ka

taxˈtakaˈji (je)

taxˈta kaˈji

taxˌta kaˈwəl

taxˈta kaˈwəl

taxta kawəl

wa waʒna

məɽ ka

maɽ ji ka

waʒni

məɽ kaji

kinˈdəl /
kaˈʐəl

kill, imp

ˈməɽ ka

kill, 3s

ˈməɽ kiˌwi

kill, inf

ˈmɽa kaˌwəl

eat, imp

ˈwəxra

ˈwəxra

ˈwəxra

ˈwəxra

ˈwəxra

eat, 3s

xri

xri

xri

xwri

xwri

eat, inf

xwaˈrəl

xwaˈɽəl

xwaˈɽəl

xwaˈrəl

drink, imp

ˈwətʃça

ˈwətʃʂa

ˈwətʃʂa

ˈwətʃeka

wətska

drink, 3s

tʃçi

tʃʂi

tʃʂi

tʃki

tski

drink, inf

tʃçəl

tʃʂəl

tʃkəl

bite, imp

kap ˈwəlgawa

ˈwəxra

maˈɽəɪ wə ka

bite, 3s

kap ˈlgiwi

xri

maˈɽəɪ kaˈji

bite, inf.

kap lgaˈwəl

xwaˈrəl

maˈɽəɪ kaˈwəl

look at, imp

ˈwəgora

ˈwəgora

ˈwəgora

ˈwəgura

ˈwəgora

look at, 3s

ˈgoːri

ˈgoːri

ˈgoːri

ˈguri

ˈguri

look at, inf

kaˈtəl

kaˈtəl

kaˈtəl

kaˈtəl

məɽ (je) ka
ˈməɽ kaˈji /
ˈwəʐni

məɽ / mɽə

wəˈʐel / mɽə

kawəl

(məɽ) kaˈwəl

məɽ kwəl

listen, imp ɣwaʝ ˈwənisa ɣwaʐ ˈwənisa ɣwaʐ ˈwənisa ɣwəg ˈwənisa ɣwəg wanisa
37

listen, 3s
listen, inf

ɣwaʝ niˈwəlaɪ ɣwaʐ niˈwəlaɪ
ɣwaʝ niˈwəl

ɣwaʐ niˈwəl
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ɣwəg ˈnisi
ɣwəg niˈwəl

ɣwəg niwəlai

Appendix G Table 4. Word List Summary Results Section Four
Word
Num.

38

39

English

Respondent Home Region
Wardak

Kandahar

Helmand

know, imp

ˈwəpiˌjeja

ˈwəpoˌjeʐa

wəpojʐa

know, 3s

ˈpijiji

poˈjeʐi

poˈjeʐi

know, inf

pijeˈdəl

pojeˈdəl

sleep, imp

wiˈda ʃa

biˈda sa

biˈda sa

sleep, 3s

ˌwida ˈkiji

biˈdiʐi

biˈdeʐi

sleep, inf

wiˌda keˈdəl

die, imp

Jalalabad
wəpoˈjega,
poeɪ ʃa

Bati Kot
wə pohiga

poˈjigi

pojigi

pojeˈdəl

pojidəl

wiˈdə ʃa
(masc.)

weˈda ʃa

ˌwidə ˈkigi

ˌwedə ˈkiʝi

bideˈdəl

wiˈda keˈdəl

wʊdə kidal

məɽ ʃa

mər sa

məɽ ʃa

məɽ ʃa

die, 3s

məɽ ˈkiji

mər ˈkeʐi

məɽ kiˈgi (ʝi)

məɽ ˈki(ʝ)gi

die, inf

mɽə keˈdəl

mɽə keˈdəl

think, imp

ˈpəkar ˈwəka

ˈpɪkar ˈwəka

think, 3s

ˈpəkar kɑ

ˈpɪkar kaˈji

ˈpəkar ˈkaji

think, inf

ˈpəkar kɽəl

ˈpɪkar kaˈwəl

ˈpəkar kaˈwəl

say, imp

ˈwəwija

ˈwəwɑja

ˈwəwɑja

ˈwəwaja

wəwɑja

say, 3s

ˈwjaji

ˈwɑji

ˈwɑji

ˈwaji

wɑje

say, inf

weˈjəl

waˈjəl

43

night

ᶘpa

ʃpa

ʃpa

ʃpa

ᶘpa

44

day

wradz

wradz

wradz

wraz

wradz

45

one

joʊ

jaʊ

joʊ

jaʊ / joː

joʊ

46

two

d(u)wa

dwa

dwa

dwa

dwa

47

three

dreɪ

dre

dre

dre / dreɪ

dre

48

four

tsaˈlor

tsaˈlor

tsaˈloːr

tsaˈlor

tsaˈlor

49

five

pinˈdza

pinˈdza

pinˈdza

pinˈza

pinˈdza

50

six

ʃpaʝ

ʃpaʐ

ʃpaʐ

ʃpag

ʃpiʒ

51

seven

uˈwa

uˈwa

oˈwa

wə / uˈwa

oˈwa

52

eight

ɑˈtə

aˈta

ɑˈta

aˈtə

ɑˈtə

53

nine

nah

nah

nə

nəˈhə

nah

40

41

42

mər ˈkeʐi

məɽ/mɽa
keˈdəl

ˈpəkər ˈwəka

ˈpəkar ˈwəka

pikar wəka

waˈjəl
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Appendix G Table 5. Word List Summary Results Section Five
Word
Num.

English

54

Respondent Home Region
Wardak

Kandahar

Helmand

Jalalabad

Bati Kot

ten

las

las

ləs

las

ləs

55

eleven

jaˈwulas

jaˈwoləs

joˈwuːləs

jaˈwolas

jaˈwoləs

56

twelve

ˈdwolas

ˈdwoləs

dwoːləs

ˈdoləs

ˈdwoləs

57

twenty

ʃəl

ʃel

ʃel

ʃəl

ʃəl

58

hundred

səl

səl

səl

səl

səl

59

all

ʈol

ˈgərda / ˈʈola

ʈoːl

ʈol

ʈol

60

many

ɖer

ɖer

ɖer

ɖer

ɖer

61

few

lɪʝ / kəm

62

big

ɣaʈ

ɣaʈ / ˈloji

ɣaʈ

ɣaʈ

ɣaʈ

63

small

wʊɽ

kotʃˈnaɪ

kotʃˈnei

waˈɽukaɪ

waɽʊkeɪ

64

long

wuʝd

wuʐd

wuʐd

ugd

ogad

65

short

lanɖ

lanɖ

lanɖ

lanɖ

lanɖ

66

sun

lmar

lmar

lmar

lmar

mar

67

moon

spoʝˈmaɪ

spoʐˈmeɪ

spoʐˈmeɪ

spogˈmeɪ

spogmeɪ

68

star

ˈstoraɪ

ˈstoraɪ

ˈstoːreɪ

ˈstoraɪ

ˈ storei

69

water

oˈbə

oˈbə

oˈbə

uˈbə

oˈbə

70

rain

bɑˈrɑn

bɑˈrɑn

bɑˈrɑn

bɑˈrɑn

bɑˈrɑn

71

stone

ˈtiʝa

ɖaˈbəra

ɖaˈbəra

ˈtiga

tiʝ(g)a

72

sand

reg

reg

reg

ˈʃəga

ʃɑngeɽ

73

earth

ˈmdzəka

ˈmdzəka

74

cloud

wərˈjedz

wərˈjadz

wərˈjadz

75

smoke

dud

dud

dud

76

fire

wər

wʊr

wʊr

oːr

wʊr

77

ash

ˈjire

ˈjire

ˈjire

iˈra

jira

78

mountain

ɣar

ɣar

ɣar

ɣar

79

tree

ˈwəna

ˈdraxta

ˈdraxta

ˈwəna

80

seed

ˈtəxəm

kəm / jaʊ tsa
/ ləʐ

juw tsa

ləg / lɪg /
kam

ˈdzməka /
ˈmdzəka
wrez
dud / luge
(aɪ)

ˈtʊxəm
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ləg

ˈdzməka
wəˈredz
dud

Appendix G Table 6. Word List Summary Results Section Six
Respondent Home Region

Word
Num.

English

81

leaf

ˈpaɳe

ˈpɑɳa

82

root

ˈwalje

riˈʃa / riˈxa

83

bark

posˈtəkaɪ

84

fish

maˈjaɪ

mɑˈhi

85

bird

mərˈɣa

mərˈɣəɪ

86

dog

spaɪ

spaɪ

87

goat

?uˈza

uˈza

88

sheep

pʰəˈsa

psə

89

chicken

tʃərg

tʃərg(a)

90

cow

ɣɑ

ɣwɑ

91

ant

məʝaˈtaɪ

meˈgaɪ

92

woman

ˈçədza

ˈxəza

93

man

saˈɽaɪ

saɽaɪ

94

person

naˈpar

kas, naˈpar

95

skin

posˈtakaɪ

posˈtəkaɪ

96

flesh/ meat

ˈɣwaça

ˈɣwaxa

97

bone

uˈɖukaɪ

aˈɖukaɪ

98

grease/ fat

ləm

ˈwɑzda

99

egg

ɑˈgeɪ / ˈɑja

hɑ/aˈgeɪ

100

horn

çkar

xkar

101

tail

Wardak

Kandahar

Helmand

Jalalabad

də wəni

posˈtəkaɪ

laˈkeɪ
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Bati Kot

APPENDIX H
RTT RESPONDENT DEMOGRAPHIC PLUS PERFORMANCE
DATA
Appendix H Table 1. Recorded Text Testing Stories
Story
Reference
Number
sK01

Confederacy
Location

Location within
Confederacy

Karlani

Wardak

sK02

Karlani

Khogyani

sK03

Karlani

Khost

sD01
sD02
sD03
sE01

Durrani
Durrani
Durrani
Eastern

sE02

Eastern

sE03
sE04

Eastern
Eastern

Kandahar
Kandahar
Helmand
Jalalabad
Bati Kot District,
Nangarhar Province
Kunar
Kunar

sG01

Ghilji

Ghazni
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Story Title
Trick on Driver
Conflict with
Taliban
Attempting to
Become a Teacher
Garden Theft
Education
Shopkeeper
Our Chicken
Lesson Plan
Lost ID Card
Rocket Attack
Long Shirt Caught in
Bicycle

Appendix H Table 2. Recorded Test Testing Storyteller Demographic Information
RTT
Story
sK01†
sD01
sD02

Storyteller
From Where
Rubat Village
in Jaghatu
District in
Wardak
Province
Kandahar
Province
Kandahar
Province

Other Assessments Given

Age

Education
Level

Word
List

SQ

RTT

20

Not
Educated

✓

✓

sE01
(respondent
– K03)‡

26

Not
Educated

no

no

none

20

Educated

no

no

yes††

sD03

Helmand
Province

40

Not
Educated

no

✓

sE01

Jalalabad
City

19

in
University

sK01
(respondent
D03)‡

✓

no

none

sE02

Bati Kot

35

Teacher

✓

✓

sK01, SD02
(respondent
E01)‡

20

Educated

no

no

none

30

Not
Educated

no

no

yes††

21

Educated
Graduate
from
University

✓

✓

yes††

✓

✓

yes††

Educated

no

no

none

sE03

sE04
sK02
sK03
sG01

Khaus Kunar
District in
Kunar
Province
Khaus Kunar
District in
Kunar
Province
Khogyani
Tani District
in Khost
Province
Ghazni
Province

24
Young

† See Appendix H Table 1 for a description of each story reference number.

‡ See Appendix H Table 3 through Appendix H Table 5 for respondent details.
†† RTT results for these respondents will be presented in a future report.
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Appendix H Table 3. Wardak RTT Respondent Demographic Information
Respondent

Sex

Age

Education Level

K01

Male

22

K02
K03
K04

Male
Male
Female

55-60
20
55-60

K05

Female

16

in University, law
student
High School Teacher
Not Educated
Not Educated
Educated, sixth
grade

K06

Male

23

Educated to
fourteenth grade

K07

Male

16

K08

Male

25

Educated, seventh
Grade
Educated, University
student

K09

Male

20

Not Educated

Stories
Responded To
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE01
sD01, sD02,
sD03, sE02, sE04,
sK03, sG01
sD01, sD02, sG01
sD01, sD03, sE03,
sK02, sK03, sG01
sD01, sE04, sK02,
sG01

Appendix H Table 4. Durrani Confederacy RTT Respondent Demographic Information
Respondent
D01
D02
D03
D04
D05
D06

Region
From
Kandahar
Kandahar
Helmand
Helmand
Helmand
Kandahar

Sex

Age

Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male

35
12
40
40
15
28

Education
Level
Not Educated
Not Educated†
Not Educated
Educated
Educated
Not Educated

Stories Responded
To
sK01, sE01
sK01, sE01
sK01
sK01
sE01
sE01

† D02 self-reported he that was in the sixth grade but the researcher subjectively considered
him to be not educated.
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Appendix H Table 5. Eastern Confederacy RTT Respondent Demographic Information
Respondent

Region
From

Sex

Age

E01

Bati Kot,
Nangarhar

Male

35

E02

Bati Kot,
Nangarhar
Bati Kot,
Nangarhar
Bati Kot,
Nangarhar

Male

20

Not Educated†

sK01

Male

20

Educated, in
high school

sD01

Male

22

Educated

E05

Kunar

Male

25

E06
E07

Kunar
Kunar

Male
Male

41
45

E08

Kunar

Male

26

E09
E10
E11

Kunar
Kunar
Kunar

Male
Male
Male

55
20
30

E03
E04

Education
Level
Educated,
Teacher
Training
Institute (Level
14)

Educated,
University
Student
Educated
Not Educated
Educated, 14th
Grade
Not Educated
Not Educated
Not Educated

Stories Responded
To
sK01, sD02

sD02
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01

† E02 self-reported that he was in the twelfth grade, but the researcher subjectively
considered him to be not educated.

Appendix H Table 6. Non-Wardak Karlani Confederacy RTT Respondent Demographic
Information
Sex

Age

K10

Region
From
Khogyani

Male

40

K11

Khogyani

Male

18

K12

Khogyani

Male

20

Respondent
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Education
Level
Not Educated
Educated, in
high school
Educated, in
12th grade

Stories Responded
To
sK01
sK01
sK01

Appendix H Table 7. Ghazni RTT Respondent Demographic Information
Respondent

Region
From

Sex

Age

G01

Ghazni

Male

19

G02

Ghazni

Male

23

G03

Ghazni

Male

34

G04

Ghazni

Male

22

G05

Ghazni

Male

20

Education
Level
Educated, to
11th grade
Educated, in
13th grade
Educated,
journalist
Educated, in
13th grade
Educated, in
12th grade

Stories Responded
To
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01
sK01

Appendix H Table 8. Wardak Responses to Stories from Other Regions
Respondent
K06
K07
K08
K09
K06
K07
K06
K08
K01
K02
K03
K04
K05
K06
K08
K06
K09
K08
K09
K06
K08
K06
K07
K08
K09

Story
Confederacy

Durrani (8)

Eastern (9)

Karlani (4)

Ghilji (4)

Story

Possible
Correct

Actual
Correct

Percentage
(%)

sD01
sD01
sD01
sD01
sD02
sD02
sD03
sD03
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE02
sE03
sE04
sE04
sK02
sK02
sK03
sK03
sG01
sG01
sG01
sG01

23
23
23
23
36
19†
22
22
56
56
56
56
56
24
46
44
44
30
30
34
34
20
20
20
20

18
16
18.5
19
35
18
21
20
52
45.5
45
44.5
50
23
38
37
40
25.5
26
31.5
27
17
15
18
19

78.3
69.6
80.4
82.6
97.2
94.7
95.5
90.9
92.9
81.3
80.4
79.5
89.3
95.8
82.6
84.1
90.9
85.0
86.7
92.6
79.4
85.0
75.0
90.0
95.0

Overall Mean (25)
Overall Standard Deviation

† K07 answered just the first seven out of 13 sections of story sD02.
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Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

86.2 /
9.9

86.3 /
6.0

85.9 /
5.4
86.3 /
8.5
86.2
7.3

Appendix H Table 9. Responses to Wardak RTT Story
Story

Respondent
Respondent
Confederacy

sK01

Durrani (4)

sK01

Eastern (9)

sK01

Karlani (3)

sK01

Ghilji (5)

Possible
Correct

Correct

Percentage
(%)

36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
29†
22‡
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36
36

26
28.5
33.5
21.5
28
24
32
29
30.5
15.5
14.5
27
27
25.5
26.5
27.5
27
33.5
22.5
28.5
33.5

72.2
79.2
93.1
59.7
77.8
66.7
88.9
80.6
84.7
53.4
66.0
75.0
75.0
70.8
73.6
76.4
75
93.1
62.5
79.2
93.1

D01
D02
D03
D04
E01
E02
E05
E06
E07
E08
E09
E10
E11
K10
K11
K12
G01
G02
G03
G04
G05

Overall Mean (21)
Overall Standard Deviation

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)
76.1 /
13.9

74.2 /
10.8

73.6 /
2.8
80.6 /
13.0
76.0
10.9

† For E08, recording for sections one and four were lost.
‡ For E09, recording for sections eight to ten were lost.

Appendix H Table 10. Respondents from Wardak who Tested on More than One Story
Respondent

K06
K07
K08
K09
Mean
Standard
Deviation

Story Result (%)
sD01

sD02

sD03

78.3
69.6
80.4
82.6
77.7

97.2
94.7

95.5

96.0

93.2

5.7

1.8

3.3

sE02

95.8

90.9

sE03

82.6
95.8

82.6
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sE04

sK02

90.9
87.5

85.0
86.7
85.9

79.4

4.8

1.2

84.1

sK03

sG01

86.0

85.0
75.0
90.0
95.0
86.3

Mean

9.3

8.5

7.7

92.6

89.8
79.8
84.7
88.8
86.6

SD

7.3
13.2
4.8
5.3

Appendix H Table 11. Respondents from Wardak who Tested on only One Story
Story Result (%)

Respondent

sE01
92.9
81.3
80.4
79.5
89.3
84.7
6.0

K01
K02
K03
K04
K05
Average
Standard Deviation

Appendix H Table 12. Eastern Confederacy Responses to Southern Pashto Stories
Story
sD01
sD02
sD02

Respondent
Possible Actual
Respondent
Location
Correct Correct
Bati Kot,
Nangarhar
Province

E03
E01
E04

23
36
36

Overall Mean (3)
Overall Standard Deviation

19.5
35
31

Percentage
(%)
84.8
97.2
86.1

Mean
(%) /
SD
(%)
89.4
/ 6.8
89.4
6.8

Appendix H Table 13. Durrani Confederacy Responses to Jalalabad Northern Pashto Story
Story
sE01
sE01
sE01
sE01

Respondent
Possible Actual
Respondent
Location
Correct Correct
Kandahar

D01
D02
D06
D05

56
56
56
56

Helmand
Overall Mean
Overall Standard Deviation
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48
46
40
48.5

Percentage
(%)
85.7
82.1
71.4
86.6

Mean
(%) /
SD
(%)
81.5
/ 7.0
81.5
7.0

APPENDIX I
RESPONSES TO RTT FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
Appendix I Table 1. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Durrani Confederacy
Garden Theft, sD01, Story
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Respon.

Percent
Correct

Location

Respon.

K06

78.3

Wardak

K07

69.6

Wardak

K08

80.4

Wardak

K09

82.6

Wardak

(%)

Where does
the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Helmand
or
Kandahar

Good

good

Jalalabad, good
Kunar, or
Kandahar
good
Ghazni
Province
Kandahar good

did you

100%

80%
90%
100%

from your

with these

some
has
difference friends
from
there
very
no
different
answer
not much
different
some
difference

has
contact
has
contact

Appendix I Table 2. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Durrani Confederacy
sD02 and sD03 Stories
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions
Percent
Correct

Story

Respondent

sD02
sD03

K07
K06

94.7
95.5

sD03

K08

90.9

sD02

K06

(%)

97.2

Where does
the

Was it

Come from?

Pashto?

Storyteller

Kandahar

Good

good

no recording
Kandahar, good
Quetta or
but
Waziristan different
Kandahar good
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How much
did you

Different

?

Pashto?

Understand

all of it

from your

some
difference

Contact
with

these

Pashtuns?

has a
little
contact

most of it

some
difference

some
contact

all of it

some
difference

been
there
twice,
no
other
contact

Appendix I Table 3. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Eastern Confederacy Our
Chicken, sE01, Story
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Story /

Location

Respondent

Percent
Correct

Where does

Was it

How much

Different

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

the Storyteller

Good

K01
sE01 /
Jalalabad

92.9

the east of
very
Afghanistan good

K02
sE01 /
Jalalabad
K03
sE01 /
Jalalabad

81.3

not recorded

80.4

not sure,
maybe
Wardak
not from
Wardak,
not sure
where from
Jalalabad,
Nangarhar

K04
sE01 /
Jalalabad

79.5

K05
sE01 /
Jalalabad

89.3

did you

all of it

Contact
with

from your

these

Pashtuns?

not much contact
difference back
and
forth

30%
was
different

a little
have
difference contact

very
good

close to
all

little
no
difference contact

good

all of it

a little
different,
but the
same as
the
textbooks

no
contact

Appendix I Table 4. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on other Eastern
Confederacy Stories
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Story /

Location

Percent
Respon.

Correct
(%)

95.8

Where does
the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact with

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Jalalabad

Good

good

did you

sE02 /
Bati Kot,
Nangarhar

K06

sE03 /
Lost ID in
Kunar
sE04 /
Rocket in
Kunar

K08

82.6

Kunar

good

100%

K06

84.1

Kunar or
Nuristan

good

100%

sE04 /
Rocket in
Kunar

K09

90.9

Nangarhar

good

90%
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100%

from your

these

some
contact,
difference classmates
and
friends
20%
contact,
difference many
classmates
20%
has
difference friends
from
Kunar
20%
has
difference contact

Appendix I Table 5. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Non-Wardak Karlani
Confederacy Stories
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions
Where does
Story /

Location

Respon.

Correct
(%)

the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact with

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Nangarhar

Good

yes

did you

sK02 /
Khogyani
sK02 /
Khogyani
sK03 /
Khost

K08

85.0

100%

K09

86.7

Khost

yes

70%

K06

92.6

yes

most of it

sK03 /
Khost

K08

79.4

Khost
(most
likely),
Paktia, or
Paktika
Khost

100%

sK03 /
Khost

K07

X†

Khost

not
very
good
not
very
good

50%

from your

these

a little
different
very
different
very
different,
“They
talk very
fast.”
very little
difference

some
contact
some
contacts
has
classmates
and
friends
from there
some
contact

different

a little
contact

† The response recordings for this respondent, K07, were lost. Therefore, there is only followup question data for this respondent.

Appendix I Table 6. Wardak Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Ghazni Story
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Story /

Location

Percent
Respon.

Correct
(%)

85.0

Where does
the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact with

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Khost

Good

sG01 /
Ghazni

K06

sG01 /
Ghazni
sG01 /
Ghazni

K07

75.0

Ghazni

K08

90.0

sG01 /
Ghazni

K09

95.0

Rural area good
of Ghazni
(Qarabagh
or Andur)
Ghazni
good

did you

good

100%

X

X
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from your

these

little
has
difference contact,
classmates
X
X

understood just a few
words
very well
that are
different
100%
not much
different

some
contact
sometimes
travels to
Ghazni

Appendix I Table 7. Follow-Up Questions on Wardak Story by Durrani Confederacy
Respondents
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions
Where

does the
Respondent

Percentage

Correct (%)

Storyteller

Was it

How much

Different

Contact

from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Come

Good

Location

Respondent

Kandahar

D02

79.2

Wardak

Helmand
Helmand

D03
D04

93.1
59.7

not recorded
not recorded

Kandahar

D01

72.2

Logar
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quite
good
not so
good

did you

half of it
a little

from your

very
different
very
different

with these

a little
contact
father’s
friend
from
Wardak

Appendix I Table 8. Follow-Up Questions on Wardak Story by Eastern Confederacy
Respondents
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Respon.

Percent
Correct

Where does
the

Different

Contact

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Was it Good

He does
not like it.

half of it

very
different

few
contacts

yes

little
difference

it was
good
ok but not
standard
good but
difficult

all of it
(surveyor
did not
agree)
70%
70%

30%
difference
quite
different

He has
not
traveled
there.
contact at
university
no
contact
has not
traveled;
some
Wardaks
have
come to
Kunar.
no
contact,
but hear
on radio
(VOA)

Location

Respon.

Bati Kot /
Nangarhar

E01

77.8

Bati Kot /
Nangarhar

E02

66.7

seems to
be
Wardak
Logar

Kunar

E05

88.9

Wardak

Kunar

E06

80.6

Kunar

E07

84.7

Maidan
Wardak
maybe
from
Wardak

Kunar

E08

53.4

Khost

Kunar
Kunar

E09
E10

66.0
75.0

Kunar

E11

75.0

(%)

How much

Storyteller

Come from?

Pashto?

good but
difficult

did you

70%

from your

some
differences

60%,
many
different
words

many
differences

not recorded
maybe
not very
Kandahar good

did not
understand

very
different

Waziristan

80%

very
different

difficult to
understand
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with these

no
contact
(never
heard
before)
no
contact,
heard on
radio

Appendix I Table 9. Follow-Up Questions on Wardak Story by Non-Wardak Karlani
Confederacy Respondents
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Respon.

Percent

Where does the

(%)

from?

Correct

Storyteller Come

Was it Good

How much

Different

Understand?

Pashto?

did you

from your

Location

Respon.

Khogyani

K10

70.8

Wardak or
Apridi

yes

70%

very
different

Khogyani

K11

73.6

Wardak

yes

understood
it well

very
different

Khogyani

K12

76.4

Khost

very
difficult

understood
all of it

very
different

Pashto?

Contact
with

these

Pashtuns?

one
friend
from
Wardak;
has not
traveled
to
Wardak
some
friends
from
Wardak
little
contact

Appendix I Table 10. Follow-Up Questions on Wardak Story by Ghazni Respondents
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Respon.

Percent
Correct

Where does
the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Good

did you

Location

Respon.

Ghazni

G02

93.1

Wardak

not very
good

70%

Ghazni

G03

62.5

X

X

Ghazni

G04

79.2

Wardak

Ghazni

G05

93.1

Wardak

not
good;
Andur
(his
subtribe is
better)
not
good
not too
bad

Ghazni

G01

(%)

75.0

Wardak

accurate 85%
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50 to 60%
85%

from your

with these

is a
contact
difference back
and
forth
very
contact
different
back
and
forth
X
X

very
different
very
different

little
contact
no
contact

Appendix I Table 11. Eastern Confederacy Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Southern
Pashto Stories
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Story

Respon.

Percent

Where does

Was it

How much

Different

Contact with

(%)

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Correct

sD01

E03

84.8

sD02

E01

97.2

sD02

E04

86.1

the Storyteller

Good

did you

from your

good

very well

Helmand
or
Kandahar

very
clear,
he
likes it

more than
90%

20%
different

Kandahar

good

very well

little
difference

Nomad,
kuchi

very
little
different

these

has
contact,
they come
in spring
had
contact
during
Taliban
time; they
came from
South to
Nangarhar
has
contact,
people
from
Kandahar
come
there

Appendix I Table 12. Durrani Confederacy Respondents Follow-Up Questions on Northern
Pashto Our Chicken, sE01, Story
Respondent Data
Post Story Questions

Respondent

Percent
Correct

Location

Respon.

Kandahar

D02

82.1

Kandahar

D06

71.4

Helmand

D05

86.6

Kandahar

D01

(%)

85.7

Where does
the

Was it

How much

Different

Contact with

Come from?

Pashto?

Understand?

Pashto?

Pashtuns?

Storyteller

Wardak

Kabul or
Helmand
(“very
different”)

Good

good

good
but his
dialect
better
good

does not
know but
similar to
Kandahar
Not Recorded
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did you

most of it

from your

very
different

most of it

very
different

most of it

close to
his
Pashto

these

has
contact
with
Wardaks
X

has
contact

APPENDIX J
RTT DATA FOR EDUCATION AND PRIOR CONTACT
COMPARISONS
Appendix J Table 1. Individual Comprehension Results for Educated Respondents from
Wardak
Wardak Educated Respondents (19)
Story
Respondent
Confederacy
K06
K07
K08
K06
K07
K06
K08
K01
K02

Age

SD01
SD01
SD01
SD02
SD02
SD03
SD03
SE01
SE01

K05

SE01

K06
K08
K06
K08
K06
K08

SE02
SE03
SE04
SK02
SK03
SK03

23
16
25
23
16
23
25
22
50
16
(female)
23
25
23
25
23
25

SG01
SG01
SG01

K06
K07
K08

Durrani

Story

Eastern

Karlani
Ghilji
(Ghazni)

Prior
Contact
with
Region
yes
not known
no
yes
not known
yes
yes
yes
not known

Percentage
Score (%)
78.3
69.6
80.4
97.2
94.7
95.5
90.9
92.9
81.3

no

89.3

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

95.8
82.6
84.1
85.0
92.6
79.4

23

no

85.0

26
25

not known
yes

75.0
90.0
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Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

86.3 /
7.8

Appendix J Table 2. Individual Comprehension Results for Educated Respondents who
Listened to the Wardak Story
Educated Respondents on the
Wardak Story (12)
Respondent
Respondent
Confederacy

Prior
Contact
with
Region

Percentage
Score (%)

Story

Age

not known

59.7

yes
yes
no
no
yes
no

77.8
88.9
80.6
53.4
73.6
76.4

D04

Durrani

SK01

E01
E05
E06
E08
K11
K12

Eastern

SK01
SK01
SK01
SK01
SK01
SK01

40
(female)
35
25
41
26
18
20

SK01

19

yes

75.0

G02
SK01
G03
SK01
G04
SK01
G05
SK01
Overall Mean of all Educated
Respondents (31) (%)
Overall Standard Deviation (%)

23
34
22
20

yes
not known
yes
no

93.1
62.5
79.2
93.1

G01

Karlani
Ghilji
(Ghazni)

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

76.1 /
12.6

82.4
11.0
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Appendix J Table 3. Individual Comprehension Results for Not-Educated Respondents
Wardak Respondents (6)
Story
Respondent
Confederacy
K09
K03

Age

SD01
SE01

K04

SE01

K09
K09

SE04
SK02

20
20
55
(female)
20
20

SG01

20

K09

Durrani
Eastern

Story

Karlani
Ghilji
(Ghazni)

Respondents to Wardak Story (9)
Respondent
Respondent
Confederacy

Story

D01
Durrani
SK01
D02
SK01
D03
SK01
E02
Eastern
SK01
E07
SK01
E09
SK01
E10
SK01
E11
SK01
K10
Karlani
SK01
Overall Mean of all Not-Educated
Respondents (15) (%)
Overall Standard Deviation (%)

Age
35
12
40
21
45
55
20
30
40

Prior
Contact
with
Region
yes
no

Percentage
Score (%)
82.6
80.4

no

79.5

yes
no

90.9
86.7

yes

95.0

Prior
Contact
with
Region
no
yes
not known
no
yes
not known
no
no
yes

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

85.9 /
6.2

Percentage
Score (%)

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

72.2
79.2
93.1
66.7
84.7
66.0
75.0
75.0
70.8

75.9 /
8.7

79.9
9.1
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Appendix J Table 4. Individual Comprehension Results for Respondents with Prior Contact
to the Region of the Storyteller
Wardak Respondents (15)
Respondent

Story
Confederacy

Story

Reported
Prior
Contact

K06

Durrani

SD01

yes

K09
K06

SD01
SD02

yes
yes

K06

SD03

yes

K08

SD03

yes

SE01

yes

K06
K08

SE02
SE03

yes
yes

K06

SE04

yes

K09
K08

SE04
SK02

yes
yes

K06

SK03

yes

K08

SK03

yes

SG01

yes

SG01

yes

K01

K08

Eastern

Karlani

Ghilji

K09

Respondents to Wardak Story (9)

D02
E01
E05
E07

Durrani
Eastern

SK01
SK01
SK01
SK01

Reported
Prior
Contact
yes
yes
yes
yes

K10

Karlani

SK01

yes

Respondent

Respondent
Confederacy

Story

K11
SK01
G01
Ghilji
SK01
G02
SK01
G04
SK01
Overall Mean of all Respondents with
Prior Contact (24) (%)
Overall Standard Deviation (%)

yes
yes
yes
yes

Reported
Storyteller
Location

Kandahar
or Helmand
Kandahar
Kandahar
Kandahar,
Quetta, or
Waziristan
Kandahar
East of
Afghanistan
Jalalabad
Kunar
Kunar or
Nuristan
Nangarhar
Nangarhar
Khost (most
likely),
Paktia, or
Paktika
Khost
Qarabagh
or Andur of
Ghazni
Ghazni
Reported
Storyteller
Location
Wardak
Wardak
Wardak
Wardak
Wardak or
Apridi
Wardak
Wardak
Wardak
Wardak

Percentage
Score (%)

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

78.3
82.6
97.2
95.5
90.9
92.9
95.8
82.6
84.1

88.9 /
6.3

90.9
85.0
92.6
79.4
90.0
95.0
Percentage
Score (%)
79.2
77.8
88.9
84.7
70.8
73.6
75.0
93.1
79.2

80.3 /
7.3

85.6
7.8
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Appendix J Table 5. Individual Comprehension Results for Respondents without Prior
Contact to the Region where the Storyteller Came from
Wardak Respondents (6)
Respondent

Story
Confederacy

Story

K08
K03

Durrani
Eastern

SD01
SE01

K04

SE01

K05
K09
K06

SE01
SK02
SG01

Karlani
Ghilji

Respondents to Wardak Story (8)
Respondent

Respondent
Confederacy

Story

D01
E02

Durrani
Eastern

SK01
SK01

E06

SK01

E08

SK01

E10

SK01

E11
SK01
K12
Karlani
SK01
G05
Ghilji
SK01
Overall Mean of all Respondents
without Prior Contact (14) (%)
Overall Standard Deviation (%)

Reported Reported
Percentage
Prior
Storyteller
Score (%)
Contact
Location
yes
Ghazni
80.4
yes
Wardak
80.4
not from
no
79.5
Wardak
no
Jalalabad
89.3
yes
Khost
86.7
yes
Khost
85.0
Reported Reported
Percentage
Prior
Storyteller
Score (%)
Contact
Location
yes
Logar
72.2
no
Logar
66.7
Maidan
no
80.6
Wardak
no
Khost
53.4
maybe
no
75.0
Kandahar
no
Waziristan
75.0
yes
Khost
76.4
no
Wardak
93.1

Mean
(%) /
SD (%)

83.6 /
4.0

74.1 /
11.3

78.1
10.0
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APPENDIX K
MANN-WHITNEY U TEST STATISTIC CALCULATION
Organization of this Appendix
U-Test Calculation between which Two Groups

Subsection

Overall Wardak vs. Non-Wardak Respondents

One

Wardak vs. Eastern Confederacy Respondents

Two

Wardak vs. Durrani Confederacy Respondents

Three

All Respondents – Prior Contact vs. No-Prior Contact

Four

Wardak Respondents – Prior Contact vs. No-Prior Contact

Five

Non-Wardak Respondents – Prior Contact vs. No-Prior Contact

Six
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K.1

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for Overall Wardak vs. NonWardak Respondents

Appendix K Table 1. Sum of Ranks Calculation for Overall Wardak vs. Non-Wardak
Respondents’ U-Test Calculation
Comprehension of
Wardak Response

Rank of Wardak
Response

78.3
69.6
80.4
82.6
97.2
94.7
95.5
90.9
92.9
81.3
80.4
79.5
89.3
95.8
82.6
84.1
90.9
85.0
86.7
92.6
79.4
85.0
75.0
90.0
95.0

31
41
25.5
21.5
1
5
3
11.5
9
23
25.5
27
14
2
21.5
20
11.5
17.5
16
10
28
17.5
35.5
13
4

Sum of the Ranks

434.5

Comprehension of
Response to
Wardak Story
72.2
79.2
93.1
59.7
77.8
66.7
88.9
80.6
84.7
53.4
66.0
75.0
75.0
70.8
73.6
76.4
75.0
93.1
62.5
79.2
93.1

Rank of Response
to Wardak Story
39
29.5
7
45
32
42
15
24
19
46
43
35.5
35.5
40
38
33
35.5
7
44
29.5
7

646.5

Test Statistic, U1

where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the Wardak responses
and
n1 is the number of Wardak responses
U1 = (434.5-(25(25+1)/2))
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U1 = 109.5
But for sample sizes greater than 20, the distribution can be approximated by a normal
distribution where
z = absolute (U1-(n1*n2/2))/(n1*n2(n1+n2+1)/12)0.5
z = absolute (109.5-(25*21/2))/(25*21*(25+21+1)/12)0.5
z = 3.38

The probability of obtaining this statistic (z=3.38) when the mean of the population of
Wardak responses equals the mean population of responses to Wardak stories is only
0.000362 or 0.036%.

We can conclude with over 99% confidence that the Wardak speakers’ understanding of
other regions is greater than other regions’ speakers understanding of Wardak.

K.2

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for Wardak vs. Eastern
Confederacy Respondents
Appendix K Table 2. Sum of Ranks Calculation for Wardak vs. Eastern Confederacy
Respondents’ U-Test Calculation

Comprehension of
Wardak Response
on the Northern
Pashto Story

Rank of
Comprehension of
Wardak Response

92.9
81.3
80.4
79.5
89.3
95.8
82.6
84.1
90.9

2
9
11
12
4
1
8
7
3

Sum of the Ranks

57

Comprehension of
Eastern
Confederacy
Response on the
Wardak Story
77.8
66.7
88.9
80.6
84.7
53.4
66.0
75.0
75.0

Rank of
Comprehension of
Eastern
Confederacy
Response
13
16
5
10
6
18
17
14.5
14.5
114
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Test Statistic, U1

where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the Wardak responses on the Northern Pashto story
and
n1 is the number of Wardak responses on the Northern Pashto story
U1 = 57 – (9*(9+1)/2)
U1 = 12
The critical value for .05 (two tail) level of significance is 17.
The critical value for .01 (two tail) level of significance is 11.
Since the U-Test statistic (12) is less than the .05 critical value (17), we can conclude with
95% confidence that the Wardak speakers’ comprehension of Northern Pashto is greater
than the Northern Pashto speakers’ comprehension of Wardak Pashto.
Since the U-Test statistic (12) is not less than the .01 critical value (11), we cannot
conclude with 99% confidence that the Wardak speakers’ comprehension of Northern
Pashto is greater than the Northern Pashto speakers’ comprehension of Wardak Pashto.
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K.3

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for Wardak vs. Durrani
Confederacy Respondents
Appendix K Table 3. Sum of Ranks Calculation for Wardak vs. Durrani Confederacy
Respondents’ U-Test Calculation

Comprehension of
Wardak Response
on the Southern
Pashto Story

Rank of
Comprehension of
Wardak Response

78.3
69.6
80.4
82.6
97.2
94.7
95.5
90.9

9
11
7
6
1
3
2
5

Sum of the Ranks

44

Comprehension of
Durrani
Confederacy
Response on the
Wardak Story
72.2
79.2
93.1
59.7

Rank of
Comprehension of
Durrani
Confederacy
Response
10
8
4
12

34

Test Statistic, U1

where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the Wardak responses on the Southern Pashto story
and
n1 is the number of Wardak responses on the Southern Pashto story
U1 =44 – (8*(8+1)/2)
U1 = 8
The critical value for .05 (two tail) level of significance is 4.
The critical value for .01 (two tail) level of significance is 1.
Since the U-Test statistic (8) is not less than the .05 critical value (4), we cannot conclude
with 95% confidence that the Wardak speakers’ comprehension of Southern Pashto is
greater than the Southern Pashto speakers’ comprehension of Wardak Pashto.
Since the U-Test statistic (12) is not less than the .01 critical value (1), we cannot conclude
with 99% confidence that the Wardak speakers’ comprehension of Southern Pashto is
greater than the Southern Pashto speakers’ comprehension of Wardak Pashto.
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K.4

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for All Respondents Prior Contact
vs. No Prior Contact

Appendix K Table 4. Sum or Ranks Calculation for All Respondents’ Prior Contact vs. No
Prior Contact
Comprehension of
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Rank of
Comprehension of
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Comprehension of
Respondent
without Prior
Contact

78.3
82.6
97.2
95.5
90.9
92.9
95.8
82.6
84.1
90.9
85.0
92.6
79.4
90.0
95.0
79.2
77.8
88.9
84.7
70.8
73.6
75.0
93.1
79.2

28
19.5
1
3
9.5
7
2
19.5
18
9.5
15.5
8
25
11
4
26.5
29
13
17
36
34
32
5.5
26.5

80.4
80.4
79.5
89.3
86.7
85.0
72.2
66.7
80.6
53.4
75.0
75.0
76.4
93.1

Sum of the Ranks

400

Rank of
Comprehension of
Respondent
without Prior
Contact
22.5
22.5
24
12
14
15.5
35
37
21
38
32
32
30
5.5

341

Test Statistic, U1

where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the respondents with prior contact to the region where
the storyteller was from
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and
n1 is the number of respondents with prior contact to the region where the storyteller was
from
U1 = 400 – (24*(24+1)/2)
U1 = 100
But for sample sizes greater than 20, the distribution can be approximated by a normal
distribution where
z = absolute (U1-(n1*n2/2))/(n1*n2(n1+n2+1)/12)0.5
z = absolute (100-(24*14/2))/(25*21*(24+14+1)/12)0.5
z = 68/33.04542
z = 2.06

The probability of obtaining this test statistic (z=2.06) when the mean of the population of
speakers with prior contact equals the mean of the population of responses to Wardak
stories is only 0.0198 or 1.98%.
We can conclude with 95% confidence that the comprehension by all speakers with prior
contact to the region from where the storyteller is from is greater than the comprehension
of all speakers without prior contact.
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K.5

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for Wardak Respondents Prior
Contact vs. No Prior Contact

Appendix K Table 5. Sum or Ranks Calculation for Wardak Respondents’ Prior Contact vs.
No Prior Contact
Comprehension of
Wardak
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Rank of
Comprehension of
Wardak
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Comprehension of
Wardak
Respondent
without Prior
Contact

78.3
82.6
97.2
95.5
90.9
92.9
95.8
82.6
84.1
90.9
85.0
92.6
79.4
90.0
95.0

21
15.5
1
3
7.5
5
2
15.5
14
7.5
12.5
6
20
9
4

80.4
80.4
79.5
89.3
86.7
85.0

Sum of the Ranks

143.5

Rank of
Comprehension of
Wardak
Respondent
without Prior
Contact
17.5
17.5
19
10
11
12.5

87.5

Test Statistic, U1

where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the Wardak respondents with prior contact to the region
where the storyteller was from
and
n1 is the number of Wardak respondents with prior contact to the region where the
storyteller was from
U1 = 143.5 – (15*(15+1)/2)
U1 = 23.5
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The critical value for .05 (two tail) level of significance is 19.
The critical value for .01 (two tail) level of significance is 12.
Since the U-Test statistic (23.5) is not less than the .05 critical value (19), we cannot
conclude with 95% confidence that the comprehension by Wardak speakers with prior

contact to the region from where the storyteller is from is greater than the comprehension
of Wardak speakers without prior contact.
Since the U-Test statistic (23.5) is not less than the .01 critical value (12), we cannot
conclude with 99% confidence that the comprehension by Wardak speakers with prior
contact to the region from where the storyteller is from is greater than the comprehension
of Wardak speakers without prior contact.

K.6

U-Test-Statistic Calculation for Non-Wardak Respondents Prior
Contact vs. No Prior Contact

Appendix K Table 6. Sum or Ranks Calculation for Non-Wardak Respondents’ Prior Contact
vs. No Prior Contact
Comprehension of
Non-Wardak
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Rank of
Comprehension of
Non-Wardak
Respondent with
Prior Contact

Comprehension of
Non-Wardak
Respondent
without Prior
Contact

79.2
77.8
88.9
84.7
70.8
73.6
75.0
93.1
79.2

6.5
8
3
4
15
13
11
1.5
6.5

72.2
66.7
80.6
53.4
75.0
75.0
76.4
93.1

Sum of the Ranks

68.5

Rank of
Comprehension of
Non-Wardak
Respondent
without Prior
Contact
14
16
5
17
11
11
9
1.5
84.5

Test Statistic, U1
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where R1 is the sum of the ranks of the non-Wardak respondents with prior contact to the
region where the storyteller was from
and
n1 is the number of non-Wardak respondents with prior contact to the region where the
storyteller was from
U1 = 68.5 (9*(9+1)/2)
U1 = 23.5
The critical value for .05 (two tail) level of significance is 15.
The critical value for .01 (two tail) level of significance is 9.
Since the U-Test statistic (23.5) is not less than the .05 critical value (15), we cannot

conclude with 95% confidence that the comprehension by non-Wardak speakers with prior
contact to the region from where the storyteller is from is greater than the comprehension
by non-Wardak speakers without prior contact.
Since the U-Test statistic (23.5) is not less than the .01 critical value (9), we cannot
conclude with 99% confidence that the comprehension by non-Wardak speakers with prior
contact to the region from where the storyteller is from is greater than the comprehension
by non-Wardak speakers without prior contact.
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APPENDIX L
WARDAK RESPONDENT SUMMARY TO SOCIOLINGUISTIC
QUESTIONNAIRE
Appendix L Table 1. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
One

Question

Types of

Answers

Location
Gender

male / female

Most
Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Jaghatu,
Wardak

Jaghatu,
Wardak

Jaghatu,
Wardak

Jaghatu,
Wardak

Jaghatu,
Wardak

male

female

male

male

female

Age

22

55-60

55-60

20

16

Residence

Jaghatu

always
lived in
Jaghatu

always
lived in
Jaghatu

always
lived in
Jaghatu

always
lived in
Jaghatu

Education

Grade level
completed

Khost
Univ.
student

illiterate

graduate
Teacher
College

completed
4th grade

completed
6th grade

Married

yes / no

no

married

married

married

not
married

n/a

five boys
plus girls

five

none

none

Number of
Children

Common
Answer

Mother’s
Language

Pashto / Dari
/ other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Father’s
Language

Pashto / Dari
/ other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Mother’s
Mother’s
language

Pashto / Dari
/ other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Spouse’s
Language

Pashto / Dari
/ other

n/a

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

none

housewife

teacher in
elementary
school

none

none

Profession
(where?)
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Appendix L Table 2. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Two

Question

Types of

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Where do
people speak
your dialect?

Saydabad,
Jaghatu,
Jelga,
Chak and
other
provinces

Wardak

Wardak,
Katawaz
(meaning
Pashto
language
not
dialect),
Kandahar,
Jalalabad,
Chak, Shniz
(Saydabad)

people of
Afghanistan
speak
Pashto

Jaghatu
District

Where do
people speak
Pashto
differently?

many
other
provinces
speak
differently

district of
Paktia and
Paktika
Province

Wardak
and people
of Katawaz
(Paktika)

I do not
know

Ghazni
people
such as
Andur,
Qarabagh,
Khogyani

Wardak
but all P is
sweet

Wardak,
Kandahar,
Katawaz,
Paktia.

Kandahar

Kandahar

Kandahar –
sweet /
beautiful

Khost
difficult

no answer

Dzadran
and Khosti
people

Moqar
(District of
Ghazni)

Maidan
Wardak

Dari, little
English

none

Dari

Persian
(learned in
Iran)

a little
Dari

Where is
most-sweet P
spoken?

Answers

Most

Kandahar/
Nangarhar/
this area/
other

Where is the
least-sweet P
spoken?
Other
languages you
speak?

Dari/ English/
other
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Common
Answer

Kandahar

Dari

Appendix L Table 3. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Three

Question

Types of

Most

Common

Answers

Person #1

Person 2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Other
languages in
Home?
Explain.

Dari/ other

Pashto in
home; Dari
in Ghazni,
Kabul to
solve
problems

only
Pashto in
home

in home
only
Pashto;
children
speak a
little Dari
for bazaar

only Pashto

only
Pashto

Language of
children in
future?

Pashto/ Dari/
English/ other

Pashto

Pashto, it
has high
value for
us.

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Language of
grandchildren?

Pashto, Dari,
English, other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto,
they will
live among
ancestors

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Wives not
Pashtun?

yes/ no

no

no

no

no

no

no

Can son marry
Dari speaker?

yes/no

yes, if
necessary

no

yes, if
necessary

no

no

no

Women given
outside your
area?

yes/no

no

no

no

yes, she
speaks
Pashto
with her
husband.

no

no

Can women
marry Dari
speaker?

yes/no

no

no

yes, if they
are
satisfied

no

no

no

Language
Mosque
prayer?

Pashto/Arabic/
Dari / other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Language
Mosque
preaching?

Pashto/Arabic/
Dari / other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Language tell
stories?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto
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Appendix L Table 4. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Four

Question

Types of

Most

Common

Answers

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Language to
spouse?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

n/a

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

Language to
children?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

n/a

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

Language
from spouse
to children?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

n/a

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

Language of
spouse to
other women?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

n/a

Pashto (to
other
men)

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

Language
children
speak?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

n/a

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

n/a

Pashto

Language of
arguing?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Language of
Guest Room?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto /
Dari as
needed

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto
unless Dari
speaker
(then Dari)

Pashto

Pashto

Language at
Government
office?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto /
Dari as
needed

Pashto
(she did
not
explicitly
say that
she speaks
with govt
workers)

Pashto and
Dari

Pashto and
Dari

has not
been to
govt. office
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Answer

Appendix L Table 5. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Five

Question

Types of

Most

Common

Answers

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Language of
Bazaar

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Language
with Traders?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Where do you
visit? What
language?

Herat,
Kandahar,
Khost,
Nangarhar,
Kabul –
usually
Pashto

never visit

never visit

Iran for 15
months;
also, Kabul,
Nimroz,
Kandahar

never visit

never
visit

Work other
places?
military?

no, no

no, no

no, no

Iran for
work for 15
months

no, no

no

yes,
Pashto

Answer

Relatives visit
you?
language?

yes/ no

yes, Pashto

yes,
Pashto

yes, Pashto

Yes, Pashto

yes, Pashto

Other people
visit you?
language?

yes / no;
Pashto/ Dari/
other

no

friends,
yes,
Pashto

yes
(friends),
Pashto

?

?

Eastern
part of
country

do not
know

do not
know

do not
know

do not
know

do not
know

no

no

no

yes –
Iranians
made fun
of language

no

no

Where does
Pashto come
from?
Made fun of?

yes/no
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Appendix L Table 6. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Six

Question

Types of

Most

Common

Answers

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Do boys go to
school?

yes/no

yes

yes

yes

n/a – no
children

n/a – no
children

yes

Do girls go to
school?

yes/no

no, no
schools for
girls

no, not in
tradition

yes

n/a

n/a

no

Language of
school
instruction?

Pashto/ Dari/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

Pashto

Your children
speak Dari?

yes/no

n/a;
brothers
speak a
little

no

yes

n/a

n/a

no

Did they
know Dari
before school?

yes/ no/ or
not applicable

no

no

no

n/a

n/a

no

Before school,
language
between
children?

Pashto / Dari

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

n/a

Pashto

Language of
play?

Pashto / Dari

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

n/a

Pashto

What grade
understand
Dari?

1st – 12th

know a
little; in
school
begins in
level 4

do not
know

5th or 6th
grade

n/a

n/a

Learn to read
in Pashto or
Dari?

Pashto / Dari

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

n/a

n/a

Pashto

Prefer for
your children
to read P or
D?

Pashto / Dari

Pashto

Pashto,
can learn
easily
because
mother
tongue

Pashto first,
because
mother
tongue,
Dari can be
later

Pashto first,
then Dari

n/a

Pashto
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Answer

Appendix L Table 7. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Seven
Question

Types of

Answers

Person #1

Person 2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

Common
Answer

Do you like
to read?

yes / no

yes, a lot

want to
but
cannot

yes, a lot

yes, but
very
difficult

yes

What
language?

Pashto / Dari

Pashto and
Dari

n/a

both Pashto
and Dari

Pashto

Pashto

Types of
books?

poetry /
history /
religious /
stories /
health ed.

general
information

n/a

none listed

school
subjects

Is Pashto
script easy or
hard?

easy / hard

very easy

hard, very
difficult

very easy

very
difficult

easy

What type of
books do you
want in
Pashto?

poetry /
history /
religious /
stories /
health
education /
other

poetry,
daily
affairs and
historical

different
kinds

Poetry,
newspapers.
I like to
study and
get
information.

yes, but no
kind listed

health
education,
education

Would you
spend money
for books in
Pashto?

yes / no

yes, I
would buy
even if
expensive

of course
for
children

yes, with
enthusiasm

yes, with
enthusiasm

yes

yes

Best dialect
for Pashto
books?

this place /
Kandahar /
Nangarhar /
other

Suburban
Kabul is
standard
and clear
for all
people to
understand

I do not
know

Kandahar –
fair and
accurate,
sweet
sound, most
people
know

Kandahar –
sweet sound
and most
people
know it

the present
one
(standard);
it is easiest
for me.

Kandahar
/ Kabul
(standard)

Go to literacy
class?

yes / no

yes

yes, I wish
women
had the
chance to
go to
school

yes,
immediately

yes,
immediately

yes

yes

Pay money to
learn
reading?

yes / no

yes

Yes, if we
could

yes

yes

yes

yes

Language of
text?

Pashto/ Dari/
English/
other

Pashto,
Dari,
English

not able
to read

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto

Do you listen
to radio?

yes/ no

yes, like it

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Language of
radio?

Pashto/ Dari/
English/
other

Pashto

Pashto

Pashto and
Dari

Pashto and
Dari

Pashto

Pashto
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yes

Appendix L Table 8. Wardak Respondent Summary to Sociolinguistic Questionnaire Section
Eight

Question

Types of

Most

Common

Answers

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Person #4

Person #5

for getting
jobs?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

very

very
important

very
important

very
important

very useful

a lot

higher
education?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

good

very useful

very useful

very
important

effective

a lot

talking to
other
villages?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

very
efficient

it is
needed

needed

needed

yes
important

a lot

getting
respect?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

yes

very
effective

very
effective

very
effective

yes
important

a lot

Answer

Value of
Pashto

Value of Dari

Dari useful
as own
subject

for getting
jobs?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

useful

do not
know

very useful,
also
national
language

also very
useful,
national
language

useful

some

higher
education?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

very useful

do not
know

important

very
important

yes,
benefits

some

talking to
other
villages?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

good if
they do
not know
Pashto

do not
know

effective

effective

yes,
effective

some

getting
respect?

a lot/ some/ a
little/ not at
all

good

do not
know

very
important

very
important

yes, useful

some

Importance of
Pashto
language

very
important;
all
Pashtuns
should
work at it.

very
worthwhile

high value,
our mother
tongue

high value,
it is our
mother
language.

very
important,
we know
we are
Pashtuns,
Pashto is
our
language

high
value

Observation
of Interviewer

Educated,
confident
and calm

gave
mostly
short
answers;,
old and
illiterate

answered
in
academic
way

answered
in
academic
way

quickly
answered
yes/no
with little
information
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